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ABSTRACT
During recent years the education community has focused tiI1).e
energy and research funds on addressing the problem of dropout
students. If students are to remain in school, then educators need
information from at risk students before they make the decision to
withdraw.
The purpose of this descriptive research was to gather information
about the meaning of school from nine eighth grade middle school girls
at risk. The girls represent three ethnic groups: Hispanic, Yaqui, and
Anglo. The issues of culture, as well as gender and early adolescence
were information areas targeted in the research design.
During the first semester of the 1986-87 school year these girls
told their stories of how they viewed school and their personal lives.
Data collection utilized taped unstructured interviews, participant
observation, journal writing, record collection and special information
gathering writings. Numerous patterns emerged including past academic
history, grade retention, academic interests and strengths, school
survival techniques, career aspirations, family models, family conflicts,
sibling influence, maternal relationships, friendships, neglect,
corruption, abuse, and personal addiction, to name but a few.
Administration and staff were also interviewed to discover the
meaning of at risk as held by individuals in one school. Teachers and
counselors also commented on particular female students participating in
this research.
The data analysis disclosed that for all but one girl, school held no
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binding power. Attendance for the most part was based on the girls'
need for escape from home, relief of boredom, finding friends, creating
excitement, and experimentation with adult behaviors.
The report offers suggestions to the research community and
practicioners interesterd in redesigning middle level education to meet
the needs of all female students, and concerned enough to examine
practices which may contribute to a young girl's school failure.
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Sometimes we cannot reach
the hurt in each other's lives.
Sometimes we are lonely within
ourselves
and like strangers
we do not touch our thoughts ...
We don't see the pain
and hide our feelings
with painted smiles.
One day we'll face the hurt
and find our wings
and be set free.
Nina
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CHAPTER 1
A RESEARCHER TAKES FOCUS
Daria sits nervously at the table across from me, not fidgeting with
her pencil nor brushing back her hair, but her eyes move back and forth,
looking across at the shelves of books in our newly acquired meeting
room. There are no windows, just books, boxes and the miscellaneous
collectibles that frequently get shoved into some convenient storeroom in
a busy, short-handed, crowded school. Daria and 1 need space; we need
quiet for her to tell her story, and we need quiet so the tape recorder can
keep intact Daria's perceptions of home and school.
1 do my homework and then 1 see TV and 1 stay up until around
9:00 or 9:30. My dad, 1 hardly ever see him, because he works
with horses at my brother's house and he trains them to race. He
leaves at 5:00 AM and he doesn't come home until 9:00 PM, but
he's always drunk and comes home drunk and sometimes, it's a
miracle, but he doesn't come drunk. Sometimes when he doesn't
come real drunk he's real violent. Oh, 1 can't stand it when he's
drunk. I always tell him, 'You shouldn't drink, my mom has
enough problems, she doesn't need anymore.' But he still doesn't
listen to me. 1 told him once in front of his friends because him
and his friends are always drinking and he got mad and he told
my mom, 'Tell your daughter not to be yelling at me in front of
my friends.' 'I wasn't yelling at you, 1 was telling you the truth
that you shouldn't do that.' He still does it. When my sister that
is twenty and my brother that is fifteen, when they were little,
my dad used to hit them a lot because he was real jealous if any
man would come around here. He would look for footsteps all
around the yard. He was real mean and would never let her
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(sister) go out when she was young. He wants me to go and be a
nun. (GI:I0-I0-86)
(GI=Girl Interview)
(All participants, locale and school names have been changed.)
Daria has no desire to be a nun; that she articulates with long pentup emotion. She expresses well her other hopes and fears with clarity
and strength. She is a fourteen year old girl wanting to tell about her
life, hoping to find an unthreatened, peaceful, happy world. But, for
Daria, this is most difficult. This fragile-looking, soft spoken girl is an
unhappy, eighth grader finding life almost unbearable, with no place to
tum for help. Daria is a girl at risk.
The Girls
As Daria walks the halls of Quentin Middle School each day, so do
other girls. Some of these young girls are probably secure, happy and
content with life. But not all are so fortunate, not all find Quentin a
place to nurture them and give them hope and incentive for doing well
and loving learning. Not all girls at this school find the kind of passion
for knowing which gives meaning to young lives and makes school a joy.
Another such girl is Beth, who brings with her to Quentin Middle
a long history of finding trouble in her schools. Beth never does learn
to completely tame her personal eruptive style to fit the conventional
patterns of Quentin's schooling mode. She enters Quentin defiant of
authority and defiant toward any attempts to lead her into acceptable
school behavior. So Beth discovers with her friends a more engaging,
stimulating world outside school. On days when she can fling
firecrackers of nonconformity into the daily routine, she delightedly
stays to see the display her handiwork produces. But when school life is
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dull and her friends willing, Beth treks to the streets and creates a more
exciting world outside the walls of Quentin, or on the days when she is
suspended and confined to home, she escapes into the world of the
"soaps."
I watched the soaps and played with my dog. It's something that
every year to me. They (parents) don't reaJIy say
nothing, they say it's my life and if I want to do it, to do it. They
can't really do lli.,ything about it except put me on restriction.
They put me on restriction and it was only for the three days that
I got suspended. No biggie. They told me I could only stay in
the trailer park. That's where I stay most of the time anyway.
One day I was getting mean so they said no more telephone calls.
But I just took the telephone into the bathroom and every time it
rang I would just pick it up ... Suspension doesn't really help me
because I still get suspended a lot and everything, even though I
can control that, but I don't think it helps to keep the kid out of
school and get behind on education. They should just make one
of those rooms down there with one desk and just put them down
there all day and feed them lunch. Make them do that here for
the whole three days in a row. (GI: 12-2-86)
happ~ns

Beth knows what is effective for her and what is not. She has
ideas about what might make things better, but no one really asks Beth
for her ideas. She is busy making life happen, putting herself in the
forefront of activity and getting into trouble. She is one of Quentin's
prominent citizens, known for her trouble and the number of times she
gets suspended. Beth, too, is a girl at risk.
Nina, also, is one of those fiery tempered early adolescent girls
who has opinions about every topic under sun, moon and stars. She
wants life to explode. She grew up on the Indian reservation close to
Quentin, knows what a close-knit community life means, knows the
restraints of tribal life and the lure of a world beyond. She travels to
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school with her friends, she lives with her friends, and she explodes with
her friends.
All they (teachers) ever tell me is that I'm a trouble maker... I
fight a lot. If somebody looks at me, I go up and tell them,
'What are you looking at?' Or if somebody flips me off, I take
that person and I just tell them, 'Shit.' One time this girl threw
me a paper and I threw it back at her and she went over there and
hit me, so I hit her back. We just started fighting in the class.
They (teachers) just didn't tell us nothing. They just told us to
take it outside and the girl didn't want to take it outside, so she
stayed in the class .. J like to fight. (GRI: 5-5-87) (GRI=Group
Interview)
Nina likes to fight. Beth has a long list of suspensions neatly
described in her records, and Daria struggles to keep her sanity while
coping in a dysfunctional family. These three girls come to Quentin
Middle School, each with her personal and school histories, each with an
individual view of life, and each with her unique story of life in Quentin
Middle School. Yet what meaning does each girl give to that personal
experience of school? As the stories of each of these girls at risk unfold,
I hope to reveal such meanings by carefully examining how these girls
and others like them interact with the culture of their school.
Daria and her family still have strong ties to their Mexican
heritage; Nina is surrounded by the spirit and rituals of her Yaqui
ancestors, and Beth comes to school with no distinctive ethnic heritage,
yet each of these three girls knocks on the door of entry to all that
education can unveil in a pluralistic society. The three are not all in one
class together, but they represent many of the girls coming to a fairly
typical middle school in this country. They come as young girls, they
come as early adolescents, and significantly, they are three of Quentin's
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eighth grade girls at risk.
Being At Risk
It was during one of those very warm spring, ahnost summer-like
hot days in the Southwest when I sat under the shade of an overhang in
one of Quentin's nearby parks with Nina, Ellen, Daria, and Elisa, four
of the girls participating in my research project with at risk early
adolescent girls. I had picked the girls up from Young Elementary
School where they are helping as tutors in a few of the classrooms for
two morning hours each week, but the warm breeze is seductive, the
girls are restless, and I am always wanting to talk with them about their
lives. So when they suggest, when they plead with me to stop for just a
while at the park, I give in. I suppose I justify our time outside the
building by hoping that the informality of the setting will encourage
them to share freely those things which are important to them at this
time. So we sit together at one of the picnic tables underneath the
overhang, and settle in. I produce my tape recorder while Elisa and
Nina offer cigarettes and a bag of chips.
In this one short discussion these four girls talk about fighting in
school, a "rumble" which occurred the previous year, some of their
hopes for the future, "getting high," ditching, how the boys and men in
their families treat them, parents who are alcoholics, being a stepchild,
personal drinking, becoming drug addicts, the "smart kids" in their
classes, and how they talk over problems with the counselor at school.
Our stolen time in the park is well spent from a researcher's point of
view. The girls do speak freely, with one another and in my presence. I
am privy to their world, worlds which I believe to be filled with risks.
I think I was about ten when my two brothers gave me some pot.
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They were dIinking. Then I got some and then I took half of a joint.
From then on, like every other day I would take it. I was in the third
grade when I first got a hit. Then I stopped for a long time and then I
started in the sixth grade again. From then on ... and I started drinking
in the fourth grade. My head was spinning. I wanted to throw up. I
tell my aunt and them that I don't want to be like my mom and they
tell me I'm getting a good start being like her, and I just leave. (Nina,
ORI: 5-5-87)

The "risks" referred to in the girls' conversation, and the risks so
apparent in Nina's sharing, speak to the heart of what happens in the
lives of some students in our schools. Are these girls unusual? Are they
discussing life experiences unique to girls at Quentin? Are the realities
of drug use, alcoholic parents, and corrupting family members known
facts to the Quentin administration and staff? At Quentin Middle School
when the counselors, teachers and administrators consider the idea of
girls being at risk they do not give thought to such destructive behavior
as mentioned by these four girls to an inquiring, receptive researcher on
a casual outing, one mild, enticing, May morning.
The view of students at risk presented by Quentin Middle School is
a much more confined, narrow view, a view with far fewer
ramifications than the messy, life-invading realities about which the girls
speak. In the Quentin educational world, being at risk means academic
risk; students may fail their giade; they may have to "repeat." This is
the major "risk" identification proces8 at Quentin, fairly uncomplicated,
easy to calculate. The defining process of students considered at risk is
simply a matter of reviewing student report cards.
When I first went to Quentin to explore my research possibilities
the principal, Ms. Sanchez, gave me a neatly typed list of Quentin
students at risk. Next to their names were columns indicating three
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descriptors which would satisfy in describing each of the students. One,
two, or three of the columns could be checked. The classifiers for each
column read "academically at risk," "attendance at risk," and "poor
attitude." The list Ms. Sanchez gave me contained thirty-five names of
seventh graders, and twenty-seven names of eighth graders, nineteen of
whom are girls.
Quentin's principal is concerned about her students. She needs to
identify the students at risk so some action can be taken. Ms. Sanchez
has even secured from Quentin's "feeder" schools the names of incoming
students who were singled out in those elementary schools as individuals
with potential need for special help. But the list and categories which
the elementary schools supplied include numerous descriptors. Ms.
Sanchez then narrowed the range of "at riskness" as identified at the
elementary level to only three general categories for her purposes in
middle level education. This more concise fOIm is probably an easier
management tool.
She showed me, however, a copy of the original elementary school
list which identifies those needing help in math, and in reading. Students
with high numbers of absences are also included on the list. This means
students with fifteen up through thirty-eight days absence are named.
Ms. Sanchez chose the number fifteen as the identifying marker for
being at risk. The special problem category from the "feeder" list
includes physical problems connected with hearing and vision, being
over weight, and speech. The behavior section includes problems with
attitude, aggressive behavior, being "hyper," being disruptive,
disinterested, lack of attention, likes to fight, doesn't get along with
girls, "takes off," doesn't do all the work, and gives poor work but has
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high ability. The last group of problems identified are academic
concerns, namely, students with a low IQ (intelligence quotient),
learning disabilities, and students with very low academic skills. Such
are the identifiers for at risk students given to one concerned middle
school principal.
The girls whom I met and who share with me do, indeed, fit some
of the Quentin categories for risk. They are failing classes, begin to stop
attending school and they have poor attitudes about Quentin. But they
create their own categories of risk, as evidenced by the stories they tell
of their lives. But it is only through these stories, their personal
accounts, that a listener can grasp the depth of risk and its potential
danger. "My sister lets me drink. They've got me locked up in the
house like a prison and won't let me do nothing. When I'm with my
sister, she lets me drink and do whatever I want." (Daria, ORI: 5-5-87)
There is no neat column on Ms. Sanchez's list for an alcoholic
student, corruptive home environment and child depression. In fact, this
particular Quentin student, Daria, was not named a girl at risk till the
beginning of this study. Her name does not appear on the original
August risk list. It is true that her seventh grade evaluations were
mostly D's, but it is only because I wanted three ethnic groups
represented in the study that Ms. Sanchez asked Daria to attend our first
meeting. When it was clear at that time that the principal and I had
miscommunicated about ethnic diversity, Ms. Sanchez told me she'd get a
couple of Hispanic girls. Within twenty minutes Daria appeared. I don't
know the criteria for her selection. I know now the method. Ms.
Sanchez had asked a group of students to identify a girl with low grades
and/or getting into trouble. I also know without a doubt that Daria's
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stories confinn her as a girl at risk.
One Middle School
Quentin Middle School was not always so named. It had
previously been a junior high school in a large Southwestern district
(Unnan Unified School District), but that district decided in 1986 to
move towards a newer concept regarding educating middle level
children. Hence, the name changed from junior high school to middJe
school. What organizational change accompanied the name change
seems to lie in an attempt by the principal to begin an advisorwadvisee
program between her staff and students. What this means at Quentin is
that during a homebase period the homeroom teacher is able to use an
extended time for advising, for counseling, for interacting with that
home group of students in some manner which will help students feel
more bonded to the school, their classmates, and some adult in the
school. The literature on middle school curriculum and activities
suggests much in the way of a changed fonnat from the traditional
junior high model. (Clark and Clark, 1990; Task Force on Education of
Young Adolescents [TFEYA], 1989) But at Quentin, even though the
name changed, there is little that appears different from the schedule and
classes of a typical junior high school.
The schedule for the 1986-87 school year shows a homeroom
period of twentywfour minutes, six class periods for each student, and a
twenty minute period for sustained silent reading. Each studenCs
schedule is almost completely prescribed by the office. There may be
some choice if the student does not need special classes, or does not need
to repeat any class.
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At this school the faculty is not a particularly distinct group of
teachers, but a fairly typical faculty group. There is about an equal
number of male and female faculty members. Quentin Middle could
easily fit descriptors for any school servicing its particular age group.
The school does have only seventh and eighth graders, over six hundred
of them during this year.
But what does characterize Quentin as a unique school is the
ethnicity of its student population. In August of 1986 forty-two percent
are Anglo, while the remaining fifty-eight percent are composed mainly
of Mexican-Americans. Ten percent of the majority/minority population
are Native American of the Yaqui Nation. A few Asian and AfricanAmerican students attend, but Hispanic and Yaqui students are significant
members in this year's student enrollment.
Quentin's principal is concerned about the success rates of her
students. She wants Quentin to be an effective middle school and is
looking to implement more of the middle school philosophy, hoping that
these structural changes will see results in greater student academic
success. She knows of schools where these changes have occurred.
Student attitude toward school has improved as well as student test scores
(Lipsitz, 1984). While she looks toward making these changes at
Quentin in the near future, she is confronted with the reality of her
student failure rate. Quentin already has an Indian resource room,
specifically designed to try and meet the needs of her Yaqui students.
This year Ms. Sanchez is determined to focus more attention on her total
at risk population, which will include a number of Native American
students.
Ms. Sanchez is not the only person focusing on at risk students. In
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the research world there is also growing interest. Placier (1989)
explores the origin of the term in educational settings, and Richardson,
Casanova, Placier, and Guilfoyle (1989) look at the home and school
cultures of at risk elementary school children. Ms. Sanchez' concern is
part of an expanding interest in these identified students. It is
appropriate. then, that the 1986-1987 school year becomes the year of
the at risk student at Quentin Middle School.
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CHAPTER 2
AN EXPEDITION INTO PERCEPTION
The girls introduced in Chapter 1 of this study are girls at risk. Two
of them are girls on Ms. Sanchez' early list of people to watch and
evaluate. The third girl, Daria, is selected for the study as an afterthought,
but it is Ms. Sanchez' intent to intervene on each of their emergent
journeys toward academic failure. It is not unexpected, then, that when I
enter Quentin for the first time and give the principal a proposal for
working with at risk girls in eighth grade, she accepts the idea, and
encourages me to do whatever is necessary to begin the research with her
girls.
The Dig for Meaning
The purpose of this study is to explore students' perspectives on
school. The study is designed to focus on the general question, What
meaning do middle school Hispanic, Yaqui, and Anglo girls at risk give to
their school experiences? Will "digging" into the world of student
perception lead to new clarity about how students view their schooling?
Will unearthing the particular view of eighth grade girls help piece
together a gender perspective for more effective, girl-friendly schooling
experiences? And wi11listening to the words of girls from three ethnic
groups place in perspective commonalities of all girls at risk? Will their
cultural habits and traditions fonn such significant pieces in the finding that
this discovery will prompt other expeditions to search out cultural
fragments contributing to a girl's at risk status? These, then, are the
underlining questions propelling this research.
The literature on early adolescence has suggested that student
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perception need be utilized to understand the early adolescent world
(Thornburg, 1985). The literature also suggests that by using a qualitative
research approach with this age group it will be possible "to develop
empathy with people under study and to make concerted efforts to
understand various points of view. Judgment is not the goal; rather, the
goal is to understand the subjects' world and to determine how and with
what criteria they judge it" (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982, p.210).
Given that the early adolescent world is, indeed, a mysterious one,
not only to this researcher but to countless teachers, 1 chose to do an
ethnographic project. There are numerous studies of students at risk, but
most are quantitative projects. They tend to be questionnaire or survey
analyses. (See Chapter 3 for references to at risk studies.) Missing from
the early adolescent at risk literature are in-depth studies which focus on
informant perspectives. 1 want to tap the source of students' own language.
1 want the informant's language to powerfully express her perceptions. As
1 see the need, it is for research utilizing early adolescent language to
convey understanding of the student world by presenting and interpreting
this world.
1 got in an argument with my reading teacher, just because 1 gave
her a pass and it fell out of her hand. She said, 'Give
me things right.' 1 said, 'I did.' And she said, 'What's your
problem?' And 1 said, 'You're my problem.' She gave me a mean
look and 1 said, 'Don't look at me like that.' She said, 'I'm not
giving you any looks.' Then 1 said, 'Yeah, right.' Then she told
something to her helper. 1 said, 'Don't be bullshitting about me
because if you want to say something I'm right here.' Then she
said, 'Do you want to go to the office?' And 1 said, 'No.' She said,
'Then shut up.' 1 said, 'No, God gave me a mouth to talk. 1 can use
it if 1 want to. It's my mouth, not yours.' She didn't say anything.
She just looked at me. (Nina, J: 10-16-86) (J=Journal Entry)
A major decision in designing this study is to focus on early
adolescent girls still in school. The informants are students eating cafeteria
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lunches, waiting for buses, hunting madly for sharpened pencils, looking
for friends in the hallways, reacting to teachers: I want girls experiencing
the day to day major and minor traumas of life in a school for early
adolescents, in a middle level school, in a school like Quentin. These
students from a middle school give immediate feedback about school and
classroom events of the day. They talk about those situations which are
most important at the moment. This immediacy gives the data and analysis
added power and, perhaps, reveals information not gained when the
informants have to rely on memory.
My parents feel that, too, that it's not strict enough, but some
teachers are, like Ms. Gage is real strict. Because yesterday I had
to go to a girls' home and see how everything was and if I like it or
not, in case I have to go there. Ms. Gage wouldn't let me go and I
had a note. Ms. Gage just ripped it up and wouldn't let me go. It
was like an appointment and this place is way over here, right off
King Street. She wouldn't let me go so we were about an hour late.
(Katie, GI: 10-10-86)
Katie's memory of that incident is immediate. She not only shares
information about what she thinks and what her parents think, but she
reveals one teacher's interactive style, and one parent's strategy for
discipline. All this information surfaces in a single brief story told close to
the time of occurrence. My sense is that the collection of these stories does
unearth the attitudes and perceptions held by girls at risk.
Investigative studies of girls are currently intriguing to the research
community, especially investigations probing the school success of girls in
math and science, but there is little focus on obtaining information by
interviewing girls to collect their general perceptions of school.
One area of research interest is whether or not the issue of gender
affects the girls' preferences" motives, or decisions.
R: Would you ever think of going to him (science teacher) and
talking to him for help?
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W: No, I don't like talking to any of my teachers, the ones that are
men. I don't like talking to any of those teachers.
(W=Wanda, an at risk girl in the project; R=Researcher;
GI: 9-29-86)
The fact of having both male and female teachers is just one reality about
which the girls have opinion. They reveal other perspectives about their
choices and limitations as girls in public middle level schooling. A section
on gender in Chapter 8 reveals the findings.
So it evolves that my research "dig" for meaning focuses on an early
adolescent population, one labeled at risk. The study illuminates what nine
girls reveal about Quentin Middle School. They view Quentin as a place of
refuge and escape from home, a relief from their boredom, a place to
create mischief and fun, and a spot for trying out forbidden adult
behaviors. For some of the girls Quentin is a confinement. For most it is
a place to meet new friends, and an arena in which to search for
boyfriends. Only one girls views Quentin Middle School as a place for
learning.
The Researcher as Archeologist
Designing a research project necessitates taking stock of personal
beliefs. The decisions regarding topic, basic inquiry questions, and
methodology reflect the researcher as a unique person and contribute to
understanding the final interpretation. Research decisions are not solely a
matter of professional interests, experience and need. Who the researcher
is as person, individual integrity and unique purposes for a study are
critical factors which affect the research at each step of the project.
It is important that I include this section of personal information
since the project is ethnographic in nature. The researcher's view is
pivotal in key decisions made during project design, site selection, data
collection, analysis, and final written presentation. It is impossible for a
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researcher to avoid subjectivity and bias in either this type of qualitative
research, or in any quantitative study. Therefore, infonnation about the

researcher aids the reader in evaluating the study.
What surfaces during the beginning stages of my research are
personal beliefs which I feel need honoring as I develop a project with
integrity. First of these is my conviction that research employing human
interaction best reveals student perception and meaning. The dialogues I
frequently experience with students in my classes, with their parents, with
my colleagues and interested professionals, always prove enlightening,
influence my teaching, and frequently alter how I facilitate a classroom. I
also find myself a collector of personal life stories, intriguing vignettes
which I gratefully listen to over the years. These are the stories my
students share with me in our moments of bonding when children trust
enough a non-family adult, to pour out fears, joys and yearnings. These
stories bring me discovery and understanding. They also never fail to
influence my life as educator.
I believe this type of student-teacher sharing is critical in developing
rapport with students and in helping them develop perspective on their own
life situations. The stories I hear become resources for me in developing
better strategies in aiding a particular child in our shared learning
environment. Therefore, using these student stories to uncover school
meaning is consistent with personal experience and beliefs.
A second personal belief influencing this research is my commitment
to teaching students marginalized by the school system. My years as
teacher have led me through hallways and schedules,. meetings and
curricula in numerous districts and schools. As I move to different parts
of the country I find interest and attraction in working with students who
find the fornial education experience uninviting and meaningless. I
experiment and solicit feedback, then redesign and refocus, all in an effort
to arouse the interest and curiosity of "turned off' students. These students
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are the precursors of my girls at risk.
Student feedback to using an approach based on student input is
positive. Unsuccessful students tolerate a class which changes, one which
implements their ideas and suggestions. They seem to do well with a
flexible teacher. Some students do more than tolerate school, they become
successful. And I, in turn, am motivated, perhaps, obsessed with the need
to make classroom experiences exciting, "fun-filled", meaningful times for
each student. The effort brings positive results and I walk with determined
and secure step down the path of designing alternative approaches within
the traditional system.
During a time when I was focusing on new approaches the
perspective of Bowles and Gintis (1976) awakened me and clarified my
thinking about the repressive impact of schooling practices. I looked anew
at my own practices, questioning and reframing them in the light of new
understanding. I challenged school directives which penalized students by
severing their interest and killing enthusiasm. I committed myself to
working for school reform.
I believe the teacher can make a difference in kindling interest,
academic zest and can rekindle positive attitudes about learning. These at
risk students are people who feel powerless, who see no relevance and
connection among school, learning and life. Friere set Li model working
with powerless adults in Brazil (Friere, 1970). He developed an approach
to literacy, both meaningful and empowering which is changing Brazilian
society. This can happen in school for disempowered young people in the
United States.
Occurring simultaneously with my awakening was a realization that
minority students suffer most at the hands of "the system." I decided to
direct my teaching and research efforts at working with "minorities," in
urban schools with high minority populations. This decision is another
which impacts this investigative study.
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The basic beliefs about using human interaction and the need to do
research with minority students are driving forces behind this research
design. Added to these forces are personal teaching experiences which also
influence the research perspective I bring to this study. Understanding this
personal focus in teaching will help the reader evaluate my interpretation
of findings from this study.
Classroom teaching dominates my professional Jife. I have twentyseven years experience with students from first grade through college,
teaching English, speech, language arts, regular elementary subjects and
GED preparation, as well as adult basic education. But the age level
currently most intriguing is early adolescence. This is the age when
negative patterns are solidified and calculated decisions formed about
acceptance and rejection of school.
It is only recently through efforts of concerned middle level educators
and researchers that any serious effort is emerging to reevaluate what is
developmentally appropriate schooling for this age group. My experiences
teaching early adolescents confirm the need to construct a new model of
middle level schooling which is age appropriate, "minority-friendly" and
girl supportive. Therefore, to design a research project with female,
minority, early adolescents is consistent with personal beliefs about
contemporary research needs and with knowledge gained as an educator.
The focus on girls as primary participants in the investigation grows
from experiences developed during my own education and teaching years.
My high school and college experiences were spent in schools for women
only. Those schools provided wonderful opportunities for females which,
it seems, are denied to many early adolescent girls in coeducational
settings. Age does not account for limited opportunities, other factors
dominate. It seems that female opinion, style and participation in
coeducational settings often earn less respect and opportunity than male
involvement, or so my liberal, feminist teacher instincts tell me.
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In his enlightening ethnography about male high school students

living in a tough, ghetto urban area, MacLeod (1987) confesses his decision
to research only males, justifying his decision, but at the same time
indicating the need for research with females.
I say brothers and sisters because my study of aspirations should
have included equal consideration of girls. That this study
concentrates solely on boys puts it in the company of many other
works in the male-dominated field of sociology that exclude half
the population from research. But with class and racial barriers to
overcome, I felt hard-pressed to understand the situation of the
boys and would have been totally incapable of doing justice to the
experience of girls because yet another barrier - gender - would
have to be confronted. Already thus handicapped, I felt totally
incapable of considering adolescent girls in Clarendon Heights,
whose situation was so far beyond my own experience. (1987,
p.166)
My decision to focus on girls, therefore, stems from genetic loyalty,
gender interest, and teaching experiences which lead to a personally held
belief that girls are treated unjustly in our schools. This research,
therefore, it is an attempt to expand the limited body of gender research.
As a female teacher I know I have listened to many girls' stories which I
doubt would have been shared with my male colleagues. I think this
particular research design is gender "barrier free."
The focus for research, then, emerges from my teaching experience
and four critical beliefs: a value for soliciting and understanding student
perceptions; a desire to end discriminatory practices for minority students;
an interest in working with early adolescents; and a belief that I can expose
inadequacies in girls' schooling as disclosed by the girls themselves.
By summarizing these teaching experiences and sharing a personal
belief system I reveal and clarify my interests, concerns, and biases. The
human, subjective dimension one brings to a particular research project
does not mean the research findings are without value, nor are they limited
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to local interest and narrow application. The qualitative researcher is
human; that human dimension bears favorably on research.

The ethnographer embarks slowly, carefully, seeking guidance,
following the course laid out. She looks, she probes. She then comes to
those moments of discovery where she must linger and set camp, to
regroup, redesign, and alter her timing to meet the need of discovery. She
begins to dig, once again slowly, cautiously, but now unearthing small,
disjointed pieces, knowing that each tiny fragment alone has only limited
meaning, but later when dusted, matched and coded, will become part of a
larger unit with new and different meaning. She is there following the
archeologist's ritual, but the individually unique human being makes each
decision.
And so it is for this project, research designed and carried out by an
individual making decisions based on personal interests, biases, and style.
Hopefully, these human, personal elements are positive forces propelling a
truthful rendering of the girls' perceptions, and a meaningful, valid
interpretation of that data.
A Map for Expedition
This research journey into the at risk girls' world of perceptions is
directed by the central research question: What meaning do middle school
Hispanic, Yaqui, and Anglo girls at risk give to their school experiences?
For readers being guided through this report, Chapter 1 gives an
introduction to the girls' spirit and particular conditions of being young
and at risk. The chapter also highlights the appropriateness of doing
research at Quentin School, at a time when school internal decisions are
being made focusing on students at risk.
Chapter 2 gives fUIther background information on the specifics of
choosing an early adolescent female population as chief informants of the
study. That choice stems from my interests and preoccupations during
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recent teaching experience. Also, in order to fully understand my analytic
view it is useful to know my professional background.
A subject literature review is beneficial in determining where this
research fits when piecing together what the professional world knows
about how early adolescent girls view school. Chapter 3 attempts to
summarize major research findings on early adolescence, culture, gender,
and the "at risk" status. Determining how children and youth are labeled is
significant in the literature and relevant to this study. Chapter 8 expands
this point.
Reading Chapters 1 and 2 reveals the thrust and style inherent in the
research project and subsequent report. Chapter 4 explains research
methodology, the qualitative guidelines used to both collect and analyze
data, and it recounts my personal struggle and choice to use a narrative,
informal style in writing this research story.
The participants in this ethnographic study are introduced in Chapter
5. The school research site is also presented which includes an expanded
picture of the Yaqui community. Both are important contextual settings in
which to place the life narratives of the six girls whose case stories are then
recounted in Chapter 6. Because two of the girls are each members of
three different ethnic groups, it helps to look at each set of two girls as a
small unit of ethnicity. The similarities, differences, and patterns are noted
in special sections of this chapter.

In one sense Chapter 7 holds the key to this excavation into
perception. The girls' ideas, concerns, preferences, and dislikes are
presented in their own words. The researcher is simply a listener, an
observer, a recorder and a commentator. My intent is to let their voices,
unique with idiomatic language, leap to life, displaying color, power and
the truth of their beliefs.
The same chapter also offers perceptions by project respondents:
administration, teachers, staff and district personnel. They comment about
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particular girls in the study , as well as share their beliefs about school,
students at risk, minorities, and personal teaching methods. These
perceptions give some sense of the teachers who interact daily with these
girls. By the end of Chapter 7 the reader has an understanding of each girl
and an introduction to the Quentin staff.
The actual research findings are also analyzed, grouped and reported
in Chapter 7. Why do the girls come to school, other than to fulfill the law
requirement? If there is other activity they'd rather be doing, what is it?
These questions are answered and information is provided about the girls'
thinking on topics such as "good, and boring" classes, "good, nice, mean,
and boring" teachers, clubs, special interests, and any programs that are
specific to Quentin.
The researcher's personal response to the project is framed and
elaborated on in Chapter 8. I become, to a limited degree, a member of
the girls' world, entering into their stories, their struggles and the changes
which occur. I, too, have a story; I struggle, and I change.
My months with the girls also pose ethical questions about personal
decisions related to controversial research issues. It is not uncommon for
an ethnographer to experience this. I include these ethical matters in the
last chapter for they represent a meaningful part of my research
experience.
Chapter 8 includes a summary of the project. It focuses salient points
on the process of piecing together not only a story, but an emergent point
of view.
Other discoveries occur, not just the "real" thinking of girls at risk,
but the reasoning and logic of the adult school world which touches the
girls' lives. I include these discoveries in Chapter 8. Then to finalize the
project narrative I suggest in this chapter future research directions to help
build a strong case for carefully examining schooling practices with
minority students, girls, and with each student who is not successful in a
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particular local school. The focus is to provide clear direction in
formulating an empowering, revitalizing, and nurturing educational
experience for every student.
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Chapter 3
A RESEARCHER'S GUIDE FOR EXPEDITION
Elisa, one of the girls in this research project, tells the
following story about an encounter she has with the assistant
principal. It serves here as an introduction to this chapter which
summarizes significant research pertinent to early adolescent girls
at risk.
But it wasn't me who threw the egg. A guy and a girl went to
the office and said it was me. Mr. Hernandez called me in and he
told me I was suspended for two weeks and I asked for what, I
hadn't done nothing, and he goes, 'Don't be playing games with
me.' I go, 'I'm not playing games, what did I do?' He said, 'It
was either one of you.' I go, 'Either one of us what?' He said it
was either me or Nina who threw that egg in the hall. He told
me not to play games with him. I go, 'Hey, I have a witness that
I didn't throw no egg.' He goes, 'I have seven witnesses that say
you threw the egg.' He just kept looking at me and he goes, 'Do
you lie to your parents?' And I go, 'Yeah, but what does that
have to do with what we're talking about here?' (GI: 12-12-86)
Elisa is a girl whose name appears on both Ms. Sanchez' August
list of at risk students and her list of students retained in eighth
grade. Elisa's seventh grade report card sets up warning flares to
signal passers by that a collision occurred with wreckage still
strewn about on a popular highway in early adolescent travel.
Hopefully, the flares will draw some sympathetic adult drivers to
stop, inquire, and aid the the individual lingering at the roadside,
dazed and unsure about what happened and where she should go.
The Quentin administration passes by, knowing that without
monitoring and some kind of special attention, Elisa is in danger
of failing again if her past academic pattern continues during this
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second year in eighth grade. But Elisa's style continues, a pattern
of academic failure and behavior noncompliance. She struggles
on her path, but no one stops and meets Elisa's need. Elisa is a
girl at risk, one of many youth at risk in this country.
The Risk Factor
Identifying a youth at risk has taken on increased
importance over the last decade. To be a youth at risk during the
80's and 90's in American society may mean that a young person
is chemically dependent, a school dropout, suicidal, either
pregnant or potentially pregnant in teen years, or an alcoholic
(Tugent, 1986). Society looks at these youth at risk with concern.
Public agencies vie for monies to address the needs of their young
clients. Sufficient funds are not available for necessary services,
yet the number of at risk youth steadily increases.
1. Children in poverty: up from 16 percent in 1970 to 22
percent today; 45 percent of black school-age children live in
poverty; 36 percent of Hispanic children live in poverty.
2. Drug and alcohol abuse: up 60-fold since 1960.
3. Teenage pregnancy: up 109 percent for whites, 10 percent
for non-whites since 1960.
4. Teenage homicide: up more than 200 percent since 1950.
5. Arrests of 18 to 24-year-olds: up from 18 percent in 1960
to 34 percent in 1980.
6. Teenage unemployment: up steadily since 1961.
7. Students entering 9th grade but not graduating four years
later: up from 24 percent in 1972 to 30 percent today. Dropout
rates for disadvantaged black, white and Hispanic males are 23
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percent, 39 percent and 44 percent, respectively. In some cities
the dropout rate exceeds 50 percent (Brown, 1986, p. 5).
The concept of at risk has expanded over the years. In
studies the categories of risk have broadened to include "chronic
truants, underachievers, troublemakers, economically
disadvantaged, poor, minority young people, migrants and nonEnglish speakers, alienated young people, runaways, delinquents,
unemployed teens and young people who lack motivation to do
well in school or work" (Brown, 1986). This accelerating,
expanding focus on youth at risk touches not only societal
agencies but also public institutions, including in particular, the
public school system.
The term "at risk," as used in education reference materials,
is associated with such categories as school and academic failure,
potential dropouts, dropouts,
educationally disadvantaged, and underachievement (ERIC, 1987).
The education literature itself does not give a uniform meaning to
the term. Students at risk, as described in education studies, are
those who cannot keep up with the pace of instruction. The term
also includes those who make poor transition from grade to grade
or even have difficulty within the grade when there is a topic
transition (Buchanan, Schulz, & Milazzo, 1983; Milazzo,
Buchanan, Escoe, & Schulz, 1981). At risk refers also to those
youth manifesting socially disruptive behaviors (Spivack, Marcus,
& Swift, 1986), having behavior problems (Jason, Nair, & Moore,
1983), manifesting inconsistent class behavior (Mannarino,
Christy, Durlak, & Magnussen, 1982), are maladaptive having
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interpersonal problems (Blechman, Taylor, & Schrader, 1981),
and, in general, engage in alarming social behaviors (Pheasant,
1985). In addition the term also refers to students with poor
academic ability (Stevens & Phil, 1982), those who have difficulty
taking action without adult support or cannot seem to enter into
personal involvements and reflectiveness (Spivack & Swift, 1977).
Cross (1984) cites immature behaviors and non-completion of
work as characteristics of those at risk. Swift and Spivack (1975)
summarize the behaviors of students at risk as any behaviors
which are the opposite of success-related behaviors.
Each study previously cited looks mainly at student
behaviors. In some cases, however, researchers also deal with the
results of these behaviors, causes and possible interventions which
could stabilize individuals, removing them from the risk category.
(See Appendix A for chart summary of results, causes and
interventions.)
According to the research summary in this chart, the effects
of being at risk include being left out of the education "production
line," experiencing academic learning failure, showing a lowered
over-all school performance, experiencing non-success in school,
having learning problems later on, becoming a disabled reader,
receiving remedial instruction, or being retained in some grade.
Two of these results refer to repercussions extending into postschool life. An adult disabled reader or one who has difficulty
learning may have fewer adult options than successful adult
readers who learn without great difficulty.
The research also explores possible causes for becoming at
risk which include school-generated ones, such as inflexibility in
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altering the pace of instruction, not providing help in transitions,
using scope and sequence patterns which are risk-fostering, not
providing sufficient instruction, teachers not predicting student atriskness, or teachers contributing to at-riskness by their anger at
students or lack of sympathy. One researcher posits early
entrance into kindergarten as a cause for later difficulty
(Campbell,1985).
Causes cited arising from reports by the students themselves
include behavior patterns associated with minority urban living,
low socioeconomic status, loneliness, slowness at learning, poor
academic ability, low self concept, lack of self confidence,
immaturity, or specific temperamental traits. Traumatic family
events such as divorce, separation, or death might also contribute
to a student's at-riskness.
The research on students at risk is obviously not conclusive.
The findings are diverse. "At risk" describes individuals who
deviate in behavior from the accepted social norm, do not succeed
in school and/or are in danger of causing harm to themselves.
The particular in-depth investigation of eighth grade girls at
risk that I conducted illuminates and substantiates subtle reasons
why students come to be at risk, as expressed by the girls
themselves. The results allow for speculation about much needed
intervention strategies for working with these students. And
finally, it offers insight into teacher behavior and attitudes that
conflict with what students at risk say they need. This study adds
to the current, somewhat diffuse, education literature.
At the present time the at risk education literature is
unfocused. Recent studies by Placier (1989) and Richardson,
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Casanova, Placier, and Guilfoyle (1989) address directly the issue
of "at risk" as an education term, and it's application in two
elementary school settings. This is a strong beginning. But in
contrast, the social science literature is far more direct in focusing
on youth at risk. The youth issues of teen pregnancy and
substance abuse, for example, are treated separately in social
science literature. A good summary of key research related to
each topic is found in Adams and Gullotta (1983). But each topic
has a network of researchers, scholars and practitioners focusing
on what youth need, as well as possible societal interventions for
the particular problem. In the education literature, however, only
a limited number of related risk topics generate restricted,
narrow investigations. Truancy for example, as a manifesting
risk behavior receives some attention (Cooper, 1986), as do the
topics of vandalism (Zwier & Vaughan, 1984) and school
aggression (Kniveton, 1986).
Perhaps the dropout literature comes closest to presenting a
full empirical investigative picture, but this is only one category
within the "risk" domain. It should be noted, also, that the
dropout subjects of investigative studies are most often high
school age students. It is only recently that schools are addressing
the reality that middle level age students are withdrawing from
school; far too many early adolescents are dropouts (Hodgkinson,
Mirga, Smith, Trimbach, & Quinn, 1986).
Not only does the at risk education literature not as yet
provide adequate information on one risk topic, but the school
risk literature produces no significant studies in one age category.
Subjects of empirical research vary in age from kindergarten
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years through young adults. Missing from the research literature
is minimal focus on the specific age group of early adolescents.
My study investigates early adolescent perceptions;
perceptions of students at risk. Informants in the study are early
adolescent girls of Anglo and minority heritage. Gender issues,
therefore, are also pertinent to the research, as well as culture
issues. The three strands of early adolescence, gender, and
culture comprise three central areas for background literature
review, narrowing the purpose of the study, and for influencing
research design and data analysis.
The Early Adolescent Years
Within the last few decades the education field has seen new
directional shifts by adolescent researchers. The field of early
adolescence, for example, emerges as an area distinct from
adolescence. Journals appear offering articles which address the
needs and concerns of people working with youth in this phase of
human development. A new focus emerges, one considering the
age appropriate education for early adolescents; journals contain
the theory and practice of middle level education, specifically,
middle schools. The new field takes on its own persona,
demanding a much needed review for disclosing new
understandings, and resultant school policy with structural
changes.
As background for this particular research project with at
risk early adolescent girls I include references to early adolescent
research found in eight categories which are prominent in the
early adolescent literature: theories, social influence, biological
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influence, identity achievement, stage tasks, significant
relationships, physicaVmental development and education. These
references set the stage for later information on gender and
culture.
Theories
Any developmental psychology text can provide a summary
of theories of adolescence. Such names as Hall, Baker, Davis,
Benedict, Parsons, and Freud, to name but a few, provide insight
into this post-childhood time (Adams & Gullotta, 1983). Specific
theories of early adolescence, however, are absent from the
literature; the research has gaps and few studies are tied to an
early adolescent theoretical model (Thornburg, 1983). Up to this
point there has been no adequate framework for understanding
early adolescence. Either adolescent theories have been used to
understand early adolescence, or theories of childhood have been
adapted for this purpose (Thornburg, 1986).
What needs understanding is that early adolescence is a
distinct developmental stage in this society. Nesselroade and
Baltes (1974) believe that social change may be the factor which
contributes most to this distinct stage development. Such factors
as movement from rural life and industrialization certainly helped
created adolescence. Perhaps the early availability of adult-type
entertainment, the effects of contemporary media and technology
use, earlier physical maturation and an increased demand for an
early success-oriented performance in school are three of the
reasons for youth experiencing aspects of adolescence at an earlier
age. For Petersen (1984) human development proceeds as a result
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of interaction between "organismic and contextual" forces.
Therefore, an exploration of early adolescence must pay attention
to various social environments which comprise the context for
development.
Social Influence
For the young adolescent social contexts include school,
family and peer groups. Thornburg (1986) writes about the
particular societal influence on early adolescence. He believes
that the young adolescent age group has been socialized
differently than its age counterpart in the past. In contemporary
life society does not provide young adolescents a social arena in
which to act out their new energies and desires; there can be no
expressive, individualistic behavior. For these reasons he believes
early adolescents develop with group characteristics imitative of
those who are older.
Lipsitz (1984) expands on society's influential role by noting
that young adolescents today are really socially younger than their
grandparents at that age, yet they are biologically older by two
years. Because of this comparative social immaturity they are
given fewer outlets for socially responsible behavior. In her
earlier work Lipsitz (1980) defines early adolescence by
biological, age-specific endrocine changes which take place. She
adds that the particular forms and "stresses" of the stage are
culturally determined. This particular research substantiates the
fact that school as a cultural context for early adolescents
contributes to those "stresses." Societal influence cannot and
should not be ignored.
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Biological Influence
Noting the biological, endrocine changes of young
adolescents is imperative if we consider this age group as a unique
stage of human development. The biological changes usually
occur between the ages of ten and fourteen years, for some this is
the age determining time of early adolescence. For some
researchers age is the most" potent mediator" of adolescent
psychosocial development, more significant than either grade or
structural transitions such as movement to a new school
(Thornburg & Jones, 1982).
The biological changes associated with transition from
middle childhood to the next developmental time are frequently
celebrated in many societies by initiation ceremonies. The
celebration occurs close to pUberty. In a survey by Schlegel and
Barry (1979) initiations in fifty societies are reported to occur
anytime between ages eight and eighteen. The ceremony is a
social recognition of transition from childhood. Interestingly, of
the fifty
societies, thirty-nine have ceremonies for girls. American society
has no ritual, but some cultural subgroups living in the United
States do have rituals. The Navajo community, for example,
celebrates a girl's puberty with their Kinaalda ceremony (Roessel,
1981). In the Mexican and Yaqui traditions which are pertinent to
this study, both groups celebrate a girl's fifteenth birthday with an
event called Quincenera. For many early adolescents in United
States society, however, one event often occurs to mark the
transition from childhood to a new stage: transfer to some type of
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middle level school.
Identity Achievement
In the early adolescent literature, Erikson's (1968) view of
adolescence has come to dominate. The experience of pUberty
initiates a process wherein the adolescent must restructure
behavior, values and needs which stem from physiological
development. Within this process the major task is for the
individual to achieve identity. Much resultant research exists
relative to identity formation (Marcia, 1966; Meilman, 1979;
Adams, Shea, & Fitch, 1979; Waterman, 1984). Identity
achievement for Erikson is the central task of his fifth stage of
development. It is the antithesis of role confusion. In achieving a
sense of identity the young person becomes what s/he has aspired
to; however, the results of unattained identity, according to
LaVoie (1976) are detrimental to the adolescent. S/he is less
perceptive of personal behavior, less accepting of self, less able to
respond to social cues, does not perceive self as worthwhile, and
does not believe what self does has value for society. These
characteristics also exist in childhood and in early adolescence if
the individual experiences difficulty in integrating the multiple
changes taking place in her/his physical, psychological worlds.
The research on identity formation is relevant to this study
because perception of schooling indicates how schooling fosters
and hinders identity achievement.
In their movement toward identity young adolescents are accorded
a place in Erikson's model. The fourth stage emerges wherein early
adolescents seek to achieve industry, as opposed to inferiority. Erikson
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does not distinguish early, mid, or late adolescence, only interludes on
the road to full identity achievement. Therefore, it is possible for eleven
and twelve year olds to still be in a stage of achieving industry, as
opposed to inferiority. The summary of Adams and Gullotta (1983)
clarifies Erikson's meaning of inGustry and establishes the significance of
adult relationships in an early adolescent's world, issues significant to
this research with girls at risk.
The adolescent of this age gradually comes to sense that he or she
must "do" or "accomplish" to gain recognition, to become a
productive individual. Both in and outside the home, children
increasingly receive both organized and infonnal instruction as
they mature. Through instructional activities the child comes to
understand the cultural and technological ethos of his or her
society. Should a young adolescent fail to experience
achievements that are supported by an adult role model who
promotes positive identification, the youth is inclined to develop
a sense of inadequacy or inferiority. This sense of inadequacy
can easily lead to a sense of despair and to self~restricted
behavior (p.35).
When the early adolescent is secure in the industry stage, s/he can
move forward toward identity achievement. In explanation of Erikson's
post~childhood

stage, Streitmatter and Jones (1982) write:

The child is concerned with winning recognition and attention
through completion of tasks and a general sense of productivity.
This stage of identity is, to a great extent, connected with the
child's perceived response of his/her caretakers to his/her efforts
of task initiative and completion. If a child perceives an
encouraging supportive response to his/her endeavors the process
of healthy ego fonnation is furthered (p. 153).

Stage Tasks
Early adolescence, then, is the beginning developmental stage of
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youth, the years between ten and fourteen, a task-oriented time
important for the successful transition from childhood into full
adolescence. According to Thornburg (1980) the individual must have
the opportunity to accomplish specific tasks which give a greater
understanding of the self developmentally, socially, and behaviorally.
Without accomplishing these tasks the individual cannot move toward
identity. Early adolescents must become aware of their increased
physical changes, organize knowledge and concepts into problem solving
strategies, learn new and changing social and sex roles, recognize
personal identification with stereotypes, develop friendships, gain a sense
of independence, and lastly, develop a sense of morality and values.
When reviewing these tasks it is understandable why sensitive adults look
to early adolescents with new sympathy and tolerance for the
reflectiveness and flexibility needed to complete the tasks with a
successful transition from childhood to adolescence.
Though specific research on completion of these tasks is not the
focus of this study, awareness of these tasks as significant in early
adolescent development, is important when both reading the case stories
of the six girls includeded in this report and evaluating the subsequent
interpretation. Also, task awareness helps evaluate the girls' school
experiences as contributing or deterring factors in task completion.
An interesting concept of adolescence by Sieg (1975) sheds
light on early adolescent development and behavior. According to
Sieg, when the individual feels that adult privileges are due
her/him which are not being given, adolescence begins. For eight
of the nine girls in this research study, their inability to utilize
adult privileges is problematic for them. The girls feel victimized
and repressed.
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Adolescence ends, so Sieg continues, when the full power
and social status of the adult are accorded by society. In this view,
the individual's perception is critical. The early adolescent
determines what rights s/he has and what rights s/he ought to
have. It is during this young adolescent period, then, that the
individual attempts to attain power and social status in a new way.
"S/he begins to act like an adult in symbolic as well as literal
ways, or in any way that is open to her/him to do so" (p. 339).
Significant Relationships
Throughout the early adolescent literature references occur
to changing relationships during this period. Family, peers and
other adults are perceived differently by the emerging adolescent.
Since perceptions of these three significant groups appear in the
report data collected for this research a summary of relevant
early adolescent literature relating to the three groups follows.
Hill (1980) reiterates the underlying premise that there is,
indeed, a scarcity of early adolescent research, particularly very
little empirical research addressing young adolescents' family
relationships. General attitudes fostering positive relationships
are summarized in the work of Adams and Gullotta (1983). "A
democratic, warm, interacting, and partially restricting family
structure may be best for positive adolescent development" (p.
238). Sieg (1975) addresses the particular attitude of each set of
parents toward each child as influenced by the amount of power
and status given to the child. In the work of Streitmatter and
Jones (1982) "perceived" parenting styles and the young person's
identity development appear interrelated. According to
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Richardson, Galambas, Schulenberg, and Petersen (1984)
emerging adolescent family relations can be viewed in two ways.
As the young adolescent gains autonomy, ties are severed and
there ensues a period of "storm and stress." However, it is also
possible that conflict never arises, stability endures, and the
family bond undergoes transformation with inevitable tension, but
not turmoil.
In a lengthy review by Openshaw, Thomas, and Rollins (1984),
parental influences on self-esteem become central. These researchers
characterize parental supportive behavior as nurturance, warmth,
approval and other positive sentiments. Acknowledgement of these
behaviors by young adolescents confirms that parents accept them as
competent, effective, and worthwhile individuals, capable of acting upon
and reacting to the immediate environment. Parental support does,
indeed, relate positively to self-esteem. On the other hand coercive
parental behavior is not positive. It reflects parental inadequacy and
relates negatively to early adolescent self-esteem. In summary, then, the
changing relationship with parents is critical in the early adolescent's
developing sense of industry and identity, as well as for maintaining a
positive self-image on the road to identity achievement. The parental
picture presented by eight of the at risk girls is anything but positive.
For the young adolescent the move toward continued positive selfesteem involves the strong influence of peers as well as parents. Not
only do new types of friendships form, but peers become sources of
standards. Peer friends both model and influence behavior. The
socialization by peers during this developmental period is, to some
degree, explored in the early adolescent literature (Wiles & Bondi, 1981;
Jones, 1981; Thornburg & Glider, 1984). An interesting study by
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Crokett, Lasoff, and Petersen (1984) points Ollt the emergence of clique
systems which become fairly well established over the junior high years.
Also, they report research hypotheses on the effects of "intimate
conversations." These conversations have been hypothesized to
positively influence not only young adolescent self-esteem by affirming
that others share similar thoughts and feelings, but also, they influence
personal identity development. Findings such as those cited here
comprise information which is important to both parents and middle
level educators. The research supports the developmental need for
young adolescents to have time with peers for enhancing self-esteem,
developing friendships, and forming values.
Studies also indicate that measured inadequate self-concepts
can be a consequence of perceived negative evaluations not only
by peers, but by any significant person (Brookover, Erikson,
LePere, Hamachek, & Thomas, 1965). The question then arises:
How significant are the adults in young adolescent lives?
Bronfenbrenner (1977) finds in his investigation of social
networks that suburban preteens reported fewer adults in their
networks than did rural preteens. These same subjects also do not
name adults in their lists of the top ten people who know them
best.
McCreary Juhasz (1983) reports in her research that young
adolescents feel that teachers, parents and other adults don't know
enough about them, nor do adults specifically understand how
young people their age feel about factors related to school work.
When McCreary Juhasz investigated both what adults and young
adolescents feel adults should know, she found that both groups
identified the same top four categories: how children leam,
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motivation and interests, attitudes toward adults, and attitudes
toward authority. Clearly, the attitude about teachers as
significant or noninfluential persons has implications for young
adolescent schooling. Galbo's work in this area (1986) explores
teacher significance status perceived by adolescents, but not
specifically by young adolescents. A major finding from this at
risk study is the conclusion that the nine at risk girls are not
known well by any adult in their school. The girls identify three
adults as having some concern about them. One Yaqui girl feels
the principal knows her a little; several Native American girls
single out the Indian resource aide as one with whom they can
speak freely, and one Anglo girl mentions the in-house
suspension teacher as a person she can speak with, but she does
not go to this teacher and reveal her concerns and problems about
her family.
The changing relationships experienced by early adolescents
impact the ease or difficulty they have in adjusting to their own
physical maturation. The pubertal experience is too frequently
cited in the early adolescent literature to mention here. However,
the next section in this chapter addresses the specific issue of
gender which is pertinent to this research.

PhysicaVMental Development
It is important to address early adolescent cognitive
development in this review. Young adolescent thinking undergoes
change which affects all aspects of their lives, in particular,
schooling experiences which are the focus of this research. The
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early adolescent developmental period brings the onset of Piaget's
final stage: movement from concrete operations to that of abstract
thought (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). The use of the word "stage,"
however, does not imply a tightly constructed age time frame, but
rather a fluid period in which individuals enter at their individual
pace and age. Implied in this is the reality that some early
adolescents may think in more simplified fashion and are not
sufficiently ready to grasp the problems requiring more
complicated thinking. Obviously, this has impact on schooling
programs for students in a transitional age, such as early
adolescents. The individual student must be matched with an
education program commensurate with her or his abilities and
interests.
Other cognitive research has impact on schooling practices
for young adolescents. Epstein's studies (1978) propose that
between the ages of twelve and fourteen the young adolescent
brain undergoes a period of slow growth. School curriculum
design could reflect this phenomena.
The young adolescent experiences other internal changes;
interests take new direction influenced by evolving gender
significance and social circumstances. Gill (1978) cites changing
interests as an important reason for assessing student needs at this
period. Thornburg (1986) looks at rebelliousness at this stage and
sees not an interest in rebellion, per se, but new beliefs about
personal competence and abilities to function without adult
supervision and approval. The time is one of transition, an
encounter with personal capabilities and options hitherto unknown
and unexplored. Early adolescence is a discovery, a venture, a
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time of vulnerability in human development.
The research literature for this young adolescent time
period focuses on specific need categories, the need for research
and the need for appropriate schooling. Clark, Babich, and
Burpeau (1981) call for research on early adolescent motivation
and interests, self-concept, family structures, influences on
school-related behavior, and lastly, social factors influencing
behaviors. Research is also needed in the areas of attachment,
autonomy, sexuality-intimacy, achievement and identity (Hill,
1983). Thornburg and Glider (1984) believe further research
should address the questions of how early adolescents perceive
their teachers and what teacher characteristics are preferred. For
these researchers, the nature of child-adult interaction and its
subsequent impact is critical. This at risk study explores many of
the suggested areas. not as specific focuses, but as parts of a girl's
total world.
In other work Thornburg (1983) stresses the need to use
diverse research paradigms in investigating early adolescence. He
includes ethnographic studies in his recommendations. The
ethnographic design of this study reveals much information about
contemporary early adolescent girls and their perceptions of
home, school, and leisure.
Education
The issue of appropriate schooling is critical for early
adolescents. As research and practice reveal new insights about
what is well-suited for this age, then it follows that age
appropriate effective schooling must be designed to provide for
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the needs of contemporary early adolescents. The one room
schoolhouses still exists, though they are few in number. The
1940's brought the design of special schooling, modeled on the
high schools. These junior high schools focus on content, not the
developmental needs of early adolescents. The current trend is to
modify the junior high school model into "middle schools" which
focus on developmental needs.
Unks (1983) summarizes the issues to consider in helping
early adolescents' transition from elementary to middle level
schools. He points out that students move from "client centered"
to well developed bureaucratic organizations. In middle level
schools they experience fragmentation of power and have no
teacher to mediate for them. They encounter "the office." In the
new school setting emerging adolescents experience more times to
be "on time," have no specific teacher to protect them, must
function in an environment which frequently stresses athletic
prowess rather than academic prowess, and lastly, are oriented
toward the future as opposed to the present which is the
elementary school orientation.
The specific "middle school" model poses to offset the
impersonalization of junior high schools by specific plans to team
teachers with a small group of students, offer advisor-advisee
relationships, and stress the reality that not all students are
developmentally the same, therefore, many choices must be
offered to fit the diverse needs of students this age.
The transition process to any type of middle level schooling
merits specific attention in the early adolescent literature. The
change to a new school is a significant event to students this age.
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Thornburg and Jones (1982) found that entry level students at
middle level exhibit higher levels of anonymity and victimization
than their peers who advance a grade level within the same
school. This increase decreases with experience, however. In a
later study of transition, Jones and Thornburg (1985) conclude
there is no consemlUs on transition studies in terms of relationship
of positive to negative change effects, the duration and intensity of
these effects, or the factors which mediate the impact of
transition. Perhaps expanded interest in the general early
adolescent field will prompt efforts to crystallize the effects of
transition.
This study notes some of the impacting experiences for nine
girls as they transition to middle level schools. Three of the girls
move to junior high schools for seventh grade; the other six move
to a school newly designated a middle school. Findings indicate
that there are few differences in how the girls experience
schooling in the middle school model as implemented at Quentin
Middle School. However, this may be the result of the school's
recent change, having a faculty ill prepared for new faculty role
expectations in this middle level school. Also, there may be
greater stress to work with the younger Quentin students, not the
eighth graders who are subjects in this research.
A pertinent suggestion by researchers is that early
adolescents need to tell the adult community more about
themselves, and what they consider to be educationally relevant
experiences. This at risk study attempts to honor that suggestion.
The adult view and young adolescent view may not coincide
(Ward, Mergendoller & Tikunoff, 1982; Thornburg, 1983). The
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trend in research for this age has been to impose adult questions,
based in good faith on the fact that auuliS, of course, know more
about what early adolescents need than the adolescents do
themselves. A shift in focus by the research community from the
imposition of adult-centered questions to young adolescentgenerated topics can provide new findings, perhaps suggest more
effective learning experiences, and offer more authentic
understanding of this developmental age. The girls in this study
choose to speak more freely and openly about their problems
rather than dwell on their school experiences. Many of their
problems and concerns stem from the fact that they are young
females.
It is, therefore, important to include the literature
background which provides a basis for understanding the gender
issues raised in this research with nine early adolescent girls.

The Gender Issue
To date most of the early adolescent research has used male
subjects (Petersen, 1984). And yet Simmons, Rosenberg and
Rosenberg (1973) fourteen years ago raised the possibility that
girls particularly are at risk during this age period. Perhaps
continued consciousness-raising will stimulate research using
young female participants, help unravel the mysteries of causality
regarding young females at riskness, and disclose gender-specific
needs of these early adolescents. The research cited in this section
is categorized into four parts: parental influence, societal
influence, puberty and schooling. These areas seem most relevant
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to the lives of the at risk girls participating in this research.
Parental Influence
In past research literature parents themselves did the
reporting of their attitudes and behavior toward daughters and
sons. It is not surprising that results indicate no differential
treatment. New observational techniques are currently in use
with results indicating there are differences in parental treatment
(Henshall & McGuire, 1986). In one community study Bursek,
Merton and Schwartz (1985) find gender differences in the
attitudes of adult males, not all of whom are necessarily parents.
These subjects indicate that boys can be trusted at an earlier age.
The adults make positive responses to allowing boys more
freedom in adult-like situations.
Some girls in this at risk study perceive unequal treatment
of brothers and sisters in their homes. They feel that boys are
allowed more freedom. The critical issue is how the female early
adolescent perceives the situation.
Parental influence plays a significant part of the girl's
maturing .. Montemayor and Van Komen (1980) fmd that male
and female young adolescents are influenced differently at
different times. Timing is a critical factor as indicated in the
study by Tobin-Richards, Boxer, and Petersen (1983). They found
that if some major life event does not occur as anticipated, a crisis
may ensue. These specific time-anticipated events involve the
whole family of young adolescents. The same study notes the
effect on patterns of family interaction when adolescent changes
occur. Findings in this research study disclose that when the girls
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manifest an interest in boys, when they request free time away
from the home, and make requests to attend social events. then the
communication and relationship patterns change.
Societal Influence
The second topic in the gender literature is society's
influence. If the definition of gender is all aspects of being
female (or male) that are not directly related to the biological
division, then aspects of being female are, indeed, related to a
particular society and a particular culture. In Erikson's (1968)
classic work he writes of gender identification as occurring
through the integration of all of life's experiences. As the young
adolescent girl moves toward ego identity she also continues to
confirm her gender identity. Streitmatter's study (1985) develops
this idea further by showing that gender identity prior to
adolescence is fairly distinguished, but then is reconsidered and
reformed during the adolescent years.
The recent work of Carol Gilligan (1990) develops the
theory that female relationships are at the core of girls developing
a distinctly female view of life. These relationships found within
the family and within society are influences in vital areas of a
girl's moral and racial awareness. Therefore, the relationships of
early adolescence are pivotal in influencing values and attitudes
formed and reformed at this time which direct a girl's decisions
and judgments.
Gender role perceptions are linked during this early
adolescent period. Eisenhart and Holland (1983) see peer
interactions as integral in transmitting these gender roles. Then,
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as young adolescents move through the adolescent period the once
finn, possibly rigid, gender roles become more flexible (Inhelder
& Piaget, 1958). It seems that two crucial school functions are to
allow peer interactions and to present positive adult models for
gender emulation. Implied in this latter function is the school
need to present an opportunity for each early adolescent girl to
have a personalized relationship with an adult female associated
with the school, who not only recognizes developmental needs at
this age, but is willing to offer friendship and understanding to
one or two individual girls.
Puberty
For the young adolescent female the experience of puberty
not only influences her gender perceptions, but becomes a critical
experience lasting far beyond early adolescence. A growing body
of literature places menarche in a central position for the girl's
self-acceptance during this developmental stage. Simmons, Blyth
and McKinney (1983) find that a girl's image of her body
correlates with her self-image at this time. An increase in weight,
which can frequently occur at puberty, can affect body image.
Girls in this research study write negatively about their bodies.
They also seldom mention any references to talk or events which
evidence their own positive self images. What is important for
each girl is support by her peers (Tobin-Richards et aI, 1983).
It has been found that a greater than average number of
problems in school develop at the time of menarche (BrooksGunn & Petersen, 1983). If the girls are early developers, these
researchers find that the girls are disadvantaged academically,
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have more behavior problems, and produce a different body type
which can negatively influence self-image. Findings from this
research indicate that most of the nine girls were ill prepared for
menarche in terms of preparatory education, and presence of an
adult female relationship which could offer a source of
information and understanding.
Cutter, Comite, Rivier, Vale, Loriaux, and Crowley (1983)
find that parents are frequently embarrassed by their daughters'
early sexuality and find this a difficult topic to discuss. In fact,
this concern about early sexual development is not something
parents feel they can bring to a community agency for help, as
they would for other family concerns. In related research on
female early development, Faust (1983) finds it impossible to
actually investigate beginning pUbertal signs because researchers
do not know exactly how early the female change process begins.
Girls at pUberty indicate a drop in self-esteem and are
frequently reluctant to talk about their experience. What is
important for girls at this time is the amount of preparation they
have, the attitude of their families, and their own psychological
experience of menarche (Brooks-Gunn & Ruble, 1983).
There is a small body of research which indicates that
puberty affects cognition. Since girls reach puberty first the
lateralization function of the brain is curtailed at this time and
extends for a longer period than for boys. Also, during puberty
the brain secretes hormones which cause biochemical imbalances
which disturb cognition and "may limit the performance of task~
labeled masculine" (Waber, 1976). This research is included in
this report solely to provide information which mayor may not
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be significant to this at risk project. No rmding indicates a
relationship, and hie research design does not focus specifically on
obtaining data to support or deny the Waber research.

Schooling
Appropriate schooling for girls should be a crucial issue for
all those concerned not only with gender topics, but for all
concerned with equal education. However, the research related to
appropriate female schooling is limited. Several studies seem
relevant to this research with early adolescent girls at risk.
According to Calabrese and Seldin (1986) females are
expected to assume a school-role which means for them no
competition and limited achievement in a male-dominated
environment. In their study of ninth grade girls using the Dean
Alienation Scale the researchers find girls experiencing
powerlessness to a significant degree. The researchers, then, pose
the question: Are females forced to experience an education that
fosters alienation by promoting male-oriented learning
environments? Some learning environments are more sensitive,
more "girl-friendly," than others. The finding from this at risk
research discloses a middle school which gives minimal
consideration to young female needs.
Minuchin (1971) finds sex role behavior more rigid in
traditional schools than in liberal ones. In theory the middle
school school concept allows for innovation and a more liberal
approach to education, but the reality of how the middle school
philosophy is implemented reveals a school such as Quentin which
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only marginally implements this philosophy.
Teacher treatment of students is relevant to the issue of
gender. Findings indicate that teachers often base their
interactions with students on ascribed characteristics of ethnicity
and sex (Clifton, Perry, Parsonson, & Hrynicek, 1986). They
often treat males and females differently. In a study by Good,
Sikes and Brophy (1973), findings indicate that high achieving
high school boys receive more attention than girls.
The work of Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) represents the
definitive gender work up to this point, but there is question of
their methodology (Linn & Hyde, 1989). Their findings indicate
gender differences in math performance, spacial ability and
verbal abilities. Much school achievement research on gender
differences stems from their findings. However, the research is
not conclusive and much of it does not investigate early adolescent
gender differences. Also, Calabrese and Seldin (1986) question
any findings based on standardized tests, as utilized by Maccoby
and Jacklin.
In a recent extensive study utilizing test data for students in
grades five through eight, Sabers, Cushing, and Sabers (1987)
conclude that the achievement differences between the sexes is not
as great as those within the same sex.
The math achievement literature regarding gender
differences indicates that teachers have unconscious beliefs about
appropriate female behaviors in math (Burton, 1978). Females
experience less adequate learning or they deliberately choose not
to study math. Hence, the number of years males and females
study math is important, yet not always taken into consideration.
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For this reason boys then feel more confident (Fennema, 1978).
Casserly's (1975) study indicates that some schools are more
successful in persuading females to attempt high achievement,
including high math achievement.
In conclusion, Bossert (1979) looks at differential treatment
of females and males in schools. He does not focus on findings,
but offers suggestions to rectify the inequality: tape record
portions of lessons and listen for discrimination, keep a daily log
of assignments of which students are assigned to dassroom and
school roles, be sensitive to peer/teacher pressure and individual
preferences, and work with a researcher in a collaborative
relationship. Perhaps, then, implementing these suggestions will
reveal subtle gender discrimination.
Gender is only one significant category related to the study
of early adolescence; minority culture is another which much be
explored as background for this particular research. What issues
come to bear on investigating Hispanic, Yaqui, and Anglo early
adolescent perceptions?
The Culture Dilemma
A major issue which relates to early adolescent schooling is
important depending on whether or not the student is part of the
dominant or minority group within a particular school. The
middle school used in this research project is situated in a
predominately Anglo city, but the school itself has dominant
Hispanic and Indian minority populations within the school. The
staff, however, is mainly Anglo, following a district school
structure designed by Anglos. These issues bear remembering
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while reading the following literature section which is divided
into three parts: current attitudes, schooling theories and
classroom suggestions.
Current Attitudes
Statistics, especially as represented by achievement and
dropout data, validate that Hispanic and Native American students
do not have as comparable school success rates as their Anglo
peers. Dropout rares for these two groups far surpass Anglos. In
considering factors which impact on this reality it is wise to
acknowledge existing societal attitudes which may bear influence.
Sue and Padilla (1986) summarize one such attitude: Hispanics and
Native Americans, according to some, are inferior genetically.
They do not have the intellectual capabilities for school success.
Ramirez and Castaneda (1974) believe that Mexican Americans are
often characterized as "fatalistically dependent and cooperative in
spirit," characteristics antithetical to the dominant culture's spirit
of competition and "rugged individualism." One of the teachers
in this at risk research perceives Mexican families to have positive
qualities which she does not ascribe to Native American families.
The point is that both positive and negative attributions are held,
based upon ethnicity and culture.
The societal attitudes reflecting opposition to bilingual
education reflect broader attitudes about minority students.
Epstein (1977) opposes delivering any increase of services, and
questions use of federal funds for "maintenance of ethnic and
cultural identities of a few." The "few" do not need special
services. The view persists implying that each strata of American
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society offers equal opportunities to minorities within the schools.
Yet minority students, particularly those attending school in low
socioeconomic areas, do not receive the same opportunities as
those attending in higher economic areas.
Glazer (1980) feels that bilingual education leads to a divided
society. This attitude, among other such attitudes which refuse to
recognize diversity of need, circulate within society today and
exist cloudlike over the schools in which minority students strive
for achievement. Opportunities are not equally offered to all
students; American schools are designed to provide successful
experiences for particular groups. Minority students who do not
assimilate into the dominant group are greatly disadvantaged in
such narrowly designed schools.
Schooling Theories
Language and related cultural differences have been
identified by educators and by the courts as key factors in the
educational failure of minority students (Fillmore and Valadez,
1986). Cummins (1986) believes the old causality theories for this
failure are no longer adequate. Certain minorities fail, many
minorities succeed; "linguistic mismatch" is not sufficient
explanation. A theory of "insufficient exposure" pales in the light
of the successful Canadian French immersion programs. These
older inadequate theories have given way to newer, more
plausible ones. Where the generic school model is replaced by an
educational design to foster success for the local student
population, then achievement is possible.
Ogbu (1978) looks at school failure of specific minority
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groups and speculates a "caste system" exists which creates
economic and social discrimination for adults. This system affects
children in that the entire minority group internalizes an inferior
status. Feuerstein (1979) posits that disruption of
"intergenerational processes" caused by alienation of the group
from it own culture can affect minority students who work in
another culture-dominant institution. Perhaps the competition
among different cultural systems can be the source of success or
failure for some groups (Gibson, 1982).
In addressing the school success/failure issue specifically,

Smith (1986) believes that by utilizing models in educational
psychology, education has ignored the importance of the group as
a culture, and has focused on a psychological approach to
understanding student learning as opposed to an anthropological
approach which stresses context. Context is also critical for
Cortes (1986), whose contextual interaction model stresses the
need to always examine societal and school factors in a particular
context. How a contextually-specific school works and its
importance and meaning for students is central to this theory.
In looking at the ongoing theory development of Cummins,

three stages appear. His 1979 work on language/culture minority
students elaborates an
"interdependence theory." Cummins believes that if academic
proficiency is developed through effective instruction in the
minority language, then transfer of this proficiency will occur as
the student learns in a second language. To this he adds a theory
of "cultural ambivalence" which offers lack of cultural
identification as a possible cause for school difficulty. Then later,
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in 1986, Cummins advances ideas of "empowennent or
disablement" as a theory of school progress for minority groups.
Either empowering or disabling occurs as a direct result of
minority student interaction with educators in the schools.
Evidence of disabling occurs for eight girls in this research.
Educators can incorporate student language and culture,
encourage community participation, and use a pedagogy which
promotes intrinsic motivation, or they do not stress these
approaches which enable and empower. They can become
advocates for students or they can "legitimize location of
problems in the students." This adult excuse for non achievement
disables all students.
These theories are derived by looking at the school
experience of minority students. What are the specific problems
identified by concerned sociologists, anthropologists, and
educators? In their oft-cited work, Bowles and Gintis (1976)
believe that schools are structured in such a way that they
perpetuate the social stratification which exists in society. Clifton
et all (1986) identifies student sex and ethnicity as having some
effect on teachers' normative and cognitive expectations of their
students. These expectations are reflected in student achievement.
The interviews with teachers in this at risk study reveal strong
attitudes about Native American culture which reflect reasons
why teachers believe these Indian students do not do well in
Quentin Middle School.
Ogbu (1979) believes that in evaluating support for school
by minority group parents, the evaluation is based on how these
parents transmit white middle class values. One teacher
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interviewed in this research told about calling over 100 parents
seeking help for a project and obtaining very little support.
Parental involvement in school is not a simple issue. For Cortes
(1986) a whole set of factors bear influence on the minority
student's school situation. Significant to Cortes are teacher
expectation and behavior, the school counseling procedures,
school structure, curriculum, and testing practices.
Counseling procedures are also meaningful for Erikson
(1975). In his work Erikson finds that rather than being an
advocate for the student, the counselor of minority students
frequently is a "gatekeeper" for the bureaucracy. Students with
the same background as the counselor receive more help than
students of a different background.
In looking at classroom instruction, Wells (1982)
summarizes the dominant instruction model as one of transmission
of information. Freire's work (1970) has said basically the same
thing, calling it, however, a "banking model" of education. What
is being transmitted originates in the dominant culture without
consideration for subdominate cultures. The work of McDermott
and Gospodinoff (1979) in the classroom also leads them to
criticize the educational structure because it "causes teachers to
function as racists and bright kids function as dopes." The
unsuccessful students come to believe that their failure is their
fault, not the school's.
A significant number of researchers, however, believe the
system can cause the failure of minority students. One vivid
example of this is described by Cummins (1986) as he shows how
in an attempt to find causes of minority students' academic
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difficulties, psychologists are frequently directed to test.
However, the tools they use are psychological tests. It is hardly
surprising, then, that a child's difficulties are attributed to
psychological dysfunctions.
Assessment has played the role of legitimizing the disabling of
minority students. In some cases assessment itself may play the
plimary role, but more often it has been used to locate the
'problem' within the minority student, thereby screening from
critical scrutiny the subtractive nature of the school program, the
exclusionary orientation of teachers towards minority
communities, and transition models of teaching that inhibit
students from active participation in learning. (p.29)
Classroom Suggestions
Problems exist within the schools; some researchers offer
suggestions to create a positive learning environment for minority
students. Sue and Padilla (1986) suggest building educational
programs based on the existing strengths of the students. They
also urge stressing divergent thinking in those schools which
foster conformity, and establishing mediation processes between
teachers and students. Banks (1983) suggests major reforms in
areas of multicultural education, teacher attitudes toward ethnic
students, teacher strategies, testing practices and language study.
Kagan (1986) has studied the special benefits of cooperative
learning for minority students and urges cooperative methods in
classrooms. Erikson's (1975) idea is to raise consciousness about
the effects of face-to-face interactions. Also, he suggests allowing
students to choose their own school counselors.
Other research suggestions offer opportunities for
individual educators and schools to examine their practice. For
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example, raising consciousness about and adopting culturally
sensitive teaching styles is what Cortes (1986) suggests. Diaz,
Moll, and Mehan (1986) stress that schools should identify the
specific social, linguistic and academic strengths of each student.
These are only a few of the suggestions researchers believe
worthy of consideration by school systems. But many of these
suggestions are ones which could be well implemented by Quentin
Middle School, the setting for this at risk research.
There are several other considerations about culturally
subdominant students pertinent to my research. Ogbu (1978)
states that all minority students are predisposed to school failure
even before they attend school because of their dominated status.
A second idea is that when typical teacher/student interaction
patterns are different from those of home, the minority students
are not adequately prepared for the pattern of white middle class
school interaction (Heath, 1983; Wong-Fillmore, 1983). Also, it
is important whether or not the student believes that opportunity
exists within the specific school situation and that school education
enhances future opportunities (Cortes, 1986). The individual
student's belief in opportunity is critical.
Dumont (1972) presents the significance of difference in
oral-linguistic patterns of Indian students, stating that the typical
classroom does not allow for these to emerge. Guilfoyle (1988)
also addresses minority language related issues in her work of
matching a Native American cultural style with an enhancing
classroom environment. The match is critical for student success.
Other specific characteristics of Indian students are described by
Guilmet (1981) when he summarizes the influential work of
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Cazden, John, Scribner and Cole, and Philips. It is important to
understand that each minority group has group characteristics.
These must be honored, enhanced and utilized in classrooms for
particular minority groups. But also as a number of researchers
cited in this review have noted, each minority student must also be
known individually. Culture is a significant issue for each
student; minority status is a crucial concern in schooling.
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CHAPTER 4
A METHOD FOR EXCAVATION

Choosing a method to explore the basic question of what meaning
do eighth grade girls at risk give to their school experience, hinges
solely on the project's central question; digging out meaning from the
perceptions of older middle school girls is focal in implementing this
research design.
A Oualitative Dig
From the outset I felt certain that interacting with the girls
themselves, as they explained and poured out in their own language how
they viewed school, would provide rich data. What are their perceptions
of teachers? Which classes are meaningful? Which ones do they ditch?
In what classes do they finish their homework? Which teachers take a
personal interest in them? Which adults in school listen to their
problems? Questions like these cover only a few of the possible topics
which conversations reveal.
It also seems best that the girls talk about school in their natural
school setting. It is the place which triggers memories and inspires
comment. It is here I can observe them and absorb the ambiance of the
school population of both students and adults. Therefore, it is a logical
decision to use the school as the key setting for sharing ideas and
feelings.
What I find as I begin collecting data, however, is that any idea of
interviewing only within the school building is naive. Little did I realize
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that understanding the girls' relationship to classes and teachers, also
means understanding their youthful position within a larger personal
world. I need to follow them into that other world which is in no way
confined within the hallowed Quentin walls. The girls lead me outdoors
to an isolated area in a far corner of the school property where the
flowering Palo Verde branches reach protectively down over a stark
metal fence to shade students lingering there entertaining thoughts of
escape. The girls lead me to Montezuma city park about three blocks
from Quentin, where they trudge when ditching classes and rest for
private interludes with their boyfriends. They find the swings, teetertotter, slides and picnic tables far more inviting than hard metal desks
and unbending chairs.
The girls and I travel to and from Young Elementary School
where some of them tutor two mornings each week. We talk in the car;
we share stories when I occasionally drive one of them home if we stay
to finish an interview long after the buses leave. We walk the University
campus together and talk about their lives, and I speak with some of
their parents on the reservation and in the Quentin neighborhoods. And
lastly, some of the girls and I spend a weekend camping together at the
ocean, strolling barefoot on a shell-strewn shore, hunting private space
to serve as bathroom accommodations, spying creatures collected in the
early morning tide pools, and sitting huddled together close to a sanddug fire as the cooling night air settles in. The setting for data collection
becomes expansive.
It was critical in my early thinking that the girls' perceptions and
stories be central in my final research report. A survey of school
opinion and summary charts of shared ideas would never harness the
power of narrative which their stories hold. Extended verbatim
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conversation with helpful, probing questions from me does elaborate the
details but power ignites as the girls spontaneously, naturally tell their
stories. Story recording through structured and unstructured interviews
seems the best method to collect perceptions from the girls at risk.
Therefore, I designed a study to uncover and utilize the power of the
girls' "telling," so that in the final report the girls themselves become the
central characters, actors speaking in their impassioned language as they
communicate to each reader inquiring about their school lives.
I hoped the girls would share their views on matters which were
important to them, not necessarily on solely those topics which I
anticipated might be important. What issues dominate the girls'
thinking? How much mental time is directed to school concerns? And
lastly, will their telling be truthful?
Will the girls share more openly and honestly answering questions
on paper, or will verbal interactions give them freedom, and empower
them as people knowing that they have information which a concerned
adult wants to hear? Chapter 7 answers these questions. The decision to
tape record their conversations was made; the results confirm the merit
of that decision. The human interaction brings forth rich data, and
provides an empowering, liberating experience for the girls.
At the beginning of this study the motivating forces impelling me
are my experiences with at risk students, the literature base which
reveals research findings about early adolescent ethnically diverse girls,
and a personal drive to understand what school actually means to a small
population of girls labeled at risk. If I can uncover meaning from a
small number of girls, then surely their thinking will reflect similar
perceptions by other girls at risk in different settings.
In this research project there is no hypothesis needing testing, no
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dominant set of directed questions needing statistical analysis. It seems,
then, that an exploration is needed, an attempt to gather words,
observations and records of the "tellers" in their world. A careful dig
and probe clarifies the telling and the seeing. Then the need becomes to
gently fit in place pieces of the story, catch the fragments of their
meaning and lock these together in understanding and interpretation.
It is this line of thinking which led me to consider a qualitative
approach for this naturalistic investigation. The approach assumes the
importance of understanding the participants' perspectives, and the
design utilizes my empathy with a "girl at risk" status. My subjectivity
as female researcher and instrument in the study is utilized in a positive
way. Lastly, since qualitative research projects are interpretive pieces
allowing questions to arise and theory to emerge, this choice is well
suited for an investigation of student perception. The at risk project,
therefore, is designed as a qualitative dig.
An Ethnography
The model I follow for collecting data is that frequently used in
anthropology and sociology, but becoming more popular in education
research, namely ethnographic fieldwork. Details of the fieldwork
experience are explained in this section.
Interviews
Key in the data collection are interviews, both unstructured and
structured conversations with a specific number of girls (Spradley, 1979;
Bogden and Biklen, 1982). At the outset of the project I wanted nine
girls to participate, three from each ethnic group. This would possibly
reveal cross cultural issues (Ogbu, 1982). There was a problem,
however; more Yaqui girls were designated at risk than Anglo or
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Hispanic. The actual selection process is detailed in Chapter 5, but this
imbalance resulted in choosing nine girls. Two are Hispanic, two are
Anglo and five are Yaqui girls.
At the beginning of the project I intended to interview each girl
two or three times per month, on an individual basis. The time frame
for research was the first school semester during the 1986-1987 school
year. Due to delays in obtaining school district research permission the
actual interviewing takes place in September, rather than in August when
classes started at Quentin. The average number of interviews for each
girl is nine sessions, each lasting between thirty and fifty minutes. Care
was given so that each time a girl was absent from class for one of our
interviewing sessions, she only missed one class. Also, the girls did not
miss the same content area each time. This was important to ensure that
different classes would be "fresh" in the girls' memories. Also, I didn't
want to alienate the teachers by having anyone girl miss too many of
one particular teacher's classes. This care necessitates having the
interviews held both in the mornings and in the afternoons, and on each
of the numbered days in Quentin's rotating daily schedule. By the time
the project finished I had held eighty-three individual interview sessions
with the girls.
During the first semester and part of the second semester the girls
also participated in small group interviews. There were nine such
sessions. Participants attended if they were in the building. Some of the
sessions were scheduled, but others happened spontaneously. It was
difficult to gather the girls during second semester since for most of
them, their ditching habits increased. In one case, Beth's days of
suspension plus her ditching days made her an elusive informant during
second semester. Another girl, Sonja, transfelTed to an alternative
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school, then Beth Vias finally "dropped from the books."
The girls readily cooperated in the interview sessions. At first,
some of them were hesitant and needed questions to draw out their
views, but as the study progressed most of them became more relaxed
and more verbal. It seemed the issue of having a tape recorder nearby
was not a problem; it did not impede conversation.
I felt it was important to interview some of the girls' teachers, as
well as significant staff people who may have interacted with the girls.
Therefore, I conducted interviews with five of the girls' female teachers
and six of the male teachers. The nature of these interviews was
structured. My purpose was more than asking teachers to comment on
particular girls in the project. If they thought an individual were at risk,
I wanted to collect their perceptions about the student. This information
increases understanding of the teacher's philosophy about schooling,
Quentin, at riskness, and each person's particular teaching style. I also
wanted teachers to evaluate their success as teachers. Having some
understanding of a girl's teachers clarifies and frames her references as
she speaks about these adults. The protocol for these teacher interviews
is included in Appendix B.
The principal gives time for two interviews, one at the beginning
of September and the other at the end of the semester. We also have a
number of casual conversations which are summarized and reflected on
in my field notes. I hold interviews with each of the following staff
members: the assistant principal, the two counselors, the social worker,
the nurse and her aide and the Indian education resource aide. I
conducted one other interview with Mr. Lambert,the assistant
superintendent of the district. The purpose for this conversation is to
understand the Urman School District thinking about at risk students.
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Before his promotion Mr. Lambert was the individual in charge of
middle schools. Therefore, his interview reveals infonnation about
middle schools and being at risk. The number of conversations with
students, administration, staff, and other related persons numbers 116
transcribed audio tape interviews.
Observations
A second method used in data collection is participant observation
(Spradley, 1980). In order to vary interview times with the girls and
staff, and to accommodate their schedules, I needed to visit Quentin
many hours during each week. While walking halls to fmd specific
girls, I had an opportunity to not only talk with some of them infonnally
(without my tape recorder), but observe them in action. Occasionally I
found them in some act of breaking school rules; it was an opportunity
to observe them as they created "fun," and escaped boredom. I spent
time observing the girls involved in activities I instigated: riding back
and forth from Young School, driving to the University for a career
awareness visit, speaking with a college pre-education class, and noting
who among the girls on our trip to the ocean was adventuresome enough
to don snorkle, fins and mask for a first attempt at new underwater
visioning.
There were also fonnal times to observe the girls when I attended
classes. I observed each girl two times, not only noting how the girl
responded in that particular subject context, but assessing the teacher's
personal style and interactive behaviors with class members (Copeland,
1982). Included in my observation notes are also commentaries about
classroom environment and individual teacher rules which are
frequently posted on the wall. I recorded the absence or presence of
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student papers, as well as any signs of student culture such as posters,
photographs, or news items relevant to the students.
Additional Data
One data collecting method which did not prove as helpful as I had
hoped was utilizing dialogue journals. At the beginning of the project
the girls were enthusiastic about the idea of writing letters to me and
having me write back to each one personally. This proved difficult.
The deposit place suggested by Ms. Sanchez was a drawer in the office
counter. Though she felt that it would be a private place, the counter
was a much utilized area. Perhaps privacy was respected, but it also
proved difficult for the girls to reach the office. Going there between
classes might mean being late for the next one since the office was not
located in a mainstream traffic pattern. Also, since I was not always in
the building each day, it meant the girl might have to wait for a response
to her letter. This they didn't like. There was the reality also, that it
was just plain difficult for some girls to remember the writing, and
some of them probably did not enjoy writing. Writing is a school task
which possibly evokes negative memories. However, three of the girls,
Daria, Ellen and Nina each wrote fourteen, twelve, and ten entries
respectively. The other girls wrote less, with two being the least number
of entries. The writing is valuable, however, because the topics are
indicative of what thinking receives high priority. But the circumstances
of depositing and collecting the journals proved inconvenient for most.
Besides, some girls probably felt that it was much easier to talk with me
in person.
Three times during the semester I invited the girls to help me by
providing written documentation about their ideas. The first request
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was to answer a personality-interest questionnaire. (See Appendix C)
Five of the girls filled out the questionnaires. The second request was to
write a letter of advice to a real or imagined little sister. Five girls also
completed this. The last requested piece which six girls completed was
simply a self evaluation about positive and negative personal traits.
These personal document sources proved helpful in expanding the
narrative of each girl.
Records
Other documents were also collected. The girls' past report card
grades were tabulated, their standardized test scores recorded and any
comments made by former teachers are noted. Some of the girls'
records are more complete than others, but for each there is some
academic history. If a significant school or legal report appears in the
girl's permanent record I included this in the person's research file. I
also include the details of any family history.
Publications
I was not able to collect all the Quentin daily bulletins, but fortyeight of them do give an indication of what the administration sees as
worth communicating to students and faculty. These bulletins become a
small piece in developing a picture of the girls' daily school context.
Added to these publications are copies of the QTSA (Quentin Teacher
Student Association) bulletins and the official district Code of Conduct
handbook. This last document reflects what the district consequences are
for school nonconformity, an issue in the lives of most girls in my study.
It also lists the rights of students in the Urman district.
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Reflections
For all interviews I used a tape recorder to assure including the
participants' actual words as they shared their stories and beliefs. After
each day spent at Quentin, or after participating in an event outside of
school, I tape recorded my own responses and reflections. This usually
occurred in the car as I drove home. I hoped to capture the immediacy
and spontaneity of my own reactions. These transcribed fieldnote
recordings are typed and number 110 pages; some text is included
verbatim in the body of this report.
Data Analysis
One aspect of ethnographic research is that data analysis is taking
place while the data is being collected. "Analysis during data collection
lets the fieldworker cycle back and forth between thinking about the
existing data and generating strategies for collecting new-often better
quality-data; it can be a healthy corrective for built-in blind spots; and it
makes analysis an ongoing, lively enterprise that is linked to the
energizing effects of fieldwork (Miles and Huberman, 1984; p.49). As
I collected data I began the analysis, looking for leads to patterns, topics,
and validation of information the participants shared.
I also followed the Bogdan and Biklen (1982) directive for
researchers to "develop analytic questions, plan data collection sessions
in light of what you find in previous observation ... record important
insights that come to you during data collection before you lose them."
(pp. 147-153) This advice, coupled with their suggestion to explore
literature while in the field and experiment with the use of metaphors,
analogies and concepts lead to my choosing for this study the structuring
archeology metaphor.
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As I collected data I arranged the transcripts, fieldnotes and
materials, then organized the data, "breaking it into manageable units,
synthesizing it, searching for patterns, discovering what is important and
what is to be learned" (Bogdan and Biklen, p. 145).
Researcher as Instrument
As the amount of gathered data increased and I began analysis I
became acutely aware of my role as "instrument" in this research
process. In one sense I wore many hats: those of teacher, confidante,
participant, story collector, interpreter, liaison, and instrument through
which data was filtered, analyzed and explained. The role of
"researcher as instrument" is an alluring aspect of ethnographic
research. The researcher is not simply a non-personified tool to sort
and collect data, but is a decision making interactor who significantly
affects the quality of data collection, ongoing analysis and emerging
interpretation. Coupled with this fact is my additional identity as a
female "instrument".
What the interviewer is influences and maybe determines the
kind of data he or she receives. There are a number of
factors; age, gender and ethnicity are probably the most
significant. ..! always felt that the data I received from the girls
was far superior to that from the boys. A man in that research
might have done better than I could with the boys, but all
researchers seem to find that girls are mOle willing to talk than
boys. Nevertheless, I am certain that had I been male, I would
not have received data from the girls on issues like
menstruation and puberty; and these were central issues in
research on adolescence. (Measor, 1981, p. 55)
I, too, feel as Measor did that my fembine gender was a positive force
in gaining admittance to the girls' world. They probably talked with me
about their boyfriends, their own body changes, and how they learned
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about sex in
been male.

&

more secure and free manner than if the researcher had

A recurring researcher issue in ethnography is the ongoing quest
for validity. When the researcher becomes an "instrument," the matter
of validity does not necessitate posing general questions about the
validity of a project; that already is established (Guba and Lincoln, 1981;
Le Compte & Goetz, 1982). The issues of researcher subjectivity and
bias, however, are pressing.
It is not possible to completely transcend personal bias. Biases
such as negative or positive speculations, personal preference, and
subjective choice are all factors that come to surface in ethnography;
they definitely appear in this study. Peshkin (1988) recommends
searching out any biases, labeling them, blatantly displaying them before
the reader, thus using them to help judge the researcher's findings and
interpretation. This suggestion I follow.
A second critical issue for the researcher as instrument is the
presence of ethical questions which arise during research. Any intense
interactions between humans will raise these ethical considerations (May,
1987). The specific ethical questions which I faced during my
interactions with the girls are retold in Chapter 8.
The last issue in this section deals with the fact that I investigate as
an individual researcher, not as one of a designated team. For many
individuals personal isolation and a single view of analysis can be
problematic and limiting. Qualitative methodology texts jnclude
reference to adaptations and considerations when working with a
research team. Specific questions and problems occur. For example,
Miles (1979) poses questions about collegiality and hierarchal structure
in relating to project organization when a team is conducting research.
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Concerns arise about generating hypotheses, and resolving tensions
between "the wlique contextually specific nature of single sites, and the
need to make sense across a number of sites." In this study the need is
for making sense from the number of recorded stories.
Herriott and Firestone (1983) believe the most prominent issue for
debate centers on the degree to which data collection would be
structured in some type of tea..m project. They cite the advantages in
team research of greater in-depth description and greater understanding
of the change processes that can occur during the course of research
procedures. These authors, as well as other writers have not touched,
however, on the issue of isolation when the researcher is working alone.
This is a real issue but it does not appear in textbooks concerned with
collecting data and interpretation. Rohrkemper (1987) addresses the
concern but does not discuss the effect of isolation as it might impact on
an individual study.
During the time of my data collection I did not experience these
limits of isolation because I became an adjunct member of a university
research team who were investigating elementary school children at
risk. This four member female team met weekly to share findings and
engage in interim analysis. I participated in these sessions by sharing my
own data, eliciting from members comments and suggestions, obtaining
their insights, and in turn, I provided feedback to them. My experience
with the Exxon At-Risk grant team was an invaluable aid (Richardson et
all, 1989). Those meetings helped expand my thinking, address biases,
and support my efforts. The personal isolation was dispelled a great
deal through my interactions with four supportive women who were
sensitive to issues inherent in my research with girls. The isolation
impact was softened, but not totally eliminated.
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A Narratiye Style
At the beginning of writing the fmal research report I was
reminded of the powerful manner in which Erikson (1986) presents a
detailed framework for allowing the informants' language to convince
the reader of the researcher interpretation.
The task of the narrator is twofold. The first task is didactic.
The meaning of everyday life is contained in its particulars and
to convey this to a reader the narrator must ground the more
abstract analytic concepts of the study in concrete particularsspecific actions taken by specific people together. A richly
descriptive narrative vignette, properly constructed, does this.
The second task of the narrator is rhetorical, by providing
adequate evidence that the author had made a valid analysis of
what the happenings meant from the point of view of the actors
in the event. The particular description contained in the
analytic narrative vignette both explains to the reader the
author's analytic constructs by instantiation and convinces the
reader that such an event could and did happen that way
(p.150).
The case stories of the girls in Chapter 6 are laced with their own
language binding together school and life events as told to me. That
same powerful language is used again in Chapters 7 and 8 as I interpret
the meaning of their stories. This report is full with participant
language.
The more general question of writing style in ethnographic reports
is one not easily or quickly answered. I found this to be true. But once
again the focus of my study dictates the overall writing style I adopt for
this report. The girls' stories are central to interpreting their view of
school and the relationship between them and their school culture. The
girls' stories are my story of the research, therefore it seems natural that
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a storied view of this project has integrity.
Van Maanen (1988) goes to great lengths in exploring current, non
traditional narrative ethnographic fonns. In some ways this report is a
combination of his three main "tales." It is realistic, impressionistic, and
a bit confessional. Van Maanen's realistic tale presents "the coming and
goings of members of the culture, theoretical coverage of certain
features of the culture, and usually a hesitant account of why the work
was undertaken in the first place ... typically narrated in a dispassionate,
third-person voice" (p. 45). The "confessional" characteristics are very
personalized accounts and "self-absorbed mandates." The last of the
three tales is usually a striking story, told in the first person as "a rightly
focused, vibrant, exact, but necessarily imaginative rendering of
fieldwork, an impressionist tale of the field results" (p. 102). As I
perceive it these narrative styles are a "good fit" for the particular story
of my girls at risk.
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CHAPTERS
A RESEARCHER'S WORLD
Quentin Middle School is nestled on the far west side of Urman,
one of the southwest's thriving cities. There's no sign indicating a school
as you drive south on Camino Redondo, a road providing access to the
neighborhood city park and the newer settlements located at the base of
the foothills. The neon green park sign is prominent, but the school
itself is lost in the center of low houses circling the four or five acre
school property. Trees cluster near the one story brick building which
provide spots of shelter from the southwest sun, but the ten or twelve
mobile units in the back of Quentin are left to survive the rays without
benefit of shade. Air-conditioning and swamp coolers make life
tolerable inside the main building and the mobiles, but despite the
southwest's heat students like to mull about in the back patio area as they
delay going to classes, hoping to grab a few minutes of conversation
with their friends. The picture of Quentin is a pleasant one, serene.
Lawns in the front are well cared for, bushes are trim, the PE area at the
side of the school is in good repair. It's an inviting place, this Quentin
Middle School.

The Site
Quentin is one of twenty newly named middle schools in the
Urman Unified School District, the largest district in the Urman
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metropolitan area. Urman has over seventy elementary schools and
fifteen high schools. The total student population of the district is over
55,000. The city itself has a population of almost 500,000 according to
the latest census report. Of these citizens 19.8% are minority persons.
Quentin, however, is not representative of the city minority ratio;
Quentin's minority population is 59.8%. The southwestern section of the
city houses greater numbers of minority peoples than in many other
areas. Quentin Middle School ranks fourth largest in percentage of
minority middle school students in the district. Over half of the district
students are white, Hispanics number around 30% and the other
minorities are listed as African-Americans, American Indians and
Asians.
A few acknowledgements to cultural diversity exist at Quentin
Middle. One of the signs above the metal mailbox outside the library
indicates in both Spanish and English the place where books can be
returned. A few of the hall wall posters are in Spanish, and many of the
student and faculty surnames reveal Hispanic ancestry.
Resting in the center of one of the main halls extending down from
the front office area is an unusual room, round with portable walls and
set in a prominent position heading a row of classrooms. This is the
Indian resource room, a reserved place for meeting with members of the
Indian club each Tuesday after school, and the room where only Yaqui
students can come during the day to receive help and talk with the
resource "teacher," Ms. Triplett, who is a Quentin Native American
instructional aide.
Quentin is one of Urman's junior highs before the district decided
to adopt a middle level philosophy. As such, it houses typical classrooms
for this type of school. There are facilities for home economics, art,
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band, physical education, a lab science, and shop. The newest specialty
area is a computer lab. When the middle school concept was adopted no
new physical changes took place at Quentin. In fact, long after this study
was completed the sign outside the building still remains Quentin Junior
High.
Quentin is a good choice for this research project. It is a school of
ethnic diversity. Part of my research focus is to obtain information
about minority students and interpret school meaning from three
ethnically diverse groups of girls. Quentin provides this opportunity.
Hispanic and Yaqui girls are adequately represented in the school
population. The presence of Native American girls in my study
contributes much needed research to the field of Indian education within
the public schools. Also, work with the Yaqui girls contributes insights
to expand Ogbu's (1984) theory of caste minorities achieving less well in
school than more accepted, integrated minorities.
Conducting research at Quentin also offers opportunities to
document the impact of one junior high school's efforts in switching to a
middle level philosophy. Are any of the middle level components
operational at Quentin? Do the at risk girls benefit from these? Also,
are the teachers of the at risk girls in this study people who implement
the program specifically using the advisor-advisee component? Answers
to these questions appear in the next chapter.
It is also significant that the principal expresses interest in any
projects which will help her students directly, or will bring Quentin
funding resources or programs to aid at risk students. This fact alone
recommends Quentin as a school with easy access for research. This
proves true. I begin research in a school where the principal is
supportive and cooperative.
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The Key Informants: The Girls
When I first speak with Ms. Sanchez about the study on at risk
girls, she thinks I am only interested in doing research with Indian girls.
Therefore, when she selects the girls for our first meeting of
introduction, only Yaqui girls are present. The four girls, Nina, Sonja,
Linda, and Elisa are all included on Ms. Sanchez' list of at risk students;
three of the girls are repeating eighth grade. When it was clear that I
also want Anglo and Hispanic girls, Ms. Sanchez tells me she'll get other
girls for the next session of introduction, which would start about thirty
minutes later. My field notes from that first meeting give some flavor
of the girls.
Ms. Sanchez began by telling the girls that I was from the
University and wanted to work with students who had not done
well in school. She said that I might have a program that could
help them. (These words were not part of the introduction I
wanted. I swallowed hard, restrained my words of correction,
and waited to hear more of how she would adapt an
introduction to the project for these particular girls.) The girls
listened, but not in silence. Nina sat in the comer chewing her
gum loudly, and periodically whispering to Sonja. Linda
slouched in one of the straight, upright chairs, sticking out her
black Rebok shoes and frequently looked with knowing glances
at Sonja and Nina. Elisa sat a bit apart from the others looking
reserved and somewhat lonely, not seeming to share the
knowing grins with the other three. As soon as Ms. Sanchez
finished and walked toward the door, Nina stuck out her tongue
at the principal's back, Linda lunged for Ms. Sanchez' padded
chair, and all the girls immediately began to chatter. After a
few minutes of joining in the talk as best I could I began my
explanation and my requests. After about fifteen minutes with
no one asking any questions or making comments about the
project, a tall, hefty girl with long braided hair wearing a
black leather jacket opened the door and said she was supposed
to be there with the group. Dolores took a seat and listened
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quietly to the rest of the explanation. At one point Nina asked
how many classes they'd miss, and Linda wanted to know if
they could all stay in Ms. Sanchez's office after I left.
The girls seemed moderately interested in the project, no
one said obtaining parental pennission would be a problem,
and they somewhat enthusiastically agreed to bring the
pennission slips back quickly so Ms. Sanchez and I could
decide who would join the group. After ten minutes of
friendly hassle, the girls finally left for classes and I waited for
the next group of prospects to appear.
(RR: 9-16-86) (RR = Researcher Reflections)
The next group of girls to arrive includes Daria, Nikki, Katie,
Wanda, and a girl named Carol. Katie, Daria, Carol and Wanda
immediately say they want to participate in the research project. Nikki
tells me she isn't repeating eighth grade and she seems a little reticent.
She transferred to Quentin from California and just didn't feel like
doing any of the work; actually she thought the work was easy. She
knows it would be simple for her to be a good student if that's what she
wants. But later on right before Nikki leaves, she decides that she too
wants to participate. Wanda says little that day, but Daria voices definite
interest in wanting to be included.
Carol has repeated not only eighth grade, but seventh grade as
well, so she is highly motived to do anything which will help her leave
Quentin. Katie expresses enthusiasm with the others, so it appeared even
from the beginning there will be enough interested girls for the project
to begin.
When I ask Ms. Sanchez about Nikki, she tells me that when I
requested Hispanic and Anglo girls, she went to a group of students in
the halls and asked them for the name of someone who would be
appropriate for the study. The recommendation is Nikki. Ms. Sanchez
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says that according to her informants, Nikki is always getting angry and
fighting. When I press the principal to confirm that Nikki is a Sanchezdesignated girl at risk, she questions if I think it is all right to ask the
students. Ms. Sanchez had just forgotten about Nikki. What Ms.
Sanchez has also forgotten is that even though Nikki does not live on the
reservation she is Yaqui, but also part Mexican.
Not all the girls returned their permission slips. For some
unknown reason Carol does not, but the others promptly do. During
these beginning days before I actually begin to interview the girls I
spend time at Quentin, trying to get a sense of the school atmosphere,
bow the office operates, and what freedoms and restraints are common
among the students. I try to understand the girls' larger world, the
context for their stories about school. Gearing and Epstein (1982) refer
to this as getting "oriented."
Early inquiry proceeds in part through repeated sessions of
rather loose looking-on. The observer "hangs around" as
permitted and as seems reasonably comfortable to all, takes
developments much as they come, and watches and listens,
allowing naturally occurring everyday activities to wash over
him or her. Early inquiry proceeds as well through quite
unstructured, conversation-like interviews as occasions permit.
The general purpose is to get oriented. This means acquiring a
reasonably clear sense of the general arena, of the variety of
scenes found there wherein the same persons come together
regularly for the same purposes, of the kinds of events which
regularly unfold in some of those scenes, and of some of the
connections between and among those scenes
(p.245).
On one of these September days when I see Nikki and Daria in the
office I stop to speak with them about why they are waiting for Ms.
Sanchez and why they look so sheepish. While we are talking an Anglo
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girl, Beth, comes up and starts to ask questions about the at risk project.
I don't know how she found out about it but she is interested. While
listening to her I begin to think that she might be a possible participant.
She wants a permission slip and tells me she'd definitely like to be in the
group.
The number of interested girls increases. It isn't possible to do my
research with all of them, or so I thought during those early days. My
original intent was to have a small pool of six girls, two from each
ethnic group. I share this plan with Ms. Sanchez, but she begins talking,
trying to persuade me to include all the girls who have returned their
slips. This means having ten key informants: two Anglo, three Hispanic,
and five Yaqui eighth grade girls. The principal wants any help for as
many students as possible. Perhaps she thinks that a counseling
component will be part of my research, and I will then be relieving the
heavy student load for her own eighth grade counselor. This, however,
was not my intent. I agree somewhat reluctantly to Ms. Sanchez'
request, then began interviewing "my girls."
Within a short period of time, however, two of the girls move
away from Quentin. I interview Katie only one time before she leaves
to go to a girls' home in another part of the state. Katie's one interview
proves valuable and indicates she would have been an excellent
informant. Then not too many days later, after two interviews, Dolores
leaves the city to go and live with her grandmother in another state.
She, too, shares valuable stories. My concern at this time then focuses
on getting another Anglo girl so there will be at least two Anglo girls in
the research group.
Ms. Sanchez does not have a suggestion for another Anglo girl, so
she recommends that I speak with the vice principal, Mr. Lloyd. This I
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do and am given the name of Ellen. This girl has been involved in a
ditching incident, a fight, is new to the school this year, and seems
headed down the road of trouble. Besides these incidents to identify her,
her grades from junior high the previous year are mostly D's. Ellen is
interested in my study, secures the home permission, and she becomes
the ninth and final key informant in the project.
Each of tllese girls brings to the study her own unique view of
school, and its meaning for her. Each comes from a particular set of
home circumstances. The conversations of each girl are utilized in this
report, as well as references to that girl's particular circumstances and
her perception of school. However, in order to present a balance for
each ethnic group I include in the next chapter case stories for only six
of the girls, not nine. I select two of the five Yaqui girls. Each of their
five stories sheds light on the perceptions of girls at risk, particularly
those of Native American girls, but both Nina and Linda are
representative of particular views of schooling. For this reason I
include their expanded stories.
An introduction to the girls is presented in this section. I include
the two girls, Katie and Dolores, since their perceptions are utilized
throughout the analysis in this study.
Daria
Daria is one of Quentin's unknown Hispanic girls. She is very
quiet in her classes. Not one of her teachers that I interviewed
comments about her. Daria feels they probably like her but they don't
pay much attention to her. Daria feels she tries very hard in school.
Most of the time she does her homework, at least at the beginning of the
year. Math is the class in which she has the most difficulty. At the end
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of the first quarter Daria ha& acceptable grades except for an F in math.
Yet during the year Daria's grades deteriorate. Her attitude toward
school changes as well as her attitude toward home. She lives in a
repressive home environment, filled with anger, suspicion, and fear.
The people in her home dominate Daria's conversations. They affect her
life. By the end of the school year Daria is getting mostly D's and F's in
her classes. She is a good girl who tries hard to do what is right, but
Daria has no support at home or at school.
Wanda
The second Hispanic girl who is also unknown to almost all her
teachers is a girl able to escape consequences for breaking Quentin rules.
Wanda says she is known as a "bad" girl by her math teacher because she
is like her sister Lacey, another "bad" girl whom this teacher also had
for class a few years previously. Wanda seems to like this limited
reputation. She perceives that it gives her some recognition, at least in
the eyes of this one teacher. During eighth grade she begins to ditch
classes, and when there are no consequences, she increases her ditching
until this becomes her major pastime at Quentin.
Wanda never speaks a lot on any topic. It seems she spends much
time at home alone, with the care of her younger brother, and no
supervision. She finds school difficult, says very little in classes, will
not ask for help even in her two math classes, and obtains mostly failing
grades during her eighth grade year. The faculty knows almost nothing
about Wanda.
Beth
Beth acquired a reputation for causing trouble and being difficult
even in seventh grade. She continues this pattern in eighth grade so that
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even eight of the adults I interviewed have comments to make about
Beth, one of Quentin's Anglo girls. She begins the year with passing
academic grades at the quarter marking period, but by the final months
Beth has been suspended so many times that she is finally "dropped from
the books." She makes an impression on her teachers. They think of
her as being academically capable, "a very talented, overt, really fine
person inside," a person who Call and will do anything that she sets her
mind to do," but a person who has also missed out on some basic skills.
She seems representative of students who demand attention by their
negative behavior, yet no one seems able, or perhaps doesn't try hard
U

enough, to find out why girls like Beth have that demanding need for
attention at any price, even suspension and removal.

Ellen
During seventh grade Ellen, another Anglo girl, obtained very low
grades. She begins eighth grade starting to follow her patterns from the
year before. But after being caught ditching and involved in a sch<?ol
rumor which was relayed to her parents, Ellen starts to be responsive in
her classes. Her home situation is an unusual one, yet she moves ahead
to obtain good grades at the end of the first quarter and she attains honor
roll status for the rest of the year. Only one of her interviewed teachers
feels that there are still things about Ellen which might cause difficulty
for her. Basically, Ellen becomes a successful student after having been
labeled a girl at risk.

Nina
This is the second year in eighth grade for Nina. Her closest
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friends have moved on to the high schoul and she must find new girls
with whom to share life in Quentin's halls and classes. She meets Linda
on one of the first days, and they become tight friends for many months.
Nina, too, lives in the reservation community of Santos, and has access
to much of what Linda and the other girls find alluring: a car, money,
alcohol, and drugs. Nina becomes a provider of "fun."
She manages to pass all classes but one, math is the stumbling
block. But Nina has no real desire to give her efforts to the work tasks
in Quentin classes. For the most part these sessions are boring and only
provide a time to gather with friends and share gossip. Even though she
loves to write and draw, Nina never finds an outlet for her talent and
interest in the Quentin world. Nina makes Quentin her "fun house," her
treasured building of secret places in which to smoke and drink, and
Quentin becomes Nina's battle ground where she mounts the charge
against any foe who challenges her rights to live in defiance.
Linda
For the last two years Linda has been experimenting with adult
behaviors. She has an older sister as model and companion, so it is easy
for her to break away from the habits and style required for successful
school participation. In eighth grade she is new to Quentin and finds
ready companionship there for stories of her boyfriend and their group
activities together. Linda is not enthusiastic about school at the
beginning of the year. Any interest struggling to gain some root in her
dry, resistant soil gradually withers till Linda makes decisions which
lead her to non attendance. Her teachers say she is capable, but seems
uninterested. Linda lives on the reservation, where the community life
there greatly influences her decisions and the lifestyle she develops.
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Linda's story is one that represents the radical choices in a thirteen year
old life.
Elisa
Elisa is also one of the Yaqui girls living on the reservation, who
tells the story of her friends' influence on her school performance. She
has lived all her life in Santos, gone to the same schools as her
neighborhood friends, and spends time with some of those now in high
school who were promoted when Elisa was retained. She feels these
friends influenced her, not forcing her into failing school patterns, but
luring her to nonattendance and nonperfonnance. Elisa knows she needs
to finish school if she wants to attend college, but so often she just
doesn't feel like doing the work in classes. Math is a repetition of last
yeal; some of the teachers are "grouchy," and in some classes she has no
friends with whom she can talk and share stories. When she is in classes
with friends she just likes to spend time talking with them; the work is
boring.
During the semester Elisa spends time in the special in-house
suspension program. She works there and turns in her papers to her
teachers. She feels that the work time there helps her get better grades,
but Elisa changes only one F to a D. She still receives 2 F's on her
semester report card, retaining her status as one of Quentin's at risk
students.
Whenever Elisa and I talk, she tells only positive stories about her
parents. They want her to do well in school, and are careful about
knowing Elisa's whereabouts. But when the girls in my study begin to
meet with me in small groups and Elisa participates, she reveals another
part of her life. Her family is not a happy one. She expresses hatred for
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her stepfather and disgust that her mother will not take measures to
change their home life. Elisa's mom tolerates her husband's behavior;
Elisa abhors it. As the weeks progress Elisa becomes more preoccupied
with her unhappy situation at home. She reaches the point where she
shares with the girls and me, "When 1 was small I always depended on
my mother and him. When I got older they blew me away like the
wind, so 1 just don't care anymore about them or me."
Part of Elisa's story is similar to that of the other girls. Her
attitude toward school is colored by her personal unhappiness with
family members. She copes this year with her disinterest in school, her
need for friends, her drug and alcohol use and a mounting pressure
from the reality of failing school. Elisa is at risk; "I don't care about
myself anymore."
Sonja
At fifteen years of age. almost anyone would have difficulty fitting
in with eleven, twelve and thirteen year olds in a school setting. Sonja is
no acception. This year she should be a sophomore in high school, but
at present she is trying to pass her classes at Quentin so she can move to
the high school, possibly in January. Sonja talks articulately about
school, her own attitudes, the work that's demanded, her teachers,
having boyfriends, living on the reservation and being a ward of the
court.
Sonja looks back to her school history and knows that entering
junior high was her entrance into a new and difficult world, one which
offered excitement and friends, but one which also shaped her struggling
days at Quentin. She tried a different school setting, a different pool of
friends, but her non-performing school patterns began with a flare, and
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those alluring patterns prove hard to alter. So Sonja vascilates in
knowing what she wants. There is an alternative school which she could
attend; there is a special transitional program for students like Sonja at
one of the high schools. But both these programs require commitment
to attend even when transportation is difficult; they require a willingness
to start anew. And Sonja seems not quite ready for this serious demand
for academic interest. She has an older boyfriend who is directed by the
courts to live in a boys' home in a city two hours from Sonja's home.
This relationship is important to Sonja; she wants to be with Jose, at least
nearby. Perhaps she can live with her aunt in that city. Perhaps if she
had a baby she would feel close with Jose as he lives out his sentencing.
So Sonja's world is a complex one, and school is only a small part of it.
Sonja is a registered member of Quentin Middle School, but Sonja is a
girl at risk in any school.
Nikki
One of the conclusions which Nikki draws during the beginning
months of her eighth grade year is that she identifies more with her
Yaqui ancestry than with her Mexican heritage. Her mom's father is
Yaqui and this Native American lineage is important for Nikki. It is
understandable, then, that she finds her friends among the Yaquis and
likes to spend time on the reservation. She goes there after school as
often as she can, asking permission from her mom if she can go out, but
not telling her exactly where she's going. Nikki's dad would not approve
and not give permission. Nikki's dad made a definite decision not to
live near the reservation because he said it is too "violent" there, and
there was too much "drinking and drugs."
So Nikki defies her father's wishes and escapes to a place where it's
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"fun" and there's "excitement." She enters into a world of drinking,
smoking pot and sniffing glue. She escapes her boring neighborhood
and leaves behind her days at a school she "hates." Nikki looks for
freedom from her dad whose caring restrictions seem too limiting for
her new found interests. And she seeks the bonding friendships she
experienced in California, before they moved to Unnan a year ago in
hopes of a better life and a job for her dad. Nikki searches and she
finds, but the consequences involve a year of school failure, fading
parental trust, sexual awakening, and learning a life curriculum not
included in her "boring" classes at Quentin. Nikki's story of risk is a
powerful one for a girl who received a sixth grade award for being a
"good girl." Her risk is far more than the spontaneous, frequent
decisions she makes to ditch classes. Ditching becomes a way of school
life. But her risks are broader, life-threatening. At Quentin Nikki is
simply one of the girls who "fails two or more classes." At Quentin
Nikki's risk is quickly defined, tabulated and filed. Nikki is identified,
and referred to a counselor whom she never sees.
Dolores
Dolores is not one of the final nine girls in my research study, but
her partial story reveals aspects of a girl's life which help piece together
how girls at risk view their schooling. I refer to her in this report. It
is after about two and a half months at Quentin that Dolores' mother
decides that the family should move back to California. They have only
been in Urman since the beginning of the summer. Dolores has happy
stories to tell about her summer playing third base on a girls' softball
team, and she is ambivalent about the prospect of returning to
California. She has no great friendship ties there. She has made a few
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friends at Quentin, and lost a few. She does this without developing any
strong emotional ties to Unnan. There have been happy times here, but
Dolores has entered a destructive pattern which she knows is leading her
to' major problems.
Dolores lives with her mom, her aunt and five young cousins, the
aunt's boyfriend, and one of her uncles. Dolores tells about that critical
summer before coming to Quentin when her "tia" (aunt) and her aunt's
boyfriend began to offer beer to Dolores, knowing that Dolores would
get drunk. That was the beginning. Every weekend Dolores drinks with
her tia; every Monday she either comes to school with a hangover or she
ditches school because "nothing happens on Monday." Dolores never
gets caught ditching on Mondays. Then she begins to skip math, because
the teacher yells a lot and Dolores hates the yelling. She'll sometimes
ditch classes if a friend is having a problem; they'll go somewhere and
talk it over, usually to one of Quentin's bathrooms. Dolores does very
well in Spanish, so her teacher says. But then, Spanish is Dolores' third
language. She knows English and Yaqui, but her mom wants her to be
literate in Spanish so she excels in her Spanish class.
Dolores has definite ideas about her classes, and her teachers. For
the short time we knew each other she proves a ready infonnant. But
she leaves Quentin a young alcoholic, a girl at risk, moving to another
school to make new adjustments as an eighth grader.
Katie
Katie is another girl associated with my study for only a short
time. She lived with her dad and stepmother who seemed to encourage
her in school. But Katie is not enthused about school in general and
Quentin in particular. Both she and her parents feel that Quentin is not
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strict enough for her.
Katie remembers exactly when she began to dislike school. It was
in second grade, when she had to repeat the grade. She hated it. By the
time she reached Quentin Katie had other interests outside school which
competed for her time. She loves riding a moped and she has an
eighteen year old boyfriend who has dropped out of school. He gives
her attention, fun, and the feeling that she's needed.
Katie talked a lot about her life at Quentin, the teachers, her classes
and the fact that if she didn't do well in school she'd have to stop living
with her dad. This is exactly what happened. For some unknown reason
Katie leaves Quentin after the first quarter failure notices are given, and
she transfers to live in a girls' group home in another city. Obviously
there is more to Katie's story, but I never found out the reason for such
a radical decision when we only met for one interview. But Katie gave
me quality time and infonnation and she, too, is quoted in this report.
The Supporting Respondents: The Adults
The contributing adults to this research study are grouped by their
function in the school: administration, teachers, supporting staff, and
district respondents. My interview with each person focuses on
gathering infonnation about the individual's view of Quentin, her own
personal background and style, a way of thinking about at risk students
and differences between girls and boys in their display of at risk
attitudes and behaviors. If the question applies, I ask each person to talk
about particular at risk students known to the respondent, and then make
comments about the individual girls in this study. The summary
infonnation these respondents give is included in Chapter 7. Comments
about the individuals included here serve as introduction to this portion
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of the research population.
Administration
Ms. Sanchez appears frequently in my field notes as an
administrator not only speaking words of great care about her students,
but as someone willing to engage with students on a personal level. She
knows many of the 653 students by name. Perhaps this is because her
personal administrative style seems to include frequent appearances in
halls and classes. She is not an office "paper-pusher." She is in the
"trenches" talking to students, asking questions, taking time for the many
people who constantly stop her as she moves to her next destination. My
field notes indicate an initial strong, positive, response to this
administrator. Perhaps this selection also conveys the informal school
atmosphere I observe at Quentin. Ms. Sanchez' own style may have
transferred to the larger school context beyond the principal's office.
Ms. Sanchez is very informal, very folksy with the office staff
which consists of a secretary, a clerk, an aid, and a number of
student helpers. The atmosphere is very relaxed. At one point
Ms. Sanchez stepped to her door to say good-by to me and she
was in her stocking feet. (High heels that day!)
Sanchez frequently interchanges between Spanish and
English. Two of the office staff are bilingual and she will
sometimes speak Spanish with them, not for the sake of secrecy,
but it is a natural flow of conversation. She may answer with a
one word response of "si" or "que?" in Spanish, no matter if the
other person speaks Spanish or not.
Many people come into the principal's office. It is a small
room, fairly cluttered with posters, filled bulletin boards, and
has about four or five chairs besides the principal's. Sanchez
meets there with small groups. The staff freely uses her phone
and sits in her chair. Today a student, with a counselor nearby,
had to call home and the student sat in the principal's chair to
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call. (Sitting in a chair is no big deal, but it says something
about how the principal is not distant from the staff or the
students. She frequently has students in her office.)
On a couple of occasions I heard the principal yell from her
desk at the kids in the outer office who were doing something
they weren't supposed to be doing. Sanchez does not seem to try
and create a "principal image." She seems like she is a very
real, down-to-earth person, who happens to be a principal. She
dresses neatly, conservatively, not with a flash. She wears no
makeup, some rings, but no earrings and other jewelry. Kids
can be in the office with hats on. (I'll have to check to see if the
kids or staff chew gum in there.)
In some ways this office and principal seem almost antieducational administrative image... BUT IT WORKS, or so it
seems as I observe it. Things are smooth. The office workers
chat easily with the kids, especially Karla, the young attractive
clerk who seems to be a wonderful outer office type person.
There is familiar teasing which occurs frequently. The kids who
work in the office are definitely not in awe of the adults or their
position, they seem to enjoy the informality. (RR: 10-8-86)

Ms. Sanchez comes to the Quentin position from a counselor's role
and with a master's degree in special education. She is a believer in the
concept of middle level education and hopes this will contribute
positively to decreasing her number of at risk students. Ms. Sanchez has
a definite philosophy about students, particularly her at risk students.
She has thought long and hard about causes, manifestations, and some
possible interventions. It seems easy for this principal to generate
suggestions about her students since she can articulate well her own
personal philosophy about education, and what her professional
experiences have taught her.
I think for any kid who is junior high age, individual attention is
really important. Any kid who's going through all the changes
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they're going through, with whatever parents they have and
even if they're perfect parents, will have problems with parents
because they want to have their independence. They want to be
recognized as individuals. They need somebody who's going to
accept ihem completely for what they are and understand all the
cycles and the hormones and all the changes - just accept them.
Parents have a hard time doing that sometimes. You know, you
have your own kid and you have all this time and experience put
into them, and you want them to be the way you want them to
be. So the kid needs an adult who is accepting, loving and yet
firm about what they expect out of them.
The minimum number of teachers they had last year was
eleven. They're going to be seen as a number, as part of a
group. When they know somebody notices they're absent,
somebody notices they look sad or happy or excited, or
somebody notices that they got an A in a class, it's going to make
a big difference. And the more individual attention we give to
these kids at this age, no matter if they're good, bad, terrible,
the best student in the whole world, the better it is. They have
to be acknowledged for being themselves, different from every
other kid. (AI: 9-5-86) (AI=Administrator Interview)
During this same interview Ms. Sanchez reveals that part of
Quentin's thrust to develop new strategies for the at risk student is that
the Native American community is pressuring the school. The Indian
dropout rate is high in Urman, just as the general dropout rate is high in
the rest of the country (Wehlage, 1989). So Ms. Sanchez talked with her
staff, developed her own thinking about the issue, and decided to try
some strategies during the 1986-1987 school year.
When Ms. Sanchez began a more concerted interest in the at risk
student population, her assistant principal Mr. Lloyd seems in agreement
with the proposed efforts. He is the one in charge of discipline, a main
function at Quentin since it seems that many teachers refer students for
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behavior-related problems. Mr. Lloyd transferred, however, and Mr.
Hernandez takes his place. This new administrator seems to have a very
different view than either Mr. Lloyd or Ms. Sanchez.
Mr. Hernandez worked sixteen years in education before coming to
Quentin, mostly in high schools, then as a "disciplinarian" at another
district junior high. He views discipline as a form of guidance and
believes that if students know what's expected they'll be prepared for
high school if they meet the expectations, and at times take the
consequences for not meeting them. He tells me that he administered
170 suspensions during his first year at this last school. Then the
number decreased to seventy-five, and finally during his third year there
he only administered thirteen. At Quentin Mr. Hernandez assigns many
more days of suspension than his predecessor. It seems his philosophy is
different from not only Mr. Lloyd's, but also different from Ms.
Sanchez' views on the needs of middle school students.
Hernandez also tells me that it is difficult to come to a school after
a policy has been established, especially when he doesn't agree with the
policy. This change in an assistant principal's attitude toward discipline
affects the students. I comment three times in my field notes about Mr.
Hernandez. Each time I relate an incident between the assistant principal
and one of my girls it seems a negative encounter, handled by the adult
in a questionable fashion. As I listen to the girls tell their stories my
adult words summarize the girls' rendering of Mr. Hernandez' attitudes:
power hungry, defensive, prejudicial. One researcher entry conveys
how his decisions affect Beth.
Already since Hernandez has been here Beth has two
suspensions. I think eight days is a lot of time out from school.
I have a theory that he is probably threatened pretty easily, so
when somebody say that she's just not going to do what he says
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or defies him, he just zaps her with a big number of suspension
days. I want to find out how he determines the number of days a
kid is suspended. I'll have to track down and fmd out if this is
district mandated or discretionary. From what I've gathered
from the kids' stories and their random comments about him, it's
not smooth with him. They just plain don't like him. Here is
one testy cat. (RR: 12-8-86)
One of Mr. Hernandez' concerns is obtaining parent cooperation.
He feels this is critical if his discipline plan will be successful. "If
parents love their kid why don't they get involved?" Compared to other
schools many parents at Quentin are not getting involved, or so Mr.
Hernandez feels. Yet the parents are producing a lot of pressure and
they're blaming the school for problems "instead of the kids." The
assistant principal feels that Quentin is, indeed, not meeting student
needs yet he knows that " middle aged kids are the most difficult to
work with." He feels this is true, because for one reason some students
are taking "95% of everybody's time." So the transition into Quentin
life is not an easy one for Mr. Hernandez; the student response to him is
not enthusiastic.
The counselors at Quentin are other adults who playa significant
role in the school operation by making critical decisions about student
life. Therefore, I include them in the administrative respondent section
of this chapter. There are two counselors at Quentin, one male and one
female. Mr. Keats handles the seventh grade students and Ms. lllich
works with the eighth graders. The view of each of these individuals
reflects the operational implementation of part of Ms. Sanchez' plan to
focus positively on the at risk students. Their views, therefore, give
insight about how theory is translated into practice in the real, everyday
school life of over six hundred students.
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According to Ms. Sanchez, Quentin is fortunate to have not only
an assistant principal but these two counselors. She knows that some of
the at risk Quentin students come from a feeder school with the same
number of students as Quentin, yet that school does not have these three
critical administrative people. She implies the ramifications for at risk
students.
Both Quentin counselors operate on the philosophy that they can
help students if the students want to be helped. This last clause is
repeated many times during their interviews. Both Mr. Keats and Ms.
Illich know well the community resources, and this information is
available if the students want it. Ms. Illich goes to each of her eighth
grade homerooms and tells students where they can go to receive help.
Providing knowledge of resources seems to be the consistent counseling
philosophy at Quentin.
The two counselors both feel that the "junior high" is similar to the
high school, but Ms. Illich feels it's possible to make more of an impact
at the younger age leve1. The counselors have high praise for the faculty,
saying that teachers work hard and "want kids to feel good." Ms. TIlich
especially feels that the staff is creative, provides motivation, and wants
the students "to feel like they're having fun." Also, she believes that
teachers are "pretty well receptive to helping a student with a problem."
Mr. Keats talks about the Quentin students in terms of where
they live. He believes that the west side of town is very different
from the east side and this reality affects how the Quentin students
relate to school, and how they function as students.
I think the students at the east side school are already plugged
into high education automatically. They know they're going on
to schoo1. I think that at this side of town that's not necessarily
the case. A lot of the parents on this end of town have survival
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as primary, just making enough money to get by. When you take
out just the good kids and deal with the rest of the school
populations I think you find many more problems on this side of
town. I think that on this end of town there is a definite need for
more vocational types of programs. There's defmitely a need on
this end of town to realize the uniqueness of the schools. When
you start looking at curriculum it's all the same for all of the
jlmior high schools. They require every junior high to teach
basically the same kind of things. We are different than the
school on the east side. We could defmitely benefit from having
more small classes in reading and math because of the fact that
our scores are always lower than when you compare to the east
side. We have a higher dropout rate. We have more truancy.
We desperately could use things like attendance officers, and
police officers around the buildings. We don't have those kinds
of things. (AI: 2-17-8)
Ms. lllich also feels that there are "pressing things at home" for the
Quentin students, but there are "a lot of good kids." She speaks at length
about all that she personally tries to do for the students. She counsels
between twenty and thirty students each week, and tries to be "a positive
role model." She tells individual students, and her groups, what
objectives she has for them. And she wants students to change a little at
a time, then they will be able to remain in their own personal "comfort
zone." Ms. Illich is quite articulate about all she attempts for her
counselees.
Teachers
Finding time to interview the teachers proves a deceptively
difficult task. Quentin operates on a rotating schedule, each day a
particular class moves to a different time spot. Therefore, teacher
planning periods change and commitments evolve so that time allotted
for interviews and teacher extras is at a premium. Nevertheless, I
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interview eleven of the girls' teachers, five females and six males.
Two of the female teachers come to Quentin with elementary
teaching experience. Ms. Meyer, one of these teachers, believes that
Quentin is trying to become a more teacher-directed school, but "this
system is not designed to share a lot of infonnation." The schedule does
not allow much faculty interchange about student progress, and the fact
that each teacher sees about one hundred forty students per day limits
teacher interaction and teacher assessment about shared students. Ms.
Daley feels that the administration is trying to implement the change to
a middle school plan, thus incorporating district ideas. She feels the
teachers are moving away from the mode of "teach, reteach, test."
People are trying to "deal with kids on a personal level" and are meeting
their needs "one on one."
Both these teachers talk about their own personal styles as flowing
from a concern for the individual student. Ms. Meyer tries to "make the
program fit a student's needs, not make needs fit into a program." She
also tries to be spontaneous and understand this age level.
I guess my experience as an elementary teacher lends itself to
understanding when those kids are acting like children, young
children, instead of when they begin acting like adolescents. I
identify when they begin to take on the responsibility of an
adolescent and have more grown up behaviors, and I stroke the
kids for taking that responsibility. At the same time, I don't deny
them the opportunity to revert to their childhood-like behavior.
Both of those exist in their personalities at this stage and both of
them are productive for them.
(TI: 10-15-86) (TI=Teacher Interview)
Ms. Daley feels that her approach is geared towards treating
students in a way where they can be known on "an individual level." She
tries "to be down to earth and honest, telling them 'See, I don't have all
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the answers. '" She also feels she has "to corner the quiet kids and draw
them out." Part of the experience that brings her to current reliefs was
her time spent in a meaningful teaming situation at the elementary level.
She feels that teaming could be effective at Quentin if the circumstances
were right. "It has to be the right personalities for me to team with.
Teaming isn't the only answer but in teaming you have a much more
creative time and energy that you put into the classroom ... Some people
team and that means they put sixty kids into the class instead of thirty,
and then one person teaches while the other grades the papers. That's
not team teaching." (TI: 10-6-86)
The other three female teachers come from other junior high
teaching experiences. Their comments shed a little different light on
faculty beliefs about the approach at Quentin. They feel Quentin is "less
structured" than at other schools, is "child oriented" in that teachers
teach through student interests. One teacher, Ms. Thomas feels that a
child's self image is more important than grades and behavior.
Therefore, you are allowed to do "anything positive while working on
the kids." She also feels that the school urges teachers "to fit what we
want to teach them into their world."
Ms. Travers sees "more creativity and expression" allowed at
Quentin, and feels there is less separation between teachers and students.
Teachers treat the students "like human beings." It was difficult for Ms.
Travers adjusting to Quentin. She had been teaching gifted students in
her last junior high. "I got to teach the students that were wonderful
and bright and really produced, but the other students were more
difficult to handle." She now says after her adjustment period, that
Quentin "is not such a bad place." She finds, however, that she starts out
a year "all ready to go," but "by mid year I get real discouraged."
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Ms. Gage has spent her entire eight year teaching period at
Quentin. "I've enjoyed it, I really like it." She sees the teachers giving
110% of themselves to the teaching. She herself believes that "you do
the best with what you have." And she tries to do this by directing her
teaching "to the ones that want to leam." She stresses basic concepts in
math, goes over them until her students have mastery. She also tries to
apply math to daily life using practical situations. Part of Ms. Gage's
giving 110% lies in her decision to coach and moderate a major school
event.
For Ms. Thomas a successful teaching approach is to look at her
students as individuals, develop "rigid standards" for them, then help
them meet those standards. This she does with whoever is willing. She
just doesn't "deal with those who won't accept help." Ms. Thomas uses
her lunch hours, time before and after school, and she makes a lot of
telephone calls to homes. She also finds it helpful to pair "low language
ability" students with those who are better.
All of these women teachers have a slightly different view of
Quentin students. Their views on at risk students, in particular, also
hold differing pictures. These views will be presented in Chapter 7.
Five of Quentin's male teachers whom I interviewed come from
junior high or high school teaching backgrounds. They are at Quentin
with certifications in speciality content teaching areas. Only one person,
Mr. Benson, taught at the elementary level. He feels his recent transfer
to Quentin brought him into an "extraordinary adjustment period." He
talks at length about his adjustment as a content specialist teaching art,
and also his adapting to Quentin's rules and students, ymmg people
radically different from those at his former alternative elementary
school.
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I came in here trying to do some of the same things that I did
before, like not having permission to go to the bathroom. Well,
these kids just thought I was nuts. They took me up on it and
they were going out of the room every minute in every class.
That went on for like a week, and then that freedom came away.
But you have to give kids responsibilities before they can be
responsible. And what we have to do here in almost full
measure is not let them have any responsibilities because they're
not responsible so there it feeds itself, so we have all these rules.
(TI: 12-12-86)
Some of Mr. Benson's frustration surfaces in his speaking about
Quentin, even though he says, "I'm adjusting." He feels the students are
"angry kids" and believe that coming to school is "something they have
to do, a punishment." For Mr. Benson, the students are "not committed
to education," and "they have no idea why they're here." Mr. Benson
feels he was a teacher with high standards, then he came to Quentin.
One thing that I said and Ms. Sanchez took hold of was, 'The
first thing I did bombed because it was a little too sophisticated
for them, but I don't know how to lower the standards.' And
Ms. Sanchez said, 'Don't, don't lower your standards. Make
them come up to yours.' And slowly that's happening. Part of
their success in art is these kids did a lot of art in first, second,
and third grades cause they don't know how to read and write,
and then they didn't have art again until junior high. A large
problem here is helping them achieve a large level of success
where they feel proud of what they've done because they get
frustrated when they turn out stuff that they know looks like a
third grader did it. (TI: 12-12-86)
Mr. Benson did not lower standards and began to receive praise from the
art supervisor, he received words like "top notch work." He allows
students to have gum, food and drinks in his art class and has given food
rewards to the students, but this is not successful. He never fails any
students, but is shocked at how often other teachers fail their students.
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Mr. Benson thinks a lot about his classes and sums up his first year's
experience by saying that he's a conservative person "very glad last year
is behind me."
For Mr. Quiones, coming to Quentin was a "culture shock." He,
too, endured an adjustment period coming from teaching Spanish in a
Catholic high school to teaching junior high science. He feels that it's
"unbelievable stuff they get away with." He also feels that 75% of the
teachers are "busting their butts," and the others are putting in time."
The principal here tries to understand the students' backgrounds. This is
one area that Mr. Quiones feels might make a difference, knowing the
student's background. He is aware there are students from broken
homes, and students who have a high stress level. These seem to be new
student issues for Mr. Quiones. But after a few years at Quentin he is
able to say that even though "I have trouble looking at problems
differently, but 1 enjoy it. .. I've adjusted."
The three other interviewed male teachers all think highly of the
Quentin faculty. Mr. Hayden cites Ms. Sanchez as "the finest
administrator I've ever worked with." He feels that each individual is
considered a real person by other faculty members. He likes teaching at
Quentin; he cares about the students, and approaches teaching by "just
being me." Not all the girls in my study who have Mr. Hayden for class,
however, find his "me" an appealing style for a teacher.
Mr. Gardner sees the Quentin faculty as a group of "people trying
to be fair," a concerned faculty, "caring." He feels that he, too, tries to
give all the students a chance. He takes "more time explaining" in his
science classes, and he teaches responsibility by just not accepting
makeup homework after two days.
In Mr. Gunderson's Spanish classes the students have a teacher who
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says he is both strict and fair, one who explains "the importance of good
conduct and good grades." He treats all students very much alike. Mr.
Gtmderson views the faculty as an exemplary one, "considering the
conditions." He feels the school receives support from the community
and his only suggestion to improve conditions is to do something about
the lack of control outside where the portables are. This is a
problematic area. Mr. Gunderson should know, he teaches in a portable.
The male teachers, like their female colleagues, talk about at risk
students. They share their insights and comments about perceived
differences between boy and girl at riskness, and they comment on
ethnic issues as these impact on their teaching. These male teacher
perceptions are analyzed, summarized and interpreted in Chapter 7.
Supporting Staff
Four other members of the Quentin school community share
valuable information about school life, and gave comments about
particular girls. The young woman so well liked by most of the Yaqui
girls is the Indian resource "teacher." Actually Ms. Triplett just recently
received her GED after dropping out of high school and is not a
certified state teacher. She came to Quentin when her mother, who was
the Indian resource teacher before her, needed help. Ms. Triplett knows
she does well with the Indian students. She confesses she lied on the
application form regarding her age and educational status, but she feels
she is well suited for the job. She herself went through experiences with
drugs and a teenage pregnancy, so she understands some of the struggles
of an early adolescent. The Indian students trust her even though she is
not Yaqui. She is part Cherokee, but has made it her business to find out
about Yaqui culture and the particulars of living on the nearby
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reservation.
Ms. Triplett makes herself available to every student who wants to
do well. She has closed the resource room to some people who try and
use it as an escape from classes or a social center. She expects the
individual student to negotiate using the room with each teacher whose
class the student wishes to leave for resource use. She tries to motivate
her Indian students, "give them something to look forward to."
Ms. Triplett began an Indian club as an after school activity. She
reads about Yaqui symbolism and is using this as basis for the craft
projects the club members make. Ms. Triplett hopes that incorporating
Yaqui culture and tradition can be one source of pride for her Yaqui
students.
One of her concerns is that the teachers do not know the Yaqui
culture and are often not sensitive to Indian issues.
One language arts teacher had this sentence dealing with a little
girl running through the grass, and all around she could see these
savage Indians. The kids were supposed to describe what they
would do in that situation. I couldn't believe it. I blacked it out
and told the kids not to answer this. It was on a worksheet. I'm
sure she didn't stop to think about it, because if you go through
and erase everything that's going to be culturally offensive to
everybody there's not going to be a heck of a lot left. But that
was quite sickening. (SI:I0-30-86) (SI=Staff Interview)
Ms. Triplett also feels that there is prejudice among some of the
teachers. She shares this one story.
There were cases last year when a couple of the teachers were
prejudiced. How can a kid get straight A's in language arts and
fail a reading class? We checked into it and we found that this
one teacher was giving all the Native Americans F's. We did
have trouble with racial discrimination, failing a lot of the
Native American students and we had the team from the
University come in and investigate it. They talked real strictly to
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the teachers, and they're not doing it anymore this year. They
fixed it. (SI: 10-30-86)
Ms. Triplett has other concerns about the life of her Native
American students. She is a valuable informant about cultural issues
relating to the Yaquis at Quentin, and she is a confidante to a few girls in
this at risk study. Her insights are included in the report section on
cultural findings and analysis.
Two people who shed light on how students handle adjustment to a
new school setting or how they cope with school are the nurse, Ms.
Nichols, and her aide, Ms. Stockley. Both these women talk about how
they see themselves as people addressing not just the physical needs of
the students, but their emotional needs as well. They recognize that
frequently a student comes to the nurse's station just "to get out of class
for a few minutes" or perhaps the student needs "a mother's touch in
school." They both seem comfortable with the reality of these needs
even at the early adolescent age level, and willingly enter into the
student's request for some personal attention. Last year they were seeing
between thirty and fifty students a day, but this year the numbers are
down to between ten and twenty a day. Ms. Nichols expresses well their
situation.
We have very good counselors at this school but I think we're
still called upon to be listeners, more than advisors. I don't tend
to advise and neither does Mary, (her aide) except in very minor
things. Along with taking care of their physical well being I
really think that we need to be warm , open people who are non
judgmental. It's very hard to do sometimes when you see a child
coming back and back and back, and their attitude is not good. I
want to shake them and tell them to get out of this way of
thinking. But we're seeing more and more children who have no
self respect, who have no self esteem, and who are really in need
of an adult saying, 'You're okay.' I know Mary does a super job
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of that with the kids. (SI: 2-16-87)
Ms. Nichols believes that the Quentin staff is "very caring for the
whole child." She believes that most of the teachers try and approach
the whole child, but she sees that "being caring is sometimes not
enough." She, too, has her ideas about the at risk child which will be
presented in a later section of this report.
The staff member who has the broadest vision of at risk students is
the social worker, Ms. Evans. She began a group last year for children
of alcoholic parents, and contacted an outside agency to continue this
work at Quentin during the second semester of this year. She also runs a
group for students who have suffered great loss in their lives, as in death
or divorce. She only comes to Quentin two days a week, and on those
few days she sees many students.
One area about which Ms. Evans feels strongly is home suspension.
"Suspension is the worse thing for these kids. Being at school is far
better." Ms. Evans visits many homes of Quentin students, and the
conditions there prompt her strong recommendation for using some
alternative form of discipline. But at Quentin she feels she can only
voice her opinion and lobby for a shorter suspension term, not the
lengthy terms which are possible and often handed out by Mr.
Hernandez. Ms. Evans has much information about Beth, one of the
girls in the study who becomes known for the number of times she is
suspended. This information is included in Beth's case story.
District Respondents
Two other respondents give information to this report. Mr.
Lambert represents the district view on at risk students. He is the
assistant superintendent and former supervisor of middle schools. His
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comments will be included in the chapter reporting adult perceptions.
The second person is the Urman district dropout program
coordinator, Mr. Dietz. My intelView with him was a spontaneous
suggestion of Ms. Sanchez when Mr. Dietz came to Quentin to talk about
possible funds for Quentin, as part of the district dropout prevention
thrust. His information is included in the report section dealing with
Quentin's efforts to work with its at risk students.
The Santos Community
Five of the girls in this study are members of the Yaqui nation;
four of them live on the reselVation and are subject not only to the legal
prescriptions for any United States citizen, but they are bound and
influenced by the Yaqui tribal code. For these girls the reality of
reselVation living is part of what shapes their lives. Since Santos is such
a vital place frequently mentioned in the girls' stories. a description of
the Santos community merits inclusion in this section on a researcher's
world. I also visited Santos in efforts to collect information about the
girls.
About five or six miles from Quentin the Yaqui land meets the
Urman city boundaries. The main highway separating both communities
carries travelers far west, or can become a connecting passageway to the
southern routes toward Mexico. Housing is fairly dense along the
stretch of road leading to Santos, but as the distance lengthens from the
city boundary sign on the west, houses hide and appear like dots on a
sparsely filled scatter plot, thus giving a passerby the feel of space and
rural living.
The main road leading into the reselVation is marked by a
heavily trafficked Circle K at the tum off, and the few signs indicating
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Yaqui Bingo at the community center. There's a shack set back a
hundred yards or so, used to contract for rental land, perhaps for land
sales as well. Across the road to the east and set back from the main
thoroughfare stands one of the bars within easy access for the Santos
community. It's against federal law to sell liquor on reservations, so Big
Mike's accommodates the law and satisfies the Yaquis.
The main road into the reservation is poorly paved, gutted in spots
by rain and 4-wheel drives which tear up the road in their hurry to
enter or leave. Small side roads jet off to the west, each with a Spanish
or Yaqui name of "Camino" this or that. Four or five houses are
scattered on each side of these roads, mostly trailers with porches added
on to hide the trailer's starkness. Some houses are adobe or brick, one
story homes usually, with truck or motorcycles parked in front. Maybe
there's a carport here or there, but the cars are modest, often in beat up
condition, and kids' toys lay about, mingling with other scattered debris
exposed to the sun. Mostly non-Yaquis live along these side roads, using
the cheaply priced, remote land as home sites. One of the Hispanic girls
in this study lives here, in an expanded trailer with enough property on
which to park a mobile home for her sister's struggling family.
About a mile inward, farther south, lies the heart of the Santos
reservation community, a series of buildings important to the life of the
Yaqui tribe. The tribal center is here, as well as the gym which the girls
talk about, and the clinic where Elisa's mom works with pregnant teens.
The Bingo building is part of this complex, and planted outside nearby is
the Santos bus stop where Yaquis can ride for the pIice of fifty cents to
the Circle K or the major supermarket another mile or two away.
Foothills stretch jaggedly and gently to the south, while the peaks
of another tribe's land stretch heavenward to the west. There is a
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presence here, of rock overlooking and observing its strong native
people. But the people of this Yaqui tribe seem not to thrive in their
acquired, protected land. The American government's conferring of
federal status in 1978 (Guilfoyle, 1988) has not brought an
accompanying prosperity. There is no visual sign of a people thriving in
their common life together.
Govemment housing defaces the flat earth surface. Tiny
Monopoly-like gray adobe houses sit closely planted on far too many
streets. The amount of land in front of each home holds little potential
for decoration and pride. The house seems a functional commodity, the
space merely a place for chairs as people sit outdoors at night to collect
the local news, gossip, and flee the heat inside.
In certain sections of the village the homes appear less mass

produced, they capture a bit of the owning family's particular style. A
few have metal fences surrounding yards of varying sizes. Some homes
have flowering bushes neatly planted to give a sense of order and caring,
some even have a horse or two walking leisurely in the larger yards to
find the nearest shade. It's not uncommon to find abandoned cars
parked next to houses, perhaps signs of some attempt to maintain more
contact with a world outside of Santos. But Santos is its own world, its
own community and it is home to four of the girls in my study. Nina,
Linda, Sonja and Elisa live in this world of tribal laws and the BIAS
(Bureau of Indian Affairs Security). A picture of the Santos community
is important in understanding the stories of these Yaqui girls at risk.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STORIES FROM THE DIG
Case studies are commonly found in ethnographic reports. The
cases are the substance of information discovered, the culture revealed.
Any ethnographic text on method includes several of the traditional,
exemplar cases from the files of revered ethnographers. This is true in
educational ethnography (Spindler, 1974; Wolcott, 1973), as well as in
sociology and in anthropology.
One view of case is summarized by Ruduck (1985) as she presents
the work of Lawrence Stenhouse.
Stenhouse had formalized his views and had identified two 'states'
of field work data: the 'case data', which represent the totality of
the material collected; and the 'case record', which is a lightly
edited, ordered, indexed and public version of the case data. He
also identified two ways of moving forward from the case record:
to the 'case study' which is the product of the field worker's
reflective engagement with an individual case record (p. 102).
This view of case study as "reflective engagement" describes well my
narrative intent in this report.
A Storied View of Cases
I choose, however, to present "stories" of the girls in place of their
"studies;" the girls share stories of their lives. Robinson and Hawpe
(1986) explain the shift in thinking.
Narrative thinking consists of creating a fit between a situation
and the story schema. Establishing a fit, that is, making a story
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out of experience, is a heuristic process, one which requires skill,
judgment, and experience. When it is successful, the outcome of
story making is a coherent and plausible account of how and why
something happened. Everyday stories are not fictions, or
rather, they are no more fictional than any other product of
thought, such as concepts, since abstraction, schematization, and
inference are part of any cognitive act. Stories are a means for
interpreting or reinterpreting events by constructing a causal
pattern which integrates that which is known about an event as
well as that which is conjectural but relevant to an interpretation.
(p.lll)
My interviews with the girls are encounters. They share their life
events with me, at times filled with the details of exact language and
precise colors. At other times their telling is clouded with secrets and
mystery. I probe if a story isn't clear. I use their records to fill in
details which the girls have forgotten or have long ago flung past the
edge of remembrance. But at the heart of my listening and searching, at
the center of my wondering and constructing a view of how the girls
perceive their world of Quentin school, is a steady, focused attending to
their personal stories.
Connelly and Clandinin (1990) write words appropriate for my
rationale to use a storied view of cases' like those represented in this
chapter.
The main claim for the use of narrative in educational research
is that humans are storytelling organisms, who individually and
socially, lead storied lives. The study of narrative, therefore, is
the study of the ways humans experience the world. This
general notion translates into the view that education is the
construction and reconstruction of personal and social stories;
teachers and learners are storytellers and characters in their
own and other's stories. (p.2)
This chapter presents the case stories of six girls from this
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research project. Although nine girls participate as key informants,
in order to maintain a numerical and etlmic balance I include only
two of the Yaqui girls' stories. This in no way implies that each of
the other girl's stories is not unique or is less valuable. On the
contrary, each of the stories helps construct a vital piece of a more
total picture of Quentin school life. But the pool of Anglo and
Hispanic girls is smaller than that of their Yaqui counterparts.
It was difficult deciding which Yaqui stories to include. Linda
is a girl who alters her whole life by decisions made in eighth
grade. Nina has lived on the reservation for many years, has been
retained in eighth grade already, and shares information about
Yaqui customs. Elisa, however, is a girl with a long history of
school difficulties; she is also filled with anger about her home life.
Sonja is the eldest of the Yaqui girls, fifteen during the time of
this study. She, too, is not a successful student during her three
years in seventh grade. She now lives this eighth grade year with
hopes tangled in the snares of a gripping relationship with her older
boyfriend Jose, who is soon sent by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
live at a boys' ranch for juvenile offenders. And the last Yaqui girl,
Nikki, is a transfer student to Quentin from California, where she
has been a successful student during her elementary school years.
She doesn't live in Santos, but strong bonds draw her to friendship
with the other Yaqui girls living on the reservation.
These are the Native American girls, all excellent informants,
but! include in this chapter only the case stories of Nina and Linda.
These girls are fluid informants, speaking easily about school, their
home lives, their expectations and fears. The other three Indian
girls shared information also, each conveying her unique
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perspective on family, friends, teachers and classes. Therefore, the
analysis includes the girls' words which reveal their perspectives on
life. HopefuUy, the story of each girl is rendered faithfully.
"Narrative and life go together so the principal attraction of
narrative as method is its capacity to render life experiences, both
personal and social, in relevant and meaningful ways." (Connelly
and Clandinin, 1990, p.lO)
One of the participating girls, Hispanic, young for her age,
was enthusiastic about beginning interviews with me. But when the
time came to begin telling her stories about school and life, Wanda
had few words. Yet the narrative Wanda constructs over time helps
to answer my research question concerning her meaning of school.
Therefore, 1 begin with stories from Wanda and Daria, the Hispanic
girls, then report the narratives of Beth and Ellen, the Anglo girls.
Finally, 1 include the stories of the Native American girls. Each of
these girls contributes to a better understanding of how girls at risk
view school.
Wanda
A Girl Slipping Through the Cracks
One of the early entries in my researcher notes sums up much
about Wanda as an informant. As 1 spend more time with her 1 begin to
wonder how valuable her experiences will be in this research project.
She initiates so little in our conversations and her most frequent
expression is, "I don't know," or "I don't remember." Yet as time
passes 1 grow to view Wanda as a kind of girl one finds many times over
in eighth grade classes. Wanda is a willing informant, but one filled
with hesitancies and restraints. My field notes provide an introduction
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to Wanda.
After all the times that I've seen Wanda, like four or five, and
after reading a few of her journal entries, I still feel she is a kid
who has not opened up, nor does she feel comfortable with me.
Then today she talked about how she is failing math. Everything
is usually so neutral with her. She shows very little reaction.
Sometimes her eyes sparkle at a few things but basically it's like
dragging her through tar to try and get her to say anything. It's
very difficult interviewing her. She doesn't take off on any
topic, so today it was unusual that she talked about not knowing
division. She talked about cheating and copying as well. The
kid tells me she won't go and talk to her teachers. She doesn't
ask her friends how to do division so I said to her, "Would you
like me to show you?" Of course, she said yes, so I worked with
her. She caught on to the computation; I wasn't really teaching
her an understanding of the process, but she caught on to the
mechanics. I'm struck again by Wanda's need to have somebody
know her well. I asked her if she would like to be in the same
class for all subjects all day. She said yes. I think that here is a
girl who would benefit a lot from being in the same class for,
perhaps, three or four hours, maybe in a holistic learning
environment, or in some type of block program. Somebody
needs to know her well. Some adult needs to talk with her.
Wanda has very, very low grades and she's one of the shyest girls
in the group. (RR: 11-13-86)
Wanda's shyness is an obvious factor of her personality. It takes
her a long time to begin talking freely with the girls in our research
group. Her lack of language ease, proficiency, and confidence was
noticed and monitored since her early years when Wanda began school.
The comments on a grade one Spanish-English screening instrument
summarize that she is a very smart girl and is very talkative. That seems
to be the only time when Wanda's lack of communication is not a
problem. At this same age in first grade a physician's exam includes
comments that she speaks Spanish, only understands a small portion of
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English spoken in the classroom, and has a defmite language problem.
The recommendation at that time is to get help for Wanda in English.
During her primary school years Wanda is referred for possible
learning disabilities. Her teacher says that many times Wanda does not
respond to verbal directions and is confused by written directions. The
school nurse notes that she was in a car accident in 1980 and was knocked
unconscious, yet she checked out of the hospital. Wanda doesn't
remember anything about that accident. Later on in fourth grade a
staffing conference report notes, "The testing indicates that Wanda has a
mild-moderate language disorder involving oral comprehension, syntax
and semantics. Placement is recommended. Reevaluation should be
done frequently to document language disorder." That language sample
indicates her English language skills are below the nonnal limits for her
grade level, and she shows deficiencies in her spontaneous speech. At
the time of the conference her mother revealed that Wanda is difficult to
work with at home because she is so distractible. The conference staff
agree that for the reasons cited and because Wanda has qualified for
Chapter I help, it will be best to place Wanda in the speech and language
resource program. This special placement lasts till the end of fifth grade
when a staffing report recommends dropping the speech and language
therapy.
This history of Wanda's official language needs is important
because by seventh grade Wanda has transferred to a middle school
where these language concerns do not receive much attention. She is,
however, placed in Quentin's bilingual reading class. In this new school
setting Wanda becomes a silent figure moving to five or six classes each
day, speaking very little. Wanda becomes a student in the process of
"slipping through the cracks."
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An Eighth Grader Looking Back. "I Did Good"
Wanda has very happy memories of her early school days in
kindergarten, first and second grades. She remembers the play, the fun,
and she remembers working in those classrooms. She remembers
painting and going out for recess. She never, however, tells any stories
about the wonderful antics of two little sisters only three years apart
playing house together, or pretending they're movie stars; nor does she
ever relate those delightful childhood stories that a mother sometimes
fondly shares with her growing child about when that daughter was a
toddler or young child in her first school years. Perhaps Wanda doesn't
remember these, or perhaps they aren't of great significance for her.
What she does share with me is that she was "a good kid" in
elementary school and she liked her teacher in second grade. This
teacher is nice. What is important for Wanda in those early years is that
she doesn't like her third grade teacher; she doesn't do all the work in
his room. He is the teacher who got sent to jail because he abused a little
girl in Wanda's class. Such memories do not erase.
There are few other stories from this early childhood period.
However, Wanda remembers that her last years in elementary school
brought good grades, having lots of fun being on a track team and
winning an award for track each year. Therefore, up through sixth
grade school itself is still a good experience for Wanda.
It also seems that during these elementary years, although Wanda
doesn't recount any particular incidents, her relationship with her sister
Lacey is developing. Tile two girls are becoming close friends. Wanda
tells about how she and her sister have boyfriends when they are in fifth
and sixth grades. "When we were younger, we had boyfriends, me and
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my sister. We'd sneak them in through our window."
Lacey becomes Wanda's confidant; they talk together about the
things that matter. In fact, it is Lacey and not her mother, who talks to
Wanda about menstruation and sex jnformation. Lacey has seen a film at
her school one day and shares the information with Wanda when she
comes home. It is not Wanda's mom who ever plays a part in her
learning about sex and her own body changes. It is even Lacey who
begins giving Wanda the needed personal items when Wanda starts
having her period in sixth grade. This growing sisterly relationship is a
core experience in Wanda's childhood memories.
The more I speak with Wanda the more I feel that this relationship
is not just a matter of close sisterly ties. The conspicuous absence of
Wanda's mom in her memories, and the central relationship that Lacey
seems to occupy leads me to question Wanda's family structure.
Comments from my field notes indicate this concern.
The more I talk to this kid, the more it is so evident that there is
something mysterious, peculiar, and odd about Wanda's existence
at home and her relationships. What emerges is that she's very
tight with her sister, and her sister spoils her. Wanda seems to
love her sister a lot, yet has a very neutral, nondescript
relationship with her mother. Wanda says directly that she
doesn't talk to her mom. It also seems there must be little
communication with the father. The mother is always busy,
never at home. V/anda and her mom never talk about things. If
Wanda has the slightest headache, she can stay home from school.
She can do what she feels like a lot of the time, at least this is
how Wanda is perceiving it. When I look at this kind of freedom
and seeming non-concern, I think it's a miracle that the kid
comes to school at all.
(RR: 12-4-86)
A Girl's World. "She Thinks I'm An Angel"
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When Wanda moves into the world of middle school, life changes
for her. Her own words confinn the transfonnation when she says,
"This is where I messed up." Throughout our conversations I never
could draw from her any reasons why this "messing up" occurred.
Wanda still remains close to her sister; they still share the same bedroom
because Wanda is afraid to sleep alone. However, as I spend more time
with her Wanda gradually begins to reveal more of the particulars about
Lacey. Her comments seem pertinent to her own growing disinterest in
school.
The relationship with Lacey is beginning to change this year. It
seems that Lacey dropped out of high school and doesn't have a regular
job. Lacey is paid some money from Wanda's grandmother for helping
out in that home. But Lacey spends a large portion of her time at home
watching Tv. For Wanda this is significant because it means that if she
stays home Lacey might be there. Or she might not be there too. Lacey
is starting to frequently be absent during the day, this is a change in
Lacey's behavior pattern. She is not at their grandmother's, and not at
any job. Yet Wanda doesn't know where she goes. At this time Wanda
also doesn't know if Lacey has a boyfriend. She know that Lacey flirts a
lot, but about boyfriends, Wanda isn't sure.
So Wanda comes to school during her eighth grade year, at least
most of the time. She is officially absent fourteen days during the first
semester. But while she is there at school she finds that her friends are
becoming the central and most impOltant part of her school day.
Wanda says that her friends influence her. "They would go
somewhere and I would follow them. They aren't always here at
school." She talks about her friends, about Yolanda who gets good
grades but doesn't like PE, so they ditch together during this class
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period. Wanda never skipped classes before; she says she never did it in
seventh grade. But by the end of her first semester in eighth grade,
Wanda is a master at the art of ditching classes without being caught.
An entry from my field notes indicates a researcher's problem
with missing infonnants.
Yesterday I went to Wanda's class to observe her there. The
teacher said this was fme, but then Wanda was not there. She
was not on the absence list either. Later on today I sent for
Wanda; I wanted to interview her a second time, but it seems that
teacher could not find her. Wanda has not written much in her
journal, so I wanted her to really get started. (RR: 10-8-86)
Wanda begins to no longer ditch just the class that her friend
doesn't like, but Wanda develops a whole repertoire of reasons why she
won't go to one or another of her own classes. She ditches reading: "We
don't do nothing in there, he don't teach us nothing. He just tells us to
read stories." And Wanda ditches her language arts class a lot. "She
(the teacher) yells at us. She gets mad real easy. We're just saying a
joke and she listens to it and everything, and afterwards if she don't like
it, she starts yelling and gets mad at us." Wanda doesn't like a teacher
who yells at the class. She not only ditches this class, but she comes
purposely late to specific classes because she doesn't like the teacher for
one reason or another. "No, I don't like her. Just because I've only been
late six times, she's going to give me an after school detention." Wanda
doesn't like the detention punishment, yet she won't stop being late for
that class. Her dislike of a teacher is a far more powerful motivating
force than a mere school directive to arrive on time to classes.
Wanda's evaluation of her classes is based not only on liking or
disliking the particular teacher, but also on whether or not the class is
boring.
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I'm in reading right now in a boring class. We don't hardly do
anything in this dumb class. I wish I could get out of it.
Basketball is my favorite sport because I like to make baskets. I
can't write so good in pen. I hate the way I write. I can write
better in pencil, but I like this pen. Am I boring you? If I am,
just tell me when you write back. That's all I can think about to
tell you. Sorry so sloppy. (J: 9-29-86) (J=Joumal)
Another element in Wanda's evaluation of classes is whether or not
she likes the subject. She wants to take PE, Home Ec, and Shop, but
decisions about which classes each student can take depend on how the
total school schedule unfolds. Also, because Wanda has failed seventh
grade math, she can't have as many other choices as her friends.
Another operating factor limiting choice for Wanda is that she is in
a bilingual reading class, a mandated class, once again eliminating
choice. And the class is one which she hates. So it seems that Wanda
looks at most of her classes as ends in themselves, places to go and
endure. They aren't related to anything in her world; she has not
selected them. She knows she is athletic, she enjoys PE, but there are
m~y

set conditions blocking the way for Wanda to take PE.
As for any classes relating to her future, Wanda makes no

connection between her classes in Quentin school and personal career
needs. She told me at one point that she wants to be a secretary; she has
two aunts who are secretaries. And for Wanda, having this kind of job
means she will have enough money to move out of her house. This is,
indeed, a future goal. She doesn't want to live at home much longer. In
fact, she is hoping that she will be able to go and live with her
grandmother while she goes to high school. Her grandmother is fun.
At this point in her life Wanda's aspirations fill a very small world
of dreams. Both her mom and dad only went to school in Mexico as far
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as sixth grade. Neither one returned to finish any schooling when they
moved here to the United States. They do not talk with Wanda about her
schooling or her future. Schooling is not important for them. It is not
difficult, then, to see why classes do not seem important for Wanda.
When Wanda does speak somewhat favorably about a class, such as
science or language arts, it is not because of liking the subject, or
because it has future relevance. It's because her friends are in these
particular classes or the teacher doesn't give the students much work. "In
that class (science) he doesn't care what you do. You can do anything
you want, he won't say anything. He'll probably get mad but he won't
tell you anything." (GI: 9-29-86)
This issue of "doing anything" or "not doing anything" in class is
important for Wanda. She frequently uses these words to describe what
happens in classes that particular day. It seems she likes a lack of
classroom direction at times, but at other times it is cause for evaluating
the teacher as ''bad.''
Wanda likes using a book in classes; then the work is easy. On the
day when I observed her in her social studies class she said she enjoyed
being part of a small group which was reviewing for the Constitution
test by answering questions together. She said that this was the first time
the teacher ever put them in those small collaborative groups.
One other school topic which Wanda talks about is the kind of
punishment given for "getting into trouble." Sometimes she has to stand
for the whole class period if she comes late without an excuse, or she
may be sent out of the room. She says it doesn't matter where she goes,
just so she leaves the room. After being late a certain number of times
she receives a detention to stay after school.
Sometimes Wanda may have her name put on the board for talking
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too much with her friends. It seems that each teacher uses whatever
punishment she or he wants. In fact, in Wanda's view there is even one
teacher who seldom gives out any punishments, at least he never gives
out any punishments to her.
Mr. Quiones, the one who never gives her a punishment, is
Wanda's favorite teacher. "I talk back to him and he don't get
mad ...Because we're always playing. Every time I do something bad he
knows I'm just playing." Mr. Quiones is the teacher Wanda talks about
the most. He never talks to her about her failing grades, never gives her
punishments, knows that she copies other students' work; and he even
saw her in the hall one day when she had ditched his class, yet he said
nothing to Wanda. At least this is how Wanda perceives the relationship.
Perhaps this teacher doesn't assign consequences to Wanda because
he taught her sister Lacey. Throughout the semester Mr. Quiones calls
Wanda by her sister's name. "Mr. Quiones, he knew my sister when she
used to come here and then I came to visit and then I came. And Mr.
Quiones said my sister was a real bad girl and that's how he knows me
cause I'm like my sister." Wanda agrees with Mr. Quiones in thinking
that she, too, is "a real bad girl." "My sister used to ditch a lot and I do
the same and I talk back to the teachers. That's about it." As Wanda
shares more of her ditching stories and the accounts of how she refuses
to do her work, it almost seems that she enjoys the perception that she is
like Lacey. Wanda likes being a "troublemaker."
Mr. Quiones, however, is the one teacher who Wanda feels knows
her. She says that none of the other teachers like her. And she can only
remember one time while at Quentin School when a teacher talked to her
about trying to improve her grades, and that conversation was last year
in seventh grade. Therefore, Wanda's perception of her teachers is
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based solely on how she views them in their short class periods together.
Wanda has almost no contact with them outside the classroom setting.
And they have no interaction with Wanda.
When I asked the school counselor about her perceptions of
Wanda, Ms. lllich replied, "Wanda, I'm not aware of anything going on
at her home that would interfere with her school work at this point."
Ms. lllich has no contact with Wanda, yet she is her counselor, and
Wanda is considered by the school a girl at risk. Ms. lllich has much to
say, however, about how a staff should interact with students.
I think one thing that the kids definitely need is a lot of
positiveness around them. I like to see people being friendly
with kids, smile, and make them feel like their being here today
is important, that their being here is of some value, not only for
themselves, but for the staff too. And I think one thing that is
special is how you treat somebody. I think that's something that I
do, make them feel like they're a valued person, that they have
some significance here at school, and that they're a part of what's
going on here, in a positive way." (AI: 11-7-86)
(AI=Administration Interview,includes counselors)
This counselor holds group sessions for some students, but Wanda
is not named for any group till the second semester. She is not well
known. Few of her teachers have any comments to make about her, yet
they are willing to share her grades as recorded in their record books.
The grade book identifies Wanda, not her teachers.
It seems that Wanda needs the "positiveness" about which Ms.lllich
speaks. She needs to believe that she is of value; she needs adults "being
friendly." If Ms. lllich's ideas were practiced with Wanda, these
certainly would influence her toward a positive school attitude. It
seems, however, that Ms. Illich's theory remained in an ethereal realm
and Wanda continues her days at Quentin unknown to adults, loving her
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self-generated status as "bad."
The one teacher who does offer an opinion about Wanda is her
reading teacher, Mr. Damian , whom Wanda considers a "boring" teacher.
My notes summarize my conversation with him.
I was walking in the hall today when Mr; Damian saw me. He
came up, stopped me and wanted to know if I was doing an
assessment of Wanda so that she would go to a special education
class. When I told him no, he said that now he had an aide in his
class and he was doing a lot of the work in Spanish. He told me
that Wanda was doing well when she worked in Spanish. 'Things
were better,' he said, as he evaluated Wanda's status in his class.
He was surprised at how she thought, once she used Spanish. He
commented that she had some 'really good thinking processes.' I
asked Mr. Damian if Wanda was getting a failure notice and he
said no. This reading class was one of the classes that Wanda
didn't like. She skipped the class a fair amount. Her assessment
was that it was boring and Mr. Damian 'wasn't teaching them
anything.' (RR: 12-11-8)
When I observe 'Yanda in her reading class I find her spending the
class time exchanging notes with a girl sitting nearby, even though the
two of them sit in the front of the room. Wanda never does do the
reading assignment given for that period. Mr. Damian sits at the side of
the room and seems content that the room is quiet, presuming, I
imagine, that all the students are reading. His aide spends twenty
minutes, according to my field notes, putting up letters on a bulletin
board. She never monitors whether or not Wanda or the others are
actually reading, neither does the teacher.
Nowhere in our conversation does Mr. Damian say that Wanda is
having difficulty, yet her final grade in this class is a D. She passes, but
barely. Yet throughout the semester Wanda never mentions that this
teacher speaks with her about the quality of her work, her skipping
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class, or her reading progress in a Spanish class. It appears that Mr.
Damian, too, is content that Wanda just "pass."
"Passing" is also "enough" for Wanda. Whenever I speak to her
about her grades or her failure notices her comments are summed up by
her words, "It don't matter, as long as I pass." She also speaks about her
"passing" work as being "good enough." It is apparent that Wanda is
satisfied doing the minimum requirements in her classes.
Perhaps Wanda considers herself incapable of real quality work in
school. She calls herself "dumb" during one of our conversations, and
says later that "I would never make it to the university." She says also
that she isn't smart in school, but with her friends and at home she is
very smart. When I question if her morn thinks she is smart, she says
yes. But Wanda never gives any indication that her family expects her to
go on to further schooling or have some kind of career. Her ideas about
extended schooling are summarized in one sentence, "I'll try to finish
high school." That is one side of Wanda's intelligence/academic selfassessment. The other side expresses belief that she can raise her grades
and do the class work. She knows she just has to do the work instead of
either not doing it or not turning it in. She once said, "I never try doing
my work."
For Wanda, doing her work is equivalent to school success. Doing
well in school means doing the "work" assigned in class. When we talk
about "learning something," she talks about wanting to take shop and
make things. Also, Wanda wants to learn math. Why? " ... because when
you have children your children ask you how to do this and you don't
know how to do it. My mom is like that, because in Mexico they used to
teach her something different. My little brother asks her for help and
she says she don't know how to do it."
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In Wanda's world the tenn "learning" has very limited meaning,

and "schoolwork" almost seems the comprehensive tenn for what should
happen in school. Wanda knows about "work" and homework, about
tests and rules; but she just doesn't seem to have an idea about learning
in school
Wanda's world of school is not a successful one, yet she manages to
hide this reality from her parents. She tells me she tears up her report
card and never gives it to either her mom or her sister. When I ask
Wanda if she saved any of the report cards from other years she replies
no. Saving the mementos of school life is not a pattern established in
Wanda's family. Her mom seldom questions her about school events or
what she does during the day. Wanda does say, however, that she hates
the thought of having detention because her family lives ten miles from
school and her mom is not going to pick her up anymore.
Wanda frequently mentions that her parents are home very little;
they don't help her with schoolwork, and they never ask about
homework. "I don't have homework. I come to school in the mornings
and I copy people's work." When I ask if her mom knows that she is
getting in trouble in school, Wanda replies, "She thinks I'm an angel."
Wanda still attends school; Lacey, after all, has dropped out.
Wanda's parents are very involved in their church. In fact, the two
girls and Wanda's little nine year old brother go to church three
evenings each week. Maybe the adults are so involved that church is
their first priority. Wanda shares that the family is going to California
over the vacation on some church-related matter. Her dad is going to
speak somewhere and then he is going fishing. Wanda's family belongs
to the Jehovah Witnesses, but I never uncover what positions her parents
hold in their church organization. I doubt that Wanda knows. She only
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knows that her mom is seldom home.
Even though Wanda's family is strongly involved in their church,
her mom will allow her to go to school dances. At times Wanda speaks
of getting permission for certain activities, and at other times she says
she and Lacey make their own decisions.
Frequently, Wanda chooses to stay home with her brother after
school. She will ride his bike around the block, talk with some friends
and talk with "the guys." Wanda mentions going to a carnival,
participating in the activities connected with church, and visiting
relatives. These seem to be her only outside activities.
During the semester of our conversations and observations Wanda
reveals a little more of those things which are important to her. When
she talks about herself, generally she indicates not liking her looks, but
liking her hair. I often wonder how Wanda's appearance affects her
behavior. She is tall for her age, chunky, and extremely well developed
for a girl of thirteen. She has long, dark, thick, wavy hair which she
singles out as a positive feature of her looks. Whenever I am with
Wanda I often notice some of the boys giving her a long look that
sometimes signals early adolescent male interest. Wanda seems not to
notice the stares, but she speaks several times about her interest in boys.
"Guys" is one of only a few topics about which she speaks more
than a few sentences at one time. Wanda mentions that she "liked" a boy
who went to her church, an older boy, who also went to one of the high
schools. He didn't call her, nor did she call him, but she would see him
at the church social functions.
On an opinion questionnaire Wanda indicates that she thinks she is
not old enough to date, she doesn't know how to dance, but she is
anxious to grow up and thinks the future looks good.
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Discussion. An Unknown Girl
It becomes apparent during the semester of my conversations and
meetings with Wanda that very few people know her as a person, a
young girl with likes and dislikes, attitudes, values, and decisions to be
questioned. To all appearances she seems to live in a stable family. At
least Wanda gives no evidence of family divorce or any physical abuse.
On the other hand, she never talks of happiness within her family. And
her parents are seldom present for family activities.
Wanda's father works, they have lived in the same house ever since
Wanda was a little girl. She does, however, qualify for the school federal
lunch program. Wanda has attended only one elementary school and
then transferred to Quentin, as is the pattern for most all the middle
level children in her neighborhood. Both Spanish and English are her
home languages; she functions in both, yet needs a Spanish reading class
at school.
Wanda says her family is very important to her, she feels spoiled
by her sister and they both spoil her younger brother. Such desires to
lovingly spoil a younger child are fairly typical in a family setting.
Wanda's family has strong enough religious commitments to attend
church together three times each week; they go on vacations together,
and Wanda never recounted any incidents which indicate an unsettling,
stonny family life. Yet there are questionable, mysterious aspects of this
family's life together.
Wanda's mother doesn't work, yet she is seldom home during the
day and Wanda never knows where she goes. The mom makes few
demands on Wanda's time, even with regard to house chores. Wanda
says she sometimes cleans, but her mother never makes her do anything.
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She goes with her mom to shop for clothes, but often, her mom will buy
her clothes for her. Wanda seems content with this arrangement. Not
all eighth grade, appearance-conscious girls would usually be so docile
with this pattern.
Wanda's relationship with her mom seems a distant one to me.
There is no communication about school activities and progress, a pretty
usual topic in many homes. Even near the end of her first semester in a
graduation year, when Wanda's parents receive a letter about "flunking,"
there is no conversation, no change in requirements at home, no trip to
school to visit Wanda's teachers. It is not a significant event warranting
serious discussion, at least as Wanda perceives the circumstances.
Wanda's mom speaks only Spanish, though she understands
English. At one point Wanda tells me she won't speak Spanish with her
mom because she makes a lot of mistakes and her mother corrects her
and laughs at the blunders. Perhaps this limits their sharing of ideas and
concerns. They also don't discuss any adolescent sex issues. When
Wanda tells me she still has questions about sex, she says she can go and
talk with her aunt about her questions. Why not her mom? She isn't
there much; there are a lot of church activities. How well, then, does
this mother know her daughter?
The person who seems to know Wanda the best is her sister Lacey,
but now Lacey is beginning to leave home without Wanda knowing
where she goes. Wanda misses Lacey, she keeps going back to the issue
that she now wants to be with her friends in school. "I just want to be in
class with my friends ... My friends made it good, the same friends I have
this year and last year." It seems as though as the last home confidante
begins slipping out of Wanda's life, the school friends slip in to replace
the very basic human need for knowing and being known, so vital to an
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early adolescent.
Throughout the conversations with Wanda she has a very difficult
time expressing ideas, and reacting to the ideas of other people. Our
transcribed conversations are filled with her very short responses.
Many times she will say, "I don't know," even when the question is one
eliciting an opinion. And seldom does Wanda initiate a topic for
conversation. It is not discomfort as an informant, nor hesitancy with
the researcher. It just seems difficult for her to formulate ideas, and
then as equally difficult to pluck the language which will express what
she is trying to say. But this hesitant, shy girl becomes a wonderful
informant about how one can attend school, day in and day out,
unknown, neither creating the kind of behavior problems that demand
immediate attention and widespread recognition, nor showing excessive
incapacity to deal with the "work" of her Quentin classes. Therefore,
Wanda attends school doing "just enough", remaining in the shadows of
adult attention, drawing some focus by her low grades which merits an
"at risk" status, and thus travels through her eighth grade year enduring
school with three F's and three D's at the close of the first semester.
Wanda has no serious interest in academic achievement at Quentin.
During this eighth grade year she experiences the same kind of settings
and activities as she probably experienced during her previous years in
school. The one class where she says she has fun because they "talked a
lot" in that class and they have parties each Friday when no one receives
any negative behavior checks, is still a class where she receives a D at
the end of the semester. Wanda doesn't do any assignments at home, she
copies a lot in class and she spends some class time writing notes to her
friends. Also, when she doesn't like the teacher she ditches that class, or
comes late. For Wanda, there is no interest in learning.
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This girl likes school as a place to meet with her friends. She is
allowed to have friends over to her home, but she doesn't invite them.
And three nights each week she is committed to church meetings with
her family. So it appears that school is Wanda's best place for meeting
friends.
Also, Wanda doesn't like staying home. Those times when she
does, she says she watches television and doesn't go out. Lacey isn't
around much anymore and her mom isn't home a lot. School is a better
alternative to staying home. At home she is alone.
What Wanda finds in school is classes which, to her, are mostly
boring. They are classes which she does not choose to take. She seems to
know the reasons why she can't have PE, Shop, and Home Ec, but
Wanda is not the kind of girl to ask at the office about possibilities for a
switch, nor will she ask her parent to make a special request. She wants
to be in one class with her friends but she will not think about going to
a counselor to request this. After all, the eighth grade counselor, Ms.
Illich, has never even asked to see Wanda during the first semester, even
when her low grades are indicating some difficulty. Wanda handles her
"fate" by enduring and avoiding.
What is going on in the classes themselves is not sufficient
motivation to propel Wanda with energy and enthusiasm for the "work."
She evidently sees no connection between this "work" and her future as a
secretary. And the "work" itself does not magnetize her interest.
It is not necessary for Wanda to do well in school out of fear. The
only fear she ever voices to me is that of being suspended in her science
class if she ditches there. So she never does. I'm not sure if suspension
means some intervention by her parents, but that seems unlikely when
they are so uninvolved in her school life and academic progress. I
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suspect that if Wanda were suspended she'd have to remain home for
three or five days, and she'd miss her friends over that length of time.
Fear of failing grades does not elicit much emotion from Wanda.
Failing grades means she isn't doing the "work" and Wanda feels she can
do most of the class work if she wants to. Motivation in these boring
classes does not reach down far enough into Wanda's well of wanting
school success.
Wanda is, indeed, a Quentin student at risk. But the very simplistic
category of academically at risk students is not broad enough to
encompass the real concerns for a girl like Wanda. Faculty members
voice the need of knowing their students, yet here is one girl who is
unknown by every adult at Quentin. She is not needy enough. Her kind
of need is low on the list of priorities. Her academic grades are signaling
some sign of need, yet it seems no one reads the signals. Why? Wanda
is one of the quiet ones, a quiet girl. She reacts and resists what she is
forced to experience in the only way she can. She withdraws interest,
concern and involvement in her classes and in school in general. There
is little meaning for Wanda in her classes. The school offers little that
entices her. She feels the few clubs offered are "sorry clubs."
Does all that is written here mean that Wanda is a highly unusual
student, with extra ordinary needs? Does it mean that her tolerance
level for insignificance is exceptional? Does it mean that her willingness
to deal with boredom is an infantile one? Or does her academic
disinterest stem from a combination of factors? Wanda is becoming
somewhat of an isolate in her family setting, and her family has little
interest in her school efforts. This is true. But beyond this, no adult at
school knows what is happening in Wanda's life? Does any teacher or
the counselor at Quentin know that Wanda feels uncomfortable with
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male teachers. She would prefer women teachers. Wanda doesn't
verbalize why she prefers women teachers, but she does. Only the
researcher knows this. No adult at Quentin seems to know Wanda as a
person.
As Wanda grows more bold in resisting the school behavior rules,
she experiences no consequences. It almost seems as though no one
wants to believe that this quiet, passive girl would dare to flaunt the .
rules. But Wanda does, repeatedly, and without repercussion. And no
one cares.
What makes sense to Wanda about school is the people who are
"nice". There aren't many who fit that category for her other than her
friends, but for the "nice" people she tries to conform and follow the
rules and do the "work", even when, in itself, it has little meaning for
her. Wanda is not an evaluator. I doubt that there is any lofty analysis
of classroom tasks and their pedagogical merit, but she does evaluate the
teacher or the activity that make some connection to her personally.
Little at Quentin school make the personal connection for Wanda,
other than students her own age whom she can call friends. Wanda
survives at Quentin. She does not thrive, she does not radiate, she
endures. And she establishes patterns that with each passing month will
become harder to change. For Wanda, Quentin nourishes resistance,
underhandedness, passivity, and retreat into behaviors which indicate
that she believes in her own insignificance. It seemed that Quentin
school believes this also.
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Daria
A Girl Going Crazy
Daria was one of the girls most eager to become an informant in
this research project. She not only came and talked during her
scheduled visits, but she sought me out during the day. She looked for
me in the Quentin halls, and if the day was particularly stressful for her,
she asked if we could have a session together. Daria needs someone to
listen to her poignant story of life at home.
You can say that I'm not so happy at home. I think I'm pretty
strong to be living in a house like that, and I don't take drugs. I
haven't committed suicide. I haven't done anything. I think I'm
pretty strong. I try. To confess, I've only ditched once. When
you guys first called me into Ms. Sanchez's office, that's the first
time I met you and I thought you guys had caught me. I don't
want to ditch again, it's scary. (GI: 10-10-86)
For Daria to say that she isn't happy at home, is a mild
understatement. As the days pass, and Daria presents quite graphically
the details of her home life, there is no doubt that the focal point for all
of Daria's unhappiness rests in her home environment. She knows this
herself, she repeats it over and over each time pulling up yet another
small fragment of the fragile, deeply buried pain of her family's
dysfunctioning existence.
Not only does Daria pinpoint the source of her stress and
unhappiness at the very outset of our conversations together, but she
never wavers in her focus on the root of trouble. It is always the same.
Her references spill out over the paper and wash into old color, mixing
and seeping to form just the right image to capture her mood of despair.
Her darkened colors shape the disturbing image of home.
The central figure in Daria's impressionistic rendering of "weird"
familial images is her father, "the devil," as he is called by her mother.
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I think he kind of loves me, but if he really did love me, he
wouldn't go out on my mom, and hurt us in any way. I wish he
would just stop making us hurt so much. He doesn't know, but it
does hurt for him to be going out with women and stuff, it does
hurt. My mom cries to me, too, and she tells me. I'm the only
one she can really talk to, so she tells me all her problems and
stuff. And I wish he wouldn't be so strict. I'm very unhappy
because he's so strict. At home I'm very unhappy. If he
wouldn't be so strict. ..ifhe wouldn't go out. ..1 don't mind if he's
never home, because when he's home all he ever does is argue
and yell. So it doesn't matter but I wish he wouldn't go out with
other women and be so strict with me ... He says that I'm not
allowed to go out anywhere or to my friend's house. He says I
can't have boyfriends over... or he'll hit me and stuff. I hate it,
but I can't tell him or nothing, or he'll start yelling at me. He'll
just think that I'm a little you know what. (GI: 10-10-86)
This father affects all of Daria's days. Whatever happens in the
morning before school even begins, or whatever occurs the previous
evening makes a difference in how Daria views her world at Quentin
Middle School.
In the course of only one semester the events of home make a

decided impact on Daria's attitude and behavior. She changes over this
short period of time. She views herself differently; she becomes a new
kind of girl, a girl as she says, "going crazy." The new girl is no longer
content to endure what happens at home. She somehow gropes and
struggles to find the words to share her story, she finds others who
experience some of her own unhappiness in their respective home
situations. And Daria begins to verbalize a plan that will help her
survive till that time when she can leave her home and live with
freedom.
Daria is one of Quentin's girls at risk, identified by her low
academic standing in seventh grade. With an academic history of mostly
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D's she passes to eighth grade for the 1986-1987 school year, still living
in a troubled home, still achieving low grades. Daria becomes an eighth
grade girl at risk.
An Eighth Orader Looking Back. "They Made Fun of Me"
Daria's memories of her childhood days once again revolve
around some poignant family incidents that are not easy for a
sensitive young girl to ever forget. She tells how when she was a
toddler her father didn't want her to stop using a bottle. Her mom
was quite ready to help Daria wean herself from this phase of
babyhood, but her father wouldn't allow it. So Daria not only used a
bottle until she was four, but she was kept in diapers until then too.
She told me that her bothers still tease her about how old she was
before she drank from a glass, and stopped having to use diapers.
The teasing is not pleasant for Daria, a fourteen year old who looks
in the mirror for assurances that she is becoming a young woman.
The teasing and remembering are embarrassing. But another such
memory lingers for Daria.
Once when I was little, I had to use the restroom and my little
sister did too. My mom does everything for her. I was already
going into the restroom but my big sister took me out and told me
that my little sister had to use it first. I told her I was there first,
and then my sister took me out so I started hating my sister, my
big sister. My mom just got the cord of the vacuum and she
started hitting me on the bottom with it, so my little sister could
go first. (01: 12-11-86)
Daria's memory gives one of many glimpses into the parenting style of
her family, and the sibling interactions. Perhaps their personal family
style developed in part from "living in poverty," as Daria tells. She
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remembers how, as part of their poverty, the family needed to live with
extended family members.
We kept moving around cause most of the time we didn't have
enough money to pay the rent .. J used to hate moving cause I
used to have friends and when we'd leave, I'd have to say goodby and never see them again. Then when I would go to a new
school, I wouldn't have any friends, so I didn't like it. And we
hardly had any money to pay rent. Once when we were living by
that Honda place we were living in a house that only had one
bedroom. And there was me, my little sister, both my brothers,
my mom, my dad, my sister, her husband, and she was pregnant.
And my grandma had to stay with us for a while. And they'd
sleep on the floor and on the sofas and on the bed. (GI: 12-3-86)
Daria's family configuration is an unusual one. So many people
enter her life as family. Her mother was married when she was very
young, fifteen to be exact, but not to Daria's father, to another man who
used to beat her. With this man her mom had three children, Francisco
and Juan who are stepbrothers to Daria. Then Rita was born, the older
sister who enters as a secondary character in many of Daria's stories.
Daria never shares why her mom got divorced from her first husband.
Her mother was physically abused by this man, yet Daria's father is an
abuser and her mother remains with him.
After that first divorce her mother married again, this time to
Daria's father while she was pregnant with Daria. Then later another
sister was born, Rosa. Some time after her little sister's birth Daria's
parents were divorced.
Daria's father has four children from another marriage, or
marriages, as the case may be. This man seems to have a penchant for
women whether he's married or not. Then, as sometimes happens with
couples, Daria's parents reunited and were married for the second time.
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Daria doesn't understand why her mother stays with this man, her
father, "the devil," the abuser, but she voices one line of reasoning
which helps to make things clearer for her.
She doesn't want to divorce him or anything because if she does,
all of us are going to be out in the streets and we're not going to
have enough money. I guess she just wants to stay with him. She
doesn't like the idea at all for him to be going out on her. My
sister-in-law caught my brother and my dad and my sister's
boyfriend at some place called the Cat Lounge. They were seeing
those ladies. I was burned up and I still remind him of that and
he just goes, 'Shut up. '
(GI: 10-10-86)
Daria's older sister, Rita, got married at fifteen after she dropped
out of school, then had two children. This four person extended family
lives next door in a trailer on the land belonging to Daria's family,
newly purchased land just outside the city limits, close to the Yaqui
reservation. The physical proximity of Rita and her family is significant
to Daria since she frequently babysits for Rita's two little boys. Daria
talks about Rita. "My sister, she's real lazy, so we always have to
babysit. There is one that is always at our house, Lance. He's four years
old. He's always with my mom. He says he doesn't like his mommy."
In her conversations Daria talks about these brothers and sisters and

her nephews, as well as about her half brothers on her father's side of
the family. Not only do they spend time together but she has memories
of them in prior years. She remembers one story about her older sister
Rita.
I remember when I started kindergarten, I started at Morton
School and we always used to sing songs and stuff. I told my
sister Rita that the teacher got mad at me, and Rita said that she
would kick her ass if she did it again. We moved and went to
some apartments by south Sixth Street. (GI: 12-3-86)
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This is one of the few positive "sisterly" memories that Daria has, an
older sister wanting to defend her little sister. But it's also significant to
note that Daria also remembers that before there was any discussion of
the problem in school, her sister Rita proposed violence.
Daria remembers that she failed first grade because she was absent
from school so much with asthma. It is also in this grade that she was
learning more English, because up until kindergarten Daria knew only
Spanish. It still is their home language. In second grade Daria received
a reward for reading a certain book, but she never received any rewards
after that, at least she doesn't remember any. In third grade at Van
Allen School she recalls that no one liked her that year. The family then
moved again and her memory flashes recall of a young fifth grade
teacher and a boy in that class who liked her. These memories are
sparse, but they help explain Daria's relationship to school, a very
surface one, not filled with ties and loyalty. Daria attended too many
schools to have this happen.
When Daria enters Quentin Middle School she does not find life
easy. She remembers that she got into a lot of trouble during her
seventh grade year. She would talk too much in her classes and get lots
of detentions. Also, she says that some of the students said she was
"weird." Nevertheless, at the beginning of her eighth erade year school
life has improved and she is hoping for friends and success during her
last year before moving up to high school.
In looking over Daria's past school records, it's apparent these

records hold information consistent with Daria's stories. A comment on
a kindergarten adaptive education screening form notes, "She is
constantly pinching or hitting someone. She is spoken to when seen
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hitting or pinching, but turns around and does it again after awhile."
From that point on, Daria's records indicate only positive comments
made by her classroom teachers. "Daria is a well behaved and
cooperative student." Her second grade teacher wrote, "I like Daria.
She's such a good girl to me and everyone. She's doing fine in all her
academic work."
It seems that rather than dismiss the place for comments on Daria's
records, the teachers chose to note her positive qualities. "Even though
Daria was absent so much, she tried hard to make the work up. I will
miss her as I am sure her classmates will." It's true that Daria attended
eight elementary schools and was absent a lot due to illness, possibly her
asthma, but it also seems she frequently made a favorable impression on
her teachers.
Throughout her elementary schooling her academic grades were
average, until her fifth grade reading evaluation, which is a D. Sixth
grade brought all C's and one B in penmanship. But while Daria was
achieving at least average grades in the elementary school classroom,
when it came time for the standardized testing, she did not maintain
these "average" evaluations. Almost every category tested in reading
and math indicates a below grade level score. This pattern of test results
holds true up through eighth grade where Daria's standardized results
indicate that she is two years behind in math. There is no reading score
for her at this time.
Even though Daria's academic past is not one to merit high honors,
it is stable enough to pull her through her middle school experience to
graduation, but the road to graduation becomes more rocky, crevassed,
and dangerous as it parallels her treacherous path at home within her
family. Daria's memory world is filled with yelling, beatings,
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drunkenness, unfaithfulness, and people making fun of her. She knows
how she reacted to all this, she knows how she reacts to being teased in
ways that seemed cruel.
I don't like it because, I don't know, I just don't like it. I take
things seriously even when they say they're just kidding. I can't
cry cause my mom says I'm acting stupid, acting silly. Cause
once they made me mad cause my mom was telling me stuff and
I started crying and she said, 'Stop acting stupid and silly. I'm
doing nothing to you.'
(GI: 12-11-86)

A Girl's World. "I'm Trapped"
Whenever Daria and I sit down for conversation, the focus always
returns to her family situation. She makes comments about school, talks
about some of her teachers, mentions her friends, and once in a while
tells some story about one of them but basically, Daria's eighth grade
year is filled with resistance to the loathsome life she leads at home. In
every meeting Daria tells of some other incident concerning her father
and his vicious ways.
He goes out on my mom and I know that, we all know that. He
goes to La Puerta and goes to the hookers' bars and picks them
up. I can't stand him and he knows I can't stand him because he
made me mad one time. He goes to Francisco, 'If you ever see
your sister with a boy, you tell me cause I'm the mean one, and
I'll kick her ass and his ass.' I got mad and we went to the store
that night and he goes to my mother, 'She doesn't love me.' And
my mom said, 'Yes, she does.' And I wanted to say I didn't, but I
was afraid my mom would hit me. I can't stand him for
nothing ... Sometimes in the summer, when he comes home for
lunch, all he used to do is argue with my mom and tell the boys
to clean. He used to make me sick. I used to go, 'Don't you have
to go somewhere? Don't you have to go and train the horses?'
He'd say, 'Are you running me off?' And I'd go, "No, it's just
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that I thought you had to do something.' (GI: 10-10-86)
Daria never uses the word tyrant, but this is how she presents her
father, as the lordly master who sits enthroned in isolation and
barrenness waving his governing rod wildly and madly as he screams at
his subjects. This master is the sole controller of rule-making in their
home. Not only is one of her brothers told to report any of Daria's
friendships with boys, but her other brother Juan is instructed to do this
also, as well as another male cousin and Daria's sister. Daria once said
she feels he has a "dirty mind." He suspects her of sexual misconduct
whenever she isn't with members of the family. Even when there are
family parties Daria must sit next to her mother. She can't dance, and
can't even use the restroom by herself, only with her mom. Why is this
dad so strict, so excessive? Daria never ventures much explanation
except at one time. "He's like those men from Mexico with their
traditions. They won't let their young daughters go anywhere. He
doesn't let me do nothing. No freedom, no nothing."
The rules for Daria include close supervision at home and during
family activities, but also the dad's rules invade Daria's school life. She
is prohibited from joining any extracurricular activities and attending
school dances. Daria loves volleyball but knows she'll never be able to
join the team; her dad won't allow it. "My sister was in volleyball when
she was younger like me. I don't know why he let her, but if I ask him,
he says no." Perhaps the father remembers that his "lenient" attitude
with Rita lead to her dropping out of school and becoming pregnant.
Perhaps he is sincerely trying to protect Daria from some danger. But
Daria does not take this excessively restrictive view as a protective
interest, she views it as repressive and stifling.
I'm always home and the only time I get to go out is to come to
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school, go to get groceries with my mom, or just with somebody
that's close to me. At tirst, when my sister used to have to go and
pick up her husband at work I used to go with her all the time.
Then later on he started thinking that I'd go see a boy or
something, so I said, 'Forget it. I'm not going with you
anymore.' I got mad because he's always thinking wrong and I
said I was just going to stay home. My sister got mad too. (GI:
10-24-86)

In terms of how Daria's mom feels about the rules for the children,
it seems that she defers completely to her husband's wishes. She never
questions his "authority." At one point when Daria is angry and
pleading with her mom to do something, her mom tells her it's a sin to
go against the wishes of one's parents. Daria truly believes that her dad
has "brainwashed" both her mom and one of her brothers.
Daria sees the family rules as unfair to her. Her sister was allowed
to do things and go places without the kind of restriction that Daria now
experiences. But then Rita disappointed her parents, so new rules come
into effect for Daria.
"My sister says she used to have it worse than me. I don't think
so, because they used to let her go out once in a while, not me.
She always used to have a fit if they never let her go out. She
used to go to the movies with her boyfriend when she was
fifteen, but one of us had to go with her. It's ridiculous, but I
don't even think I'm going be able to go to the movies. (GI: 1024-86)
As for her brothers, it is different for them. According to Daria
it is almost as if there are no rules, they have no restrictions now and
never had any.
My brothers could do what they wanted to. They could stay up
until morning at 5:00 or whatever they wanted to do. The girls
are the ones that have to go through hell, and I wish it wasn't that
way. I don't want to be out in the streets until 12:00 but just to
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go to a movie with my friends, go eat somewhere, or at least
spend the night at their house or visit them. He won't even let
me do that. (GI: 10-10-86)
Daria even knows her dad has taken one of the boys on an excursion to
visit a group of his "ladies." Daria is troubled by all this. But there is
not much source of comfort at home for this unhappy teenager; the
family rules allow her little time for socializing, exploring and sharing
her troubles with gentle-spirited friends so many of us meet along our
journeys. Daria's daily focus is survival.
When I look at the kind of human interactive modeling that her
family provides I wonder how it is that Daria is not a violent person at
school. Her father slaps and beats her mother, his words lash out like
whips encoiling the weak and desperate. He hits one of the boys, and
when Rita was living with them the anger and violence poured out like
some noxious gas spreading into every comer of their trailer. Daria's
sister hit back. She didn't stand before him in awe of a man twice her
size. She mustered her anger to an exploding point and struck back.
Then both stepfather and daughter would fight.
In Daria's house there is no adult person in the family who will not
scream, yell, and use derogatory language. Daria is called "stupid,"
"trouble maker," "dumb." And many times her father threatens to beat
her like he beats the others. The model of violence and abuse is ever
present. Why isn't Daria one of Quentin's students suspended for
fighting? Why doesn't she retaliate in the school's safe environment and
take out her frustrations there? She doesn't. Perhaps this is what is
driving her "crazy", the pressure of her own knowing and hurting, with
nowhere to release.
Perhaps Daria's school mode of survival is modeled on that which
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she uses at home. She withdraws, she recedes into another world. Daria
talks about how at home her salvation is to go to her room, close the
door, turn up her stereo and listen to music. She flips on her Bon Jovi
albums, and lets the heavy metal sounds rip away her unhappiness.
Outside the bedroom door is abuse and violence; Daria longs for a
haven.
At school one of Daria's ways of coping with her own situation is
to befriend others who have similar circumstances. She speaks of two
friends, both "troubled," as she calls them. The first is Mark, a seventh
grade boy who expresses interest in Daria. She likes his gentle, softspoken ways; she liked his looks, and she is happy when he wants to meet
her during lunch so they can have a chance to talk and get to know each
other. They do meet a few times, but Mark is shy and hesitant when his
friends are nearby. Daria's friends tell her another boy is also interested
in being her boyfriend, but Daria wants a relationship with Mark. He
seems sad to her. Perhaps Daria sees in Mark a kindred, suffering soul,
but she tells me later when they stopped trying to talk to each other that
she thinks he is just "too shy."
The other person whom Daria reaches out to is Michelle, another
person with a story that moves Daria to offer friendship.
I met some new girl. Her name is Michelle. She has the same
problems that I do because her father died and she's living with
her stepfather and with her mom. They're always arguing and
stuff. And she says the next time her mother hits her, she's
leaving. As soon as she told me that, I knew what she's feeling.
She said she wanted to kill herself... She told me not to laugh and
that I might think it's funny, but she told me she got real drunk
Sunday, and she wanted to kill herself. I told her it wasn't silly
and that I wouldn't laugh at her. But I told her not to do it. My
sister tried to commit suicide too. (GI: 1-14-87)
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Daria speaks how Michelle is so much like she is, "sentimental."
Michelle has been "kicked out" of her last school for ditching, so for a
short period of time at Quentin Michelle and Daria are close friends
sharing stories of their lives, of the parents they both find so unkind and
the restrictions they feel bind them to childhood. Then Michelle leaves
for another school and Daria hopes for friendship.
One of the realities in Daria's life is that she needs people to share
with, people in whom she can confide her fears and her anger. For
Daria the sweet pleasure of having a close girlfriend could help bring
her peaceful moments.
I can't do nothing. I can't because I'm trapped. If I tell him
(Dad) stuff, you know, like why don't you let me out, he'll
probably hit me. Then my mom will suffer and I don't want her
to suffer.. .I'm saying what I want to say for the first time. I can't
tell my mom cause it looks like he has her brainwashed or
something, and then my sister too.
(GI: 10-10-86)
The one member in her family who Daria does think understands
her a little is her stepbrother Juan. He has had difficult times because he
has "learning disabilities." He never defends Daria, nor pleads her
cause, but he gives her sympathy and Daria feels gratitude toward him
for this reason. Once in a while Daria will also express some
thankfulness to Rita for those few times when she genuinely gives Daria
words of support and understanding. Although Daria usually considers
Rita as someone who uses the family for babysitting, and certain needs
like washing and telephoning, she does mention that at times Rita
expresses concern for her. Rita is the one who tells Daria that if she
ever becomes pregnant she should come to her, and she'll help her
because "she knew how it was."
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Perhaps there is some affectionate bonding between the two
stepsisters in their frequently shared ridicule by Daria's father. Daria
painfully shares that both her father and mother "would start yelling at
me." They say, "Do you want to be stupid like your sister. Look at her,
she used to ditch and she dropped out of school in ninth grade, and now
she's married and has two kids. You don't want to be like that. That's
what would happen." Then she would repeat again their harsh words.
"But I've heard it so many times, 'Don't be stupid like your sister.'"
(GI: 10-10-86)
When I visit Quentin I am a person who listens to Daria's stories.
There is no censure, no demand, no ridicule for what embarrasses her,
and as a result, she speaks freely. When I ask her about teachers in the
school to whom she could confide; she says, "I think all my teachers like
me. They don't pay a lot of attention, but I know they like me." She
perhaps feels a hesitancy, then, in going to one of those teachers. She
says Ms. Illich, the counselor, always seems "so busy." And as for Ms.
Sanchez, Daria doesn't like her. Daria says she is bossy. Even after I
mention why I feel Ms. Sanchez might be very sympathetic to her, Daria
still does not feel comfortable going to her. When this topic recurs later
in our interview sessions, she still maintains her feelings. So Daria
remains a lovely treasure sealed in some remote vault where only the
keepers and misers may look and ponder. There is no one searching for
Daria, no one wise enough, it seems, to look beyond and within this
"sweet girl." She remains buried. And Daria lacks the security to take
initiative and confide in some adult at school.
Daria tells me that as the semester wears on her language arts
teacher talks to her about low grades, but the focus of the conversation is
the grades. Also, Ms. Travers is someone whom Daria has characterized
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as a "boring teacher." Whether or not this assessment influences Daria's
decision not to confide in her, I don't know, but I think none of us tend
to share personal details of our lives with people we characterize as
boring. Yet, Ms. Travers is the only staff person who approaches Daria,
and Daria has neither the security nor the attraction to approach anyone
else in her Quentin world.
Daria does not talk with the school adults about her problems and
she also does not talk with anyone about her hopes for the future. One
of her major aspirations, obviously, is to leave her house.
I don't want to get married until I'm twenty-five, because like
right now I can't do nothing ... Right now I'm with my dad and
my mom and I can't do nothing. I can't go out with my friends.
I can't have fun so that's what I want to do when I'm old enough
to take care of myself, and get a job and get an apartment. I'm
going to get out of the house because it's like a prison. (01: 1113-86)
Daria has expressed several times in our conversations that she also
wants to take her little sister with her. Her sister Rosa doesn't
understand the reality of their home life because she is still too young
but, according to Daria, when Rosa is put under the same restrictions as
she is, Rosa will want to leave home and live with her. Daria wants not
only freedom for herself but for her little sister. She does not want
someone else to experience what she is suffering.
Along with this hope for freedom and days of fun, Daria wants to
become a professional, a nurse. It is, indeed, ironic that somehow in the
midst of a family where the most influential individuals have dropped
out of school and evidenced no positive attitude about higher education,
that a young girl wants to go to college. Daria feels she will need to live
outside the family structure if she goes to college, otherwise, she will
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"be worrying about stuff."
At the time of our conversations Daria's biggest worry, her deepest
fear, is that her mother might die.
I'm afraid that because my mom is always getting sick, that she'd
die, and then I'd have to go to my sister's, and 1 don't get along
that well with my sister. And my dad and my sister don't like
each other that much. 1 wouldn't want my mom to die cause
she's the only one 1 can live with even though she yells at me and
stuff. She's the best person 1 could live with. (GI: 11-8-86)
The other significant worry for Daria is about herself.
I'm afraid that one of these days when 1 really get mad I'll do
something crazy because I've gotten mad before and 1 banged my
head against stuff. I've had my forehead sore a lot and I've
gotten headaches because 1 do crazy things when I'm mad. That's
why 1 listen to music when I'm mad cause it helps me ...1 don't
hurt anybody else. (GI: 11-8-86)
Daria is entering a new stage in reflecting about her dismal family life.
She feels she is going crazy. Even her aspirations about her future, her
time for wonderful dreams and fanciful hopes is laced with the deadly
reality of her day to day world in a house of dread.
The dread, anger, and frustration that Daria express accompany
her to Quentin Middle School. She doesn't check these items at the main
entrance each morning like some ambivalent shopper who gladly shelves
any parcels to gain entry at a Shop and Save Discount Store, knowing
that each buyer is viewed with a suspicion that she'll pocket some
tasteless item. No, Daria's problems are not so blithely tucked away, not
so readily silenced. They bellow out during the day beneath her quiet,
reserved manner. "She seems like such a sweet person," one of her
teachers tells me. "She's quiet, does her work." For this teacher, Ms.
Travers, this is the Daria she knows.
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This is the picture Daria presents for public view, for school view.
When Ms. Travers takes the opportunity to talk with Daria, she perhaps
never imagines another girl deep inside. Or perhaps, she is not
interested, or not able to glimpse the other Daria who lives captive
within herself. How would Ms. Travers respond? How will one staff
person's interest and empathy afi~ct Daria's inner stability and her
school performance? Perhaps the "sweet person" is the only Daria Ms.
Travers wants to know. Entering another's life leads to the unexpected
and the unknown. Perhaps good hearted teachers like Ms. Travers are
already too filled with the stories from their adult friends. For
whatever reason, the personal linking between this one teacher and her
student did not occur. For Daria, a personal bonding with any Quentin
adult never occurs during her eighth grade year.
Even though Daria has no personal relationships with the adults at
school, she does have relationships with her classmates. They make one
of the differences in why Daria likes coming to school. "I hate missing
school," she tells me. After the Christmas holiday she confides, "I was
dying to come back." But it is not that her reasons are motivated by
learning itself, or the classes. Daria echoes a loud "Me, too," when Elisa
of our research group says, "The only reason 1 come to school is to get
away from home." Given Daria's perception and presentation of her
home life, this is understandable motivation.
But Daria does like middle school better than elementary school
for more reasons that just getting out of the house. "I like it better
because you have different classes and you have to walk to another
room. That's good because you don't get so tired of being in one class.
And in middle school they give you lots more responsibility, like you
have to buy your own lunch with your money. You could join clubs,
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and there's more people so you could have more friends and stuff like
that."
As for the classes themselves, Daria likes the ones where she can
work with other students, like in home economics. She enjoys that, she
can ask her classmates for help. There is no class in which two or more
students can take a test together, however, but she enjoys the class work
together. She recounts how in her language arts class, the teacher will
divide the class into groups. Then the students share the essays which
they write within that small group. The students look at the writing with
critical eyes, not noting author's voice or lovely images, but what is
"wrong" with the writing and then tell the student author. This class is
enjoyable for Daria even though the teacher is boring. I tried to explore
what this "boring" means.
The way she talks she makes it boring, like she has a boring way
of talking, like she's lazy to talk. And the way she walks, she
walks like weird, for a teacher. I think it would be real boring
cause she walks like real slow like, it looks like she's watching
every step she makes. She's like real neat and everything ... She
makes me lazy. She sometimes gets me feeling lazy because of the
way she walks and talks.
(01: 11-8-86)
But Daria then explains, "But sometimes I just try to do my work." Her
report card does show an A for the first quarter in this class. But by the
end of the semester her language arts grade is a D.
Daria likes her reading class and her social studies class. She
mentions how Ms. Young makes social studies fun. Her grades in these
two classes are both C's at the quarter, but once again they drop to D's
by semester's end. It is math that presents extreme difficulty for Daria
right from the beginning of her eighth grade year. She says quite
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simply, "I just don't know how to do it." It seems that when she is in
school it's clear how to do the problems, but by the time she reaches
home and tries to begin her homework it is not as easy as in school.
Usually her homework is not correct. Daria says she likes the math
class. This, too, is one of the classes where she can work with another
student. But Daria never feels comfortable going to her teacher and
asking for help. "I try, but I'm just not smart enough." So Daria fails
math both quarters. She never mentions any conference with this
teacher.
When I ask Daria about her aspirations in terms of grades, she says
that a C is good enough. Even though she likes social studies a lot, it is
enough for her to pass with a C in this well-liked class. She is content.
There is no desire to push for an A or B. Even getting an A or B in
physical education does not matter. She does have a B there for the first
quarter, then the grade slips to a C. All Daria's grades drop after the
first quarter. By the time she receives her third quarter report card
Daria has 4 F's, one D in math, and one C in language arts. It seems the
year's progress in academic matters reflects, and perhaps parallels, her
discontent and dissatisfaction at home.
There is not much talk about academic work at home. Daria says it
is her mom who once in a while tells her to do her homework. Daria
doesn't say that anyone helps her or encourages her. One of her
stepbrothers is still in high school, her stepsister has dropped out, and
neither parent has finished elementary school. Daria talks about how
she encourages her little sister to read. For Daria, there is no home
incentive to achieve in school.
However, one of the interests that Daria has in school is playing
volleyball in her PE class. Volleyball is her favorite sport but she isn't
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able to join the team because her father has said no to this. She would
like to join the pep squad, or be a cheerleader, but these activities are out
of the question too. Daria would like to run some of the school errands
from the office, but she says her grades aren't good enough to do this.
Attendance at school dances is out of the question due to home
restriction. Therefore, Daria's interests in school become focused in the
classes themselves as a way of being with friends and meeting people.
There is no opportunity for her to use the school-sponsored socializing
activities held outside the regular class hours.
When I propose to the group of research girls that they become
tutors at a nearby school, Daria is one to obtain her home permission
immediately. This she secures from her mother. This activity is no
threat to the family rules because going to the elementary school is done
during school hours. There is no burden placed on any parent's
shoulders. Daria enjoys the time at Young School, but more then the
satisfaction gained in helping younger children, I think Daria enjoys the
traveling to and from Young with the other girls in the research project.
They become closer to each other. For Daria, her friendship with Elisa
develops during these days, and it seems especially meaningful.
Daria talks freely with the other at risk girls when they have a
discussion about getting their first bras. Daria's mom bought hers when
Daria was about ten. There was no discussion of the matter, just the
directive to wear it. Daria relates there is never any talk about sex
information from her mom.. She learned about sex from her sister as
her sister entered pregnancy and marriage, and Daria learns from her
brothers who talk "dirty."
Daria also shares other personal information with the girls. If she
wants money she waits until her dad gets drunk and falls asleep. Then
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she goes into his pockets and takes what she wants. She says he never
knows, but her mom knows she does this and never says anything to her.
I think that for Daria the time of conversation with the girls in the
project and with me becomes a wealth of cathartic moments. She pours
out her pent up stirrings from the last few years. I don't know when her
family life became so torturous for her, but during her eighth grade
year she presents it as intolerable. Daria is a Quentin girl at risk because
her report card shows too many failing grades, but she is a suffering girl
at risk from the impact of an abusive family.
I just got to get out of the house, that's all. If I wasn't there, I
don't think they would even have to yell that much. I don't think
they need me because that's all that they say I am is trouble. And
my mom sometimes says that she wishes she had a little girl that
dressed nice, and had a nice attitude and stuff like that. I don't
think I have a bad attitude. She's crazy. I try my best to be the
person she wants me to be, but it's like I can never please her.

(GI: 12-18-86)
Discussion. A Girl on the Brink
Daria's interactions with me during the course of one semester
reveal a young girl distraught with her worries over the problems at
home. During every interview her talk is filled with words of personal
unhappiness. This never changes, but her attitude changes. During these
months Daria comes to grips with the reality of her life. She tells me
that things aren't going to change, so she will wait until she graduates.
Then she will leave and have the fun she feels she is missing during her
teenage years.
I just want to get a good job, enough to make money. I'll do
anything, just to get out of the house. Then later on, I'd like a
roommate because it would help me out with money and stuff. I
want to move far away so I won't be by them, say California or
something like that. I just want to move. My dad said I'm not
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leaving the house until I'm married. And I don't want to get
married until I'm old, say twenty-five, and I'm not gonna wait in
the house that long. (GI: 12-11-86)
So for the present Daria places herself on a survival and endurance codependent path, heading for the future and separation from her family.
Daria considers radical plans during the last part of her eighth
grade year. She thinks of running away. "I tell them sometime, I'm
going to run away. Sometimes I just play and I tell them I'm going to
get Anglos that will care for me and will give me money, allowance."
But Daria's "playing" words are used too often to be discounted. "I wish
I could just have a different family because I don't like mine. I wish that
I could run away and go to some place. I always dream about this, go to
some place and somebody would adopt me." Daria does not run away,
she plans her time to move away, she dreams the saving dreams.
Who knows what effect the family tension has on Daria's health.
She speaks about having an ulcer when she was younger. Was this the
reason she missed a lot of school in her younger years? Or was it
because of her asthma? Daria misses thirteen days during the first
semester of her eighth grade year, yet some of these days are spent
cleaning because her mom is sick. Daria confesses that staying home to
clean is an attempt to please her mom, who won't be able to clean on
those days of illness. Always the home situation dominates Daria's
thinking and her choices. Viewing school as a priority is not part of
Daria's fourteen year old vision.
What Daria is learning these days is from a curriculum not
sanctioned and approved by the local school district. Daria's personal
"hidden curriculum" makes far greater impact than the plans proposed
by people sitting in administrative offices, too often avoiding contact
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with the real worlds of students at risk, girls like Daria. The official
approval for curricuhIDl is irrelevant; the reality unearths itself in
Daria's words.
I'm learning a lot from home and from school because I'm
learning from home because my sister got married real young.
And I'm learning from her problems. And my mom got married
young too. My mom got pregnant when she was fourteen and she
had her baby when she was fifteen. I'm learning responsibilities
here, like if you don't bring your homework, you'll get a bad
grade and stuff like that. So you'll be more successful when you
grow up and you have a job and you can get better pay. (GI: 1024-86)
As for what she learns in her classes, Daria never addresses that
issue with me. She has definite ideas about her teachers, which ones are
boring and which ones are fun. She knows which classes she likes, some
of which are with boring teachers. But she never mentions any special
projects. She likes working with other students, but the only content
area she specifically mentions is that in home economics, and playing
volleyball in gym. It seems that classes for Daria are places where
"work" is accomplished, homework assigned, and then the completeness
and correctness of these items is evaluated and corrected. Perhaps the
only trace of trying to "learn something" comes in her comments about
math. She has a very difficult time learning math. Math is a subject to
learn.
The teachers in Daria's classes never give her any referrals for
misconduct, she is rarely late for class, and in the classes where I
observe her she engages herself in the task of the moment. She tries to
do the assignments. For example, in reading she follows along as class
members read aloud a play from Scope Magazine. When she begins in
the computer class, she is very attentive to the teacher's directions even
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though one of her friends is into disruptive, nonattentive behavior. My
sense is that Daria tries to follow each teacher's directions. Her
individual teachers probably echo those words of her language arts
teacher in describing Daria: "sweet;" "does her work."
But the sweet, confonning girl is also a needy girl. No teacher has
time, or takes the moments to discover that. Although Daria appears to
focus on her schoolwork, her focal point lay at home. Are Daria's
thoughts on language arts, social studies,and math, or does her mind
wander to how her mother checks on her two times each night in
protective fashion to safeguard her and her little sister from the possible
threats at home? Does her mind drift to her uncles being caught by the
police, or stealing Christmas trees? Or perhaps, her mind may wonder
whether or not her mom will discover that she sometimes talks to her
new boyfriend on the phone. And what will those repercussions be?
There is so much in Daria's home world to think about.
The world of Quentin Middle School exists for Daria, but as a limp
tool, not powerful enough or receptive enough to dig through beneath
the codes of typical school rationale which allow fragile pieces of
childhood unhappiness to lie buried, all under the adult excuses of "too
much work," "too many kids," "too many classes," and "problems too
severe." Where is the risk for Daria? If it failing math? Is it, perhaps,
not graduating? Or is it some far more penetrating risk? Yet, these
questions never surface in the plan for Quentin's students at risk? Daria,
as a girl at risk, desperately needs a new kind of plan, a new vision, if
Quentin's voiced concern for students at risk is to bring forth success.
The Quentin strategies have not yet affectively touched Daria. As the
semester wears on her circumstances submerge her in unhappiness and
failing grades. Daria lies deeply hidden in the turbulent world of risk,
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"quietly," "sweetly," within the walls of an unknowing Quentin Middle
School.

Two Hispanic Girls
Wanda and Daria never become friends during the sessions and
activities of our research project. They see each other in the halls and at
lunch. All eighth graders eat together, but there is no desire on either
girl's part to enter into friendship with the other. But it becomes
apparent to me as I analyze their data that these two Hispanic girls share
much in common.
They come to school as middle children in their families. Daria
has a younger sister just a year older than Wanda's little brother. Both
girls feel these siblings are spoiled, yet at times both talk with fondness
of the youngsters. Both girls have older sisters. Both Lacey and Rita
have dropped out of school at ages fourteen or fifteen after much
ditching of classes. Rita became pregnant and is now married with two
children, while Lacey who is not as old, is starting to spend more and
more time away from home, interested in boys, and flirting.
For both girls their extended families play significant roles. It is a
pleasure for Wanda to go and visit her aunts, uncles, and grandmother.
And the person she knows she can confide in during this eighth grade
year is her aunt. An aunt is also important for Daria. This is the only
adult family person Daria mentions whom she can share with.
As for their immediate families, there are also similarities here as
well. In Wanda's family, as she relates the story, her father is seldom
present. He is very involved in activity outside the home, namely
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religion. At no time, however, does Wanda ever mention the influence
of religion within their home; she does not talk about praying or being
involved in any religious customs. The only informa.tion she tells me is
that the family does not celebrate certain religious festivals. It seems
that Wanda's father is a speaker in her church, which position prompts
them to take a vacation in California where he will be talk before a
group. As for his influence within the family, Wanda never refers to
her father influencing their family in any way.
Daria's father, also, has outside interests but not religion. He
trains horses, which appears to be a job for money-making purposes
alone, but he is very interested in socializing with his friends from the
ranch who will frequently come back with him to their house. Daria
presents her father as an alcoholic, abuser, and adulterer. His place in
the family is deep-rooted and forceful. Both these fathers speak Spanish
and married very young women.
Daria mentions her mother as someone who has been
"brainwashed" by her father. The mother dropped out of school, had a
baby at fourteen and now becomes, as a person in her mid thirties, sickly
and unhappy, and physically and verbally abused by her husband. She
does not work, is always at home, and seems focused on having a tidy
house which she expects Daria to frequently clean. When the family
takes in a girl who has no home, the girl cleans and the cleanliness issue
finally subsides. Daria feels she can not talk to her mom about
important matters, yet she feels that her mom is the best person for her
to live with at the present time, and Daria fears that her mom might die.
It seems Daria's mom has little influence in that home, Daria's
father dominates. Her mom objects to Daria's choice of music, her
desired style of clothing, and her lashing out at the dad when Daria feels
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he is repressive and abusive. Daria never mentions any gentle moments
with her mom; it seems there is no nurturing bond between them.
Perhaps it is Daria's particular age as she changes to adolescence that
makes her an irritant in the family. Perhaps it is the mother's own
unhappiness and the father '8 dominance that keep Daria and her mother
from being close. But, for whatever reasons, Daria's mom is not a
source of comfort as Daria struggles to survive.
Nor is Wanda's mom a comforting source for her either. Wanda's
mom is seldom in the house; Wanda has no idea where she goes. So for
these two growing girls the relationship with their parents is either
negative or neutral
The parents do not see the need for their girls to have allowances,
therefore, both girls steal money from their parents. Wanda steals from
her mom, and Daria from her dad. Both mothers buy clothes for their
daughters, in styles of adult taste and choosing, not what the girls would
choose. This is less irritating for Wanda than for Daria.
When we discuss how the girls learned about sex, both say it was
not from their mothers. Also, they share that their moms decided when
they should start wearing bras, but there was no discussion about this for
either girl. The women just purchased the underwear, and told the girls
to wear the clothing. These might have been important moments to
discuss sensitive issues with their daughters, but both mothers do not
take the opportunity.
Another common factor for both Daria and Wanda is that both
their mothers had little schooling and began having children at young
ages. Probably their styles of mothering are modeled, for the most part,
on their own experiences as being daughters. There was probably no
exposure to a helpful psychology class or parenting group where young
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parents can question and reflect on their own parenting modes, and
discuss their questions about childhood developmental issues. And
evidently the church meetings which Wanda's mother attends do not
include suggestions about developing helpful, nurturing bonds with
young adolescents in the family. Both these girls are isolates within their
own families, severed from helpful parental ties.
Being an isolate for Wanda means that no one is around when she
comes home from school, only her little brother. And although she does
tell about going through the neighborhood, she spends time watching a
lot of TV. Being at home is boring for Wanda, so humdrum that she
wants to go live with her grandmother because her grandmother is fun.
As for Daria, being at home is not only boring, but it's explosive. There
is always fear of her father's behavior, her mother's yelling about
housework to be finished, and the controntation that often accompanies
being submissive to the father's wishes. So Daria retreats into her
bedroom, into a private world. She does not escape into television as
Wanda does, but Daria plunges into the release of heavy metal music.
Daria never obtains permission to leave the house and visit friends;
Wanda didn't need this permission because no one is home to curtail her
wanderings around, but Wanda has her little brother to consider.
Implied in the conversations with Wanda is the fact that often times her
little brother is home with her. She is his caretaker. Wanda also says
she doesn't invite friends to her house. There is never any expressed
reason for remaining alone so often, but this solitariness is probably a
~.:.jor

factor in Wanda's boredom.

Daria is afraid to invite friends to her house. She fears that her
father will be "horney," and always giving special looks to girls and
women, even the females who come into their home. Daria doesn't want
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her friends exposed to her father's "looks." But besides this fact, Daria's
parents are not eager for her to spend time with friends, even in their
home. They want Daria safe under their guise and not negatively
influenced by questionable friends who might come and visit.
The one social diversion Daria can enjoy is talking on the phone,
and she gratefully shares that her mom, "kept my privacy." The privacy
is guarded when the telephone friends are girls; Daria does not admit to
her mom when her calls are with boys. She knows this causes problems.
Her father is suspicious of any contact with boys, even on the phone. In
some sense it seems both Daria and Wanda live isolated within their
families.
One of the last interesting items regarding the family lives of
these two girls concerns using Spanish at home. This causes tension for
the girls. Wanda feels very uncomfortable speaking Spanish, yet it is her
mother's spoken language. True, she understands English, but the mom
does not attempt to speak it. She doesn't need to when each family
member understands Spanish. So the expectation is to use Spanish in
Wanda's house, but Wanda does not like being corrected when she makes
mistakes in Spanish usage. And this her mother does. She will correct
Wanda and make fun of her. According to Wanda there is constant
teasing connected with her trying to speak Spanish. But for Wanda the
teasing is embarrassment.
In Daria's house there is a mandate to speak only Spanish, from her
father, of course. According to Daria her father is prejudiced against
"gringos" and "Blacks/' and part of his dislike of "gringos" is to not
allow their language in his home. So Daria speaks nothing but Spanish
in her home, then comes to a school where English is the only language
of communication.
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Wanda and Daria tum to school as a place to escape boredom, to
immerse themselves in friends, to leave behind embarrassment and fear,
and school is a refuge to relieve the isolation felt at home. It is also an
entertainment center at which they f'md the "fun" that is sparsely present
in their family lives, and Quentin is a place to spend time while waiting.
Wanda waits the days out till she can leave home and live with her
grandmother; Daria waits too, hoping the time will pass quickly until she
can become independent and move far away from her family setting.
The girls find at Quentin a place to socialize with people of their
own choosing. Wanda has the church socials where she can meet people,
but the pool of those to pick from is narrowed by a common church
involvement. Daria has no outside, non family group of peers from
which to choose friends, so for her especially, school hours are the only
time to socialize.
Quentin classrooms and halls are the peer meeting grounds for
these two girls. The school provides some special after school
socializing activities such as dances, clubs and teams, but neither Daria
nor Wanda can avail themselves of what Quentin offers. Daria can
never get the home permission to stay after school for these activities.
She could have ridden a special bus for those students who participate in
after school activities, but her parents won't allow the participation.
And Wanda, who does not have access to the school bus, needs
transportation for those ten miles to her home. She doesn't want to
walk, and her mom says that she won't drive her. So Vmda, also, is
excluded from the school organized events that are a major part of the
very reason why these girls both would rather come to school than stay
at home.
The girls experience similar difficulties in their classes at
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Quentin, both are failing math, for example. This is the subject most
difficult for both. They are not, however, in the same math class and
don't have the same teacher. Wanda has two math classes, one is a repeat
of the seventh grade math she failed the previous year, the other is her
regular eighth grade class. And both girls have some difficulties with
the regularly assigned work.
Their attitudes about "work" in the classes are similar. They
agree uniformly that doing the work and their homework would ensure
passing grades. Daria, however, tries hard to do her assignments all
during the beginning of first semester; Wanda, on the other hand, admits
that she copies and cheats a lot. During the latter part of the semester
even Daria confesses that she doesn't try as hard as she did at the
beginning of the school year. She is not as diligent as she had been in
doing her homework either. And both these girls feel that they are "not
smart" in their classes.
Neither girl has someone at home who encourages her in
studying. And neither girl has at home any strong role model for doing
well in school. Family members have either not been promoted from
eighth grade, or have dropped out of high school. Only Daria has one
brother who is still in school. So for these two girls to become excellent
students and achieve academically, they would need to slip away from a
family pattern, and further isolate themselves in an academic world
where they have no supportive academic home guidance. It is
impossible to predict if the school itself would support them in the
radical manner they would need. Quentin does not seem able to meet
their present needs as girls at risk.
Quentin, however, does provide a special program for students
failing classes and/or receiving suspensions and getting into "trouble."
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Both Daria and Wanda participate during the year and say the program
is boring, but because of the small number of students in the class, they
do more of their assigned work. Also, Daria likes being able to
approach the teacher for help immediately when she needs it. The girls
remain in the special PALS program for three weeks, each day being
spent with the. directing teacher in one classroom. After the three weeks
they return to their regular classes and a routine schedule.
Both Wanda and Daria have the same counselor at Quentin during
their eighth grade year, but neither feels comfortable going to her.
Also, the counselor does not select these girls for her group sessions
during the first semester, nor does she have meetings with them
individually. Ms. Illich meets once with Daria, but never with Wanda.
In reality there is no counseling for these two girls at risk.
During my time as researcher at Quentin I initiate three activities
for the girls. Both Wanda and Daria participate in two of them. They
both attend a field trip to the University, and they participate in the
teacher-helper project. But when it comes time to join the others on a
camping venture to the ocean about four hours away, they are not able to
join the other girls, though both express a desire to spend a weekend
together with the girls in the research project. Their families will not
give them permission.
Wanda and Daria present similar case stories, yet they are unique
individuals in unique family settings. They present some similar views
about school in that they categorize, for example, their classes and
teachers as boring, fair, and mean. They feel some rules are fair and
others they don't like. They both are interested in meeting friends, and
finding boys for friendship in their classes and during lunch.
Wanda and Daria are only two of the nine girls. The next section
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of this report shares the case stories of two other girls and an analysis of
them as a pair of Anglo girls.

Beth
A Girl Playing with the Truth
There is no mistaking the source of commotion in the hall; it is
Beth. It is Beth going through her explanation of why fighting is the
answer to her particular situation. It is Beth yelling at some teacher who
requires, or demands, something unacceptable to this eighth grade girl.
It is Beth engaging in some behavior which will win for her a session
with the assistant principal or the principal. Beth is like that, a girl in
the center of an eruption, a fiery, hot-tempered girl with seemingly
little experience in the world of compromise or truthful self assessment.
It might be hard to imagine someone short of stature, with pale
coloring, small bones, and a wispy looking general appearance, having
the capacity to lash out, both verbally and physically, and then laugh
about what happens. But Beth is such a girl.
One of her teachers thinks that Beth changes during that first
semester of eighth grade., perhaps mellows a bit, perhaps gains some
new respect for a difference of opinion. Ms. Meyer knows Beth from
encounters in the halls, and she knows her reputation, but during this
semester Beth has spent two weeks in a special program for kids with
serious academic and behavior problems. Ms. Meyer directs that PALS
program and thinks it has helped Beth.
Since she left the program I think she only ditched one class.
My impression is she just wanted to see what would happen if
she did it. The interesting thing is she ditched the class that she
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likes best. I think Beth appears to be calmer, a little bit more
controlled. As I see her in the hall now, it is different from the
beginning of the school year. I'd like to believe that the
program had something to do with that. She's a lot less
boisterous, a lot less aggressive, but still quite friendly. You
can still hear her. The loudness hasn't turned down any, it's
just a different kind of energy that's coming out now.
(TI: 12-11-86)
Here is one person's opinion which sees much hope, which believes
that Beth has changed, which implies that, perhaps, this high energy can
be channeled in a positive direction. Yet between that December date
and close to the end of the school year, Beth is suspended three more
times for acts described by the assistant principal as those of, "physical
abuse," assault," and "defiance of authority." Beth has not been tamed,
and as I observe her behavior and listen to her stories, I feel the opposite
occurs. Beth stops giving much effort to the school event. She seems
more distant and removed, the bands connecting her to people and
interests at Quentin elasticize to the point where their holding power is
almost non-existent. Beth falls outside the realm of Quentin influence.
One day when I am driving home from Quentin, I stop at the
Circle K convenience store not far from school. I haven't been looking
for Beth on that particular day, so I'm not aware of her status at school,
but this day is one of her suspension times. But Beth isn't nestled
securely at home under the guise of a watchful mom, she isn't at home,
period. I find her hanging out in the Circle K, just biding time till the
rain stops a little and she can take off. Perhaps these field notes give a
further introduction to Beth.
I found Beth on that day in the Circle K. What she told me,
basically, was that she was on her way to Quentin. She told me
that everyday she went over there and had lunch with her friends,
even though she was suspended. She also said that her mom was
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at home but her mom didn't say anything about where she went.
On this particular day it was raining. I bought her a coke and a
bag of Fritos, then we sat in the car and talked for awhile. She
talked about being in the special program, Ms. Meyer's program,
and that she wanted to go back in there. She decided the way to
do it was to wait for awhile and then go back in the last two weeks
of the semester, or the quarter. Beth's idea was to wait until the
very end of the grading period, then go into a place where she
knew she'd have to do her work. I asked her if she didn't want to
go back into the program sooner and not wait so long. She said
no, she'd miss her friends. So in Beth's mind, she had it figured
out that two or three weeks in the PALS program would make up
a quarter's work. Beth wasn't concerned about the learning,
probably her only concern was passing. (RR: 2-9-87)
Beth has figured out a way she thinks she can beat the system, and
she displays a strategy which seems characteristic of Beth. It isn't just a
matter of using the PALS program to her advantage, but she uses her
words, her stories, to try and make the system work for her. She is a
girl who shares conflicting information. I wager that this is true, not
only for what she tells me, but for what she tells others as well. At one
time she tells one thing, then at another time, she'll have a slightly
different story with added or deleted details, yet the altering is
suspicious when searching for the truth. It is very difficult to believe
that Beth always tells an accurate account. I came to believe that,
indeed, Beth is a girl at risk, but also a girl playing with the truth.

An Eighth Grader Looking Back.
"I've Been in Trouble All My Life"
When Beth recounts her school days of past years she remembers
some very happy experiences. She tells me she has received "tons of
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awards" in elementary school. She mentions kindergarten specifically as
a time for play and fun. And she also remembers a first grade story. "I
remember the first grade teacher. She always wore a gray dress and one
day we went into her room and we put a frog into her desk." I don't
think Beth mentions this to shock me, or to make some statement about
her behavior, but it seems more a statement to gain my full attention. I
am never quite sure when Beth's stories are accurate moments of reality,
or mere figments of fancy geared to attract the audience's undivided
attention. Maybe Beth and her friends really do "share" the frog.
Beth also tells me she was on the honor roll in second grade; that is
the only time she mentions honor roll, and it is impossible to trace Beth's
academic history because her school records are so skimpy. She
transferred to Morton school in the Urman district from a Maryland
school district. This happened during fifth grade. But even though Beth
changed schools that year it seems to have been a happy time. Beth felt
she was liked a lot by her classmates, and this for Beth is important.
When I was in fifth and sixth grade I was liked a lot cause I was
the president of the student council and I got going a lot of
football and softball games with the teachers. And I got a lot of
sales and stuff like that. I made most of the money for the school
and then they turned around and blew it. ..They didn't really
blow it. They bought the sixth graders a computer lab. That's a
lot of money. (GI: 10-23-86)
What Beth's place in that steep financial world actually was is,
perhaps, in question. But it seems her fifth grade year brought her
success at Morton. Beth's teacher comments that "I enjoyed having Beth
in my room the last ten weeks. She is a super little girl." Prior to those
last ten weeks at Morton, Beth attended her Maryland school where she
was repeating fifth grade, still having mostly failing grades. Comments
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on her records from that year include: "Beth doesn't strive for quality
in her work/' "Needs to show more courtesy and consideration toward
peers," and "Needs to exhibit more self-control." Then it appears that
Beth stayed in Morton for only one quarter, and returned back to
Maryland. The reasons for this change are not clear. Only those first
quarter grades are recorded, nothing else is on her official record till
sixth grade. Her sixth grade evaluations indicate average work in all
subjects, but Beth earns a D in science.
When Beth talks about how difficult math is for her, she cites the
difficulty stemming from her transfer back from Morton to Maryland.
She reasons that the math in Morton was easy, they were doing just
"addition and subtraction." But in Maryland, the sixth grade was doing
division, and she never did learn how to do division, nor did she catch
up with the class. It is true that Beth does have math difficulties later on
at Quentin. She collects mostly D's and F's in math during her two years
there.
When Beth would make some comment about her grades in seventh
grade her recollection was of grades far higher than the reality
recorded. Her records indicate her second and third quarter grades, not
her first and fourth quarter ones. These grades are missing from the
records. The accumulated count for low grades in those two seventh
grade quarters is seven D's and F's.
Beth has some other memories of her fifth and sixth grade years.
"I've gotten in trouble all my life. In fourth, fifth, and sixth grades I
fought a lot. In seventh grade I fought a 10t. ..1 think it's fun." She
shares with me a story about fourth grade.
I got in a fight with the teacher in fourth grade, cause he was
being mean to the class. He was telling us to do our work and
nobody wanted to. So I threw a chair at him. I didn't really
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throw it, I like kicked it. Everybody was laughing. (GI: 12-286)
Beth never shares any stories of family members. She never tells
about vacations, or any enjoyable child centered activities that stay
embedded in a young mind. For this reason it might seem that although
Beth's family is small, they are not a close knit unit. Her school records
indicate that her parents are separated, but at the time of this project,
Beth speaks about her father, and she affirmed that the man living in her
home whom she calls her dad is her natural father. But she never shares
any memory of time with either him or her mother.
Beth's sister is seventeen when Beth is in eighth grade. She
returned from being away from home for a long time. This sister
dropped out of school in eighth grade after having been in eighth grade
three times, as Beth remembered the details. There is also an older
brother in the family, about twenty-one. Beth's stories about him are
conflicting. At one point she says that he, too, has dropped out of
school. But then, at the time when we are visiting the University, Beth
says her brother is a student there. When I question her about the
discrepancy she becomes confused and says she isn't sure, but he first
went to the community college and now he attends the University.
Never in our conversations does Beth give names to any of her family.
There is a little brother too, about nine or ten. At the beginning of the
semester she rarely mentions him, but then later, she says her parents
take him places where they won't take her. She also complains that he is
able to do things that she can't do because her parents refuse permission.
This negative presentation of family attitudes increases as the semester
wears on and indicates to me that, perhaps, some kind of change occurs
in their family structure during the semester. But Beth never shares any
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major, unsettling home event if this does occur; she rarely shares any
information about her family. She will comment, for the most part, on
her mom's influence over her, and this is usually in response to a direct
question from me.

A Girl's World. "I'm More Popular Now"
It is a great concern to Beth that she have friends. She wanted me
to know that fact. She talked frequently about her friends, yet never
really mentions their names. When she talks about ditching, it is with
her friends, never alone. She doesn't want to enter the PALS program
again after her first stint there because she says she'd misses her friends.
It is only the dire necessity of getting enough work done to pass, that
even tempts her to consider PALS again. She mentions being the
president of student council in her earlier school, indicating a degree of
popularity. But when at Quentin she becomes president of the computer
club, Beth manages securing this position without popular vote. One of
her teachers tells the story that Beth wanted that presidential position,
but she became vice president instead. However, when it was necessary
for the president to speak in front of the student council to ask for funds
for one of the computer club's projects, the president didn't want to do
this. He was too ill at ease speaking before a group. Beth immediately
said that he shouldn't be president then, if he wouldn't speak for the
club. The members agreed. The president, however, still refused to go
to the student council. Thus, Beth became president; she would surely
speak for the group. She, of course, missed numerous meetings due to
suspensions and time spent in the PALS program. No extracurricular
activities are allowed while students attend PALS.
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The friends who influence Beth a lot are her neighborhood friends.
This neighborhood is in the trailer park where she lives. It seems that a
number of high school age young people live there and Beth joins that
group. They will sit and talk together after school and in the evenings,
but they also go out to eat a lot at the nearby fast food·place~.
Beth does talk about one particular girl who lives not far from
her house. Gretchen is one of Beth's two close friends, but Beth spend
more time with Gretchen because she lives closer. Gretchen's mom
loves having Beth come over to their house, especially in the evenings.
Beth is allowed to go over to Gretchen's any time she wants because of
Gretchen's circumstances. Gretchen's mom works in the evenings and so
she is very happy to have someone in the house with her daughter.
When I ask Beth what they do, she says they rent videos, make popcorn
and talk. She shares that she just recently stayed overnight at Gretchen's.
It was during the week when there was school the next day, yet the two
girls were up till two in the morning watching their movies and
munching. Beth mentions that her mom had called to see if they were
all right.
Gretchen not only lives near Beth, but also attends school with her,
and Beth admits that Gretchen tries to keep her out of trouble. So it
seems that these two friends have spent a fair amount of time together,
but Beth soon stops mentioning Gretchen in our conversations. I don't
find out what happens in their relationship.
Beth never mentioned Ellen, one of the other girls in the research
project, as being one of her friends, but I find the two of them in the
office one day. When I talk with them about why they are there, Ellen
tells me a very complicated story about some rumors going around
where she is the central character. The story is not complimentary to
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Ellen and implies that she is a girl with very few inhibitions, but Beth is
there, getting involved, to corroborate Ellen's story and speak out for
the underdog as she perceives Ellen in this situation.. Beth tells how she
felt.
I don't know. Ijust say it's a bunch of bologna. I mean the lies.
I was with Ellen the whole time. I provide an alibi. There were
a bunch of other girls too. But the other girls were too chicken
to come in here and tell Ms. Sanchez what had happened cause
they thought they was going to get in trouble. (ORI: 10-29-86)
Beth is willing to take the chance to get in trouble. In this instance
she didn't, but she gladly will run the risk for her friends. Beth is an
old friend of trouble; she knows how to deal with it. And in this case
she's helping someone else. It's not even her "trouble."
She was in a fight one time because "Sharon somebody... She broke
up me and my boyfriend, and then she broke up my best friend and her
boyfriend." Beth's conversations express a loyalty to her friends. She is
even willing to endure some censure from her parents over the issue of
which friends may come to her house. Beth tells me that she can't have
some of her friends over any more, because "a lot of them are
Mexicans." This is a source of tension at home.
Even though Beth seems to have friends and some of them are
boys, she indicates fairly immature thinking about social relations. This
thinking manifests itself when she recounts her fighting sessions. She
seemed incapable of discussing an irritating issue. Her first response is
to threaten or fight. She is known in school for her fighting, and it
seems the reputation is an honest one.
I got in the fight in front of Mr. Hernandez' office. I did it on
purpose too. He just got out there and he yelled for us to go to
class. Then Ms. Quill started yelling at me. I hate her. She's the
one that said, 'I hope she presses charges against you.' And I said,
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'I hope so too,' just to make her mad ... Nancy pushed me so I
pushed her back but I don't know what happened to her but she's
going to get in trouble, because they're going to fight her after
school. I'm not going to fight but I'm going to be there to watch.
Nancy broke up Bobby Tapfield and my real good friend Tammy ,
so Tammy's going to get her today after school...I'm just going to
be there to see what happens. (GI: 2-9-87)
Beth doesn't seem able to either talk through an issue with her
peers, nor with the adults. She becomes angry easily and then either
threatens other students, or starts physically pushing and shoving. When
the conflict is with an adult she begins using inappropriate or foul
language. Beth looses control and this prompts the adult to use a
restraining or corrective behavior. She'll then verbally lash out at the
teacher or the assistant principal, Beth is no respecter of rank. It may be
a single foul word or a stream of obscenities. When this occurs Beth
pulls down upon herself the ultimate of Quentin punishments suspension. It's an old scenario in Beth's life.
Ms. Gage came over from her room next door (to the PALS
room which had a substitute teacher on this particular day) and
she said I was talking all day long. Then she said, 'Beth, come
here.' Then she asked why I was talking and all this stuff. She
and I walked back into the room and I said a bad word and the
sub got me. (GI: 12-2-86)
Beth didn't bother pursuing the fact that she felt she wasn't guilty,
or if she was she certainly couldn't admit that to the teacher who also
happens to be her eighth grade math teacher. So for this blurted foul
word Beth receives a suspension, a suspension from PALS, the "inhouse" suspension program. As for Beth's reaction to this exclusion, she
quickly says, "It didn't bother me." Perhaps this is true, but more likely,
incidents like this one do affect Beth greatly.
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Beth is not learning how to use language to help solve her
problems. It seem that no one at school is trying to help her do this. It
seems much easier to perhaps give a quick lecture, then suspend her and
get her out of the class, and the building. Beth's type of offense is
labeled by the assistant principal, "profane language to a teacher." It
seems strange that of the three teachers who comment extensively on
Beth during my interviews with them, not one comments on the
possibility of Beth having immature social skills, of her need for help in
learning how to solve conflict and interact in socially appropriate ways,
and the willingness to help Beth change her pattern of using offensive
language to show anger.
Two other comments regarding Beth's constant fighting need be
mentioned here. Beth says more than once that "it was fun," and she
also confesses, "I do it just for attention." Beth seems to have a strong
need to be recognized among her peers, especially in a leadership role.
If that role is not as an official of some club then it is in a position of
power among peer interchanges. In Beth's world the fighting shows her
power. Also, the fighting draws "sides" so there is always someone on
her side even if the person knows nothing of the circumstances and is
only a chance observer, but these people give her support and
recognition. Beth needs to feel powerful in some area. In one sense her
behavior is a typical manifestation of a disempowered person.
One of Beth's stories concerns itself with the pep squad. It seems
the moderator would not let all the squad members go to a particular
game because there wasn't room for everybody. Beth was one of those
told not to go to the game. 'This infuriated her. She saw no reason why
they all couldn't go, even if they got their own transportation, but this,
too , was against the wishes of the teacher moderator. Beth refers to the
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teacher as a "Geek," and says of the incident, "If my mom says I can go,
I'm going. They have no right to tell me I can or can't go. I have my
own transportation." Supposedly, Beth then rallied the students to make
plans to go on their own. This act of defiance and power-mongering
earned for the group of students some yelling by the teacher, and for
Beth, a private talk with Ms. Sanchez. "She just talked to me about what
happened, and the next time I'm told not to do something, I shouldn't do
it, or I'm gonna get suspended." Once again suspension appears as
Quentin's two headed monster, threatening here and there as punishment
for this act and penalty for that language. When I ask Beth what made
her go against what the teacher wanted, she said, "Because my mom told
me I could go, so I went. If my mom says I can do something, I'm
going to do it."
So, for Beth, school is better for her in eighth grade than it was in
seventh. She has more friends, and she feels the student council is doing
a good job this year; there are more activities for students. She
particularly likes being in the specially designed social studies class with
the council members. Evidently they hold some of their meetings
during this class time and Beth is able to hear their plans before anything
becomes sanctioned and public. She likes being privy to the inside
information. These are a few of Beth's positive feelings about school.
But, in general, she summarizes her negative view of school by saying,
"It's a boring place to be."
Some students find working together helpful in making classes
not boring. But Beth says the students don't want to work with her in
math because she is so "dumb." She hates math, but likes reading. Beth
failed seventh grade math the previous year, therefore, during this
semester she is taking two math classes. As it happens they are held one
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after the other which she fmds boring, especially since in both classes
they seem to be studying the same topics at the same time. Her eighth
grade teacher, Ms. Gage, comments on Beth's ability and a strategy that
she used with her.
She doesn't know her basic operations. We sat one day and when
I did have the flash cards, we sat in class during lunch and we
learned to sing the basic operational facts. That's how she
learned to do some of them. And this is eighth grade. She was
embarrassed but I said, 'No, you've got to learn it. It's
important. You're never going to get it unless we do this.' It's
interesting, you said we do things with kids at risk. She's been
late to class about maybe six or seven times, and missed all the
instruction which is really harmful to her. At the same time
when she was missing, it was because she was with the counselor,
or with a specialist, or somebody who was tryiI'lg to help her. If
somebody is trying to help her in one area, and meanwhile she's
missing out in another area, who is to say which is most
advantageous for her. She needs that basic instruction. (TI: 1014-86)
Why is it that Beth frequently comes late for Ms. Gage's class?
Those tardies are not because Beth is with me. Somehow Beth has
convinced her math teacher, a teacher she feels is "mean" in a class she
"hates," that she comes late because she is getting help, after all, she is
one of Quentin's at risk students. It would probably be very difficult for
Ms. Gage to accept the fact that Beth does not like her or the class. In
order for Ms. Gage to know this, however, she'd have to taUe with Beth
about more than math facts. Perhaps the singing time would have been
better utilized in some honest discussion between a troubled young girl
and a professional who is able to ask for feedback about her teaching
sty Ie and class content. Perhaps then, Beth might have even shared that
during the first semester she went seventeen times to the nurse's office
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for one reason or another. Perhaps some of these visits coincided with
time taken from that eighth grade math class. But the honest teacherstudent interchange with Beth does not occur, and Beth continues to fail
this math class for three quarters.
Beth likes her seventh grade math teacher and mentions her as
someone who is trying to help her learn. And she also feels that she
needs math "for practically anything." Beth tells me in the course of the
semester that she first wanted to be a computer technician when she gets
older. Then she changed that to being a teacher of reading and, of all
things, math. When I ask her why she chooses reading and math she
replies,
Cause reading is fun and there's a lot of things that you can do,
and math, so they can learn what I didn't learn.. .! told my mom
that I should be a teacher and she says, 'Yea, teach the kids math
that you don't know.' That's a couple of years ahead, so maybe
by then I'll learn my math. I don't think I'm dumb. I just don't
understand it and they don't understand that I don't understand.
(GI: 10-14-86)
Math is the source of conflict for Beth. She feels she needs math,
likes one of her classes and the teacher, hates the other, and feels she just
didn't understand the content. Yet she knows she has to "think hard" in
that class and in computers, so this she appreciates. At one point Beth
says she wants some resource help in math and is angry because she isn't
getting this special help.
Beth's favorite school time is during computers and during the
computer club meetings. She expresses real interest in this area but her
grades show a C, then a D for this semester class. On the other hand,
she never mentions band as a favorite class, but Beth merits an A in
band. One time when I observe her social studies class the group is
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watching a fihn about a boxer. When 1 later ask her what she thought of
the fihn, she said, "I had to watch it" and she offers no other comments.
Some class activities are of interest to Beth, but in general, Beth is
not motivated academically by the work in her Quentin classes. She
once mentions she likes writing in her journal for a language arts class.

If she likes the work, then she seems to like the teacher. At the
beginning of the year, for example, she said positive things about her PE
teacher, but then her opinion changed because he increased the number
of laps he required. Beth felt that there were too many, not just for her,
but for all the class since many students are no longer liking Mr.
Decima.
Beth ditches classes. When I ask her if she is going to ditch the
second quarter, she says she already has. It is "no biggie, until you get
caught, then it's a biggie." Beth never mentions getting caught too often.

If you ditch too much then you are suspended, and Beth is becoming an
expert on suspension, and how to enjoy your days away from Quentin.
She goes to McDonalds' when she ditches, and finds fun in the trailer
park when she is suspended. She'll also return to Quentin on her
suspension days to participate in any action outside the classes.
Beth never alludes to missing any kind of learning experience in
school when she ditches or is suspended. She already knows that two
weeks in the PALS program will save her from failing the quarter.
There is no internal school incentive for Beth to remain there and give
her class work a best effort. Whatever goal she has for the future is not
linked to doing well in classes at that present time. She once said that it
dido't matter to her if she flunked because she has friends in seventh
grade; her boyfriend is a seventh grader. But then at another time, she
says that the fact that she repeated fifth grade is troublesome for her
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because later on when she applies for a job, they might look in her
records and see that she was retained in elementary school. Beth feels
this could influence her chances for getting that job.
Beth does say she wants to go to college, perhaps to become the
teacher she has talked about. She has some definite ideas about teacher
qualities. Being a good teacher, as Beth sees it, is requiring activities
that the students like to do, and not being strict. It also means asking
questions in class that make the students think, not asking you "stupid
questions." A good teacher also makes the class interesting, not a "dry
class." In a boring class the teacher doesn't have much for the students
to do. "They explain stupid stuff that we learned when we were little
kids. About George Washington and stuff like that." A "nice" teacher
is someone who does whatever the students want, and lets them do the
activities they want to do. Teachers who yell are categorized as "mean,"
as well as those teachers who make gum-chewing students put the gum
on their noses. Also, people who make late students stand for the whole
class period are mean. And lastly, Beth feels that threatening a student
with lunch detention and suspension indicate that they are mean.

In general, Beth feels that the rules at Quentin are too strict; the
rules or the teachers need to "loosen up." She want uniforms for certain
clubs, and she feels the students should be allowed to go to all team
games. That is fair, as Beth perceives it.
But it seem that Quentin's good qualities as a school, and the
"nice," "good" teachers can not counteract other forces at work in Beth's
life. My impression of Beth's family, as she tells about the members, is
that if anything, they act as a negative influence in Beth's life. Beth
never mentions much about her father other than that he does all the
work around the house. This is one story she tells. Then another time
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she says that the whole family pitches in to share the family chores. She
says her dad works, her mom sometimes works also. Neither one of
them punish her for any behavior problems, and they don't really care
about her grades. Yet Beth also says her mom told her to get her grades
up this year.
Early in the beginning of our conversations Beth told me that her
mother used to ask her when she came home from school what had
happened that day, but this kind of concern is very inconsistent with
some other comments Beth makes. Also, when the school requests a
special meeting with Beth's parents regarding long tenn suspension, a
serious matter in many families, Beth's parents do not show up for the
meeting.
Beth's social studies teacher, Mr. Hayden, makes some interesting
comments about Beth and her family life, and what, in his view, would
help Beth adjust to life at Quentin.
Someone mentioned just today that we ought to have a black belt
karate expert come and meet with kids who basically have no
clue at all how to be social human beings. He could take care of
that person off the school grounds. Beth would be perfect. At
this point Beth is finally realizing that there are other ways to
win, or other games to win at, other than at fist fights. She is
more than happy to go up against anybody if given the chance,
and she's really a neat kid. She probably has an IQ of 110-120.
She hasn't got a great family life. She was in pep squad and I
gave her a ride home at one point, so I know her family doesn't
put a lot of money into housing, unless they're getting ripped off.
So there's probably some economic problems there, but she's
really a neat kid who basically needs to know what's right and
what's wrong in tenns of how society functions best. I think she
has an older brother whom I vaguely remember from when I
was here before. She probably has had to stand up to him and at
this point, unless he's really big, she probably beats him up or, at
least, did last year. Beth needs some friends, and she needs to
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understand that the worst way to get friends is to beat them up.
(TI: 11-20-86)
Mr. Hayden evidently has thought about Beth before. He certainly
makes some assessments about her needs, yet Mr. Hayden never mentions
contact with Beth on a personal level. He isn't one of the teachers placed
in Belli's "good-nice" category. Evidently, no personal connection
happens between this needy girl and her observant teacher.
It seemed also that Mr. Hayden's observation about what Beth is
learning and what she isn't learning may not be accurate. Beth doesn't
tell him what she is really learning about life, and people, and in
particular, what she is learning about how to survive in her personal
world. Beth attends Mr. Hayden's class, but she continues to get
suspended. What is a school life of continued suspensions teaching Beth?
The notes I took during my days at Quentin reveal my own concern
about Beth.
I checked it out today and sure enough, Beth is suspended for
drinking beer on the bus, having a beer can on the bus. So now
Beth is suspended again until the twenty-third, and this is about
the fifth time that she has been suspended. She keeps doing very
overt things. They aren't things that are undercover with the
hopes that she won't get caught. I went to Ms. Sanchez and asked
her if there had ever been a child study report done on Beth, and
I made an aside comment, 'Probably not.' Ms. Sanchez said,
'Why do you say that?' I felt Sanchez' defensiveness a bit, and I
said, 'I don't know, I just think there probably hasn't been, but I'll
check it out with the teachers.' I did go and check it out with the
counselor. There has not been a child study on Beth. The
counselor grabs me later on and starts talking about Beth, saying
that she has met before with her. She said that Beth knows where
the resources are, and that Beth is not willing to take
responsibility, hasn't been willing to, but Beth started moving
toward that point before the last suspension. Then she said that
Beth was just not willing to make any changes. I said, 'Well, if a
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kid does not have support from home, and the kid at this age is
expected to make significant personal changes, that would be very
difficult.' 'Then Ms. lliich said, 'You don't know what you can
believe about her home.' I think that's true.
What came across from that meeting with Ms. Illich is that
there's a set way of dealing with a kid like Beth. Give the kid the
infonnation about the resources that are available in town, meet
with the kid, and try and help the kid see what personal changes
need to be made. Then send the kid off. That's it, and I guess I
look at this and I question whether that's enough. (RR: 3-10-87)
Within a short period of time Beth commits some other heinous
crime against the Quentin code, and yes, she is suspended again. And
once again my own researcher reflection notes give my summary of
Beth's demise at Quentin, and they reveal my personal frustration as a
researcher working with this girl at risk.
Beth has been absent so much that if she perceived that it was
impossible to even do anything about failing, of course she
wouldn't come back on May 14. If there were some kind of
hope, she'd come back, I think. Mr. Hernandez said to me, 'She's
been dropped from the books.' I said, 'In other words, the
district has no responsibility?' And he said, 'Well, not exactly,
sometimes so, sometimes not.' I said, 'What about the child study
investigation?' And he said that the parents did not even come
for the hearing. I asked him if he talked with them over the
phone about this kind of study. He said no. So, in other words,
it seems to me that they just really washed their hands of Beth
and I don't know where Sanchez stands on all this. I wager that
she's got to lose some battles to win the war, and if Hernandez is
pushing for Beth to be dropped, then she'll just go along with it.
After all, what's one kid? In a way, Beth does not set any
example to others. Beth is not going to be a case in point,
because she has no following. Beth is not really a popular kid.
She is not a center of positive attention. If Beth is suspended for
twenty days, who the hell cares? (RR: 3-25-87)
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Discussion. A Girl Discarded by the System
Beth's story is an unusual one. It is not a weekly, monthly
occurrence that an eighth grade student is removed from the school
roster, or "dropped from the books," as Quentin's assistant vice-principal
terms it. It was not often that this happens, period. Yet this eighth
grade girl is dropped, one month before promotion to high school.
By the third quarter of this school year Beth has accumulated five
F's, four suspensions and she has been in the PALS program once. The
counselor feels that Beth is not willing to change her behaviors and it
seems that the assistant principal has finally lost patience with her.
Three of Beth's teachers see in her potential for success, yet not one of
them knows anything about Beth's personal life, other than that Beth had
a brother in Quentin some years before.
Who knows Beth? Did anyone try and lift out the dirt-covered,
aged, fragile pieces of Beth's personal story? Does anyone dig deeper to
uncover some connecting pieces, linking her outlandish school behavior
to a possible explanation in any phase of her life? If the teachers or the
administrators do understand more about Beth's life, they don't share
that information with me. I suspect, however, that whatever they do or
don't know, is not information compelling enough to single Beth out for
some special consideration. They give her attention all right, but that
gift is the attention Beth demanded by her nonconforming behavior. It
is reactive attention, not interventive.
Beth's school records include a request by the State for information
about any disciplinary action toward her. A State request of this type is
not a usual matter. Yet who knows the circumstances of the request.
Ms. Sanchez never mentions this if she knows the specifics, nor does the
counselor mention this information as significant.
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The one person at Quentin who senses something of what is at the
heart of Beth's behavior is, 1 think, the school social worker Ms. Evans~
AILhough her conversation with me is lengthy 1 include much of it
because it significantly fits hidden pieces into Beth's untold story.
I got involved with Beth this year. I had some contact with her
last year but it was primarily because of absences and suspensions
and just the general problems. Most recently I was called in
because she was concerned that she was going to get hurt by her
father when he went off probation, and she thought that she was
on probation. She was just frantic about the whole thing. So 1
made a phone call, and she's never been on probation.

1 think Beth is a good example of a child where there is so
much going on in the family situation and for herself... Beth did
have two situations where she was sent to juvenile court. One is
pending but the other one was basically dropped. She was
involved with someone accusing someone else of rape. 1 think
she feels very afraid, she feels very left out. Everything has
snowballed to the point where it really is hard to know how to
help her best. 1 think she is confused about what's going on.
There are two systems involved that are probably not that
helpful for her, juvenile court and the adult court trying to
interact with the school and the juvenile court, so that she feels
like she's protected. She has figured out that if you press
somebody, you'll very often get some attention, and 1 think she's
gotten to the point where she's able to fabricate some stories.
Some of them are based on truth, and she knows that she'll get
some attention. A while back she had a teacher in a total tizzy
about a story that she told which was pretty far-fetched. She
feels bad about it, and rightfully so.
(I then asked Ms. Evans if she felt it was safe for Beth to be
home.) 1 think it's certainly not healthy by any means for her to
be home. Whether she's actually physically safe or not, it's hard
to know. 1 don't have a real good sense about that except that it
would be a whole lot better if she was here. 1 think suspension is
about the worst thing that we can do for most of these kids.
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Being at school is one hundred times better than being at
home ...In a situation like Beth's there are no choices, at least
we're told there are no choices. For instance, the beer situation,
that's automatic suspension. She's already been in the PALS
program and there was talk about having her go back in. About
the only recourse I have in terms of the suspension or nonsuspension is that she would maybe be suspended for two days
versus five. I just don't have any resource except to contact the
kids at home while they're suspended and that I try to do .. .! try
to work with the counselors so at least somebody is checking in
with what's going on, and that doesn't always happen.
I think that Beth is desperately in need of somebody and
something to change so that she can feel safer and happier and
successful. I think that she's felt so unhappy so long, and things
have been so rotten for such a long time, she just doesn't know
which way to turn now... I think that's been as long as she can
remember. I think things have not been happy at home, and
things have been hard at school for her, ever since the very
beginning. (SI: 3-18-87)
Do the counselor, the disciplinarian assistant principal, and the
social worker share their information? It seemed unlikely that there is a
system in place for this type of information sharing conference. The
explanation that Beth's behavior rests within her own powers of control
is the theory held by most Quentin people in contact with her, or so it
appears.
Beth manages to achieve fairly acceptable academic grades the first
quarter; then they change to such a degree that Beth becomes a girl in
danger of failing. Her grades change, her suspension time lengthens.
And somewhere in the midst of these blatant signs is a young girl's
struggling. Beth becomes a discard in the Quentin system, one whom
the keepers of the system find expendable in their efforts to focus more
positively on students at risk. Yet here is a girl at risk. A solution
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which Quentin adapts is the one used with Beth, "drop her from the
books." The at risk numbers diminish, the suspension rate decreases, the
halls are far more quiet.

Ellen
A Girl with Determination
Ever since Ellen can remember she has wanted to be a
photographer when she grows up. She loves taking pictures, she enjoys
being involved in the developing process, and her mom has promised
her that some one of these days she'l1 be given a good camera of her
own. When I ask Ellen if there are any clubs she wished they'd have at
Quentin, immediately she mentions a photography club.
Then somewhere in the middle of the second semester while she's
taking a computer class, she changes her mind a bit. By this time she
knows she is hooked on computers, and Ellen knows she is good with
this technology. She took a computer class in seventh grade and now she
is not only an A student, but is a student aide for the class. "I've always
liked computers since last year. That's the only class last year that I ever
got an A in. This year we get to take it again and I'm learning more
stuff, and it's more fun."
So the obsession with photography as a career dims, and becoming
a computer technician through Air Force training becomes her new
goal. Ellen has thought this through carefully. Her mom is in the
military and has done well enough in the Air Force, so why couldn't she
combine computer study, which she loves, with a military service that
will pay for her education. And Ellen is right. Not only can this plan
work in theory, but it also seems to me that it just might work out for
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Ellen. Ellen is a girl with detennination.
She has become so dettmnined in her eighth grade year to do well
that she changes her academic patterns. Ellen came to Quentin school at
the end of her seventh grade year, but the beginning of that year was
traumatic for her. Ellen went to two different junior high schools for
seventh grade before coming to Quentin. At the first school which she
liked, she had almost average grades. At the second school which she
hated, her academic grades plummeted to D's and F's. And then began
the ascent by a determined young lady to succeed academically.
During her eighth grade year, Ellen moves from achieving a B
average at the end of the first quarter to obtaining more A's than B's the
second quarter, and by the third quarter Ellen has only one B. The rest
of her grades are A's and Ellen is recognized as an honor student and is
offered some of the Quentin opportunities reserved for those who
achieve high grades. Is Ellen a girl at risk? What is her story? What
accounts for a fourteen year old girl achieving academic success, without
much encouragement from anyone in the adult world? Ellen's story is
unique, a story not without risks for this child or for the early
adolescent she becomes. It is a partially completed story, still filled with
the great risks inherent in her current, precarious home situation. Will
Ellen remain with her stepmother, or be sent back to live with her father
in Kentucky? 1he answer to this question lies in the future, but for now
Ellen is a determined young girl aiming high for the goals she sets for
herself in eighth grade.
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An EiChth Grader Lookinc Back.
"They Called Me a Beanpole"
One of Ellen's memories is being called names because of her si:ze.
When 1 meet her she is almost 5'7" tall, and she tells me then that people
often think she's fifteen or sixteen years old, definitely not fourteen.
Most of the time she likes looking older.
1 used to go over to my best friend's house and there's this cute
guy next door and he's twenty-three. He thought we were both
eighteen or nineteen. 1 didn't like that cause me and him started
saying all this stuff, but when you look older you can get in a lot
of places. This one time 1 went to the Palms (a bar) with my
mom and that was fun. (GI: 12-5-86)
That was also the conversation when Ellen tells me some people call her
a "beanpole." Then she explains, "I'm real paranoid about being tall,
especially around here because there's a lot of Mexicans, and most
Mexicans are short." But Ellen manages to live with her height, always
looking older, hoping that she won't grow much more.
When Ellen looks back at her school days, she remembers not only
looking thirteen or fourteen when she was really nine or ten, but she
remembers being in a kindergarten with two teachers, one was black and
one was white. She thinks about kindergarten for a moment, and then
says it "was a neat place." She does not have any trouble in school up
through fifth grade. Ellen lived in Kentucky for most of those early
days. "I always liked going to school." And her standardized test scores
indicate that she also did well in school. They indicate "on" or "above"
grade level ability in all areas tested, even as far back as first grade.
Where Ellen attends school during each of those early years is
uncertain because her "mom" was in the military, which meant a certain
amount of transferring to different bases, but Kentucky was a significant
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place. Ellen's dad lives in Kentucky.
When I ask Ellen to tell me more about her earlier school days, she
says she doesn't ever remember getting in any trouble in school when
she was little. Then she fondly recalls a "great" social studies teacher
she had in fifth grade.
If you did anything wrong my social studies teacher would pick
up erasers and throw them at you. And he had these boots and
one day this guy fell asleep and was lying on his desk. Mr.
Biggins came up and kicked the bottom of the desk and then the
kid woke up and his desk tipped over. I always liked Mr. Biggins
because he made teaching fun .. .! remember he dressed up like a
cave man on Halloween and my math teacher dressed up like a M
& M package. My homeroom teacher dressed up like an
aerobics teacher. Then I remember in math one time I tried to
forge my dad's name because I got a D on a paper and I had to
get it signed. That didn't work out because I forgot that my dad
had already signed one of my papers. (GI: 11-24-86)
The story of Ellen's relationship with her mom and dad is a
complex, highly unusual one. Her natural parents live in Kentucky but
were divorced when Ellen was about four. Her mother left the area and
Ellen doesn't know where she is living. At one point her mom returned
to Kentucky and said she wanted Ellen to live with her.
My mom said she wanted me to come and live with her but I
didn't really want to, because she told me that she didn't want me
and all this other stuff. When I was a baby she just gave me to
my dad so she didn't want me then, so I'm not going to go to her
now. (GI: 10-24-86)
Ellen's dad remarried during her early elementary school years,
but this marriage didn't last more than six or seven years. When her
stepmom and dad were divorced, Ellen chose to go with her stepmom
and live in that family. When I asked Ellen if she wanted to return and
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live with her dad, she said that she goes to visit him. In fact, she is
going to visit during the summer after her eighth grade year, but she
doesn't want to live in Kentucky. Her dad lives in a small town, with
only one movie theater, and the community only has a very small
shopping mall. This is not to Ellen's liking. She'll visit, but she'll take
her chances with living in her stepmom's family until she graduates from
high school. Then she'll enter college or the Air Force.
There are, perhaps, other reasons why Ellen didn't return more
often to see her father. At one point she told me, "My stepmom was
always jealous of me and my dad. I was always close to him, but now
she tries to keep us away." So the "mom" that Ellen now lives with and
refers to in her stories about home life, is not her natural mother, but
her stepmother. Ellen, however, calls her "mom."
Ellen's faa-nily is an expanding one. Her mom has two daughters
and three sons, all of whom live at home. Then introducing himself to
the scene and remaining is Jake, her mom's boyfriend, to whom she
becomes engaged in the early part of Ellen's eighth grade year. Jake has
kids from a former marriage, and some of these young adults will end
up staying in Ellen's house over the weekends, or for a few days at a
tinle. The number of people in the family picture is significant, because
part of Ellen's story is influenced by a few of these family members.
Ellen's mom works for the military, but she is a dropout from high
school. A step sister whom Ellen didn't like has also dropped out of
high school. This step sister, Karen, is not in school when Ellen is in
eighth grade, nor does she have a regular job. Karen shares a room
with Ellen ro'1d the two of them constantly count off paces as they clash
on their opposing views about life at home, and Ellen's place in the
family.
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One of Ellen's "brothers" is eighteen and seems to be the one, of

all that family, in whom Ellen can somewhat confide. He will
occasionally help her with homework if she needs it, and she can talk
with him about boys she's attracted to, and he listens to Ellen's concerns
about Karen.
Ellen presents a very negative picture of her sister Karen.
Throughout our conversations stories of what Karen does and does not
do recur. She is a significant person for Ellen. Ellen once shared with
me that about a year earlier she had run away from the family because
of Karen. Ellen ended up going to a psychiatrist for a while. Perhaps
this experience helped Ellen to deal with Karen but she never mentions
strategies she uses when she anticipates an argument with Karen, and
these still seem to be plentiful.
As Ellen presents Karen's story, it seems that Karen has major
problems. She is without a job, but travels around with a boyfriend who
is older and has a lot of money. Karen will sometimes work for her
boyfriend, but a major portion of her time is spent drinking, to the point
where both Ellen and her mom know that Karen is a young alcoholic.
Karen comes home drunk and often in a vicious mood.
My mom tried to get her to see somebody and she won't. When she
comes in, she's always trying to start a fight or something. The first
time she came in like that she started trying to start a fight and I hit
her more than once. I gave her a black eye and she tore me apart.
Like every time she comes in drunk and she tries to start a fight
mom is usually in bed, and I'll usually go back there and sleep,
because if we do get in a fight then, it'll tear mom all up and she'll
get nervous and everything ... Most of the nights that she stays up at
her boyfriend's apartment everything goes better then ... He's an
alcoholic too. (GI: 2-10-87)
Karen, it seemed, always has a lot to say about Ellen's behavior at
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home. As Ellen perceives it, Karen wants to make trouble between
Ellen and the mom. Karen will accuse Ellen of unacceptable behavior,
and Ellen feels that all too often her mom believes Karen, and not her.
Karen even accused Ellen of taking her watch, which Ellen strongly
denies. The relationship between these two girls is tempestuous, and is
extremely stressful for Ellen. Even as Ellen remembers the incidents
with Karen, her body becomes tense and her mood changes; it is obvious
that life at home is anything but peaceful.
A Girl's World,
"I'm Starting to Learn Proper English"
The more I talk with Ellen the more I come to realize that there
are many facets to Ellen's life experience. I wonder about her. This
thinking is revealed in my notes for late October.
Today Ellen and Beth were in the office, obviously with some
big problem. In the course of their waiting to see Ms. Sanchez I
suggested they come with me and tell what happened. They
came willingly and the story is recorded, but the point here is
that I'm beginning to look at Ellen a little differently. She was a
kid referred to me by Mr. Lloyd. Sanchez doesn't know her
because she's new to the school. In Ellen's first interview, even
in her second, she came across as a kid who had made great
strides since last year. Now, bit by bit, some things are
beginning to happen, and events come to surface which put Ellen
in a different light, as far as I'm concerned. I was beginning to
think that perhaps she wasn't really going to fit in as a kid at
risk. Her personal circumstances are on tape, the story today
says a lot about her. So maybe this girl is a different kind of kid
at risk. (RR: 10-29-86)
My notes on this particular day reflect a personal grappling with
this "risk" tenn. Ellen was referred initially because of last year's
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grades, and perhaps when I needed another Anglo girl it was close to the

time when she ditched, so her name was right on the tip of Mr. Lloyd's
tongue. (Mr. Lloyd was the assistant principal at Quentin during August
and September, who then transferred to another school. Mr. Hernandez
replaced him.)
Ellen spends the beginning of her eighth grade year shedding the
habits she has acquired at her two previous schools. At those two
schools she ditched a lot; her grades reflected some kind of nonacademic behavior. At Quentin she ditches twice at the beginning of the
school year.
I ditched twice, but only got caught once. The first time, at
lunchtime, it was me and Cara and Tina. We went to Benny's
house for lunch and we were sitting outside. Then we decided
we didn't want to go to reading so we went over to Terry's house
because his mom and dad weren't home. I know it's not right
but it's fun because some people don't want to stay at home, and
they don't want to go to school. So you go with your friends to
one of their houses or something ...The second time, the next
Monday, I thought that Friday was pretty fun when I ditched and
I just wanted to ditch again. But then I'm sort of glad that I did
get caught because if I would have kept on ditching, I would
have missed a lot of school and my grades would be down .. .! got
in trouble and now school seems pretty fun. (GI: 12-5-86)
In Ellen's mind she relates the ditching to affecting and lowering

grades. Her past report cards in fifth and sixth grades indicate that she
does well in school, so Ellen knows what obtaining good grades mean.
It seems that for Ellen there is personal satisfaction in doing well. When
she obtains good grades at the end of the first quarter, however, there is
no recognition, support or encouragement from home.
There's only one thing that I'm disappointed in. Last year I was
making all bad grades and my mom didn't like it. This year
when I'm making good grades I'll tell her and she doesn't say
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anything. And when I make bad grades, she gets all mad. When
I make good grades, she doesn't really care. It made me feel like
if she doesn't care, why should I care'! But I'm still making good
grades. (GI: 11-4-86)
Not only does Ellen do well that first quarter, she achieves even
better evaluations for the second marking period. I told Ellen that if she
does well again for that second period, I will take her to McDonalds for
lunch. Evidently her mom again doesn't say anything congratulatory or
positive after that second success. Ellen writes a short P.S.to me in her
journal after receiving her report card. "You don't have to take me to
McDonalds just because my mom didn't say anything about my grades.
It's no big deal. Really." We don't go to McDonalds, but we drive to
Kentucky Fried Chicken, just the two of us. By the time of the third
quarter evaluations, Ellen's mom finally does congratulate her. After
all, Ellen's report card lists almost straight A's.
Close to the end of the year Ellen has accumulated three successful
academic quarters. When I ask her what she thinks helped her to do
well academically she replies, "Mostly my friends. My friends, like
Bernie and them. They are real rich and stuff, and they're not stuck up,
and they're going to school. And my determination to try and to get
good grades and stuff."
I present Ellen's academic success story first, before narrating her
stories of trouble in and out of school, before sharing Ellen's perception
of her mom, and before relating Ellen's particular view of teachers and
classes. Ellen is a girl who is changing, "moving up," a girl who says,
"Things seem to be easier." But Ellen is labeled an at risk girl, and is
referred by the assistant principal. Yet this girl is one who makes the
honor roll. What is her view of school? What are the risks for Ellen?
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As the days pass she shares more of her personal story.
Last year 1 hated school because 1 was getting bad grades and I
was ditching a lot, and 1 didn't like it. But this year I'm getting
good grades and 1 get to see all of my friends and stuff. And 1
don't have to stay home. 1 hate staying there. 1 would rather be
anywhere else but the house.
(01: 4-29-87)
Life is changing for Ellen. She has worked hard to improve her
report card grades. The effort pays off. Even though it takes a long
time for her mother to acknowledge that Ellen is doing well in school,
when she does recognize the fact she allows Ellen more privileges. This
means that Ellen can go more places and be with her friends more. This
is very important to her. Ellen's mom even lifts the restrictions about
attending school functions which were previously restricted. In her own
way Ellen's mom is rewarding Ellen for the good results of her efforts.
We're supposed to get a certificate, and my mom said 1 could go
to the dance because 1 have been doing real good in everything.
And the teachers had a breakfast like thing and had to nominate
two students to go. 1\\'0 teachers nominated me. But they won't
tell us which two teachers.
(01: date unknown)
Life has little by little improved considerably for Ellen, but during
the first semester her troubles seemed like helium balloons attached and
ready to lift her into a world of restrictions, whippings and arguments.
After being caught ditching Ellen was involved in a rumor at school
which caused her considerable notoriety, embarrassment and
punishment.
One day, me and this other girl and these two guys were ditching
and we were over at this one guy's house. So we came back and
right now the two guys are spreading around school...It's very
bad ...They spread around that 1 wouldn't go to bed with them
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cause I was on the rag, and that I took it out and showed them.
It's not true. And this other girl, she said that her and this other
guy walked in while I was. And it's not true. So now almost all
the school knows about it and it's not true. (ORI: 10-29-86)
That rumor brought much trouble to Ellen at the beginning of the year.
When the truth fmally surfaces which exonerates Ellen, she learns a hard
lesson about one of her friends.
Two of the kids are telling people that it (rumor) isn't true, and
they talked to Ms. Sanchez. Then Kevin asked if it was true that
he had to apologize to me, or get suspended for five days, and I
said yes. Then he said, 'Oh well, I guess I'll just get suspended
then.' I felt like hitting him, but I didn't. I just turned away.
(01: 11-4-86)
The rumor incident also brings the realization that if Ellen ends up
in the office for anything, the matter will probably be relayed to her
mom. This she doesn't want, so Ellen possibly decides not to end up in
the office ever again, but she also makes a decision. Ms. Sanchez is the
person who tells her mom about the rumor.
I'm not afraid of them (Mr. Lloyd and Ms. Sanchez). It's if
you end up in their office, then I get afraid because 1 know
they're going to call my mom and then they're going to say all
this stuff. Then you're going to get in t1.'Oubie when you get
home. Everything leads to a big mess. 'Vhen 1 came in here the
first time about the rumor 1 got into trouble with my mom and
everything .. .! probably won't come and talk to them no more. 1
might, but 1 probably won't. Everything that goes on at the
school, they think that your parents should know about it. Every
little thing .. .!t wasn't a little thing to me, but it doesn't seem like
my parents should have to know because what could they do
about it? They couldn't do anything about a rumor. (01: 11-486)
What is it about her mom that makes Ellen fearful? One of Ellen's
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concerns is that in many of the issues concerning her life, Karen hears of
the stories and interjects an opinion to her mom about how Ellen should
be treated. And Ellen feels that all too frequently Karen's ideas are
vindictive and mean, based on dislike, not fairness. The problem for
Ellen is that her mom listens to Karen. She will take Karen's advice.
Also, Ellen feels that her mom doesn't believe her a lot. Even when
there is an argument between Karen and Ellen, the mom will most
always take Karen's point of view, at least as Ellen perceives the
situations. Therefore, the school problems are not matters to be solved
solely between Ellen and her mom, but Ellen must contend with her
mom's prejudicial leaning toward Karen's negative influence.
Karen's always doing stuff. And then it's like my stepmom takes
up for her because she's her real daughter, and whatever my step
sister says, my mom will say something to me about it. (GI: 1024-86)
There isn't just the matter of "taking sides" which bothers Ellen,
but there is also the matter of home punishments which are doled out to
her. After the ditching incident, Ellen relates that she was "whipped" by
her mom. Whipping as punishment is one of Ellen's fears. If she thinks
her mom may be contacted about some misdemeanor this produces great
stress. It is also a common punishment that Ellen will have to clean up
the inside of the house, and the outside grounds which is no small task.
She'll either ground me, then she'll whip me, then she'll make
me do something that I'll remember so I won't do it again .. .like
cleaning up the house. There's eight people living in our house,
because there's six kids and two adults, and that house is real big.
And so is the yard. So I had to clean up the whole house and then
I had to clean up outside. (GI: 11-4-86)
Ellen says that when there is a problem at home her mom is not the kind
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of person that you talk with about the difficulty. Her mom will yell and
Ellen will just keep quiet. "I think that if 1 just shut my mouth, then
everything will pass over. Then the sooner the better."
In the course of our conversations Ellen reveals some other of her
mom's traits. One of those which Ellen hates is when her mom listens
on the phone to her conversations with her friends. Sometimes if a boy
will call, her mom will tell him that Ellen isn't supposed to have
conversations with any boys. Her mom will also examine the contents of
her purse. Ellen never relates what her mom might be looking for, but
she will not only search her purse, but will also read Ellen's diary. It
seems that Ellen has very little privacy living with a stepmother who
evidently feels comfortable taking these measures to ensure that Ellen is
complying with whatever home rules are in place.
But at the end of the year as Ellen looks back she reflects that
things are now "pretty good" with her mom. "Sometimes she can be so
over protective. 1 think it's partly because of my sister. She's been
talking my mom into not letting me do some stuff. But 1 still go
sometimes." So Ellen rationalizes that perhaps her mom is just
overprotective, not punitive, unkind and preferential to Karen.
One of the other revealing incidents Ellen relates about her mom
has to do with a disagreement.
One time 1 called my mom a bitch behind her back and she heard
me. My face hurt the next day. She slapped me across the face.
One time, her fiance, he just looked at her when she hit me, and
he started fussing at her. Once she told me she didn't want me,
and that 1 should go back to my real mom. 1 live with my step
mom and her fiance. (GRI: date unknown)
It seems physical punishment is a fairly common experience for Ellen.

Also, she experiences the threats of not only receiving greater physical
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punishment, but absorbs the threat of being sent away to live with a
mom whose whereabouts are unknown and for whom Ellen has no
affection.
When the situation at home becomes such that Ellen decides she does
not want to live there but has no alternative, it is not surprising then that
her friends become increasingly important for her, both boyfriends and
her girlfriends. Ellen frequently mentions a boy she is attracted to. The
names changed quickly, however, but not the interest in finding a special
male friend.
Last year I went with this one guy and I told my sister and she
told them and they just asked where I was going. When I said I
was going with him, they were making jokes about it. And I told
them we only see each other during school. We don't go to
movies or anything. My mom said I can't do that until I'm
sixteen, but I'm going to before. (GI: 12-11~86)
As for her friends in general, Ellen knows from the year before
that part of her difficulty in school was that she "got into the wrong kind
of crowd." In that crowd were kids who didn't do their work and they
ditched a lot. Even during the present year when Ellen is doing things
with her friend, Tina, Ellen knows that her grades go down. She has
figured out that the kind of friends she acquires do make a difference in
how she succeeds or fails in school. But one thing is certain, Ellen
knows she wants and needs more friends.
One of the ways to meet people is through the clubs at school, but
Ellen has difficulty joining any club. "I think every student should be in
some kind of club, but there aren't enough clubs." She herself can't join
any; her mom wouldn't let her. It is true that they do live far from
school, but her mom just doesn't want Ellen to make any effort about
securing transportation for getting home after the club meetings. The
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PE teacher has told Ellen she is in great shape for running and that she
should go out for track. Ellen loves track all right, but her mom won't
give the pennission to join the team. Ellen also would have joined the
pep squad, and if Quentin did have a photography club that met after
school, Ellen would have been disappointed if she couldn't be a junior
photographer. So Ellen may not join any clubs.
Ellen does, however, have a chance to become an aide. When it
appears that Ellen is doing well academically, one of the teachers
suggests that she might try out for a position, along with a few other
students. Then if it works out, Ellen can be a permanent aide for her
math teacher. She'll miss either media or journalism the second
semester, but it is an honor to be chosen. Ellen does do the aide work
for a while, but she tells me she actually thinks that media or journalism
sounds more interesting than correcting math papers as an aide. Either
Ellen wasn't selected, or she chose to take media, but her temporary aide
position just lasted a short time.
Ellen is interested in her classes. This is apparent from talking with
her. She likes math as a subject and finds it easy. It is her drama
teacher, Mr. Quinn, who gives Ellen an Algebra book and tells her to see
how much she can learn on her own. He says he'l1 be glad to help her.
When Ellen is called to the counselor to discuss her ditching/fighting
incident, the counselor suggests that after the semester Ellen be moved
into a high math class, one which is covering Algebra. This seems like a
good idea to Ellen.
Ellen comments more about her classes, that reading is not
particularly interesting to her. In that class she just reads books and a lot
of the students just sit and talk, so this class is somewhat boring to her.
Science is very boring for Ellen too. She does get a B grade throughout
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the semester, but Ellen likes doing experiments, and in this science class,
the students mostly use their books and read.
You go in that class and she tells you to do something and it's not
very interesting because you have to do book work, reading. I
like to do activities in science, experiments and stuff. And then
she doesn't do it a whole lot, and then it's like an everyday thing.
(01: 10-24-86)
The class that is not boring at all for Ellen is math. "You have to do
book work and everything, but Ms. Gage makes it interesting cause she
talks and she makes you laugh in class so it's not boring." Social Studies
is somewhat interesting, yet also boring. "Ms. Young gets onto me all
the time because of the way 1 talk. She says 1 don't use proper language
or something like that, and 1 failed one of my tests because of it. So I'm
starting to learn proper English."
Ellen's suggestions about classes are to not only have activities in
science classes but work it out so the teacher won't get frustrated with
the students. In Ellen's class this is the case. The students become noisy,
the teacher gets frustrated, and then no one has a chance to ask any
questions. Ellen also likes having blocks of time to do work. That is
another of her suggestions.
1 like English and social studies as a block. 1 like it better that
way because if you're working on something then you don't have
to stop and finish and then go right to your next class, because
you've got the two hours. Sometimes Ms. Young will mix the
two classes together and everything. 1 like that class. (01: 11-486)
Ellen also likes picking her own group in a class. This is fun, and she
likes to write in her classes. "I like doing book work and stuff where
you have to write, and that way the teacher knows that you're keeping
busy and you're doing your homework and stuff besides just talking."
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One of the things Ellen mentions that she doesn't like in her
classes, especially science class, is having to remember too many little
things. Also, she doesn't like her homeroom. She is one of about two
or three white girls and all the rest of the girls are Mexicans. Ellen feels
that the Mexican girls are always trying to start a fight, partially because
they know that she just might fight them. But Ellen doesn't want to do
this. Ellen doesn't feel that she is prejudiced, it is just how the people
are in her homeroom.
Ellen's parents are prejudiced, however. She says her mom would
never let her go out with a "Black guy." And her mom's boyfriend (she
used the tenn parents for both of them) talk a lot about Mexicans and
Blacks. But when Ellen first comes to Quentin, one of the reasons she
likes it immediately is that there are so many different kinds of people
there. She feels Quentin has a lot of spirit.
One aspect of Quentin which Ellen feels is unfair is the
preferential treatment given to the Indian students. There is an Indian
resource room in the school and Ellen feels that when she and the nonIndian students have to come early, or stay late for detentions, the Indian
kids can choose to go to the Indian resource room instead. This, to her,
is not fair. Also, she feels that if somebody is able to move ahead in
classes, take a more difficult level, then that should happen. Since Ellen
feels that some classes are more "ahead" of others, she wants to be in the
higher classes, but she says the school won't change you in anything but
math.
Ellen feels that there are a few other things that aren't fair at
Quentin. "In some of the classes like they'll just pick one person to do
everything. It's like this one person gets to do everything and nobody
else in the class will get to."
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And then there is the issue of who gets treated better, boys or
girls? "When a boy gets into trouble, he can stay in the room ...This one
girl started talking and then the teacher sent her right to the office.
Then sports is all for guys." So even though Ellen likes Quentin, not
everything is operating completely to her satisfaction.
When Ellen talks about her classes she mentions different kinds of
work that she likes doing. She says many times that she wants to pass,
that she wants her grades to be good. She converses easily about school,
she verbalizes descriptively about her home life. Ellen has ideas and she
capably expresses them. After all, Ellen is one of Quentin's honor roll
students.
Discussion. A Girl Who Liked School
Ellen is unusual. She has accumulated an elementary school
history that seems fairly average. Even in sixth grade Ellen's teachers
had written, "Ellen tries hard and has been a good addition to the
classroom. Ellen has been great to teach. I'll miss her." When Ellen is
placed in the PALS program because of her early behavior mishaps, she
impresses the facilitating teacher. Ms. Meyer talks about Ellen when she
is evaluating that first session with students in the new program.
One of the good things about the selection of students that
happened accidentally is that I had a student the first time, Ellen,
who was selected into the program due to some behavioral
things, an excellent student and this was fine. But what I find
interesting is she ended up being a real good model for some of
the other students who were having academic problems. When it
was time to work and study, there was no argument from her.
She understands the value of that, and promptly went straight to
work and was willing to work with other students. So if there is
a way for us to provide a successful model in the program each
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of the three weeks, then that's what we should try to do.
(TI: 12-11-86)
When I interview one of her other teachers, Mr. Hayden, he
focuses on the fact that I am collecting infonnation not only about at risk
students in general, but about particular Quentin students. I mention this
because his comments seem influenced by knowing that Ellen is one of
"my girls." His comments follow:
Ms. Meyer says she's got boys on her mind. I think that's
probably pretty accurate. She's a little bit like Nikki (another
girl in the research project) in the sense that they're basically
concerned with their looks, all three of them (He includes Beth
here too.). Of the three Ellen is probably the one in my opinion,
that looks the worst. She's not a bad looking girl, she has some
teeth that are pretty bucked out. She's also extremely intelligent.
But at this point, like Nikki's thing is make-up, Ellen's answer is
boys. But Ellen is a little bit further along than Nikki. Ellen is
at L;e stage where I think she already knows that she can get in
trouble. I don't think Nikki is aware of that if she deals with
boys, just in a smile type thing. So Ellen is somewhere in the
middle between Beth and Nikki. If a boy did something that
Ellen didn't like, she'd probably be able to defend for herself. I
don't think Nikki would have the vaguest clue about what was
really happening. They're all definitely at risk students, for one
reason or another. I guess the best reason is that they're not
living up to the potential that they've got, intellectually
anyway... Nikki is definitely at risk. Beth and Ellen don't have
that academic problem. Their skills are better, but they definitely
have the life skills at risk thing that Nikki also has. (TI: 11-2086)
It seems Mr. Hayden feels that Ellen's interest in boys is a "risk" for her.
He implies that being in the PALS program is appropriate for Ellen,
given her fondness for the young males.
Even though Ellen was in the PALS program, and Mr. Hayden
observed her to be "definitely at risk," she is unusual. She had a few
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skirmishes with the administration, but at no point does Ellen share
stories, for example, about personal addictive behavior. She shares
other personal accounts. My feeling is that had she been addicted to
alcohol or drugs, she would have told her stories either to the girls when
we met as a group, or she would have told me in our conversations. She
perhaps might have shared some personal incidents when talking about
her sister Karen, who definitely is an alcoholic. Ellen is not an addict.
She is a willing church goer, as a member of a family which
regularly attends church. In fact, during the summer Ellen will be
participating in a church camp as a counselor for one week. She is
excited about this.
Ellen is also a girl with some emerging career aspirations. They
are part of her thinking; she knows she needs college and has some idea
about how she can secure this education. She is making plans.
Ellen's attitude about school identifies her as unusual. She likes
school in general; she likes Quentin. Perhaps having attended two other
schools for middle level students makes her appreciate what she finds
there her eighth grade year. It also seems that Ellen has an inner drive
which motivates her aspirations to Quentin's "highest" classes. She wants
to move ahead. She also wants to be active in extracurricular activities
but this involvement isn't possible, yet her desire is there.
Lastly, Ellen has academic capabilities which should lead her to
school success. Her past testing record indicates that she could handle
grade level class work. In fact, Ellen shows that she excels in math, and
could achieve understanding more than just the average eighth grade
work. She likes learning; she wanted to take a class rather than lose an
opportunity by working as an aide.
And yet the question persists about Ellen's at risk status. She is a
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girl somewhat on her own, even at fourteen. She doesn't live with her
natural family, she is not adopted. She feels her "sister" appraises her as
a barrier in her sister's relationship with the mom. Ellen's values about
race and prejudice are different from the family's. So is her attitude
about joining a support group. When the opportunity arises to join an
Alateen group at school, Ellen's mom will not sign the permission slip.
Ellen wanted to be part of this kind of group. She needs to talk. Yet
Ellen can talk with one of her brothers about some of the things that are
on her mind. He is the one person at home who seems to understand her
a little.
Ellen has jobs at home, is sometimes punished unfairly as she
evaluates situations, but her mom buys her clothes and takes her on
vacations with the family. Her mother imposes very tight restrictions on
Ellen; these she objects to, yet the tightness loosens as Ellen demonstrates
to her mom that she is becoming a very successful student.
As Ellen examines her life, she believes things will be better when
her mom marries again. Jake and Ellen certainly don't have any major
problems in their relationship. And near the end of the year Karen tells
the family that she hopes to move to California with her new boyfriend.
This hope gives Ellen another needed light to view the tunnel's end
where she can emerge secure and peaceful to pursue her future goals.
Ellen survives her eighth grade year, still not wanting to be at home
much, still interested in boys, but still viewing school as a positive
experience in her life. When I ask the girls to write an advice letter to a
real or imaginary little sister, this is what Ellen shares:
I need to talk to you about some things in life that have happened
to me, and I don't want you to make the same mistakes as I did.
First of all, don't get too involved with a boy too fast, because it
will hurt you a lot. Believe me, I know. Second of all, always
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think about your career before you make a decision that will
effect your job. And last but not least, respect mom and dad and
don't talk back to them because later on, you'll wish you never
said what you did because one of these days they won't be around
to tell you what to do and you'll wish they were. Well got to be
going! Love you.
Ellen doesn't mention school in her letter, but she stresses visioning
for a career, and I'm sure that for Ellen this includes being successful in
school. It helps to believe in its relevance and experience success there;
it helps to have a positive attitude. Ellen is a girl who likes school.

Two Anglo Girls
Beth and Ellen, the two Anglo girls in this study, find themselves
placed in the PALS program at the same time. It is through PALS, then,
that they get to know each other a little. But by the time that I start
having the girls meet in groups, Beth is already propelled into her
suspension roulette game with the assistant principal. She is suspended
so frequently and for so many days that there is really no chance for her
to develop any kind of relationship with the girls in the study. She is
rarely there when we met, for one reason or another. Beth is also a
frequent "ditcher," so these absences account for some of the time spent
away from our research group. She doesn't get to know Ellen.
But before Beth's school life started to radically change, she does
connect with Ellen in a supportive way. Ellen needs witnesses when she
is the center of a terrible rumor, as detailed in her case story, and Beth is
the one to bravely go with Ellen to the principal's office to offer support
and verify the truth of what Ellen has to say. So it's a shame that these
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two don't manage to move forward in friendship. There are some
similar circumstances and ideas in their two lives.
Both these two girls value friends and want them in their lives.
Beth continually talks about her friends, saying that this year she has
more than ·last year. She talks about her friends in her neighborhood
and at school. She mentions a few specific people. I always have the
feeling, however, that Beth exaggerates the encounters with her friends.
I feel she may have spent time with a group of her peers, and with a few
teens who are older, but I'm not sure that she is a friend to them, or that
they are friends to her. In a strange way, I feel Beth is a loner, wanting
friends, needing them, but not having the personal qualities which allow
one to move beyond her own needs to truly consider another's interests.
Ellen seems to have inner qualities which aren't apparent in Beth,
from either conversations, observations, or listening to what others have
to say about her. And, Ellen too, desires friends, and tells me about
some very specific instances where she and her friends do some activity
together. I never have the sense with Ellen that she exaggerated her
stories; my sense is that her stories are true, the words about her friends
are true. At one point she is very insistent that I meet one of her new
friends, a girl whom she met and quickly becomes close with. I do meet
Margaret and from that day on, we greet each other when we meet in
the halls. Ellen writes about Margaret in her journal; she is an
important person for her.
Both Beth and Ellen focus on friends, but then this is a fairly
common focus as youth begins severing ties with their families. My
observation is simply that perhaps Beth is still too immature for
adolescent friendship; perhaps her own inner fears, as recounted by the
social worker, leave little time to think about other people. She may
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have filled her time with thinking about her own problems. Ellen, on

the other hand, seems far more mature, more capable of going beyond
her own needs. Ellen is able to rationalize that the arguments she and
her sister Karen have are difficult for their mom, the fights "tore her
up." So Ellen works at avoiding confrontation with Karen. She possibly
could reach out to Beth. There is no opportunity.
These two girls also speak frequently of, and make references to,
their boyfriends. Once again Beth's references are vague. She refers to
her boyfriend in an offhand manner. Whereas Ellen talks vividly and
specifically about named individuals. I feel Ellen's preoccupation is
fairly typical for a young girl her age, who lives with five older teen
and young adult members of her family. This view, however, is in
opposition to that of her teacher, Mr. Hayden, who feels her interest is
somewhat destructive. He feels this is partially what makes her be at
risk; Ellen is too preoccupied with boys. She may be preoccupied, but
she manages to earn 4 Ns and 1 B from the Quentin staff.
Ellen seems to approach her time at Quentin in a much different
manner than Beth. She views this period as an opportunity to prove to
her mom, and perhaps to her sister, that she could do well. She believes
she is smart. One time she tells me that on a scale of one to ten, she
thinks that she is a seven. Ellen doesn't struggle with school work.
There are assignments to do; she does these. She never SpC~ii about not
doing her homework. The only problem she ever voices is about not
always understanding concepts in science, but the teacher doesn't give
much help. When I ask her how it is that she still gets a B in that class,
she answers that she does the homework, and the tests were open book
tests which aren't difficult. Ellen figures out the school system and she
is willing to use school to get what she want. Ellen has goals which are
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compatible with the ordinary, everyday operation of this particular
school. Ellen doesn't disrupt the system.
On the other hand, Beth frequently disrupts the system. She sees
herself as being "mean" to teachers. She feels "dumb" in math, but
never mentions to me that she feels that way in any other class. At the
end of the first quarter the only class where she doesn't get an average
or above average grade is in math. It appears Beth can handle Quentin's
academic work. But Beth's focus is not on achieving good grades. Her
style at Quentin is a disruptive one. Several times when she knew I was
in the building she barged into the room where I am taping an interview
with another girl. She then almost demands that I give her a pass which
will get her into one of her classes without the teacher's chastisement.
My notes tell of one of these instances.
Beth was walking with the social worker today in the hall and we
greeted each other. Then when I was in Sanchez' office
interviewing Daria, Beth bounded in wanting me to give her a
pass because she had been some place and had missed class, or
had been late for some class and was wanting to get in. I didn't
want to do that. I told her I wasn't going to do that, that SHE
could figure out how to get back into the class. She was
concerned and said that she was "gonna get busted," or she'd get
in some kind of trouble. It wasn't going to be easy, so she told
me. She haggled with me for about five minutes about getting
the excuse. I didn't give in and told her I just wouldn't do it. So
she finally left, somewhat amicably. (RR: 12-3-86)
But Beth doesn't always leave so peacefully. She also leaves in a
huff, slamming the door. Beth is coming to grips with the realities of a
lock-tight system, but she refuses to concede to its demands. She defies
it. And, whereas a few semi-serious encounters with the administration
deter Ellen and make her rethink her patterns, each encounter which
Beth enters just seems to restock her load of chips for more roulette
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games at the administrative suspension table.
fu terms of the encounters both these girls have with the
administration Beth's, of course, are more frequent. Whatever is being
said to her obviously makes little impression. It also seems doubtful that
there is any serious concern at home. When Beth is suspended she
doesn't need to remain home. I even found her one day at the Circle K.
When there is a meeting to propose a child study evaluation, her parent
is called by Mr. Hernandez, but no one from the family comes to
participate. The home support and cooperation are not present, but how
many times have Beth's parents been called by some school for support
to one of Beth's inflammatory incidents?
According to Ms. Evans, the social worker, there are extremely
serious problems in the home, problems affecting Beth. Is it that the
intensity of the home problems, her expressed fears, her father's
probationary status, far surpass her ability to focus and attend to her
own self-control and conforming behaviors? Mr. Hernandez appears to
know nothing about Beth's home life, other than that the family is not
cooperative.
fu Ellen's case it is an entirely different matter. One call about a

multi-layered situation triggers fear in Ellen from that day forward.
Ellen is punished. She is whipped, directed to do cleaning, and she is
restricted. Ellen herself says that her mom's intent is to punish in such a
way that she'll remember the consequence and then not do the act again,
or at least avoid any act which might merit the same punishment.
The home level of school support for these two girls differs
greatly. The girls' focus differs. It seemed they both walk Quentin's
halls with some degree of fear, but for Beth it extends beyond her school
experience. For Ellen, it is related to her own choice of school
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disobedience which will be dealt with at home.
Both girls participate in the PALS program. Both are glad to leave
after their time there, yet both of them see it as helpful after they've
been out a few weeks. Beth is going to try and use it to "beat the
system" by not doing her work, then going into PALS to accomplish
enough to pass. But Ellen has no intention of going back at all. She
never really understood why she was there in the first place. The irony
is that perhaps Ellen helped the PALS program far more than it helped
her. She became an academic peer model while she participated,
according to the facilitator, Ms. Meyer. But Ellen concedes that Ms.
Meyer "was always telling us to notice the good points of our life, and
now I'm starting to do that ... She said you can't put yourself down
because if you talk like that, then your friends will say whatever you
say." It is probably a safe venture to say that Beth heard those very
same words.
Both Beth and Ellen had done poorly in seventh grade, perhaps
Ellen's report card was even worse than Beth's. Both begin school their
eighth grade year with a history of ditching and fighting, and both begin
to get in trouble during the first quarter.
Both girls qualify for the federal lunch program, yet both say their
mothers work. Beth lives in a trailer which, according to one of her
teachers, is not in good condition. Ellen lives in a "big house" on the
outskirts of town. Neither girl gets an allowance. Beth never talks
about getting money; Ellen has to work for her spending money. Their
stories seem to run somewhat parallel, to a point.
Ellen tells much about her family. It certainly isn't always
positive, but she has many stories to share. They definitely give a setting
for her life and where she fits in the family picture. This is not true for
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Beth. The circumstances of her family life are hidden. She never
reveals these to me. And when she does give information about family
members it often seems more filled with fantasy than reality. I
frequently doubt the validity of circumstances she describes. Ms. Evans
confirms my thinking about this. She, too, feels that for some reason,
Beth fabricates stories. Perhaps it's to gain attention, perhaps it hides the
truth which embarrasses her. For whatever reason, the truth of Beth's
home life is not known by the assistant principal, the social worker, or
byrne.
One of the facts which I feel is truthfully told on Beth's part, is
that story of her sister's dropping out of school. She talks of this event
and her sister's returning home. This sister is a problem for Beth; she is
a source of anger for her. Ellen also has a similar situation. Her sister
is a source of great irritation. Karen also is a dropout, floating in and
out of the family life, injecting her negative attitude about Ellen. Both
girls fortify themselves for their encounters with these disliked siblings.
The fact that both girls are Anglo is not a significant issue with
regards to schooling. Both face the reality that their parents are
prejudiced. Beth can't invite her Mexican friends over, and Ellen's
"dad" speaks disparagingly about both "Mexicans and Blacks." Beth
never makes any references to ethnic issues in school, but Ellen does
mention she dislikes being in a homeroom with mostly all Mexican girls
because they're pugnacious.
So Beth and Ellen start out together as Quentin eighth graders, but
"their paths diverge," and that, indeed, makes all the difference. They
moved in opposite directions, one on a path toward self satisfaction,
accomplishment, and academic pride. The other quickly catapults into
anger, rebellion, and academic disregard. Ellen attains academic honors
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at Quentin; Beth is "dropped from the hooks." Their decisions and
behaviors are unique; each girl has distinct personal and academic needs,
yet Quentin offers programs for at risk students. The program
approach to education and being at risk is somewhat successful for Ellen;
she survives. For girls like Beth, however, Quentin in no way satisfies
their needs, and in reality, contributes to their academic failure and
personal
stress.

Nina
A Girl Who Writes Poems
Nina's writing takes life from her own personal experiences. She
spends hours writing poems. When I ask her if she wants me to type
them for her she is delighted. The poems are filled with love and pain,
friendship and dreams, fear and loneliness. They may appear maudlin to
a reader, they may seem juvenile in their attempts to capture human
emotion, but they represent one of Nina's strong interests during her
second year in eighth grade.
Nina not only shares her poems with me but she shares countless
stories about relationships with her friends, her family circumstances,
her encounters with the adults at Quentin, and she becomes a particularly
significant informant as she weaves the details of her relationship with
Linda, another of the at risk girls in this study. Nina is a good story
teller, she expands her tales with personal interpretation and she projects
the future. It is strange that Nina who is captivated by the play of
words, becomes engrossed with complicated narratives, is lured by the
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sound of rhyme, is dedicated to writing poems as a release for her
feelings and can powerfully maneuver the spoken word for storytelling,
does so poorly in her language-related school classes.
I really never knew you,
You were just another friend.
But when I began to notice you
I let my heart unbend.
I couldn't keep past memories,
They only made my cry.
I had to forget my first
And give love another try.
Nina's reading teacher has seen some of her poems and has
questioned authorship. Ms. Daley is wont to indulge Nina's poetic
interests, perhaps because there is such a discrepancy between Nina's
general school interest and her focus on poetry. This teacher is also
very concerned about Nina's academic performance and attitude.
I'm bothered because she doesn't see reading as an enjoyable
experience, something that lets you get away from things that
are going on, or is an enjoyable experience just for the sake of
itself. She did a poetry book but again, I don't know if they're
her poems or they're copied. If they're hers that's wonderful.
If they're copied that's fine as long as they're labeled. I just
don't know what to do with Nina.
(TI: 11-6-86)
Nina shares her poems with her friends. She has a second volume
of them which are written and signed by three people, Nina and two of
her girlfriends. There are illustrations for this volume. Nina draws the
designs for each of the pages. It is only when I show interest in her first
volume of poetry that she brings out the poems with fmely designed
pages. At one point I ask her directly if she is the poet, does she
compose the poems. Her answer is yes. I can only accept her word and
believe it.
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The poems are in many ways extremely primitive attempts to
understand emotion, and in some way capture the raw feeling of young
teens who are seduced and intrigued by new sensations associated with
friendship and "love." They also reflect a typical student beginning
effort at writing verse; Nina manipulates words and often suppresses
ideas for the sake of obvious rhyme. But her engagement with the
writing is honest and intense, both laudable qualities in any student with
a focus.
I looked at you with tears in my eyes,
I should have known it was no surprise.
I knew it was coming sooner or later
Unfortunately, my love grew greater
With so much more love to share
To tum to find you didn't care.
A second theme in Nina's poems is the focus on lost and retrieved
love, also a fairly characteristic topic in young girls' verse. Perhaps it
really is not of much consequence as to who receives credit for
authorship. The relevant fact here is that Nina likes poetry, she enjoys
writing this form. Yet it seems there is little outlet for her creative
energies within the Quentin curriculum. Her reading teacher voices
frustration with having Nina as a student.
I'm real frustrated in working with her, in trying to tune in to
things she's interested in. She doesn't have any desire to want to
work, or read. When she reads with her friends it's always just
talking, pretending that she's reading. When she's tells me I
really believe she's lying about things as far as doing the work,
when she hasn't got it done. It bothers me about the lying
thing, but I haven't got proof so I don't want to say anything,
but my gut level tells me the work isn't being done. And I'm
real concerned about her because of her attitude and her reading
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ability... Her reading ability is low. In reading with me she had a
hard time reading out loud, like she's real shy and embarrassed.
She was real nervous about that so I don't know how much that
is a good indicator about her reading ability. She was very
conscious of what's around her and when she was up at my desk
she kept looking around even though no one was paying her any
attention. (TI: 11-6-86)
One of Nina's interests_ and talents which reaches the attention of
Ms. Sanchez is Nina's ability to draw. Nina sketches delicately detailed
Yaqui detligns. When Ms. Sanchez sees these she requests one from
Nina, acknowledging the girl's gift and encouraging her to pursue the
talent. The principal seems to take a special interest in Nina and knows
of her flair. Yet when I ask her about the possibility of Nina taking art
during the second semester, Ms. Sanchez says that Mr. Benson might not
give Nina the drawing freedom she feels that Nina wants. Ms. Sanchez
implies there is not much latitude in the art curriculum as implemented
by the present art teacher.
When Nina talks about her art class in seventh grade she recounts
happy times with a teacher she likes and feels was a good teacher. She
doesn't voice any desire to take art this year. Perhaps it is because one
of her close friends, Linda, has art with Mr. Benson. And Linda does
not like the class, she feels that Mr. Benson is prejudiced.
So Nina continues to write her poetry, expressing to me her
passion for writing, and she continues to draw beautiful butterflies,
roses, masks, and tearing eyes. But these talents and interests are never
explored and celebrated within her classes during this eighth grade year.
This school year sees Nina developing attention to classroom survival
techniques, passing grades, new friends, and continuance of abusive
leisure pastimes.
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Nina does improve her grades this year, from the straight F's she
received the year before, to an acceptable A in media, a B in language
arts, three C's and an F in math for the first semester. The marks for
second semester, however, are not quite as creditable as those first
semester ones.
In second semester Nina does not take the journalism class which

might have interested her, nor does she join the staff of a newspaper or
literary magazine. The journalism class handles the school newspaper;
there is no Quentin literary magazine. Nina clearly has academic
interests; it seems, however, that no one helps her focus these within the
Quentin world.
Nina's interests and artistic talent are only one part of her story.
But this part acknowledges her potential, and gives credence to what
might have been. But the aspect of Nina best known at Quentin is her
hostility in classes, her preoccupation with looks, and her absences from
class. After almost a year and a half of having Nina as a counselee and a
repeating eighth grade student, Ms. lllich the counselor makes this
comment, "I think part of her problem was the attendance and lack of
motivation on her part, and lack of participation in classroom activities
and things like that."
Nina participates more this 1986-1987 school year, but lying
donnant underneath a more confonning attitude festers the experiences
of a girl at risk. Nina is a student who writes poetry, true, but she is
also a girl pouring out harsh stories which can easily change the
youthful, romantic verses of a girl's blossoming to womanhood, into the
tragedy of a maiden robbed of her right to meander through life filled
with hope, inquiry and a knowledge of being loved. Nina is a girl at
risk.
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An Eighth Grader Looking Back.
"I Would Get All Fried"
The Quentin school records tell a portion of Nina's story for the
first two years in junior high school. Her report card shows mostly e's
for seventh grade, with one D in language arts. Recorded in her
permanent folder is the disastrous results of her first year in eighth
grade, all F's. So these years are difficult for Nina in terms of achieving
school success. She never was an academic award student in elementary
school, but she at least earned average grades. Entrance into seventh
grade, however, signaled a change in behavior. She is still coping with
that shift three years later as an eighth grade repeater.
Nina begins some of her abusive patterns in sixth and seventh
grades. In one story she tells about herself in relation to Linda, another
Quentin girl who also starts to drink at any early age.
She (Linda) says that she wants to feel good like when she's
buzzing. I do it but not a lot like her. I used to do it a lot in the
seventh and in the sixth grade with my sister. My sister was
addicted to it and I would always see her. Then I got a little bit
addicted to it, but I started realizing it. I just stopped doing it
but I still do it, but not as much.
In seventh grade I was always getting in trouble because I was

on drugs. I used to draw a lot when I was buzzed and Ms.
Sanchez once went inside my locker and she sawall them
drawings. She liked them and she kept some of them. It was
like I needed something. Every time I wouldn't have a drink or
something, I would shake a lot. I needed that marijuana. Before
when my mom knew that I dido't do drugs, I used to get them
brownies with marijuana in them. We used to get them and my
aunt would always want a bite because she liked them. I would
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tell her no, and I would get all fried and everything with them
brownies. 1 would eat about three a day.
(GI: 12-4-86)
Nina begins her pattern of abuse. The friends she has are
important to her as part of this emerging pattern. Part of her friendship
with a girl is their entering together into some phase of addictive
behavior. Linda is a recently acquired friend who shares this addiction.
But Nina has also been friends with other girls. One significant
friendship for Nina during her middle level years is with her friend
Marty. The two spend many hours together. Last year Nina and Marty
were in all their classes together. As Nina looks back on this fact she
feels that perhaps it wasn't the best thing for her. "This year I do my
work. Last year 1 wouldn't bring my folders. 1 would just talk. Last
year Marty and 1 had all our classes together. She got straight F's on her
report card and they passed her and left me behind. We were too close.
We did everything together, and we wouldn't do nothing in class and
they wouldn't tell us nothing at all." (GI: 11-21-86)
It isn't Marty alone who has a strong influence on Nina, Marty's

family also plays a role in Nina's early adolescent development. The two
girls are so close that Marty's dad will introduce Nina by saying, "This is
my daughter, Nina." And Marty'S mom tells Nina that if ever Nina
should become pregnant and her family wouldn't let her live at home,
Nina could always come and live with Marty and the family. Actually,
Nina does go to Marty'S house once when she runs away from home.
I ran away and 1 stayed with her and they came looking for me
and Marty'S mom told them that I wasn't there. She told them
no, Nina wasn't there. (I asked why she ran away.) Because one
time Marty was going to stay over at my Nana's house. And my
uncle got the cord from the radio and then got me and they hit
me on my back. I had all kinds of marks and then Marty got
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pissed off. She called her mom and her mom came for her. I
faked like I W:iS going to sleep, but I didn't. Me and Marty was
in the locked room after he hit me. I just got my bag and her
mom came with her dad's truck. We put everything in it and
took it out through the window, and we just took off. My aunt
came in right before and asked if I was going to be okay, and I
said yes. My aunt was mad at my uncle ...When I came back they
asked me where I went and I said I was at Colette's. Every time
I go to Marty'S house I know my uncle knows that I was at
Marty'S. He don't like Marty's mom. (GI: 11-21-86)
Their relationship deepens and these two girls became even closer,
like sisters. "Marty's happy at her house when I'm there. Her mom says
that when I leave or something, Marty cries, and every weekend I go to
their house." The security of a close friendship is supportive for Nina,
but there is a different aspect of their relationship which takes
prominence; it is not a healthy one. Marty has two older sisters and
these two girls buy alcohol and drugs. Both Marty and Nina share the
substances which the two older girls so willingly supply to the younger,
more innocent ones.
Nina doesn't remember her friends from early years. But she has
other stories from those days in elementary school. She remembers in
first grade receiving an award for first place in track and field. Then
later in those elementary years she also wins an award with her softball
team. Nina still loves sports and would join a softball team this year but
there is none at Quentin.
She has memories of her recent seventh and eighth grade years.
Nina gets an F in art in seventh grade, but it isn't because she doesn't
like art or the teacher. She is encouraged to participate in an art contest
at the University, but she doesn't appear because she is too embarrassed.
Nina likes her attentive art teacher a lot, but she just can't handle the
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involvement and recognition entailed in the art contest. Her description
of the art teacher, Ms. Richard, conveys some of the qualities which
Nina appreciates in a teacher.
Ms. Richard was nice. A bunch of kids liked her here. She was
the art teacher when I was in seventh. She was the one who
taught me calligraphy. She taught me to do that and a lot of
things in art that we didn't know how to do. And when I had a
problem and Ms. Sanchez wasn't here, Ms. Richard would see in
me if something was wrong because she would always talk to me
and ask me. She was nice to me. She wasn't like no other
teacher. Ms. Heath too, because when my boyfriend was in art
with Ms. Richard, Ms. Heath would tell him everything I said.
It was fun, and when I was in her reading class I would make up
things to get to art, and I'd say, 'Can I go to art?' Ms. Heath
would say yes and she would let me go over there to Ms.
Richard's class.
(GI: 10-27-86)

Nina also liked her home economics class last year, but she also
distinctly remembers that her math teacher last year did not like her.
But these memories pale in intensity for Nina, compared to the horrible
memory of when she was raped.
I got raped and then I was so depressed and shit. I shoot up and
then I had a tape because I don't know how many times I shot
up. I was scared and then Ms. Triplett (Indian resource teacher)
caught me when I went 'pssssst.' I was in the bathroom. Ms.
Triplett didn't know that I had gotten raped. She goes, 'Why are
you doing that?' And then she saw that I was hiding the needle
and she asked the nurse if I could have a band-aid. I put it right
here.
Then Ms. Sanchez asked why I had it on and I go, 'Have
what?' And Ms. Sanchez took the band-aid off and she knew I
had shot up. Then she said, 'Let's go search your locker.' And I
said, 'For what?' I didn't know what was going on until Ms.
Triplett explained it after I was all calm. I thought I was going
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to be pregnant because of you know... (Did you know the guy
who raped you?) Yeah. I see him sometimes. He calls me. My
mom doesn't know that he raped me. Nobody knows but Ms.
Triplett and you. Nobody at all knows .. .!t was like for a long
time I was all shaking and depressed. I wasn't me during school.
Why do you think I flunked? Because I was all thinking and
thinkLig about it. Why did he get me? Why did he have to pick
me? ... And I would have bad dreams. It was awful. I didn't like
it. Ms. Triplett knew something was wrong, because usually I
was all crazy and stuff. So I told her. (GI: 12-4-86)
Nina's memories are vivid, the experience of rape ever present. It
seems few people at Quentin feel they can afford the time away from
academics to sit and listen to the pressing stories which a young girl like
Nina shares with one taking time to hear. It seems, also, that few of the
faculty talk with Ms. Triplett about their Indian students. She is the one
who knows much about life issues for individual students.
Nina is a girl with many stories, talents, and troubles. And during this
last year at Quentin the troubles persist and lead her through a perilous
journey toward young womanhood. Nina's days are not easy ones.
A Girl's World. "It's Time for Us to Live Our Life"
A partial reason for Nina's choice to remove herself from school
involvement rests in her belief that Quentin is not a fun school.
"Nothing is interesting in this school." When I ask her what has been
happening and what is new in school, the responses can be summed up in
her one reply, "Just goofing off, like always." Nina wants school to be
fun. In her search for that distraction and entertainment she usually
creates excitement in some way. It's also for this reason that she feels
her friends say she's "crazy."
On one particular day when I ask her why she has a detention after
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school, she confesses it is for throwing eggs.
I brought a dozen and I just started bombing everybody. Ms.
Irons slipped on an egg when I threw it. I threw about a dozen.
(Why did you bring the eggs?) Just to throw. It's boring, just to
have a little fun. I was on drugs. I threw them in classes and
stuff. It was fun. (GI: 12-4-86)
One of her other ploys at bringing fun to Quentin is to come with
wine coolers which she and her friends either drink at school, or they
drink the coolers when they ditch and hike to the park. Nina's classes
just do not have the spark to hold her interest and excite her
imagination. She never did like math, so it isn't surprising that Nina
rejects her math class and receives all F's.
Reading is another class she never liked, in fact she hates to read
and honestly admits that all she does in reading is talk a lot. She does
manage to pull her semester grade up in that class to a C. PE and
writing offer some hope for Nina; they are the best classes of the lot.
She has no favorite classes, but drama is also tolerable for her.
Therefore, there is suspicion that if Nina's interests could be tapped, she
might invest some serious academic effort in learning and achieving
One of the interesting aspects of Nina's school life is that she would
like to get B's in school. Her expectations are not merely to pass. She
feels that good grades indicate that somebody is smart. She doesn't think
of herself as smart but Nina says, "Ms. Sanchez thinks I'm smart." It has
become important for her to have this positive opinion from the
principal, but Nina also thinks of herself as lazy. She often gives this
assessment as the reason for not changing her study habits in classes.
And when I ask her if she can raise her grades she gives laziness as the
reason why she probably won't.
But when Nina dislikes a subject, she speaks about more than
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laziness as the cause for her class failure. Nina talks about her math
teacher not explaining things. She feels he doesn't take it "step by step."
There is another problem with math too. Linda has borrowed Nina's
math book, and now the book is lost. This means Nina never does any
math homework, and she also never tells Mr. Hanson about the book or
his teaching style. That would require a level of social maturity as yet
undeveloped by Nina. Therefore, The math teacher never has a chance
to propose any solutions.
Does Nina say anything about activities which she likes to
participate in? Watching movies in class is somewhat fun for her. And
she even mentions reading a book that she feels is pretty good. She at
least remembers the title, Me and My Mona Lisa Smile. What Nina does
not like in her reading class is to look for vocabulary words and then
have a quiz on these. This is boring to her.
As far as her teacher preferences are concerned Nina likes having
women teachers, and she likes it when the teachers "joke around."
Also, she likes to be in a class where the teacher "lets the kids help each
other," and where the teacher "looks nice." Nina never goes to a teacher
for help. She does go to Ms. Sanchez sometimes when she has a
problem, and she scribes some of her problems into poetic expressions.
It seems that one of the things that Ms. Sanchez does for Nina is give her
confidence. "Ms Sanchez gets mad at me because I can do something but
I tell her that I can't do it. And she says, 'You can.' I think I can, I
fmally noticed."
There are two adults in the school about whom Nina has strong
negative feelings. One is Ms. lllich the counselor. "I never got along
with her." And the other is the new assistant principal.
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Mr. Hanson (math) and Mr. Hernandez (assistant .principal) are
prejudiced. The bus comes late and you're late, and he knows
why we were late. The stupid asshole still asks us why we're
late. (GI: 11-25-86)
They said I had drugs in my locker. He (Mr. Hemandez)
wouldn't tell me who told him. I told him I didn't have drugs in
my locker. And he told me he saw my record when I was in
"juve" Guvenile home). He said he went to the juve records to
see which were the worse ones here to have drugs
in the school. And I was the worst one. I told him I only
smoked cigarettes now. He said even if he finds just a
burned match, he's going to take me. I hate him.
(GI: 12-4-86)
Of all the adults in Quentin, Nina feels she is known only by Ms.
Sanchez. The nurse mentions that Nina used to come into the nursing
station many times last year. "She was one of our regulars." But this
year Nina doesn't share her stories with the nurse. Occasionally she just
needs either to "escape a class" or receive
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mother's touch."

Nina relates well with her student friends and is known by them,
even though all her old friends from last year have passed on to high
school. But the new girls she spends time with this year are the girls
willing to break the Quentin rules with Nina. "We smoke cigarettes
everyday, but when we get buzzed it's when Karla brings it, or I bring it
or Linda brings it. You can say it's a long while and me and Sonja sniff
white out, just to do it." Her friends supply her and accompany her.
They also appreciate it when Nina's antics go undetected. And by the
time second semester rolls around Nina isn't getting a "buzz" just once in
awhile. "It's fun. I like having a buzz all the time. When I'm high here
at school Mr. Hernandez don't notice. He doesn't. He just thinks I act all
normal crazy." Nina's pattern for substance abuse began long ago and is
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not changing this eighth grade year. Mr. Hernandez' position as
disciplinarian and his opportunities of "talks" simply do not impact the
girls in a positive way. The abuse increases and Nina's dislike for school
remains.
One of Nina's fears is not that she will hurt her body from alcohol
or substance abuse, but she fears getting caught when ditching school.
Here is another girl who ditches regularly without much consequence.
She began ditching just the classes she didn't like, mainly math and
reading, but as she and her friends became more daring, the number of
absences increased.
One method Nina uses is to call the clerk and say she has to go to
the clinic in Santos for a doctor's appointment. And the clerk who is
well liked by many Quentin students never questions Nina's words.
During one of her ditch mornings "We smoked a cigarette and then we
were out there. We were playing games in the computer room at Santos,
and we were playing games for like two hours." In one discussion with
Linda, Nina and their friend Karla, all three girls agree they ditch many,
many times and are caught very few. Even when I speak with Ms. Illich
about Nina, the counselor says one of her problems is the number of
absences. She makes no mention of any ditching.
There are some things at Quentin which Nina feels are unfair. She
doesn't like not being able to eat outside in the back patio area of the
school, and she doesn't like the restriction of not going to lockers in
between classes. She also feels there is prejudice on the part of some
adults. So for Nina leaving Quentin develops into a positive prospect,
but one limited by her decisions to reject the Quentin mandates for
promotion.
Nina's hopes for the future include getting the training to become a
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beautician. Perhaps this is why she is extremely conscious about her
hair, and proud of her abilities to cut and perm even at her young age.
One of her fights in school centers around gossip and a lie which gives
credit for penning someone's hair to Linda's sister, and not to Nina.
This focus on appearance irritates some of Nina's teachers. She
concentrates on her "looks" and not on the books.
There are also times when Nina thinks she might become a police
officer but her conversations refer more to being a beautician. After
all, she has an aunt who styles hair, so Nina's career model is a family
member whom she frequently observes working at her trade.
Nina's aunts, uncles and grandmother are important people in her
life. School records indicate that Nina's father died. She refuses to
speak about him, but she will speak about her mother, but not with love
and fondness.
I never told you about my mom. I told Ms. Sanchez. It's a big
problem. 1 never did like my mom, never. Since 1 was born,
my aunt since she was eleven, she's been taking care of me. My
mom says she loves me and all this stuff but 1 go, 'You don't love
me. Those are just words. If you really did love me. When my
tia (aunt) was eleven you would have probably taken care of me,
not her.' She had my brother at the age of fourteen. And my
mom sells herself and some of my friends know it, and I feel
embarrassed. Linda knows and she didn't say nothing to nobody.
It's just between me and her. We were cruising around and on a
corner I saw my mom and I go, 'Let's go.' And Linda goes,
'Who is she, Nina?' And I go, 'I don't know her,' and Linda
said, 'Tell me, tell me.' And she made her brother get out of the
car, and we got out and I told her that was my mom. I was so
embarrassed. 1 just tripped out.
My mom lives in a whorehouse. She looks ugly. She's thirty
and she looks fifty. The drugs and everything. She's gross. I
don't like her at all. Ms. Sanchez said, 'Well, how's your mom?'
And I said, 'I don't know my mother.' I never did have a
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mother...There was one thing last Friday, she pisses me off. Me
and my uncle and my aunt, around two in the morning, they
called and it was her. She goes, 'Eddie beat me up.' And she
had two black eyes and it pissed me off. I go, 'I hate you.' Then
I didn't say nothing, but my mom knows I hate her. She calls so
we can go and pick her up cause her boyfriend beat her up. I
did it for my uncle and my sister, not for my mom. (01: 10-3086)
It seems that attempts by Nina's mom to reconnect with her are
secondary issues related to the mom's immediate personal need. Nina
does not come first, nor is any attention given to Nina's concerns as a
young adolescent. Nina's mom and her "stepfather" have caused Nina
both embarrassment and pain. She relates another experience of abuse
to her, this time at the hands of James, her mother's husband.
My uncle was standing in the front yard, and then James ran and
jumped the fence because he knew my uncle was going to kick
his ass, because one time James he had beat me up. The cord of
the radio, my mom and her boyfriend hit me and hit me and hit
me. And 1 was all embarrassed and I had marks on my face.
Then Ms. Sanchez saw me and asked me what happened and I
said nothing. She told me to go into her office and she sawall
the marks. Sometimes when I sit like that my back hurts because
I feel the pain sometimes when they're hitting me. And the
marks are still there. I guess I was abused and Ms. Sanchez
wanted me to file a complaint and I go no. I ran back to my
class and Ms. Sanchez told me to go back to the office. I never
did like my mom. And my dad, I never met him. (01:10-3086)
It is evident that the family Nina lives with feels they did the best
thing by bringing her to live with them. She's one of their own. But the
family raise:; Nina in a manner which many people would question.
Nina talks frequently about her uncle, a bachelor around thirty who
works at the University. This is the uncle who whipped Nina at least
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once, but this is also the uncle who gives Nina money, clothes and
privileges. "He buys me everything I want. I guess it's because I never
saw my dad because he's dead now. When he throws me the car keys to
go to the store to take my aunt, I don't give him the keys back, and then
I just leave. But he don't get mad. He don't say nothing." Both Nina's
aunt and her "Nana" feel that her uncle Tony gives her too much. Nina's
mom even tries to change his ways.
'God, you always buy her stuff and everything.' And he says,
'Of course, because you're never here to buy her nothing.' She
gets mad and she says she's never going to give me anything.
She tells me that she's going to tell him not to give me nothing.
She tells him but he don't listen. He's the oldest of all of them.
(GI: 1-16-87)
And as the "oldest of them all" no one says much about Nina's driving.
She brings people to the store, and in exchange she can have some use of
the car. Nina is the one who frequently drives Nikki home when the
girls have partied and it grows late. So Nina leaves the reservation and
drives within the city proper, but not for an extended period of time.
Nina is too young to have a driver's license.
It seems in some ways that Nina's family now treats her like she is
one of the adults. True, she is still in middle school, but a number of
young girls on the reservation have dropped out of school, a significant
number have born children, so these young girls living close in the same
community are living out adult patterns.
Nina also looks much older than her fourteen years, like a young
adult. She is stocky, well developed, with carefully permed hair and a
daily wash of eye liner, blush, lipstick and whatever else goes into the
ritual of adult makeup application. It is no wonder, then, that Nina is
included in the adult recreation habits of her family.
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Nina began doing drugs in sixth grade when her "sister" supplied

her. (Sometimes Nina refers to the young women in her immediate
family as her sisters, or she also calls them her aunts.) That is also the
beginning of her serious drinking. Nina says that now if she and her
friends want to bring wine coolers to school, she just asks her aunt to
buy them for her and she'll do itJ This aunt is also one of the people
who supply Nina with drugs.
My aunt is a druggie. She sells cocaine and all this. We had a
nickel bag and I told Linda that everybody was chipping in and
Linda brought a dollar. She wanted the whole bag for herself.
But we shared and we started rolling them. She said she didn't
want Nancy smoking with us and I told her that Nancy had
chipped in and she could smoke with us. So she said okay. (01:
12-11-86)
This particular aunt and another one both live in the house with Nina,
along with Nina's two stepbrothers who are sixteen and eighteen years
old. Nina doesn't say much about the boys other than that they dropped
out of high school. In fact, both Nina's aunts dropped out of school too.
Nina's mom left school in eighth grade. Most of these individuals are
drug users.
The presence of drugs in Nina's home, bought and sold, accounts
for her interest in trying them, and using them. School is of little
interest to her, so drugs do provide some of the "fun" Nina is so
desperately searching for. "When I done coke I didn't know how to do
it. At first they would tell me to shoot it up with heroin and all that
stuff. I wasn't good because I could have died. I didn't know how to do
it. I didn't know how to go like that with the straw. But it was fun and
at least I got a chance to do all of it."
By second semester Nina is coming to school "buzzed" all the time,
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knowing that she will never be detected. If her behavior appears
"crazy," people think. that it is just normal conduct for Nina.
At this point she has also found another source of drugs, this time
through her stepbrother. It is so easy for Nina to obtain drugs when
her family provides such easy access. "My cousin, she's married or
going with this guy and he's my brother's friend, and that's how we get
it from them because they sell it. And I get it off my cousin's boyfriend
too. He's in the Mafia. I went to my cousin's boyfriend '8 house and they
had boxes of cocaine and weed and stuff. They are in the Mafia and they
make big bucks."
Her family gives Nina good modeling in drug use, but nothing in
school attendance or academic encouragement. They also never talk
with her about sex education. She finds out information at school. Nina
tells me that her Nana said that if she ever became pregnant she'd be
thrown out of the house. In so many ways it seems that Nina is taking
hold of life and living it, all on her own in the midst of a family who is
benignly corrupting her. Nina's uncle lovingly gives her twenty dollars
a month for lunches, even though somehow she qualifies for the school
federal lunch program, but she frequently uses the money to pool it with
her friends and buy drugs or coolers. It seems unlikely that this is a
secret within the family since two members are Nina's suppliers.
It is understandable that even though Nina's elementary school
record shows her capable of having at least average success in school,
the negative factors take strong hold when Nina reaches middle school.
A
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at the elementary record, however, uncovers times when choices

regarding Nina's education are questionable.
Nina has repeated first grade even though her evaluation in the
first bilingual classroom shows satisfactory grades in all areas. Her
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bilingual teacher writes, "I think Nina would be able to work better in a
frrst grade classroom where English is spoken all day. Being in a
bilingual classroom is much too difficult for Nina, and it would be much
easier for her to stay in first grade another year." The rationale for this
decision appears weak and not founded on what is developmentally
appropriate.
One teacher feels that an English only environment will help Nina.
Yet her second grade teacher writes asking that someone at home "please
have Nina read in English and Spanish this summer." In third grade
Nina receives "satisfactory" in reading and language arts, yet specific
areas are checked indicating that she is "below grade level" in reading
and in both oral and written expression. It seems there may be a
question about language dominance in Nina's case, and the school seems
unfocused on how best to help this student. My own notes written after
reviewing Nina's records also indicate some problem in her records.
"These records are so incomplete and without organized entries, it is
difficult to utilize them." They do reveal Nina's developing dislike for
reading, but they also reveal her potential for success.
Nina struggles to comply at school, at least in some minimal way;
she doesn't want to fail again. She has a set of friends awaiting her in
high school. Yet she also has family and friends encouraging her to use
drugs and not attend school. The choices are difficult. In this eighth
grade year when Nina believes she isn't learning anything in most of her
classes, the decision to follow the anti school promptings are loud and
clear. She follows these and becomes an alien within the Quentin
boundaries.
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Discussion. A Girl Addicted and Abused
Nina has already spent two years in Quentin Middle School. She
begins her seventh grade year with serious academic difficulties, but
survives and passes to eighth grade. She does not fair so well in eighth.
That whole year shows failing evaluations and she fmishes the year with
a retention notice to repeat the grade. Her second try is somewhat
better, at least she doesn't fail all her classes. But Nina seems to have no
heart for the kind of experiences found in Quentin classes.
The attachments Nina makes at Quentin are with friends, the same
group she fails with but they move on to high school. Then she attaches
herself to newly formed friends during this year.
No teachers know Nina; the principal, however, has made a
connection. Nina feels she can approach Ms. Sanchez. But the difficulty
of position is real, a principal just does not have much time for one
student, at least as in most schools where schedules change and minute
crises demand the administrator's focus. Perhaps the questions rise as an
afterthought, but what would happen if Ms. Sanchez offers Nina
friendship and counseling? Sanchez does tell Nina a personal story about
her own mom, but what if she enters Nina's confidence enough so that
Nina shares the whole picture of her abuses and drug usage? Would
there be intervention? No one else knows Nina well enough to hear her
whole story and give help. What are the options for a girl like Nina,
with her embroiled, corruptive circumstances?
Nina shows her interest and talents to the teachers. She loves to
write, draw, and participate in some sports. But all this is lost
information for the Quentin faculty. Somehow only Ms. Sanchez picks
up on Nina's art talent, but then she eliminates trying to schedule Nina
into the present art curriculum. It is an issue of personality conflict, or
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so Ms. Sanchez thinks. There is no softball team, no art club, no literary
magazine and Nina isn't scheduled for journalism the second semester.
There are no outlets for her interests at Quentin.
This young girl comes to her second eighth grade year having
accumulated a number of experiences which signal spechll needs. She
comes as an abused girl, one addicted to drinking and drugs, a two-time
"repeater" in school, an illegitimate child whose mother "sells herself," a
girl who has been raped, and one whose family members supply her
with drugs and alcohol. What can Quentin do, as it is presently
structured, for a girl like Nina? The social worker conducts some
groups for children in alcoholic families, and those having experienced
some loss. Nina is ripe for both these groups, but she is not a
participant. Who knows about her loss and her alcoholic aunt living
with her? Would Nina have approached the social worker? I think not.
She does not even appear at an art contest in seventh grade, and this is at
the request of a teacher she cares for. Nina is too embarrassed. Does
anyone pursue Nina? It seems there is no positive adult attachment for
Nina, beside a limited response from the principal.
Nina and her friends are signaling the code for help and
intervention. They frequently ditch classes and whole days, yet seldom
are "caught." Nina's excuses to the school clerk for not attending never
trigger any notice. Even the nurse says that Nina used to come to visit
her many times, but knowledge of that behavior remains within the walls
of the nursing station. A number of the adults at Quentin know a few of
Nina's nonconforming behaviors, but by not sharing this information
Nina is able to continue her negative school patterns, unquestioned and
unbridled. Nina is at risk, but the standard school category of at risk in
no way touches the real life and risk of this Yaqui girl.
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Linda
A Girl in Critical Times
Linda was one of the first girls to put her journal in the office
drawer. We made the arrangement that each person would somehow
find time to drop her spiral notebook in the designated spot, a drawer
located near a much used phone in Quentin's main office. Linda
immediately followed through with the plan and made it to the front part
of the building, probably thinking it is the first time she walks there
without answering a call from authority. Not that Linda is getting in
trouble a lot during her first days at Quentin, but Linda is not the type
of student to find excuses for "hanging out" in the office. Her first
journal entry provides a good introduction to her as a wonderful
informant, a decisive person, and in some ways a typical young teen.
Dear Pat,
Today was boring as usual. In math we graded our
homework. I didn't do it. Mr. Hanson gives a lot of it. Today it
was boring as usual. I think school sucks! Well, I want to know
what I'm suppose to write! Can you tell me when you write
back, ok? Well I don't like some of the teachers here, especially
Ms. Travers and Mr. Benson. Mr. Benson treats me like shit. I
think he's prejudiced but I don't know. Well, I hope this
research works out. Let me tell you something about me. I love
to eat pizza. My favorite color is blue. I like this guy named Joe
Nunez. I hate this girl named Elizabeth Coronado. Nina and I
are best friends. Well, that's all for now. Bye-Bye.
(J: 10-7-86)
From the first day I met her, Linda's story about school didn't
change very much. The boredom never vanishes, if anything, it
intensifies. For a long time she sees Mr. Benson as a prejudiced teacher,
demanding a kind of excellence which is new to her, demanding
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studiousness and perfection. She avoids him in the halls and she begins
to avoid attending his art class.
But even though these October days are growing hard for her in
school and her tolerance for boredom is diminishing; she comes to
.school most of the time. Linda is an intelligent girl, she has a successful
history in elementary school. Seventh grade, however, was a dismal
academic year but Linda knows those grades certainly don't indicate her
potential. She knows her capabilities, and she is giving this new year at
Quentin a final thrust for school success before she moves on to high
school. But as the weeks and months wear on Linda finds new and more
rewarding activities to keep her interested, excited and entertained. She
goes where she doesn't have to deal with prejudice, and where the
mounting boredom is dispelled in an energized life she creates. Her new
involvements keep her active, focused and amused. They allow her to be
a person she cannot be in an atmosphere like Quentin's. Linda's
interests and involvement lay outside the precarious walls of school
protection.
Linda's best friend whom she mentions in her journal, Nina, is
another one of the at risk girls in this research project. She and Nina
share experiences together, they create adventure, not in their classes,
but they mobilize friends and onlookers in their craving for fun and
"craziness." They became friends, perhaps, because they live in the
same community, ride the same school bus for the half hour it travels
from Santos to Quentin, and they have cultural ties which bind them
together. They understand without reams of written language what the
heart knows and heritage explahs. a bonded community lifestyle that is
totally unfamiliar to most of the girls at Quentin.
Both Linda and Nina are Yaqui members of the Indian community
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which has reservation land close to Quentin. The Yaqui middle
schoolers ride the bus together each morning, living a whole lifetime
during those preschool minutes before they ever reach Quentin. Linda
is new to the community, her family recently received permission from
the Indian housing authority to move into one of the rental houses in
Santos. So Linda's need for time to develop friendships is answered
during those early morning drives; she grows to know her community
peers a little better each day as the school bus travels its five or six miles
back and forth. And Linda "clicks" with Nina.
Living on the reservation is a new experience for this girl. She has
grown up in California where many of her relatives still live. Linda's
immediate family moved to Urman at the beginning of her seventh grade
year, but the family lived outside the reservation. There was no
available rental housing then. So they lived in another part of the city
and Linda attended a junior high school where there were some minority
students, but very few were Native Americans. She made friends at that
new school, seemed to like it there, and began to change her direction
away from the tenuous road of academic success.
Linda comes to Quentin now, in her eighth grade year, a student
new to the school and new to this part of the city. She settles in with the
community on the Santos reservation and makes her life there, a new
girl in among teens and early adolescents who have grown up together in
tightly bonded circumstances. Linda has a need to belong, she has a need
to join the thrust of life generated by her Santos peers.
During the course of her eighth grade year Linda begins to grow
more and more disassociated from the school community. She begins
making small decisions, but those minor resolves bring serious
consequences. Linda is a strong-willed person, decisive, firm in making
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decisions which affect others. Linda is a leader; she does not follow at
the whim and fancy of her girlfriends. She suggests, directs, and
assumes consequences. In some ways she is so much older than her
thirteen years. Her looks belie her age; perhaps an older appearance
filters in to affect an emerging strength. For whatever reason each time
Linda makes one of her seemingly small, unimportant decisions it
becomes harder and harder for her to follow a path of student
conformity, one producing positive school attitudes and behaviors.
Linda becomes a precocious girl whose eighth grade year alters her life.
This year Linda is a girl living in critical times.

An Eighth Grader Looking Back,
"I Used to Want to Come to School"
Linda remembers that fifth grade was a special time for her.
School is fun and she receives a lot of attention that year. Her grades
show mostly B's and C's, so school seems like such a good place. Success
feels good for Linda.
The following year her grade indicators also show academic
progress. By the time she is ready for sixth grade graduation to junior
high Linda is an AlB student. By all standards Linda is moving forward
with expectation for school success.
Her school records for standardized testing indicate that her
achievement is average in almost each area tested at a particular grade
level. However, Linda scores higher than average in math. She has
always liked this subject. When she talks about her math class and her
math ability in the early part of the year, Linda feels that math is a good
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class in eighth grade. Then, however, after a few months it's apparent
that Linda has changed her mind. She says she is now ditching math
because it is boring and her teacher's jokes are "old."
But for that first quarter Linda does well in math; her report card
shows a B, and her teacher has no complaints about Linda's work. Linda
confesses that she doesn't do the math homework too often anymore, and
she doesn't do all the assignments in class. She feels she doesn't need to,
after all, Mr. Hanson doesn't grade the assignments; he only grades the
tests. So Linda takes the tests and does well, but her interest and
enthusiasm for math just isn't the same as when she was in fifth and sixth
grade.
Linda's eagerness for most academic subjects isn't the same as it
was in elementary school. In this eighth grade, however, she does
average work in language arts, social studies, and science during the first
quarter. In computers and art, her grades indicate some difficulty, but
Linda knows the difficulty is not one of mastering the content in classes.
Her words indicate a difficulty which reaches far beyond any attempt to
satisfy fa teacher's requirements, even beyond a question about her art
teacher's prejudice. Linda's words signify the beginning stage of school
rejection.
But in general, at the beginning of this particular year Linda feels
that even though school is harder at Quentin than at her seventh grade
school, and even though she has trouble in some of her classes, she
knows that she can finish the year and be promoted to ninth grade.
Linda expresses the mounting dislike she feels for her language
arts/social studies teacher. Ms. Travers gives her students far too much
work, as Linda sees it. She not only gives them too much work, but the
assignments are boring, and then to top it off, she never gives them
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enough time to finish their work. "Language arts and social studies are
the classes I hate. Real bad. That teacher tries to be a genius.

Everything is history to her, even if we get a free movie, it will be on
history." It isn't that Linda can't complete the work, she could if she has
enough time. Linda even likes having a long period where you don't
have to change classes. Linda just wants a different teacher.
Linda felt better about her classes the year before. Her grades were
not good, but she liked her seventh grade classes. This year she has to
contend with a "snotty" language arts teacher who "gives too much
homework and thinks she knows everything", and also a "prejudiced" art
teacher. She still does not like Mr. Benson. "He just wants everything to
be perfect. I won't do it over." She frequently has harsh words for Mr.
Benson when we talk about classes ... till toward the end of the semester.
Then Linda changes in her attitude, feels he changes toward her. "He
helped me bring up my grade. I take the attendance up to the office. He
gave me some potato chips. Before I hated him, now I like him."
Linda's grade did change, from an F to a D.
Linda feels that her science class is pretty easy. She never says too
much about this class. It neither stimulates nor bores her. She likes her
computer class; that, too, is "kind of easy." She likes it when they
sometimes watch movies in there; it's fun. That aspect of school is
important for Linda, having fun. She wants something more out of
school; she doesn't believe it should be all work as she finds it now. She
says this. Part of her final rejection of school is the reality for Linda
that there isn't much fun in most of her classes. "If it wasn't only work
in all the classes."
This fact is important in understanding Linda's choices, because by
late October even though she hadn't been at Quentin too long, she is
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frequently expressing her boredom and has negatively assessed the
school attendance part of her day. She has not only started to avoid
individual classes, but she has also started to ditch the whole day. What
would make things different enough for Linda so that she could tolerate
the boredom?
She tells me having only three classes would help, the three she
endures. She focuses often on her dislike of Ms. Travers and her block
classes. "All she does is talk about work. She makes us do stupid work,
hard work, a lot of work .. .I'm going to tell Ms. Sanchez to change me.
I would come to school everyday if I didn't have her."
Perhaps Ms. Travers becomes Linda's scapegoat, or perhaps Linda
truly does ditch to escape this particular teacher. But she refuses to go
and talk with Ms. Travers about the situation. She can't overcome her
intense dislike, or perhaps Linda doesn't have much experience with the
positive steps of conflict resolution. For whatever reasons, Linda's
patterns and story became more complicated as the semester wears on.
What Linda wants from school is not only a place where she can
have fun, but she wants to be treated "not like a student." Somehow, in
Linda's mind, students are treated differently from regular people. At
the time when she was feeling positive about her math teacher, Linda
said he joked around and let the kids talk in class. This seems, for her,
like a more humane treatment, a more adult-like treatment. Mr. Hanson
said in his interview that he got into some trouble because of his style
with students.
Take Linda, for example. I treat her like she's sixteen or
seventeen years old. She acts like it. I treat her like it. I mean
you talk down to them. I guess I go against a lot of the classical
views of teaching but I figure they're human beings, you're a
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human being. (TI: 10-29-86)
Linda wants more people to treat her differently. Therefore,
Linda's attitude changes from being that of a student somewhat bored
with school, to one expressing no need for school. She becomes angry,
and she doesn't care any more. She doesn't care about any phase of
schoo1. She can certainly meet her girlfriends at other times, school
isn't a necessary meeting place for her. By April, Linda isn't concerned
if she will be promoted to high school. Her life changes; there is no
turning back. Her frame of mind about school is set. For Linda, school
is a waste of time.
A Girl's World. "I Don't Like School No More"
What happened to Linda, what changed her? When she first
started ditching classes I asked her what she did after schoo1. One time
she told me she and some of her friends went over to the high school
"just to get away from schoo1." She got caught that particular time
because her group didn't go home till 11:30 PM. And it was the BIAS
(an Indian plain clothed police-like group which investigates and patrols
the reservation) which found out where she and her friends were. "They
try to be undercover, but everybody knows. They busted us. I was
hiding, right, in the house, in my friend's house. And they said, 'You
guys all come out right now or the parents will get arrested.'" The
school hadn't called Linda's house to find out if she was ill that day. The
school doesn't seem to have a system in place which finds "ditching"
students. So Linda ditches a lot, most of the time without being
"caught."
When she and her friends leave school, even for a short time, they
meet at a couple of specific places, "by the playground, under the little
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house and sometimes at the corner right behind the school." This works
well, and once they begin their pattern, it just falls into place. Linda
grows accustomed to attending school less and less. It is more fun being
with friends, going to the high school,' and far more interesting to focus
on fmding a boyfriend.
When Linda leaves school she occasionally goes to the high school,
but she stops that after she meets Rudolfo. In her first letter to me
Linda mentions a boy she is interested in. Linda was looking around at
that time. Her first serious relationship with a boy lasted during that
summer before eighth grade. She doesn't speak much about the
experience, but it probably pales in excitement compared to what she
finds in her eighth grade year.
By August Linda is ready for a new boyfriend. And as her math
teacher notes, Linda looks much older than her thirteen years. She is
attractive with long, dark wavy hair and expressive eyes. She teases her
hair which seems the style of some of the Indian girls. Linda isn't slim,
but she has that solid build of a sports minded girl ready to pounce on
the softball championship. Her figure is well developed, and she has an
air about her that makes her seem secure, sure of herself. She appears
older than her years, perhaps it is the way she walks, perhaps it is a
manner of detennination. Linda is a girl who might not find too many
appealing middle school boys flirting in Quentin's halls. Evidently this
proved true for her, so Linda looks elsewhere for an eighth grade
boyfriend.
What Linda finds is a boyfriend who not only goes to the high
school, but he lives in the Santos community. Rudolfo is fifteen, two
years older than Linda and already "experienced" with girls, as Linda
told me late in our conversations. I don't know where they met and
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fonned a friendship, perhaps in Santos, perhaps at the high school, or
perhaps Linda met Rudolfo through her older sister Lara. Lara
becomes the girlfriend of Rudolfo's older brother. So the boyfriend
girlfriend relationship between Linda and her sister, and Rudolfo and his
brother become a great convenience for Linda.
Mter school each night Linda watches TV for a little while, eats
something, than she and Lara take off going to the laundromat where
they meet their boyfriends and some other friends. Or they go over to
Rudolfo's house and "party" there. It seems that Rudolfo's mom doesn't
mind having a lot of young people in the house. She is "older" Linda
says, around forty, and she never says anything to her sons or their
friends. That house becomes the house where Linda finds fun.
According to Linda, her mom and dad have some rules about when
she should be home. 8 :30 is the time, then she is supposed to do her
homework and go to bed around 9:30. Linda says her dad is strict; I
assume that she also means about meeting the deadline for returning
home. On the weekends, however, the rule is that Linda can be out till
12:30 if she is alone with her friends, but she can stay out till 1 AM if
she is with her sister. As the semester wears on, however, it becomes
questionable whether Linda does return home for her 8:30 week night
curfew.
Linda tells me her mom likes Rudolfo, so this fact plus the reality
that Linda goes out with her sister probably relieves Linda's parents of
any worry about their middle daughter. But Rudolfo is becoming a
serious boyfriend. This I gather as Linda starts coming to see me with
"hickies" on her neck. She is :mabashed when I mention her marks. She
doesn't flaunt them, but she certainly doesn't do anything to cover them.
She is entering into a new phase in this relationship.
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Two changes occur simultaneously during my conversations with
Linda. The first is that she talks more frequently about missing school
and secondly, she continually expresses intense disinterest in being at
Quentin. Classes have no appeal to her. She attends at times, to be with
her friends, particularly Nina, and with her older friend Sonja (another
girl in the research project). But not even computers have much appeal
anymore, and she begins to see math as another one of her boring
subjects. Along with these conversation topics are introduced new
interests, how she and her friends are getting drunk, and how they use
drugs.
Evidently drinking with Rudolfo is not a new experience for
Linda. She tells me she started drinking "about two years ago, when I
was about eleven. They just only drink beers. I used to just take a
drink. Last year I used to drink a lot." But the drinking didn't occur
with just her school friends. She drank with some other group; I don't
know who those people were. But now Linda talks freely about her
drinking habits and what happens to her.
It's fun. I think it's fun. I like drinking. It's trippy, or
when all your friends are buzzing and you're buzzing. A few
weeks ago I passed out. We were going down Sixth Street and
they bought a tall case of Bud. And me and my sister drank like
a twelve pack and we were just chugging the beers. We were on
the eighth one and we were smoking some weed. (GI: 10-29-86)
It didn't take Linda very long to not only move to a new level of
drinking, but she then shared with me that she is also using drugs with
her friends. When I ask her if her mom knows that she drinks, she says
yes.
Kind of, yeah, not that much. She only thinks that I only drink
a little bit. They tripped out on me because my dad was sick,
and he had bought a big bottle of Tequila because he drinks that
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when he's sick. And he filled up a cup and he was giving it to
my older brother and he didn't want to drink, so I got it and I
drank it. He (dad) called me a wino. It was funny. (10-20-86)
Linda began bringing cigarettes to school, and is becoming more
brave about what she will or will not do in Quentin. She says she
sometimes smokes pot in school, "soml!times not, but I come to school
all buzzed." She talks about how drinking affects her and about coming
to school drunk, or with a hangover.
When I drink I don't drink to get drunk, to just enjoy it. When I
know I've had enough I just stop. I only drink one of them. It
takes a long time to get me drunk. So that's why when I drink I
don't usually get drunk unless I'm drinking from early in the
morning and then I get drunk .. .I came to school drunk one time.
Everybody says I was tripping, but to me it didn't feel like it. I
know I was drunk. You know JD, Jack Daniels and Seagrams
Seven. We drank like about that much of it and one of them
brought cocaine and mixed it. And then we drank it straight. I
was drunk ...Some people drink to be cool or something. I just
drink to enjoy it. I don't act like nobody when I drink. That's
one thing I hate, when people try to be somebody else and be
something else ... They say I talk more when I'm drunk. When
I'm drunk if somebody tells me something I just turn around and
I sit there. Like I'll look at somebody mean which I won't know,
and they'll start. Sometimes I'm mad at them. I know what I'm
doing. (10-13-86)
So Linda not only smokes cigarettes at school, but pot, and she says
she comes with a hangover. By the second semester she tells that she
comes to school with a hangover three or four times a week. When I
ask her what would happen if her parents objected to her drinking, she
responds quite simply that she just wouldn't go home. Linda
emphatically states she never wants to stop drinking. Her friends drink,
they keep her company, they help her up when she is staggering. She
knows they '11 get her home when she looses a sense of where she is and
what she should be doing. And as for Rudolfo, he does "all kinds of
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thingS." This boyfriend is one to "party" with, one with whom she can
drink and be free.
He was into "coke" and he was into "speed." He was into beer, he
was into hard liquor and he was into "paint," but then not. (I
asked about "paint.") Sniffmg paint. The only thing I haven't
done was "coke." I don't think I want to do that. Now all he
does is smokes "weed," cigarettes. He drinks. Everybody
drinks. And that's it. (GI: 10-29-86)
Much later on when we were talking about drug use in a different
context, Linda told me more about "paint." "It gets you like you were
drunk and high at the same time. It's gold paint, that clear paint. It lasts
like an hour. It depends on how much you sniff. When you first do it
you can feel it and you keep doing it, and you don't know what you're
doing."
I ask Linda if she thinks of herself as an alcoholic, she replies no.
She probably would say no to being a drug addict also. So her days
pass, filled with pot and hangovers. She and her sister venture out
almost every night, staying out late, and Linda has long given up dealing
with any homework reminders of Quentin. More and more she misses
school, yet strangely enough Linda believes she has parents who are
fairly strict.
Linda never shares too much about her dad. Her school records note
that her parents were separated, so perhaps this man who is living with
them is her stepfather. Perhaps he is no official relative at all, but Linda
just refers to him as her father. I never found out. Linda tells me a
. little about her mom, but not too much. There is a mysterious element
present in Linda's family life.
Not only does Linda have an older brother and sister, but she has an
eight year old little sister as well. Linda tells me her mom was pregnant
with her older sister when she was sixteen, Linda's mom is currently
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only thirty-one. It seems that Linda and her mom get along fairly well.
Once in awhile Linda alludes to something "she" (her mom) did in the
family which Linda doesn't like. But basically, Linda seldom complains
about things at home. Yet she also confides to me that she ran away
from home in early December. She went to her girlfriend Kishe's
house. Linda said that staying there was fine with Kishe's mom because
the mom lets Kishe "get high," and "I gave her mom a drag last night."
Something new has started happening in Linda's house. There is a
problem with her mom and Linda talks about getting angry with her.
She acts stupid. She could be a dog too. She could be nice to
me, but when my dad comes she could tell him all this shit that
ain't true, and try to get me in trouble. Just the way she is,
she'll say that 1 didn't do this or that. And that 1 was talking
back to her, like that.
(GI: 12-18-86)
When she returns home after running away Linda accounts that things
are better with her mom, but it seems to me that Linda's habits may have
triggered a changed response from her mom, and Linda is not liking this
change. Also, it seems that since Linda doesn't classify herself as an
alcoholic, then perhaps she also doesn't see how what she is doing might
be troublesome for her mom. But for whatever reasons, it appears the
family atmosphere is presently not as tranquil as it had been in the past.
When 1 talk with Linda during those early October days about her
future she tells me she wants to be a lawyer. Her uncle has gotten into
some trouble with the law, and ever since that incident she feels she'd
like a law career. She thinks of herself as smart, and definitely
intelligent enough to study law. However, Linda is satisfied to get C's in
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most of her classes, so that the aspiration of becoming a lawyer is not in

any way realistically related to present day achievement in school. And
also, as her relationship with Rudolfo intensifies and her addictive habits
continue, her interest in law decreases. Later on in the semester when
we talk again about the same topic Linda doesn't know what she wants to
become. Her circumstances change, she knows that the direction of her
life will also radically change, and becoming a lawyer is the least of her
concerns at the present time.
As the weeks pass Linda shares more of the pieces of her life. She
doesn't receive an allowance at home but she earns money by babysitting
and by cleaning for her mom. She earns enough money to buy alcohol
and drugs if she wants. "With ten dollars you could buy a nickel bag of
weed, and you could buy like a six -pack of beer." Linda never let up in
her alcohol/drug use for most of the year. She doesn't talk about buying
clothes or looking at the latest fashion jewelry. Her focus is on her
addictive habits. Yet she still never thinks about alcoholism, the need for
drug rehabilitation or her drinking friends as alcoholics. "I don't think
anyone's an alcoholic. 1 mean, if they want to drink, they're going to
drink anyway. Either you force them to or not, they're going to drink
it."
Linda continues her patterns, she increases her ditching. She worries
a little about "getting busted," because then she might get "grounded."
And given that h~r fun world is one outside of school, being grounded
would mean restriction to home. She doesn't want this, but she needn't
worry because it doesn't seem likely to happen. There is no notification
from the Quentin office; there is no telephone call from any teacher.
Linda continues to talk about too much homework. If she did do any
of the work those days, the amount of spare time she has and how she
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feels detennines whether or not she even opens her books. As the
semester wears on she completes less and less homework. Perhaps Linda
would have become more involved in Quentin if she had joined a club,
but her interests are for a girls' basketball team or a softball team.
Quentin has neither.
Her classes are still not inviting to her. There was nothing at
Quentin to focus her interest other then the efforts at ditching classes,
meeting with some of her friends, and sharing stories of what goes on in
her outside, fun world, her world with Rudolfo.
Ms. Triplett is one of the adults at Quentin who worries about Linda.
And Linda feels the only person she can talk with is Ms. Triplett, the
school aide who operates a special room for Indian students. Yet they
don't sit down and talk that often at the beginning of the year. Linda is
an Indian student who can avail herself of the Indian resource room, yet
she chooses most frequently to be with friends, not to go for help to the
resource room. Probably Linda feels she doesn't need any academic
help.
At some point during the beginning of the second semester Linda
runs away again, this time she goes to Rudolfo's house. Linda talks
about living there and what the community in Santos thinks about this.
Before people used to come over and they were saying that it
wasn't right for me to be there. They kept coming over and
over. They were from Talman. The day before yesterday they
came. They weren't talking to me. They were talking to
Rudolfo, and they were telling him that I had to go home. They
were saying that if I didn't go home, they were gonna press
charges against my mom for child neglect, and that they were
going to investigate. Then yesterday my mom called me, and
my sister brought a note that said that she gave her pennission
for me to stay there. I don't think they could do nothing now
because that's what they needed at first. (GI: 3-2-87)
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Linda thinks that life at Rudolfo's was "nonnal" for her and that she
got along "good" with his mom. She was there because "I don't like
staying at my house." She had jobs there, like "coming to school,
cleaning our room, help clean the kitchen. 1 don't have to, but I do. I
make food." When she talks about cleaning "our" room she affinns
explicitly that she and Rudolfo are sexually involved. Her previous
display of "hickies" and her recounted life of drinking and drug use with
Rudolfo make this already fairly apparent.
What comes to light during these days is that living at Rudolfo's
house is his mom and dad, Rudolfo's seventeen year old brother and his
pregnant girlfriend, and Rudolfo's sister Margarita who is also an eighth
grade student at Quentin. Linda tells me that she hasn't talked to her
dad, but she has spoken with her mom. "I don't talk to my dad but my
mom told me to do what I want to do, so 1 did." And as for Rudolfo,
..."he was in school, but he stopped going and they dropped him
two days ago. I don't know what he's going to do. He was going
to go into this program where they're going train him to get a
job. But he has to be sixteen. Then there's these people from
Talman who want to take him to boarding school. They said if
he don't go, they're going to make the court take him. If his
mom wants him to, he has to ... She wanted him to go. They were
going to take him to that school, but then he changed his mind.
He didn't want to go, so he didn't go. (GI: 3-2-87)
Linda's parents give permission for her to live with her fifteen year
old lover. They don't give her any money, anything that she needs is
supplied by Rudolfo's mom. The idea is that during the day Linda is
supposed to go to school with Margarita, but that doesn't always happen.
So after missing three days of school Linda's parents are contacted by
the school. It seems there is some indication that the school will notify
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the truant officer because of Linda's absences. The threat of the officer

motivates her dad to make her return home. "If I didn't go home, they
were going to call the cops." It seems that missing that number of days
in a short period of time triggered the school response. Perhaps
someone knew of the situation and notified the authorities. So Linda
does return home and she comes again to Quentin for a few days. It is
not acceptable to Linda's parents if she misses school; Rudolfo's mother,
however, is not concerned about this.
Linda's return home does not signal any change in attitudes about
school or about having Rudolfo as a boyfriend. She continues to see
him, and presumably, she continues to be sexually involved with him.
This young girl has some very strong ideas about life and how she
wants to live. Living with Rudolfo is just one example. Another
example is that Linda doesn't want to use any birth control measure.
Why? "Because I don't want to." When I ask her if she ever talks with
anybody about this she answers yes, "They would give it to me if I
wanted, for free, but I don't want it." It was then that Linda said she
wanted a baby.
Linda's friend Sonja is now pregnant. She is one of Linda's closest
friends, a little older, but they are allies. Sonja lives in Santos also, but
her boyfriend has just been directed to a boys' ranch for some criminal
offense, so Sonja wants his baby with her. At least this is how Linda and
a couple of the other girls view the situation.
And then there is Linda's brother who now is living at home with
his girlfriend because she, too, is pregnant. At this point in time so
many people in Linda's life are pregnant. And now possibly the most
important person in Linda's life is pregnant, her mom. Linda's world is
filled with pregnant women, many young pregnant women.
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It is no surprise, then, that within a month Linda tests positive for
pregnancy. She talks the matter over with her parents saying that she
does not want to live with them, especially now. She moves back with
Rudolfo, rarely coming to school. When she does come, she sees her
friends but avoids classes. She is supposed to be in a counseling group
because of her semester grades. Any person who fails two or more

classes is automatically put into a group. Linda is one of those failing at
least two classes, also getting three D's and I C. But somehow she never
attends a counseling session with Ms. Illich. Linda's name is included
with a group of others in the daily bulletin as a request from Ms. Illich.
Presumably these names are read aloud in the homerooms. But Linda
also doesn't arrive on time for homeroom, so she never hears the
announcement about her counseling attendance. Perhaps the issue of
grades is not the relevant topic for Linda. Perhaps she has more
pressing matters on her mind.
When I spoke with Linda late in the first semester before she
became pregnant, she wanted to ask Ms. Sanchez if she could go into the
PALS program to get her grades up. It doesn't matter to her if any of
her friends are in attendance. Getting her grades up is important. That
seems to be her last lunging forward toward some slight hope of passing,
and of staying with school. Far back in October Linda said, "In a way I
want to drop out but I know that I'll regret it." But later in April, that
is exactly what she plans to do.
Linda begins to make some plans about her life. Those plans do
not include attending Quentin. After she delivers the baby she plans on
going to a special Urman school for young mothers. "That school that
I'm going to go to, it has a nursery. So when I'm in school, it can take
care of the baby until I get out."
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Linda doesn't express great joy at being pregnant. "Everything. It's
weird. Just thinking about it. I don't know. I wanted to be pregnant,
but now that I am, I don't know." She also feels mixed emotions about
Rudolfo. "I don't know if I love him. Before I did, but now I don't
really know. I was going to leave him yesterday. I was going to go to
California. I was talking to my sister and then I just went back. We
fight. We fight a lot."
She talks about going to visit her "Nana" in California. This hope
might possibly develop because of her parents. She talks about them.
"She (her mom) knew in a way that I was going to be pregnant. My dad
isn't talking to me. He was yelling at me. He wanted to beat the shit out
of me but he couldn't. He said that Rudolfo had better support me. And
this and that ... "
So Linda's dad is putting his daughter in the care of fifteen year old
Rudolfo who has dropped out of school. Supposedly, Rudolfo has
registered to get a house from the Indian agency in Talman. But Linda
isn't wanting to live in Talman; it is too far away from the city. And she
isn't even sure if she wants to live with Rudolfo. But then, Linda is
thirteen years old.
Linda finally goes to the Indian resource aide at Quentin. She is the
one person whom Linda feels she can talk with. And it is Ms. Triplett
who takes Linda for the official pregnancy test. As for the Quentin
staff, no one knows by the beginning of May that one of their eighth
graders is pregnant.
So Linda finally stops going to Quentin; she refuses to attend.
After all, she needs to adjust to becoming a mother at fourteen. She will
tum fourteen in June, and now has new decisions to make.
Linda has no thoughts of having an abortion; that is out of the
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question. And she has no intention of giving the baby up for adoption.
She will birth the baby and mother the child. But as for school, Quentin
just hasn't provided for Linda's needs.

Discussion. A Girl Who Can't Turn Back
The dominant, overriding issue in the story of Linda is her path
toward pregnancy at the age of thirteen. All else pales beside this. We
in the adult world look at this young girl's story and most wish for a
more conventional early adolescence. But that isn't her path.
Linda cannot become immersed in her school world. This is not the
year for Linda to become a "school girl." She starts out with some
sparks of interest, but Quentin's holding power is far too weak for
Linda. She does well in math, she likes her computer class and science is
easy; but there is just too much concentration on study, and too great a
preponderance of work. There is not enough time at school to play, as
Linda perceives it. Also, she literally hates the teacher who instructs her
block class. Therefore, Linda endures Ms. Travers for two periods
each day, and those two classes contribute greatly to Linda's final
rejection of Quentin.
When I suggest to Linda that she go to Ms. Sanchez and tell her
about her feelings for Ms. Travers, Linda is extremely hesitant about
doing this. She just questions what Ms. Sanchez might do. She is
certainly willing to talk with Ms. Triplett in the Indian resource room,
but Ms. Triplett is not only not a teacher, she is not in a position to
change anything for Linda. After some weeks, however, Linda musters
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up the courage and makes an appointment to see Ms. Sanchez but the
conversation, as Linda recounts it, deals with Ms. Sanchez encouraging
Linda to boost up her grades. The real issues never surface. Perhaps
Ms. Sanchez sees Linda's record and feels her usual encouragement talk
seems appropriate for this underachieving young girl. Perhaps Ms.
Sanchez, even though trained as a counselor, does not allow Linda to
speak honestly about why she really comes to visit the principal. Perhaps
Ms. Sanchez does not have the time it takes to wait patiently for
struggling students to mumble past their fears and defenses to finally
spew out the truth of their lives. For whatever reasons, Linda's truth
remained hidden.
Linda begins serious ditching of classes; it is not detected at. Quentin.
If her parents had been notified, perhaps Linda would have been
grounded as she feared. Perhaps this would have been an effective
deterrent in Linda's life. But instead, the ditching becomes the fun at
Quentin, until, of course, Linda begins excessive drinking and serious
sexual involvement with her boyfriend.
Who can say why Linda chose this course. Was it because she
gained much needed attention by her adult-like behavior? Was it to
supplement the need for fun in her life? Was it to gain status among her
fifteen and sixteen year old friends? Was drinking her unconscious
objection to something which was happening at home? And was
alcoholism Linda's method to shed her youthful sexual inhibitions ?
These questions formed as I conversed with Linda; they linger as this
writing progresses.
Ms. Triplett is the Quentin person who knows Linda best, an adult at
the school and yet she does not share any information with the staff, and
decidedly not with the principal. Ms. Triplett is present for Linda, to
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help in a crisis time. Could she have helped Linda avoid the crisis of
young teen pregnancy?
Linda's parents react in ways which seem contrary to the values of
their own community and their culture. What prompts them to allow
their thirteen year old daughter to live with a fifteen year old boy in the
boy's home with his mother present? Yet they do. And they allow her
to live with him again when she becomes pregnant. Are these cultural
issues, or a particular family's style?
There are many unanswered questions regarding Linda's story.
There are many questions concerning what a school can do when such
strong forces draw a young girl into destructive behavior, and perilous
decisions. Yet Linda is real, not a fictitious case in an education or
psychology text. Did not Linda cry out her concerns? She hated one of
her teachers, she was bored in the classes, and she ditched school without
re{Jercussion. Who knew? Who would and could do anything for this
young girl? Linda is just one of Quentin's girls at risk, a girl whose
early teen pregnancy will alter her life.
Two Yaqui Girl
Nina and Linda become close friends for about six or seven
months during their eighth grade year. Each of their case stories
includes information about the other girl. At one point, however, they
are best friends, and as such their lives intertwine even more deeply.
Both these girls share what neither the Anglo or Hispanic girls share.
Linda and Nina are strongly influenced by the community in which they
live, a tribe of Native Americans which has a culture different from the
Anglo and Hispanic cultures dominant at Quentin.
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These two girls live under the same tribal laws, the same
community supervision, and hear told similar stories of Yaqui traditions.
They come to Quentin bonded in a unique way.
Both girls begin the year searching for new friends. Nina's friends
have been promoted to high school, and Linda is new to Quentin. They
also begin the year with disastrous academic evaluations from the
previous year. Nina is even repeating eighth grade. Their academic
patterns have been established before the girls meet and before the 198687 school year begins.
They also start the school year knowing what their interests are,
both in school activities and in leisure pastimes. Nina has spent hours
writing poetry and drawing, but not as part of her Quentin assignments.
Linda talks about liking math and how easy this is for her, but this year
Linda grows tired of math and her teacher. The subject no longer
sparks her interest. Both girls do not find any enticement to become
academically motivated, even in their interest areas.
The girls like sports, but their favorite participation sport is not
fostered at Quentin. There is no girls' softball team. Also, neither one
of the girls is a regular attendant of the Indian Club meetings. They
occasionally gather in the special resource room with other friends, but
probably more for the social aspect than to learn about Native American
customs.
Perhaps part of Linda and Nina's lack of participation in after
school activities is that neither one has transportation home after school
hours. The activity bus does not go to Santos, and the special bus
traveling to the reservation only makes the trip one night each week
after Indian Club meetings. The opportunity to be involved in Quentin
leisure activities is limited.
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The two girls look to Quentin as a place for meeting possible
boyfriends. Nina and a boy had a special relationship when she was in
eighth grade last year; now he's in high school and their relationship
dissolved. Nina knows the eighth grade boys this year and they no
longer hold interest. Linda, on the other hand, is interested in finding a
boyfriend. But before she can give serious consideration to anyone, she
-meets Rudolfo from the reservation and her life changes.
In a certain way Nina lives through the early stages of Linda's
friendship with Rudolfo. They talk about it. Also, these two girls spend
much time together when a group of youth all living in Santos get
together to have fun. Nina is part of the group.
The significant fun, leisure activities for both Linda and Nina
greatly influence their lives. They have begun to use abusive substances
before this year; they started addictive patterns. When they gather, then,
as a group on the reservation, using abusive substances is part of the
activity. In some cases it seems that when the group is all female, Nina
and Linda may be the instigators for obtaining alcohol or drugs. If boys
are present, then it seems the boys take the lead to supply these for the
group assembled. But both girls become weekly, and even daily
drug/alcohol users.
Because the girls live in a community whose members live in close
proximity it is important to note realities which influence the girls. It is
not uncommon to have parties with drugs and alcohol on the reservation.
The girls tell many stories of these. Also, it is easy to obtain these
substances; Nina's relatives will supply her. It is also a reality that it is
not uncommon for high school age youth to drop out of school. In both
Nina's and Linda's families alone, more adults have dropped out of high
school than have graduated.
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During this eighth grade year Nina and Linda spend much time at
the beginning of the year talking about stereotypic girl interests: clothes,
make-up, boys and parties. The emphasis shifts as the seriousness of
Linda's relationship with Rudolfo intensifies. It seems this relationship
is a key topic for the girls, as well as planning for the parties they'll hold
both in school and after school. Central in the plans and the retold
stories about these parties is the place of illegal substances, and often
times, how the girls avoided being found by the BIAS.
By spring Nina decides that Linda is not a good friend and their
time together drastically changes. Both these girls are strong willed and
firery tempered; in certain ways both seem very immature in selfishly
trying to dominate relationships. In other ways, the girls assume the
habits of those far older than they.
They attend Quentin for reasons in no way associated with learning
and acquiring an academic education. After two years in eighth grade
Nina still wants to be promoted, therefore, she manages to do enough
work to achieve this. She graduates. Linda, however, sees no reason to
attend Quentin. Her patterns are strong, and once she becomes pregnant,
the determining reason for nonattendance is now present. Quentin
served little purpose for Linda
Both these girls represent two of the most alienated girls in this
research. They endured school to a point. Then, not even the law could
force Linda to attend. No one tried. The community influence on both
girls is strong; their families present models of non schooling, early
pregnancy, and addictive behavior. What is significant here is that it
seems these strong influences are unknown to the school community.
The school is not the substance which acts as antidote when such
powerful forces exist. As a result, both Linda and Nina eventually
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become school dropouts, and contribute their statistics to the number of
growing early adolescents who reject school.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCOVERIES FROM THE DIG
The six case stories from the preceding chapter reveal details of
each girfs life. Each particular girl has a unique set of circumstances
which influences how she perceives school, her family and the world
around her. The girls share similarities in specific instances, but the
girls are unique. Ellen's family configuration is matched by no other;
Wanda's accumulated numqer of unreported "ditches" for the first
semester, for example, probably surpasses any Quentin record. The
irony, of course, is that no one records the unreported. And Beth merits
the golden cup for most days suspended. Each girl manifests her
individuality yet similarities exist. Patterns emerge, disclosing a reality
too impelling to ignore.

Patterns Breaking Through the Surface
As the girls' printed data lies before me, spread over four
substantial desks like printouts from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
during a sudden burst of activity, and spread sheets of assorted colors
and sizes hang precariously on the pale dull University wall, I am
amazed to see the patterns flow unfettered and intertwine before me.
Daria's desire to finish high school is echoed in every girl's expectation.
At the beginning of eighth grade each girl has hope; this is the wonder
of a new school year, a chance to begin again, to perhaps forget the past
of what occurred a year ago when each was younger and far less wise.
But at the close of the 1986-1987 school year Daria does not pass eighth
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grade, neither does Nikki, Linda, Beth and Sonja. But their desire was
strong in August and September. All my at risk girls are high school
bound, stretching forward to the joys of cheerleading, proms, drivers'
education and dates with football heroes offering bodies built by
Nautilus. Why do they fail? The patterns give unsettling answers, lead
to hesitant speculation, and pose new questions.
Personal Revelations
How do the girls view themselves? Each image of an individual's
body and personality motivates choices and alters life. So it is for these
girls at risk.
Self Image. When I ask the girls to write about themselves six of
the them wrote and list personal qualities which they like and dislike.
Two of the girls focus exclusively on their body parts, while two include
aspects of personality and behavior. Of the total thirty-two items
identified by the five girls, fourteen are positive, personal features
including five body conditions: hair, legs, eyes, dimples and looks in
general. Linda also includes her attitude and her writing ability. She
appears most positive in her personal self assessment. Daria finds
nothing positive about herself and enumerates seven specific body parts
that she doesn't like. Sonja dislikes "my being sad," Wanda mentions
disliking her actions, and Elisa writes "school" in the negative column.
The only girl of the six - Linda, Elisa, Beth, Sonja, Wanda, and Daria who does not point out some negative body part is Sonja. There is
research noting the correlation between positive body image and high
personal self esteem ( Petersen, 1979).
Intellectual Capability. Three of the nine girls have solid
intellectual assessments that they are smart. Perhaps they don't work in
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school, but it's not because they're stymied by academic content. Linda,

Ellen and Nikki have a history of elementary school success which they
easily remember. Their standardized scores indicate at least average and
even above average abilities in reading and math. Each of these three
says pointedly that she is "smart." On a scale of ten, Ellen gives herself
a seven. These three at risk "smart" girls believe in their intellectual
capabilities and have proven track records from first through sixth
grades that they can succeed in public schools.
Daria, however, thinks of herself as "not smart enough," and Beth
focuses on being "dumb in math." Sonja views herself as "not as smart"
and Wanda, who hesitates giving most opinions, does not attempt to
evaluate her intellectual ability at all. She does say, however, that her
mom thinks she's smart. The other girls make no direct comments
revealing how they appraise their intellectual capabilities.
Personality Assessment. Wanda is a girl who believes she is a
"trouble maker," not the "angel" her mom sees. Even though only one
adult in this study talks about Wanda, this shy, mysterious girl knows her
patterns of ditching, stealing from her mom, refusing to do school work,
and talking a lot in classes with friends. It seems Wanda's identity is
formed by the "terrible" person she has created, magnified, perhaps,
when measured against her family's rigorous church-going mentality.
Actually, she is a defiant one, but more in her own private world than in
the school public world compared to Quentin's obstreperous students.
Wanda's pride at being trouble maker is an accomplishment. Her
perceived self does not integrate well in her boring home life but it
thrives as she acts out her exciting, risk-filled ditching adventures at
school. No one else is quite like Wanda; all the other girls are far more
gregarious, more like public figures in their attention-getting disrupting
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behaviors. Beth and Nina enjoy their well known status as publicly
defiant and trouble-causing girls.
In a school world where grades and confonnity have meaning and
gain recognition, these two girls do not fit. It seems Beth could achieve
academically. At the beginning of the semester she receives average
grades; her school records are so skimpy, however, it's impossible to
assess her past perfonnance. Nina's past records indicate possible
difficulties in academic subjects. But these girls both have home patterns
which reflect the absence of restriction and positive adult attention.
Their Quentin misdeeds are disruptive and disturbing. They enjoy
confrontive trouble, fighting, yelling, and engaging in "verboton"
action: egg throwing, bringing wine coolers in the morning, and
traveling the school bus with a beer can.
Beth's antics, however, seem like ploys for gaining attention,
whereas Nina's brassy action appears more a search for ways of having
fun. Though their motives differ, the behavior style is similar. Both
come before the assistant principal's judgment tribunal. Beth succumbs
and suffers, she has no one to fight for her; Nina laughs and saunters off
after her "real" mom harangues the administrator by phone in a
misdirected attempt to do something "motherly" for Nina.
Two other girls see themselves as trouble makers, Elisa begins
getting into trouble a few months after the semester begins; Nikki does
the same. Both admit they know what is right, but both have strong ties
to friends. Also, Elisa has already completed a disastrous first year in
eighth grade, one filled with detentions, suspensions, and F's.
Nikki, however, was a "schoolgirl" in elementary school, now she
ditches and drinks coolers with the others. Nikki's trouble making is
perhaps a rebellion against coming to Urman when she wanted to stay in
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California, or so her mom reasons. Even after coming back to Urman
from California after the Christmas vacation Nikki says it is "coming
back to prison." So she and her friend Elisa, join together with
cigarettes, pot and daring ventures. It is only late in the semester when
Elisa fmally shares her angry feelings of being repressed at home. Elisa
needs to escape from her family, particularly her father. Both these
girls, therefore, act out their anger and frustration by rebelling, and
separating themselves from mainstream acceptable school behavior.
Some girls in the at risk study think of themselves as bright and
academically capable; others have doubts. Some believe they're trouble
makers; others may just see their behavior as means of coping with
pressuring situations. Eight of the nine girls begin the year with little
gambles with rule breaking. They know what they're doing. Daria
alone tries hard to be "a good girl." She ditched once and was caught.
That is the end of her school trouble maker status, at least till the last
quarter of eighth grade. At the beginning of the year Ellen tabs a few
more misdemeanors than Daria , but the administrative voice of truth
spills over AT&T lines to Ellen's mom. She is "grounded," whipped
and made to clean up the family's large, debris-filled yard. Ellen
converts to compliance, and becomes an honor student. She looks at
herself differently these days, saying she knows she's now a "schoolgirl."
Ellen partially attributes the change to her own spirit of determination.
She knew she could alter her patterns and prove wrong the skeptics in
her family who pestered and ridiculed her during a seventh grade year
when her grades were miserable.
Elisa doesn't necessarily think of herself only as determined, but
also as "nice;" Sonja and Daria view themselves as "good" girls. The
self image of "trouble maker" and "lazy" are perceived in relation to
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compliance with school rules. So even though school occupies only
seven hours each day, five days per week, general self image seems
greatly influenced by success and failure in school.
Trouble "making" is certainly an interest for some of the girls.
This occurs both in school and during leisure hours. Getting "in
trouble," a somewhat different issue, is an experience for almost all the
girls. Wanda, Daria, and Ellen are the only three who seem not to
intentionally "make trouble" at home. No one is around Wanda's house
for her to scheme with, now that her sister spends less time there this
year than she did in the past. Perhaps Wanda can't think of any
deviations in order to make trouble at home. Besides, three nights a
week she goes to church with her family. She says she has "angel" status
at home. Both Daria and Ellen are girls closely watched and restricted
at home. Ellen, however, has opportunities to go places with her family
and join in for appealing activities, so perhaps these home agendas are a
substitute for needing negative fun. Daria has no desire to cause the
slightest bit of trouble, she yearns only for peace and freedom.
Individual Interests. The girls have developed positive interests.
Ellen loves photography, track and music. Daria escapes to the
synthesizers' rhythm of heavy metal. Nina is forever writing poetry,
drawing artistic doodles and trying her talent at more stylized pictures.
Sonja loves art too; she even gives it a second thought when her friends
decide to ditch during art class, but the strength of friendship wins and
Sonja usually departs leaving her unfinished, potentially pleasing project
to be completed at a later date.
Two of the girls enjoy softball, two wish for a volleyball team , and
Wanda would love to play basketball. Half the girls like TV as do so
many other girls their age, but most of them would gladly give up all at
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the prospect of a "good time" withilieir friends.
Sonja has begun to read the Bible in her leisure time. Nikki says
she used to love reading romance novels but she just doesn't read much
anymore. Nikki '8 love for reading makes her unique in this group of
girls. Most of the girls don't find reading a pleasurable leisure activity.
It's difficult enough for them to endure their reading classes; pursuing
reading in the evening would necessitate a fundamental attitudinal change
by the girls, and probably form a radically different literacy philosophy
and reorganized class structure by their teachers.
Some girls are finding computers fun and different, recognizing
that modem technology holds opportunities for the future, but not one
of the girls has a home computer. And only Beth decides to join the
computer club. For her, joining a club is perhaps more a chance to
become a club officer and wield some authority than to delve into the
computer world. Elisa alone speaks about enjoying the fruits of modem
technology when she plays video games at Pizza Hut, the games being the
closest she comes to electronic interest.
Career Aspirations. But the computer-electronic fields still prove
alluring to both Beth and Ellen. Beth is future oriented as she considers
becoming a computer technician, and though Ellen first wants
photography as a career, she later switches interest to computer
technology in the Air Force. Both girls are positively influenced by
their computer class exposure at Quentin. Also, as Ellen continues her
academic success her commitment to joining the military remains finn.
Possibly she foresees security in this type of career which will bring her
economic independence and also, she may realistically determine that her
dream can actually materialize, given her new record of school success
and proof of personal determination.
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Sonja, too, thinks of a military career. Her female cousins are in
the Army and share with her their positive experiences, but Sonja hopes
to join the Marines. It is her "biggest dream." It seems that inside
Sonja, after three years in seventh grade, there lingers hope that if she
removes herself from the people with whom she ditches, she will have a
chance to succeed. So Sonja even wants to attend a high school where
she will not know anyone, then go on to join a branch of military service
different than the service branch of her cousins. Sonja looks for a
radical change to give her new hope. But hope for a professional career
lies dormant, buried deep in her experiences of daily life.
Three of the girls have very traditional female career aspirations.
Wanda aspires to being a secretary; her aunts are secretaries and this
occupation seems like it would be "fun." Wanda is "trying" to make it to
high school, however, knowing she "will never make it to the
University." So she believes this career choice is realistic for her. Daria
hopes for a nursing career, during which time she can live with a friend
and share expenses in their own apartment. She hopes to have the fun
then that she is missing as a teenager; she'll marry when she's about
twenty-five. And Nina wants to be a beautician like her aunts. She sees
one of them remain single with children, working at her beautician's job.
Nina also wants to remain single in her career.
Elisa's future focus is loosely connected with "being somebody."
She wants to go to college, get a good paying job, and own a beautiful
house in the mountains. She isn't clear at fourteen years of age just what
her job will be, nor does Nikki have clarity about her career specifics.
But Nikki hopes to help the handicapped in some way. She looks out at a
world of the poor and wants to be involved. Nikki knows what it's like
to be poor. Her family came to Urman for a better life, but the move
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brought no castle, coach, nor elegant glittering gannents to fill the
closets of a young girl. "We're poor," Nikki says, so she observes and
reflects on life in the present, while at the same time projecting to the
future and foreseeing herself deeply involved in a service profession.
Linda, also, wants to give public, social service, but as a lawyer. Ever
since her uncle was sentenced for a crime he didn't commit, Linda has
thought about a law career.
Each of these girls hopes to finish high school; three specifically
talk about college, and six of them dream of careers requiring advanced
schooling. These at risk girls have positive aspirations, there is no talk
of dropping out of school during the first semester of their eighth grade
year; they have visions.
Fears. Not only do the girls have hopes, they have fears. The
biggest fear for Wanda and Nina is that they'll get caught ditching. This
means some kind of home punishment for both, possibly a beating for
Nina. Any kind of tainted school report also triggers fear for Ellen; her
mom dutifully dispenses liberal, physical punishments for her
stepdaughter's "wicked" infractions. Nikki's main fear is probably that
the family will not return to California, but this decision is beyond her
control.
Other girls also have fears over which they have no control. Daria
dreads that her mom will die, and as she progressively experiences
"going crazy" at home she also fears what she'll do to herself. Linda is
frightened about growing old, and Beth worries, as the social worker
perceives it, that her "dad" will come out of prison on probation. Elisa
fears she'll loose her mom's trust and Sonja has the immediate fear that
she won't be able to "handle" high school, especially interactions with
the older boys in school. She has been "so long in junior high."
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Some of these fears seem typical of young teens, for example,
punishment for school offenses and fear of starting high school. The fear
of a mom dying, however, indicates a girl's desperation at the thought of
living young and alone without her only ally. The desperation seems
atypical for this age. Loosing a mom's trust also implies that a mother's
faith in her daughter is already on tenuous ground, a destabilizing factor
for Elisa. Why the mistrust? In Elisa's case, she lies to her mom and
both parents now question her. It seems Elisa is uncomfortable with her
own guilt.
Perhaps fear of growing old is common for people of middle age,
but why is this fear singled out by a thirteen year old? During her
eighth grade year Linda has experiences laced with new thrills and
pleasure. Perhaps she fears that the aging process slowly, deftly, and
with evil intent swallows all the thrill and excitement in life like some
starved, monstrous, Hollywood sea creature gliding and combing the
waters for unsuspecting, innocent prey; but Linda's expressed fear seems
so untimely. Some would say Linda's dangerous behavior is much too
premature for such a young girl. Some young women may certainly
dread aging, but at a much later stage. Linda, however, is no typical
thirteen year old girl.
Conflicts. Linda must handle not only her fear but the conflicts
which her behavior creates. Personal conflict seems a common thread
which mysteriously weaves its own pattern in each girl's life,
intertwining in a manner unique to her personal story. Linda faces and
braves her parents' interrogations, scorn by the local community,
rejection of standard mores about schooling and sexual activity, and she
is a child addict. Wanda struggles with isolation, home boredom, and
neglectful parents. Daria's conflict is the battle for personal sanity
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within a repressive home context. These conflicts all seem
extraordinarily burdensome for young girls who have just barely passed
their childhood. Yet each girl carries within her oppressing struggles.
Nina endures internal strife as she confronts her anger at having a
prostitute, addictive mother who frequently enters her life with demands
and problems. Elisa's tension feeds on the lies about sneaking out of the
house to sniff glue, smoke pot, use cigarettes, and get drunk. Nikki lives
a lie also, each time she leaves the house going to Santos, either telling
her mom she'll be nearby at her aunt's or avoiding the truth by using
silence. Nikki carries within an even greater burden; she lives with a
threatening guilt of questioning her own partial responsibility in her
older sister's death. It is no wonder that these girls flee to the arenas
where savior drugs and numbing alcohol beat guilt, pressure and anger
into momentary silence and submission.
Beth is another of the girls living with conflict. No one can verify
for certain her stories of parental retribution. In fact, it is difficult to
separate what is truth and fiction in most of her tales, but Beth's "story
telling" seems a sign of a hurting child, some wounding present and
painful as yet unknown to her adult associates. Her behavior signals the
need for help.
Sonja struggles with the reality of being four years in junior high,
having a younger brother in her same class, and the pressure producing
need to perform well enough academically this semester to leave
Quentin, yet almost daily she rejects the demand. Can Sonja withstand
that struggle of conflicting demands in order to discipline herself and
finish school tasks, when the lure of escapism with her friends is
frequent and strong? How do any of the girls live with their confusion,
guilt and the warring foes of conscience and denial? Some speculations
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about survival measures surface later which deal with answers to these

questions.
The last of the nine girls, Ellen, is the one person of this at risk
group who achieves school success. Perhaps her life is conflict-free. I
think not. One of the threats her stepmother frequently uses is to send
Ellen back to Kentucky to live with her natural father. For Ellen, this is
not desirable. She speaks fondly of her father but the action of large
city life in Urman and prospects of high school with her friends, stir her
to acquiesce to her mother's demands, and strive to prove herself a
capable person and student. This girl lives under the deceptive roof of a
protection which allows pelting threats to touch her life. Even Ellen the
"schoolgirl" does not live freely.
Moral Choices. The girls live with fears, their conflicts, their
struggles and the reality of their behavior choices. And as they live this
eighth grade year they develop and change values; personal morality
evolves and appears in the girls' decisions. Each girl is, indeed, a moral
person. The pivotal issue is what motivates the girl's choice. How does
self-centeredness, a sense of justice or loyalty, and a belief in personal
dignity motivate the girl to choose in ways her observing public and
family do not always accept?
Daria is an excellent example of a girl who perhaps views herself
making very moral choices. She considers herself "good." Her family
does not; she is troublesome to them at this period of her life. Daria
frequently sees her mother verbally and physically abused by her father.
Her choice is to remain silent, or speak out. She relates a number of
instances where she chastises her father for his anger, indulgence,
prejudice, and infidelity. She tells him to control his anger, but then she
may end up shouting at him in his drunken state. She does not present to
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the family a picture of the obedient, respectful, "seen but not heard"
daughter, yet in her mind she feels her words will protect her mother
from harm. Actually, the behavior places her in danger, so that her
courage to speak out stems from a sense of needing to protect, and a
sense that her father violates both marriage and human ethical codes of
conduct.
At certain points she tells her family that when she is independent
she will protect her little sister by taking Rosa out of the house so she,
too, can enjoy some freedom and not be subjected to the father's abuse.
Daria is not just concerned for her own well being. It seems that
Daria has the capacity to reach out to those in need; she does this with a
male peer whom she speculates might be a potential boyfriend, but it is
his wounded spirit which attracts her. She also identifies with and
chooses as friend a young girl who needs someone to listen to her stories
of unhappiness at home. Daria emanates great empathy and tries to use
her gift to help others unburden themselves. In her written advice to
her little sister Daria tells Rosa if she ever needs someone to talk with
she should come to her. Rosa should not have to experience what Daria
has: the absence of someone older, more experienced, who will be a
loving confidante. Daria's desire is to be her little sister's confidante and
defense. Therefore, Daria's "talking back" at home seems more a fonn
of protection than parental disrespect.
Stealing money from her father's pants pockets is another moral
issue. Daria may not consider this act stealing. It is her revenge or
punishment against her father for what he inflicts on the whole family.
Stealing is wrong, Daria knows this, but the far greater evil is her
father's behavior. She isn't even sure if he'll miss the stolen money.
Perhaps Daria also reasons that she is entitled to some spending money
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which need not undergo her family's scrutiny. She works hard cleaning,

frequently cooking, caring for her nephews and yet she receives no
allowance. Perhaps she also reasons that depriving her of spending her
own money is yet another form of her father's repressive action against
her.
In another instance of choosing what appears wrong, lying about

whom she speaks with on the telephone, Daria possibly does not term
her explanation a lie. Because of her dad's paranoid fear of her sexual
involvement at an early age, Daria is restricted from talking on the
phone to any boys. Daria knows her mom "keeps her privacy" when she
uses the phone, so Daria will sometimes break the rule, talk to a boy and
thus, disobey and defy her father. Then if she's questioned she will lie
about it. She understands her disobedient choice but Daria feels
emotional isolation at home with little outside contact to any non-family
members. This forced insulation is driving her "crazy." The typical,
normal early adolescent experience of talking to a boy on the phone
helps keep her sanity. Communication is also the means by which
friendship thrives. With little time in school for conversations it's
important to make home connections if a friendship will flourish. For
Daria, telling the lie about her phone use is a far greater good than
obeying an outmoded view of parenting which hinders her attempts at
innocent comradeship.
Daria protects others and reaches out to those needing
understanding. Elisa suffers in some of the same ways as Daria and
responds according to her emerging moral choices of what is the greater
good, how important is the relationship being threatened by attitudes and
rules which do not consider friendship and survival. Obedience to home
rules is one moral issue; obedience at school is another. The logic Daria
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and the girls use in choosing to obey or disobey seems different in each
situation. The home situation is extremely varied for each girl so that
venturing an interpretation requires considering each girl's personal
family situation and each incident. Perhaps the positive moral
assessment of a girl's individual decision necessitates at least viewing
how she perceives the well-being and endangennent of others.
The reasons for breaking rules at school seem less complicated
than rule breaking at home. It seems Ellen is least involved in rule
breaking and disobeying. For her the fear of punishment is a significant
deterrent of disobedience at both home and in school. She seems
unafraid of the school consequence, it's more a matter of how her
stepmom will respond when and if she's notified. Ellen stopped
breaking rules. But her decision seems not a moral choice, simply a
decision based on fear.
The frequent, common, moral issues surfacing for these at risk
girls fall into four categories. The first group involves overt acts of
stealing, lying, fighting, and disobeying the rules. A second category is
response to authority, also called in school terms, "defiance." There are
also other moral choices relating to friendship, namely, gossip, loyalty,
and manipulation. Lastly, responsibility becomes an issue as it appears
as moral choice at home and in school. These four groups emerge from
the girls' stories about life at home and in school.
Life View. The girls' stories are rich in detail. Their narratives
reflect how they view life generally and how they regard their own lives
in particular. Five of them answered questions asking if they were
becoming the persons they wanted to be, and how the future looks to
them. Wanda is the only one for whom life seems good. She is satisfied
with who she is becoming and the future looks good for her. Both Daria
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and Elisa are not satisfied with themselves as developing persons; the
future looks uncertain for Elisa and bad for Daria. It's also uncertain
for Ellen even though she has a definite career vision. Perhaps her
tenuous status in the family causes her uncertainty about the future. But
Ellen is at least satisfied with herself.
Nina feels that she, too, is becoming who she wants to be, but her
future looks both good and bad. The other girls do not answer the
questionnaire. But my sense is that Nikki, for example, is unhappy with
herself and does not predict a good future here in Unnan. Linda, on the
other hand, gradually becomes so detennined about the relational
direction for her life that she may see the future as uncertain. Her
serious sexual involvement with Bernardo has changed her life,
prompted new behaviors and caused reassessment of traditional family
values. But Linda seems in control of the person she is becoming. She
is probably content and pleased even though her behavior likely causes
great concern for her family.
It is difflcu]t to venture speculation about how Beth would answer
these questions. The reality of the unknown details about Beth's life and
the mysterious relationship with her "dad" in prison lead one to think
that she may not view the future favorably. Who knows how this "storytelling" girl perceives her own development? Her constant activity and
scheming ways may leave little time for self reflection. Sonja, on the
other hand, might seem content that she is developing into a person who
relates well with others, particularly with boys. But when her boyfriend
leaves for a juvenile home this separation may possibly influence her to
view the future with uncertainty. These ideas, however, are only
speCUlations about how Nikki, Linda, Beth, and Sonja evaluate their live.
One other data collecting method proved valuable in obtaining
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infonnation on how the girls view life. It reveals what issues are
important to them, and where each girl places school in her life view.
The girls wrote advice letters to their real or imaginary little sisters;
five girls finish these. The letters not only hold both positive and
negative advice, but the writers confess things about themselves. Wanda
admits to being an "expert" on ditching. Nikki writes about herself as a
"trouble maker" and one who "was wrong." Daria writes "I know what
it's like to have problems," and Ellen shares, "I know how it hurts with a
boy." Only Wanda centers on school in her advice. The girls make
positive suggestions to their sisters: "be good, live your life, it's okay to
be called names, do work, help around the house, come straight home,
come to me if you need someone to talk to, think of a career, respect
mom and dad, don't talk back."
They also have advice ideas written in negative language: "never
flirt, don't go with a guy you can't trust, don't go with a guy too fast,
never ditch, don't make trouble, don't get into things that don't belong to
you, don't be a big mouth, don't make my same mistake All of these
ideas stem from what current issues are significant life issues.
Those items specifically relating to school matters are four in
number: "it's okay to be a school girl-who cares?, go to school, never
ditch, do your homework." These few suggestions are a small
percentage out of the twenty seven ideas written. Actually, two of the
girls, Daria and Ellen, give no advice at all about school. There are
three admonitions not to get pregnant. The topics of pregnancy and
"guys" are those most frequently referred to in these advice letters. It
seems that home and leisure behavior are the areas of major concern for
the five advising girls. In their personal worlds, school does not merit
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much consideration as topic for advice, nor is it critical in the girls'
view of life.
Family Structures
Members of the girls' families are major actors in the lives of these
nine at risk students. Family influence is no small factor in interpreting
what meaning each girl gives to her school experience. Specific family
circumstances and the girl's relationship to key family persons are
explored in this section. Patterns emerge helping to further understand
each girl as an individual, and how girls at risk perceive their worlds.
Birth Order. One of the nine girls is an only child, Nina. The
men who live with her are her uncles but she refers to them as her
brothers. The other girls have siblings and occupy a level in sibling
birth order. Two girls, Sonja and Nikki, are the eldest in their families.
Ellen is the youngest in her present "adopted" family grouping, but she's
probably the eldest in relation to her natural siblings. The other five
girls in this study are "middle children."
Family Members. Five girls live with both natural parents, two
live with their mothers and a stepfather. Ellen alone resides with her
stepmother. Nina sees her natural mother occasionally but lives with her
grandmother and aunts and uncles. The most frequently recurring
pattern of adult parent-types living in the home is the girl living with
both natural parents.
Five girls have at least one older sister. Elisa, Linda and Daria
each have one younger sister. Eight girls have natural or step brothers.
Once again Nina's situation is unique because both young adult males and
females live with her as brothers and sisters, when actually they are
aunts and uncles. Later in this chapter more detail will be provided
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about sisters, who seem to have an influential place in the girls' lives.
It is not always clear in studying the families which parents work.
It seems three mothers work whole or part time, and three fathers are
full time workers. Only in Beth's family do both parents work; her
mother holds a part time job.
Relevant to the work experience of parents is the education level of
family members. I only include here infonnation about members of the
immediate household. Nikki alone has a parent with some college
background, her father. Two of Ellen's stepbrothers are currently
enrolled in college.
For the other girls many family members are either elementary or
high school dropouts. Six moms have dropped out of school, the
information about the other three is unknown. Data about the education
of the girls' fathers and stepfathers is unclear. Five girls each have a
sister who dropped out of school in either eighth grade or high school.
Four girls have dropout brothers. Nina's two aunts and the two "unclebrothers" who live with her have left school. She also lives with a "real"
uncle who works in maintenance at the University. His completed
education level is unknown. It seems, then, that each girl in this study
has one or more immediate family members presently living at home
who have dropped out of schoo!, without completing either eighth grade
or high school.
Even though some family members work, the Quentin school
records indicate that only Daria does not qualify for the school federal
lunch program. She, however, is one of the girls who talks about being
"poor." She remembers those early days in elementary school when her
family moved frequently as they were evicted, and she recalls the
number of people living together with her in a series of small houses.
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Ellen qualifies for the free lunch program but has a stepmom who works
for the military. It seems Ellen is not legally adopted so perhaps her
particular family status qualifies her for free lunches.
Use of the federal lunch program gives some indication of the
family's economic level. Also indicative of this is whether or not each
girl has her own bedroom. Only Nina has a bedroom of her own. All
the other girls either sleep with a sister or a younger brother. Five girls
live in very modest housing on or near the reservation; Mr. Hayden, one
of Beth's teachers, refers in his interview to the poor condition of her
home. Any housing descriptors for Wanda, Ellen, and Sonja are
unknown.
Relationships. The girls' relationships are another critical aspect
of their lives. Relationships include not only friendships with peers, but
relatedness between the early adolescent girl and members of her family.
I am interested in these relationships as I interpret how they influence
and affect each girl's perception of school.
For any girl the relationship with her mother is pivotal in her
development, education and general sense of well-being. For each girl
in this study, that central relationship seems disturbed during her eighth
grade year. Both Nina and Ellen have hostile attitudes toward their
natural mothers. Both mothers abandoned their daughters; both girls
resent this and have not integrated the reality into a tolerable acceptance.
The differences between these two girls, however, are significant. Nina
is not only angry with her mother, she is embarrassed and disgusted. A
prostitute, drug addict, frequently-appearing mother presents major
adjustment problems for a fourteen year old daughter. Ellen's mother
remains an unknown figure living somewhere in Kentucky, but her
daughter still harbors anger when she speaks of her. Ellen has no desire
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to see her or search for her. It is Ellen's stepmother who provides a
mother-type figure.
Nikki and Linda seem to have t.l]e best mother-daughter
relationships within this at risk group, yet both mothers are pictured by
their daughters as women who say very little in the face of dominant
father figures. Both adults seem conflict phobic in matters dealing with
husbands. They want no turmoil, no disturbance, no arguments.
Therefore, both girls must interact with their fathers in most
disciplinary matters; both girls express concern that their fathers will
discover rule infractions.
Linda's father, however, seems far more permissive than Nikki's.
Linda is also given great freedom by her parents, in fact, some of those
allowed choices and freedoms are questioned by the Yaqui community in
which the family lives. Nikki's father is different. He holds tight reign
on his daughter, making rules which he presumes his wife will help
enforce. Herein lies a problem within this family. Nikki's mother
purposely closes her eyes to Nikki's rule breaking when her husband is
not around. She seldom questions her daughter about disobedience if
there is a thought that Nikki's dad will become angry and yell. Linda's
mom uses this same approach. Nikki appreciates her mother's leniency,
so does Linda. Both these girls speak lovingly of their mothers, yet both
girls also choose to run away from home.
Little is known about Beth's mother other than she works part
time. A dearth of known information is also a factor in not
understanding Wanda's relationship with her mother. In our
conversations both these girls seldom refer to their moms; their silence
speaks of distancing and ignorance, something not supportive of a
healthy parent-child relationship. Wanda does say her mother is seldom
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home, but when present she ridicules Wanda's use of Spanish. The
mother also has difficulty helping her young son with math, and is
extensively involved in their church. But these facts do not point to any
kind of thriving parent-daughter relationship, be it negative or positive.
It seems that Wanda and Beth are deprived of maternal nurturing at this
time.
The other three girls have strained relationships with their
mothers. Elisa's relationship cannot be separated from the fact that her
mother refuses to address family issues which anger her father. Elisa
views her father as repressive, prejudiced, and he is her jail keeper. She
resents the fact that her mom won't "stand up" to her father on her
behalf when it seems that Elisa is right or justified. So even though the
personal maternal relationship with her mom is fairly in tact, the quality
is diminished by her mother's seeming constant deference to her father
in a distorted view of trying to keep everybody "all happy."
In some ways Elisa and Daria face similar problems, but Daria

knows her mother's health is frail and the woman can't confront her
husband. Daria's mom is a verbally and physically abused woman.
Rather than cause confrontation her mom will keep silent in the face of
loud anger voiced between Daria and her father. It doesn't matter if
Daria is right. By siding with her husband through silence, she puts
barriers between Daria and herself. Theirs, too, is a strained motherdaughter relationship.
The last girl who speaks openly of strong disagreements with her
parents is Sonja. She never elaborates the specifics, but she shares that
the issues are so disturbing to her that a year ago she went to live with
her aunt in another part of the city. That separation for a number of
months seemed therapeutic in the relationship with her mom. Sonja now
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speaks fondly of her mother, but Sonja is still a ward of the tribal court.
The exact circumstances of this legal guardianship are unknown.

The relationship with fathers, or father figures, is also important
to mention. Daria and Elisa, as previously explained, have discordant
ties with their fathers. Both girls see these men as prejudiced,
repressive, and drunkards. As Daria portrays her father, he is also a
womanizer and an abuser, one whom her mother would divorce were it
not for his financial support of her and the children. Elisa's father does
not work; he also uses his wife for support and harasses both Elisa and
two of her brothers saying spiteful and hating words to them. The
loving relationship between a father and his daughters is absent in these
girls' lives.
Nikki comes close to actually hating her father as she tells stories
of him "cheating" on her mother, even during the time when her mom is
pregnant with her younger brother. Her dad tactlessly questions who
really fathered the youngest, newly born son in their family. This
behavior and talk disturbs Nikki. She also resents that it was her dad's
wish that the family move from her beloved California to Urman, which
she hates. Her dad has difficulty finding work, they have little money,
and it seems her father is the only person who after several months still
likes it here in Urman. His family lives close by, he has ties to a
community; Nikki does not.
Nikki establishes friendships with people in Santos but her father
won't allow her to go there. She constantly disobeys her father's rule;
then she lives fearing he will find out. He becomes a source of
repression, irritation, fear and guilt. It seems she never reasons much
with him, only her mom may speak on her behalf, or conceals Nikki's
disobedience. The father probably little realizes the consequences of a
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deepening negative relationship with Nikki. During one of their family
parties, the dad becomes aware that Nikki is beginning to drink beer.
But he himself is much too drunk to do anything about it. When Nikki
embarrasses herself and displays suggestive behavior with one young
man, reports float back to her dad the next day. He chastises her, and
Nikki resents the yelling when he himself had been too drunk to notice.
She resolves then and there to ignore his rule of no more drinking.
Nikki objects to what she sees as her father's double standard of
behavior.
Linda presents her dad not as a father, but as the one who enforces
family rules. Her descriptions of family members give no indication of
any bonding with her father. He appears in her language when she
voices concern of "getting busted" and possibly "grounded" for some
infraction of rules. She never mentions any objectionable behavior on
his part. He seems dutiful, in a non-abusive relationship with his wife,
but Linda presents him as having no personality. He is "good" and
"strict," she says. He lives in the house as a person, not as father.
This relationship is somewhat akin to Wanda's connection with her
father. His presence is rarely noted. Once again there seems no
interpersonal dynamic between father and daughter, possibly in Wanda's
case because, as she says, he is never home. He is actively involved in
their church and travels for church business. Wanda never focuses on
fear of her father, she is only concerned that her parents may discover
her great ditching capers. Evidently there would be repercussions.
The whole story of who, what, where and why concerning Beth's
father remains a mystery. She speaks about a man living at her home
but it is unclear if this is her natural or step father. Also, there is the
emerging story of Beth's fear about a father coming out of prison on
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probation, and Beth's involvement as witness in a rape case. These
details are also obscure. But the point here is that Beth shares no stories
of a relationship with her "father."
Two of the girls do not Bve with their fathers. Both Ellen and
Nina have men who act this role for them. Nina's uncle provides her
with money, clothing, use of his car, and some sense of a person loving
her enough to indulge her with presents. When other family members,
particularly her natural mother, question her uncle about his gifts to
Nina, he tells them that he does this because her natural father is dead.
The uncle blatantly tells Nina's mom that she doesn't give Nina much, so
why shouldn't he. It seems unimportant to the uncle that Nina uses the
money for drugs and alcohol, or that she drives his car without a license.
Yet he assumes enough responsibility for her that he whips her as
punishment. Nina talks of these incidents and mentions his gifts, but she
never speaks affectionately or lovingly about this uncle. He is a
provider, indeed, but Nina literally bears the scars from his whippings.
Ellen, on the other hand, speaks with interest about her stepmom's
friend Jake. He doesn't give her gifts, but evidently he will engage Ellen
and other siblings in an exchange of ideas. He seems committed to
marrying Ellen's "mom." Ellen feels that his presence in the house
distracts her mom enough so that she doesn't focus as much on Ellen's
behavior. Also, the mom will listen to Jake as he voices an opinion
about Ellen's alcoholic stepsister. Frequently the mother will take
"sides" with Ellen's stepsister in some sibling controversy. At least with
Jake present Ellen feels her side will be more honestly represented, so
she looks forward to the family wedding and having Jake as a more
official father figure.

In looking separately at each girl's parents, it is well to note at this
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time the picture of marriage portrayed by the parenting couple. Only
three girls observe positive modeling by their parents. Hopefully, the
positive picture which Ellen sees, for example, will offer her ideas of
courtship, loving, dealing with troubled offspring, and commitment.
What picture Ellen saw in the relationship between her natural father
and this stepmom never surfaces, only words of her stepmom's
perceived jealousy toward Ellen because of her closeness to her father.
But her stepmom's relationship with Jake pictures a couple united.
Parental unity also seems modeled for Wanda and Linda. Neither
of these girls mentions marital discord, abuse, or any harsh words
uttered between their parents. Wanda's parents travel together
sometimes, and Linda's mom becomes pregnant during the second
semester, possibly some indication of couple harmony. These six
individuals function as couples, and as a marriage twosome serve as
model for their daughters.
Another aspect of the girl's relationship with her family is which
members are particularly significant for her. Whether the girls
recognize it or not, it seems that in most families one of the siblings
gives a great deal of attention to the at risk girl. This occurs in seven
families.
Five girls have older sisters who are central characters in many of
the girls' stories. In each instance the sister is a high school dropout and
is a non-conforming family member. Four of the sisters are alcoholics
and use drugs, occasionally sharing substances with their younger "at
risk" sisters. Both Daria and Linda d.rink and use drugs with their older
sisters. Linda and her sister are also sexually involved with their two
boyfriend brothers.
Three of the girls have deeply conflicting relationships with their
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sisters. Daria feels that although she sometimes likes being with her
older sister, Rita is using her as a "cover" when they go out to drink and
smoke. Their parents believe Rita will not make Daria a part of any
wrongdoing. Daria, however, begins answering Rita's invitations to use
pot and alcohol when she becomes increasingly depressed about her
home situation. For a while Daria is happy to escape with her sister.
Then she realizes Rita only wants her protection and not her company.
Rita had no real concern about Daria's well being; her harsh and critical
words still lash out at Daria far too often and for little reason other than
jealousy and Rita's need for power.
Beth is another example of a girl who has problems with her sister.
She finds her sister's return home after being gone for months filled
with difficulty. They do not get along. As sisters they seem
incompatible. A similar incompatibility is also present in the
relationship between Ellen and her stepsister, Karen. Ellen feels Karen
is jealous of her; Karen is also a heavy drug abuser and alcoholic.
Karen's drinking causes unhappiness in their home and it stresses Ellen
because the more drunk Karen is, the more she torments Ellen. It will
be a happy day when Karen moves away from home to live permanently
with her boyfriend.
Both Elisa and Daria have older brothers who are in some ways
confidantes for them. They both give sympathy to their younger sisters,
and in the case of Elisa, her brother also supplies her with drugs so she
can escape for a short time to a "high" without worry and problems.
Elisa's brother, Raphael, is a high school dropout but he has a job
working in custodial services at the local civic center. Daria's brother is
a senior in high school.
In the families of Sonja, Nikki, and Nina no sibling draws
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recognition like the sisters and brothers just mentioned, but Nina has an
aunt who lives with her and seems more like a sister. This aunt helps
Nina with her hair, is somewhat of a confidante, and buys the coolers
and drugs for Nina.
Models. One emerging pattern which bears profound influence on
each girl is the kind of modeling displayed by influential people. Five of
the girls have older sisters either living in the home or close by. These
sisters are all school dropouts, cause trouble in one way or another, and
four of them are drug and alcohol addicts. These young women present
a disturbing picture of adolescent and young adult life to their younger
sisters.
Two brothers of two girls in this study are also both dropouts and
are alcohoVdrug users. Daria has both sister and brother as negative
influences.
Nina's aunt who lives with her is not only a drug user but she sells.
This "aunt/sister" also dropped out of school. Sonja, on the other hand,
has a cousin who seems influential for her, a person not living with her
but they talk confidentially together. For example, on a day when Sonja
ditches school she goes to her cousin's house and stays there while the
older cousin makes Sonja's Halloween costume. It seems to be no
problem if Sonja misses school; there are no adult words encouraging
Sonja to return to school.
The parental models living and breathing day in and day out,
intimate in the girls' lives, are models which quietly and subtly work
their example of adult thinking and living into their daughter's
consciousness. Three fathers are pictured as overly repressive. Two of
these men are adulterers and heavy drinkers. Wanda's father is never
present. Linda says her dad is a good father. Also, he is strict, she says.
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It seems there are not any strong positive father models presented
to these girls. The strong images are negative ones. At best, a few of the
fathers are pictured as adults living in the families providing some
structure. Unfortunately, this is also true of the mother images pictured
by the girls. Five of the girls' mothers are quiet, deferring their
parenting responsibilities to spouses. They allow their husbands to make
rules and punish. Three mothers actually ignore some of the fathers'
rules either because they feel they're too harsh, or they may not believe
in curtailing their daughter's activity. Perhaps they don't speak out
because of fear. Daria's mom might be beaten, and Nikki's mom might
have to endure another time alone as her husband leaves to find a more
cooperative, acquiescing woman.
One mom alone seems acceptable as a model, but this maternal
picture is new. Now, perhaps, after a number of conflict ridden months
Sonja has at least some hope of observing a positive model of
motherhood. The whole topic of positive models for these girls is
certainly a bleak picture. The home seems not the place to which these
at risk girls can look for inspiration and models to emulate.
Rules. Another important aspect of family structure is the set of
rules by which the girls are expected to live. It seems the fathers have
most to say about these rules. Daria has the most restraining ones: no
clubs or sport involvement at school, only family social activities,
limited friend visits to her house, no calls to or from boys, no outside
job, and it's agreed that her mom chooses most of her clothing. Wanda
is curtailed in her school social involvements, for example, she can't go
to most of the dances; she is supposed to come home after school, but
then she can do whatever she'd like. She watches TV and rides her little
brother's bike, probably keeping an eye on him as well.
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Linda says her dad makes and enforces rules for her: home by 9:30
on weekdays, 12:30 on weekends unless her sister is with her and then

it's in the house by 1 AM. These rules are much more lenient than those
of the two other girls. Perhaps because Linda lives on the reservation
and it's a more closely related neighborhood the fear is less. For
whatever reason some urban parents might question allowing a thirteen
year old girl the freedom to be out till 12:30.
Nikki can go to the store, visit with her aunt who lives in the next
house but she must be home by nine in the evenings. She can get special
pennission to visit a friend, but the restriction about not going to Santos
is clear. Sonja lives in Santos, and at age fifteen she seems to have no
rules, at least she never mentions any in her interviews. Nina also has
no rules. This seems consistent with her behavior patterns. Nina
participates in many activities, visits friends' houses and has access to
driving her uncle's car. She mentions a few punishments, but these seem
related to isolated incidents. Basically, Nina is free to go and come as
she pleases. Perhaps, like her uncle, her grandmother and aunts feel
sorry for her.
Elisa never mentions specific rules, but she says she sneaks out of
the house by climbing through her bedroom window. Evidently there is
a home curfew. And Beth's only mentioned rule is that she cannot bring
her Mexican friends over to the house.
For breaking house rules Ellen, Nina and Daria are physically
punished. They must listen to angry yelling and threats. Yelling is
abhorrent to all the girls; most of them hate that as punishment both at
home and in school. They also dislike being "grounded" which happens
for Nikki, Linda, and Ellen. Nina is never grounded.
Money. How the parents react to the girls' academic perfonnance
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in school will be discussed later, therefore, the last facet of family
structure considered in this report is how the girls obtain money. Nikki,
Wanda and Daria steal money from their parents. Nikki also sometimes
works for hers by babysitting or she receives money from her
grandmother. Stealing money is not simply a matter of wrongdoing.
The act may be tied with feelings of revenge or anger directed at a
parent. Wanda's father cut off her allowance not long ago saying that
she was too old for that.
Beth says she receives eight dollars every Friday, and Nina gets
twenty dollars per month for lunches. Ellen works for her money as
does Linda and Sonja. They babysit and clean.
Money becomes an issue for girls this age as they begin to acquire
more pressing interests in clothing and makeup. These nine girls are no
exception. They also are acquiring habits which need supporting funds.
A few habits are harmless: buying gum by the purseful and clearing the
Circle K shelves of junk food many mornings, after school and evenings,
or whenever else their compulsive need for munchies succumbs to
silence a wailing stomach.
But other more threatening habits now grasp and clutch at their
wallets : cigarettes for solitary smoking and friendly sharing, glue to
sniff which never sees use on a broken chain, shellac for orbiting minds
and spirits, coolers to smuggle in at Quentin's forbidden places, beer
easily secured even by thirteen year olds, and hard liquor as it becomes
more available and enjoyable. Drugs cost money too. Six of the at risk
girls are smokers, sniffers and swallowers of addictive substances.
Eighth grade is the beginning of their confinned addictive need for a
money source to nourish habits diametrically opposed to behaviors
fostering school success.
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Survival. The girls in this study experience family structures they
resist, family relational conflicts which choke and strangle attempts to

live happily and harmoniously within themselves and within the family.
How does each survive at home? For those who can, they escape
and live dangerously. Three of the girls run away; this does not,
however, answer their need for survival. Nikki, Linda, Nina, Elisa and
Sonja create places for their brand of "craziness" which helps them
forget and become someone new. Daria withdraws into her music and
later uses drugs to forget her worries; she prays every night. Ellen
withdraws into quiet submission at flailed words and lashes, but she
looks ahead to her independence and a different life. She copes and
endures for the moment, and waits till the fury subsides. She lives for
the future. Wanda survives her boring home by coming to school.
There's life for her at Quentin; she creates her world there. And the last
of the girls, Beth, seems not to survive anywhere. Of all the girls she
seems one lost in finding a place where she can rest from her attempts to
demand recognition. Beth is, indeed, a "throw-away" girl, in both the
family and in school.
Somehow the girls survive within their families. Understanding
their family structures helps in comprehending how the girls perceive
people and events. Understanding their friendships also helps to
interpret how they view life. The relationships and friendships within
the family are, indeed, meaningful, but at an early adolescent age
friendships formed outside the family profoundly affect the girl's
development. The lives of five girls in this study are influenced by their
close friendships with other girls. They mention names, tell stories of
what they do together and the listener is aware of tight, supportive
bonding which occurs in these associations. The girls become like sisters
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in their friendships, perhaps like affectionate, caring sisters they long
for in their families
Qirlfriends. Wanda's girlfriend Yolanda becomes her closest
"ditch" buddy. Yolanda doesn't like PE so together these friends hide in

the lavatories, speak Spanish together, and enjoy the dare of escaping
detection. They do this quite well according to Wanda, but Yolanda
never visits Wanda's home, nor does Wanda travel to Yolanda's. Theirs
is a school friendship, evidently valued but confined to school, as is the
friendship between Daria and Michelle. Daria reaches out to people in
need with her gift of listening. Michelle responds and they are friends
for as long as Michelle attends Quentin. Michelle suffers in her family,
has previously run away, and often thinks of suicide. Daria comforts
and supports her until Michelle leaves after only two months in Quentin
Middle School. At times Daria speaks of her other friends but she
seldom uses specific names. Michelle is an exception.
Another girl with strong personal gifts for friendship and deep
relationships is Ellen. She has stories of shopping trips with Jennifer,
visits to each other's houses, and bits of conversation shared. Ellen also
relates the stories of their fights, but they are best of friends for almost
half a year, then Ellen finds a group of new friends. She doesn't
mention anyone in particular, but she attributes her continued positive
attitude toward school to these new relationships. It was hard to stay out
of trouble when she and Jennifer were friends.
Linda, Sonja and Nina all live close to each other. Both Linda and
Sonja are intimate conversation friends both in and out of school. They
share stories of boys, their daily adventures in Santos, and they talk of
personal, private topics not readily shared in a group.
Nina also bonds with Linda and becomes an informant about her
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friend. Nina is drawn to that same "crazy" spirit in Linda as she sees
within herself. They share makeup, clothes, and spend time together.
Perhaps Nina gives more energy and care in this relationship, whereas
Linda becomes both receiver and taker, seldom the giver. But the
friendship is central in Nina's life for a long time. Then she becomes
disgusted with Linda's taking ways and finds other girls to share with.
Nina's friend Marty is another close girlfriend. For almost two
years these girls spend most waking hours together. Even Marty's
parents treat Nina like she is a family member. Why this relationship
dissolves is not clear, but Marty is less frequently mentioned during the
last part of eighth grade. Perhaps it becomes too difficult to continue
their extremely close ties when Marty attends the high school and has
new opportunities to find girls at her own school who will be there for
her during the day, as Nina had been there for her at Quentin. For
whatever reason, these two best friends drift apart. Nina will probably
always remember that friendship with Marty.
Sonja talks about her friendship with Linda, but she also expresses
satisfaction and pride in her friendships with a number of Quentin boys.
She feels she is able to relate well with them; she sits with them in classes
and finds it easy to share her problems with her younger male friends.
Perhaps her age gives her the distance to forego flirting with these boys.
Also she now has a serious boyfriend; she doesn't need to look anymore
for this involvement at Quentin. She is free to just be a friend.
Both Beth and Nikki talk about their friends, but they don't tell
many stories of specific people. Nikki joins the girls living in Santos,
but she does not seem to have a friendship attachment to anyone girl in
particular. Beth has high school friends who live in her trailer park as
well as friends in school but the only girl she mentions is Gretchen,
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whose mother loves it when Beth stays overnight as a companion for her
daughter. This is the only story Beth tells of Gretchen. It may be
difficult to be Beth's friend. Her needs for attention are so dominant
that one might tire of catering to her attempts to take every number one
position of recognition. Beth talks of friends, but it's questionable how
able she is to relate in friendship.
August of 1986, the beginning of their eighth grade year, heralded
a time of transitioning relationships for six of the at risk girls in this
study. Either the girl had been retained and her friends moved on to
high school, or she recently moved to Quentin and is new to the school.
For whatever reason, this year involves getting acquainted with a
different set of friends and developing close ties with people who appear
interesting, exciting, and have similar interests. Forming relationships
requires time, and for girls living in somewhat isolated home conditions
finding time to converse, share and develop relationships proves difficult
given the nature of the Quentin schedule, classroom protocols, and lack
of access to extracurricular activities. This is particularly the case for
Daria and Wanda whose only friends are at school, and both these girls
do not have permission or transportation to stay for any activities.
Four of the six girls who lost friends at the end of the previous
school year become friends with people living near to their homes.
They can meet after school and cement relationships through shared fun
in the neighborhood. Three girls have a different set of friends at home
from those at school. Nina is perhaps the only one who has the same
friends at both home and school. She does have Marty, the other close
friend living in a distant neighborhood, but only for part of the school
year.
The issue of where friends reside may influence girls in their
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decisions to ditch. Wanda and Daria's friends are all in school. Wanda
certainly ditches by skipping selected classes, but not for a whole day.
As Daria's need for support grows more desperate over time, she starts
skipping classes during the last months of the school year to be with
friends. Sonja and Linda have friends in their neighborhoods, some of
whom do not attend school at all, or if they do attend they are willing to
cut classes a whole day. So these two girls are motivated to spend time
away from Quentin with their close neighborhood friends.
Boyfriends. In their circle of friends at home or school, or in both
places, the girls scan the horizon for possible special friends, boyfriends.
Having a boyfriend is important to them. 1\vo of the girls have
restrictions which dictate there'll be no boyfriends till they're fifteen.
The girls feel this is too late; they're ready for boyfriends now. Sonja
tells how it's so typical to sit in a class and flirt; hunting for a special boy
is a distracting but enjoyable pursuit. The girls express a need to have
time alone with a person having potential for boyfriend status. The pair
may make a "date" to meet at lunchtime, or the girls in this study will
ditch classes or even skip a whole day in order to have time together
with a boy who is particularly interesting and has possibilities, or who
has already committed to the relationship.
In our discussions the girls say having a boyfriend translates into

talking on the phone, meeting, "messing around" which does not mean
having intercourse but only kissing. The tenn also includes the ancient
ideas of "petting" and "necking."
Nina talks about how people noticed her last year when she walked
the Quentin halls with her boyfriend Mark. Having a boyfriend and
being a couple can give status. Linda's boyfriend attends the high school
so she can't stroll the halls with her ann around his waist and a knowing
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smile on her face, but she uses another age-proven strategy to gain
recognition. Linda makes no attempt to hide the "love marks" placed
like channs on visible parts of her neck. She feigns embarrassment
when teased, but her "hickies" identify her as a girl of stature, a girl
with a boyfriend.
By the end of the year Nikki has snared a boyfriend and she fmally
enters a first sexual encounter with Richardo. She gives serious
reflection to the physical experience. She concludes it just isn't what she
thought it would be.
Most of Ellen's interviews include some reference to a boy; she
perhaps is most active in her search for a special person, yet she ends up
having several boys included in her various groups of friends, but never
a "boyfriend." And Wanda talks about an appealing boy at her church,
but it's simply a matter of talk. Beth refers to "my boyfriend" but Beth
makes many references to questionable issues. More will be said about
boyfriends in the next chapter when discussing special gender topics.
School Perceptions
Each one of the nine at risk girls has a discriminating view of
Quentin school. They listen to words from the administration, hear the
daily bulletins read to them by their "advisor" homeroom teacher,
interact with teachers and administrators, participate at differing levels
in the events called classes, evaluate the requirements labeled "work,"
and they judge their teachers as humans and professionals. The girls
give value to these components of their experience called "school."
Past Performance. The evaluations the girls give to Quentin do not
develop over the period of one week or a month. The girls have been
central characters in the general school drama over a long period of
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time, some of them for ten or eleven years. Infonnation about their
schooling background helps to understand their eighth grade attitudes.
Seven of the girls, all those not Anglo, grew up speaking Spanish
in either a bilingual or Spanish-dominant home. Four of them, Wanda,
Nina, Nikki, and Elisa were all in primary bilingual programs. Only
Elisa was also in a Headstart program, as far as their incomplete records
indicate. Wanda alone was enrolled in a number of special programs
related to her difficulties with use of English. Most of the girls attended
two, perhaps three elementary schools. Daria is the exception; she
attended eight.
Daria also repeated first grade, along with Nina. Elisa's mom
refused to have her repeat first grade. Beth repeated fifth grade, Sonja
was retained twice in seventh grade, and both Wanda and Beth failed
seventh grade math. But in their last year before high school Daria,
Beth, Linda, Nikki, Sonja and Elisa all fail to meet the Unnan District
requirements for promotion to the next level. They fail eighth grade.
In looking at their collective elementary school evaluations, what is
interesting is that it seems only Nina ever receives an unsatisfactory
mark up through fourth grade. The records, however, are not complete
for every girl. Fifth grade marks indicate Beth is having problems in
school. Only Elisa shows serious difficulty in sixth grade; she
accumulates five D's and one F. All the other sixth grade girls have B's
and C's. Sixth grade was a good year academically for almost every at
risk girl in this study.
Their standardized test scores up through sixth grade reveal that
Wanda, Beth and Elisa perfonn below the average nonn in both reading
and math. Daria measures slightly below in both reading and math
ability, while Sonja does well in math, but not in reading. Linda is the
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only one with average grade level scores. However, both Ellen and
Nikki have above average scores indicating they should do well with the
academic work in these two subject areas. These comments are based on
what the scores probably indicate to those valuing this type of
standardized test infonnation. My personal beliefs about testing
seriously question the value and implication of standardized testing
measures currently used in schools.
There are some teacher written comments on the girls' records.
Wanda, Daria and Beth have the most comments indicating difficulty in
school, but Daria and Beth also receive praise for their efforts. In
almost every grade Nikki receives words of praise for her efforts and
accomplishments. In fact, in fourth grade she is referred to a gifted
program. Evidently this participation did not occur.
Nina is a girl with records revealing a noticeable absence of
comments. Very little is said about her by her teachers in elementary
school. This seems unusual since she attended the same school up
through sixth grade.
The girls bring their past histories with them to Quentin Middle
School. Six of the girls are promoted to Quentin for seventh grade, the
other three come to Quentin in eighth grade.
Seventh grade academic records revel an entirely different picture
of effort, progress and success for six of the girls. Their report cards
are filled with D's and F's. Nina, Linda and Nikki have tolerable grades.
Every girl's report card indicates lower evaluations in seventh grade
than in sixth grade. There is no exception. In eighth grade Ellen is the
only girl whose academic evaluation picture changes dramatically. In
her last year at Quentin she even surpasses her academic record in
elementary school.
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The Girls' Eyaluation. From the beginning of the year Ellen likes
Quentin. She feels it's a school with diversity; she likes the ethnic
mixture of students and feels you can learn a lot meeting different kinds
of people. Daria likes it too, but not for the same reasons. She feels it's
better in middle school than in elementary because she has "more
responsibility" and she can "walk around." Beth feels it's better at
Quentin in eighth grade than it was last year. At the beginning of this
year she is in a class with the student council and she appreciates hearing
about what the council is going to do before the rest of the student body
knows anything. These are the only three girls who have positive words
to say about Quentin.
The other girls present a different picture for varied reasons.
Wanda's, dislike of school is basically tied to a dislike of her teachers.
Nina, on the other hand, says, "there's nothing interesting in this school,"
and Linda is very explicit in her comments. "It's boring. I don't need it."
She admits, "I would come for money." This is after she has begun to
ditch three or four times each week. By April of her eighth grade year,
Linda doesn't even care if she graduates and coming for money is not an
issue. Nikki says that in Quentin it's "the same old stuff." There is
"nothing to look forward to." Nikki can't get excited about any school
events; "I'm not into school spirit." Elisa doesn't talk much about school
in general. She just says it gets boring at home. So basically, most of
the girls don't perceive Quentin as an interesting place. Whatever
activities are going on don't affect them; there is no connection between
these individual girls and the larger student population. They are not
part of a thriving, exciting school community.

at
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The Parents' Attitude. The parents of these risk girls show little
action that indicates they feel a responsibility to oversee their daughter's
success in school. Intervening action comes about when parents believe
it's their obligation to monitor a situation. If there is no sense of
obligation then it's understandable why there is no intervention. Perhaps
the parents of these girls believe their daughters are responsible enough
people; there is no need to check on them. Perhaps the adults have
problems and difficulties in their own lives; this necessitates that total
concentration and energy be focused on solving adult problems. Perhaps
the adults do not know how to interact with the middle school, or they
may not know what to do with their daughters. Perhaps they are never
even contacted by the school. Perhaps their daughters conceal from
their parents the difficulties in school, either out of fear, or knowing that
their success or failure is not of great parental concern. For whatever
reasons, it seems that only Ellen's mother asks about her stepdaughter's
report card. She tells Ellen to "get the grades up." Wanda's sister asks .
about the report card, but Wanda throws it away. In general, the girls
say very little as to how their parents respond to grades. It seems no
girl receives any punishment or restriction for low grades. When it's a
matter of behavior misconduct at school, there is punishment.
Regulations. The girls talk about what they think is unfair
punishment at their school. Not having rides home doesn't come under
that fairness category. But when the school does not provide
cheerleading uniforms this is labeled unfair. Daria and Wanda are the
two girls who think most decisions and rules are fair, but the other girls
feel not being able to use the bathroom during classes, for example,
doesn't seem right. Also, they'd like to have the chance to eat outside;
they'd clean up, so they say. They also want the opportunity to go to
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their lockers in between classes. Their books are heavy and it doesn't
seem fair or reasonable to carry books for all classes all day long.
Other concerns they have are: the "rules are too strict." there's a "no
gum" rule, some students are "favorites" and there should be a
"warning" for the first fight instead of a detention or suspension.
It seems people who go to the Indian resource room get "more
privileges" than other students. When the girls are "tardy" they don't
like going to the principal or having detention or having to "write
sentences." They also don't like having to stand up the whole class period
if they're late. All of these experiences seem in some way to violate the
girls' sense of fairness to them as individuals.
Incentives. These nine girls collectively do not remember many past
rewards for good grades or any school activity awards. There are a few
memories of awards for art, perfect attendance, handwriting, being a
patrol person, sports events, and one girl remembers receiving
something for the honor roll. It seems the girls have not been rewarded
much for their efforts. They have no fond memories of striving for
excellence to achieve a tangible prize.
At Quentin there are school incentives, but this group of girls is
not motivated by these organization inducements to do well. Quentin has
attendance incentives: movie tickets, pizza, and the possibility of having
your name drawn out of a lottery with a $1,000 prize. Fifteen state
winners will receive this recognition. The girls are not motived by
these.
There are two awards for good conduct on the bus and for the
homeroom with the least number of referrals. Beth's homeroom will
not win this. Other incentives include: certificates for citizenship at the
time of report cards, T-shirts given as rewards for reading, lists posted
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of honor roll students, special movies for the top 125 students, and the
possibility of being one of three students from each homeroom to go on
a retreat with peers and talk about how to make Quentin a better school.
Of the nine girls Ellen alone receives positive recognition. Ellen
has her name on the honor roll list, but Ellen is not invited to go on one
of the retreats. Once again the girls slither through the grasping,
hungry hands of official, formal motivation theory. The girls seem
determined to confound the best of Quentin's efforts to redeem those at
risk.
Clubs. Quentin tries to provide its students with a variety of
extracurricular activities. It offers twelve clubs open to both boys and
girls: cross country, hiking, chess, journalism, computers, pep club,
yearbook, Indian club, honor society, cheerleading, Black culture club,
and orchestra. Two other clubs are for boys only: basketball and a boy
scout troop
The daily school bulletins I collected also list events of interest to
some students. These include three different dances, two Saturday
sessions to have fun working on school beautification, a spelling bee,
magazine drive, candy sale, celebration of national energy day,
Valentine's day, rodeo week and hat day. Two different carnivals occur;
there's a "fun run" and students can climb a "mountain" to raise money
for cancer. The bulletins also list two assemblies at school, an
intermural football tournament and a bowling tournament. Three field
trips are mentioned: one to the historical society for twenty-three boys,
an excursion to the opera, and there is an opportunity to sign up for an
extended trip to Disneyland. Quentin offers contests also. It's possible
to enter competition to design the parent/student/teacher association
logo. Also, there's a yearbook contest and another art competition. This
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is a fairly broad range of offerings for student participation, but these
activities do not interest the at risk girls in this project.
It isn't that the girls don't have interests, they do. Daria loves
listening to heavy metal music and would love to be on a volleyball
team, or be an aid in the office. There's no volleyball team at Quentin
and students need good grades to become an aid. Supposedly students
filled out a survey form about what clubs they wanted, but there still is
no volleyball club. That would be Nikki's interest too. Quentin has an
orchestra, but there is no club for those interested in contemporary
music.
Nina would like being on a softball team, so would Linda. There
is no such team for them, however. Nina writes a lot, especially poetry,
and she loves to draw. Elisa enjoys video/computer games and would
like three different clubs: dance, modeling and gymnastics. Ellen is also
interested in modeling. She's trying to loose ten pounds so she'll have
more of a model's figure. Having track activities during PE helps in this
endeavor, and it allows Ellen a chance to be active in a sport she loves,
mnning. Ellen would also enjoy a photography club if Quentin could
provide this.
Wanda thinks the clubs at Quentin are "sorry clubs." When she
was in third grade she was learning how to play the guitar, but there's no
opportunity to pursue this again. Orchestra at Quentin does not include
guitar. And besides, Wanda faces a problem which Daria and Ellen also
face. Their parents won't allow them to remain after school for clubs
and social events because transportation home is a problem. The girls
who live in Santos also face this. There is one small mini bus which the
Indian resource teacher uses one night after school each week. The bus
is specifically used to give members a ride home when the Indian club
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meets. So the girls would need to fmd their own rides home for any
other club meetings and this is difficult.
Gasses. When the girls talk about their actual classes they mention
a few classes they like. Daria appreciates Home Ec because what they do
is interesting. Also, they can work together but they cannot take tests
with partners. She also enjoys her easy language arts class but does not
like the teacher. Wanda also likes easy classes. In social studies she just
uses the book and does worksheets. But the content is also interesting to
her. Wanda's liking a class seems determined by how the teacher directs
the activities. Wanda likes to have math explained. She also likes it
when you can do what you want in the class, but then, "doing work is
better than doing nothing."
A couple of the girls like having "block" classes, which means
usually social studies and language arts are scheduled back -to-back with
the same teacher. They can stay for a longer time in one spot and don't
have to move as much during the day. However, when the teacher is not
someone they like this program is double trouble.
The class which most girls like is computers. Nothing negative is
said about their experiences there. The absence of negative comment is
significant since eight girls take this class during the course of the year.
Although only one does well, they seem to like using the machinery. It
is a new kind of experience for them.
Math is the class which the girls single out as one they most dislike.
Four girls "hate" math, yet seven of them receive D's and F's at the
semester grading time. Math is the area in which this particular group
of girls is least successful. Negative comments about math classes
include: it's "doing the same thing over and over," and the girls are
wanting "something new and different." Some, however, say the math is
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"too easy."
The girls also don't like classes when there are a lot of tests and
Ellen, in particular, wants experiments in her science class. Right now
there are "no activities" in science.
When they talk about other classes they dislike, their comments are
usually directed at the teacher's attitude and style of conducting class.
However, they do mention subject matter issues. For example, Linda
feels the reading selections for class use are too long. It's boring to
read, then write out answers to questions. It's also hard to like a class
when there is "too much work." This is one of Linda's themes, each
class is filled with work and there is no time to have some relaxation.
Several of the other girls talk about the amount of required work
in certain classes. If there are no "fun" interruptions and only an
expectation to work the whole class period, this elicits a negative
response. On the other hand, the girls also say it's boring in classes
where the students spend time "just sitting and talking."
When the girls talk about what is boring in their classes they
mention, "doing the same stuff as when we were little kids." It is
difficult to probe the girls for specific examples of what is boring work.
It seems an evaluation of "boring" rests on a combination of classroom
factors, rarely is it the content itself which is boring.
Work. Examples of class "work" which the girls mention are
"looking up words I don't know," reading four to six books in three
weeks, watching movies, tests. This is obviously a very limited and
incomplete round-up of required activities in their classes, yet this is
what they share. Why do the girls not talk about other activities? My
sense is that they experience very traditional, standard school "work"
practices. They use books, find information, and write some response
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by answering questions or taking tests. During the seventeen class
sessions which I attended the activity most used for students was reading
or listening to questions, then answering orally or in writing. I saw one
movie and observed only two classes wherein students worked in groups.
The grouping occurred in journalism and in social studies. Wanda told
me after social studies that this was the frrst time in that class they
worked together in groups; she liked it.
The girls talk about reasons for finishing or not doing their class
work. Wanda says honestly, "I won't do it if I don't like the teacher."
The girls also say sometimes doing work depends on whether or not they
feel like doing it, or if the work is too hard. Some of these reasons
apply to doing homework as well. If there's too much, Linda doesn't do
it, and also it depends on her mood.
It seems that classes are places where the girls do "work." If they
finish this work then they know they will pass the class. There seems to
be little interim communication from the teachers of these at risk girls
about evaluation and progress. For the girls, finishing the work is
enough. However, sometimes this is problematic. Daria "thinks" she
understands her work in class, but when she attempts homework she
frequently realizes that she can't remember how to do the assignment.
Tne girls do not mention any current class activity which
distinguishes it in any way, be it easy, difficult, fun, innovative, or
"dumb." It seems there is almost no variation in classroom structure and
participation. The one exception cited by a couple of girls is the
increased PE requirement that they run two miles. This is hard.
Learning. When I ask the girls to think about what they are
learning Ellen says she thinks she's learning something "in every class."
Most girls, however, do not associate what happens in their classes with
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learning. Daria thinks that this year she is learning a lot about life from
her sister and why not to become pregnant at a young age. The other
girls do not use the word "learning" when they talk about their classes.
Seeking Help. Since most of the girls work independently in their
classes, or at least this is the teacher expectation as perceived by the girls
and observed by me, the idea of going to someone for help presents a
problem. The girls are not used to doing this, they're not even used to
cooperating together in a learning activity. It seems the idea of going to
peers is not encouraged in the classrooms. The teacher functions in the
classrooms as a living encyclopedia who facilitates question and answer
sessions. During my observations I noted that the questions asked by
five of the six teachers using this strategy related specifically to content
retrieval from the passage read, but I did no thorough analysis of
questions.
The idea of going privately to a teacher to ask questions or talk
about getting extra help is not an idea which the at risk girls seem
willing to entertain. They believe they can do better in a class if they do
"more work," or at least do the work they're assigned. Beth knows she
needs help in math, but she does not ask her teacher. Ms. Gage went to
Beth, however,and worked with her at lunchtime, but one session is not
enough to help Beth. Also, Beth's experience of having to sing math
facts for Ms. Gage may not motivate her to request further help. Even
Ms. Gage said Beth was embarrassed, but "she got better."
Perhaps another reason the girls don't ask for help is that most of
them say the teachers don't know them. Nina, however, says Ms.
Sanchez knows her, but a principal might not be able to offer much time
for help. Wanda, on the other hand, is known by her seventh grade
math teacher because of her sister, but Wanda is also a person who
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doesn't feel comfortable asking questions of male teachers; she'd rather
have female teachers. So would Nina. Daria thinks the teachers like her

but feels they don't pay much attention to her. Asking help of someone
they don't know well seems difficult for the girls.
According to the school bulletins there are some tutoring services
available through honor society and one of the math teachers. The at
risk girls, however, do not sign up and take advantage of these
opportunities.
The one "teacher" whom the Indian girls identify as someone they
feel comfortable going to, is the Indian resource teacher, Ms. Triplett.
They go to her for help during class time. They may visit her to escape
a boring class, or perhaps the intention is pure but, for whatever reason,
they can talk to her about schoolwork and sometimes they share their
personal dilemmas, usually about fights and gossip within the Indian
community of friends.
Teachers. The girls talk about qualities of good teachers. Those
teachers are people who "joke around," allow you to speak Spanish in
the class, "taught what I didn't know before like calligraphy," "treat you
like a person," "won't get mad," won't yell," "won't write names on the
board, that's babyish," are "cool," "nice," and "when you get mad they
talk to you and don't yel1." Also, "if you say something stupid she won't
get mad."
They also have concrete details about teachers they don't like.
Nina mentions them. He "is prejudiced," "won't let kids help each
other," "doesn't explain it step by step," is "raunchy" meaning "in her
moods everyday." Linda hates it when one of her teachers wants
"everything to be perfect," and Linda "hates to redo." Sonja says she
doesn't like it "when they're in their moods," and when "they don't feel
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like teaching they just yell."
Linda feels so strongly about one of her teachers that she says she'd
come to school if she didn't have this teacher, but Linda doesn't feel
comfortable talking honestly with Ms. Sanchez or the counselor about
her intense dislike. Nikki, also, has an aversion for one of her teachers.
Both these girls never waver during the entire semester in their negative
assessments of these two teachers. It seems there is no vehicle at Quentin
to discuss personality conflicts, at least when it is the student voicing
discontent about a teacher.
Punishments. The teachers disliked by the girls are also ones who
give out questionable punishments, at least as the girls perceive fairness.
The girls do not like having to stand a long time as a punishment, put
gum on their noses and do not like being told to leave the class. They
also feel being threatened is unfair, for example, being told they will be
suspended, given a detention, their parents will be called, or they will go
to the juvenile home. They don't like detentions at lunchtime or having
to "write sentences" when tardy. Also, the punishment which was finally
stopped which they hated was having to do jumping jacks when they
arrived late to a class.
"Advisors". One last issue needing discussion in this section is the
matter of advisors for students. The middle school philosophy proposes
a homebase adult advisor in each homeroom. That philosophy is clear
about the kind of relationship which can be developed if the homeroom
becomes a place for a growing sense of community. Not one of the girls
in this study say anything positive about their homeroom teachers or the
homebase experience. Several of the girls purposely come late to school
because in their homebase sessions students just sit and talk. Not one
homebase teacher is identified as a person to speak with about problems.
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I obselVed one homeroom in operation. Basically, this homeroom is a
place and time to read the bulletin aloud and answer questions. Since it
seems that few teachers are implementing the advisor-advisee
philosophy, it may be safe to also presume that probably few of them are
calling parents, which is another of the important advisor-advisee
components. A few of the girls in this study receive calls from school,
but only when the disciplinary matter is extreme; the girls or their
parents do not receive calls from their homeroom advisors.
A School View of Being At Risk
The girls present their view of Quentin. According to them there
is little home contact from the school. Their homebase teachers do not
call. One of the teachers, however, tells how a few years ago she called
over 100 parents to get help for a project; Ms. Gage had little success.
This teacher presents herself as one who does call homes. She presents
herself as one who commits herself to helping her students. Other
teachers present themselves similarly. How do these teachers view
students at risk?
Teachers. Eleven of the Quentin teachers speak about students
being at risk. For them, the greatest risk is failing school. Teachers
believe that not learning, not producing, and showing no creativity are
all part of what the term means. Also, when students don't work up to
their intellectual potential, have low math skills and are learning
disabled, they are also at risk. Three other specific school issues are
connected to being in this category. Students who are trouble makers,
are ready to break the rules, and may drop out to earn money are also at
risk.
Some of the teachers, however, look beyond the immediate school
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world and believe that students can be at risk in their personal lives.
Loosing hope is cited as a key risk factor. When a student just lives for
survival, not caring, and is desensitized to the world around, then this
person seems one at risk. And lastly, those students with emotional
problems and those with no strategies to succeed are singled out by the
teachers. These ideas of being at risk affect how the teachers view
causal factors.
Some of the Quentin faculty focus on obvious school behaviors as
causal: absences, tardies, getting in trouble, and student attendance
patterns from the previous year. They also cite lack of specific class
behaviors such as not asking for help, and making mistakes which have
bad effects later on, for example, not mastering one math level before
going on to the next harder level. They also say choosing not to do the
class work is a causal factor. The teachers cite a set of skill deficiencies
which causes problems: having no skills, low proficiency in some areas,
little understanding of the content, learning blocks, and not much prior
success in school. Coupled with this category of causes is one of
accompanying negative attitudes toward school. Students choose not to
work, won't ask for help, find no reason to learn, do not care about
school, and find no value there.
One group of causes named by teachers includes deficits in the
student's emotional balance: emotional problems, poor self concept and
esteem, low self image, anger and the devastating reality that some
students find no value in being alive. These students and others are
missing what is needed for survival and they damage the survival tools
they have.
Some teachers posit that certain students just don't fit in with any
group, and these students find it difficult to accept themselves. They
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develop a negative image and then keep that image, in one way by
"putting down" successful students.
Other risk causes are that some parents do not pay enough attention
to their children. The children lack caring, have no real role models
and are not involved in their children's lives. The teachers also feel that
low income, having no books at home and trying to study under difficult
home conditions are all contributing factors in a student's coming to be
at risk. Only one teacher feels that it is also the school which is not
meeting student needs. When once a student is labeled at risk, then it is
difficult to move out from under that label, particularly at the middle
school level. It is much easier to change status at the elementary level.
The last causes which the teachers mention are the students' use of
drugs, and their inability to deal with the honnonal changes taking place
within them.
When the teachers thought for a moment all but one of them came
up with some suggestions for helping students at risk. They feel that
getting help from home is essential; then improving communication
between the home and the school flow from this.
Some suggestions revolve around giving the student more
attention. The specifics of how to do this aren't mapped out. Another
idea is to help the student make some connection with an adult. Perhaps
this suggestion using the teacher's own wording bears inclusion here.
I think all junior high students are basically at risk. (What's the
difference that separates them?) I'd sayan adult figure that can
help them through it, someone they trust. This is most
important, whether the adult is right or wrong, but someone that
they trust because at this age most of them don't trust adults.
They need someone that they can trust that's been there. And it's
certainly better if it's someone that has come through it
successfully. (TI: 11-20-86)
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The idea of having a good adult in touch with the student is suggested by
a number of teachers. One of them talks about trying to find a good
model for each student.
Some of the ideas are targeted at specific school practices. For
example, one teacher feels that it will help to put more time, effort and
energy into helping at risk students. Another suggestion is to keep an
eye on them in school and then once the student is identified and placed
in a special program she will no longer be at risk.
One of the Quentin faculty has already developed a special
program for her at risk students. She bases 40% of the grade on
homework, administers numerous tests so students will gain practice,
and then 60% of what students do in class is corrected out loud so each
person will hear other student thinking. Another teacher's experience is
quite different from this. She was in a school with few at risk students.
She feels what they did in her former school could benefit Quentin
students. If a student is having difficulty, deal with the problem by how
the student functions in each class setting, and then make an individual
plan for the student.
One of the other teachers was in an alternative school where there
were no failures. He feels that if some of that school's policies could be
implemented at Quentin, perhaps the Quentin problems would be solved.
He mentions not having any grades. At his previous school if a student
seemed to have trouble, the teachers contacted parents and changed their
teaching styles. Also, they changed their expectations of the student.
Both these teachers just mentioned were colleagues in the same
alternative elementary school which did include an eighth grade. They
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both believe that there is teacher and school responsibility for student
success. And they are the only two interviewed teachers who suggest
accountability for student failure.
Administration
One of the important people in any school is the counselor; usually
a person who also has defmite ideas about the school's at risk population.
Ms. Illich is no exception. She is the eighth grade counselor this year,
responsible in some ways for the girls in this study, therefore, her ideas
are included in the administration section of this chapter. The Quentin
at risk students, according to her, are those not passing two or more
classes. Their skills aren't developed and they're not doing work. She
believes that when students get an F, they give up on themselves. What
they need to do is give up all their free time and concentrate on raising
grades.
She feels that at risk students do not have positive models at home,
and that their problems in school result from a combination of general
problems, one of which is not feeling good about themselves. She
concludes that most of the at risk students are oldest or middle children
in their families.
The assistant principal, Mr. Hernandez, feels that the at risk
students are the potential dropouts, the ones who are not fully taking
advantage of their potential leadership, social skills and their education.
A few of them can be reached by working with them on a one-to-one
basis, but not the majority. The assistant principal feels that these
students need more individual attention, but a student's attitude cannot be
changed without parental support.
The last individual to consider in looking at Quentin views of at
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risk students is the principa1. For the most part Ms. Sanchez' category

of at risk includes students retained because of their poor attendance.
They're possible dropouts and they have poor self esteem. These are the
students who may even be "smart kids," but their needs are not met and
they just aren't being successful.
Ms. Sanchez has a carefully crafted philosophy about causal
relations to student failure. She fr,els the same as many of her teachers,
that negative parental influence operates and is a factor for many
students at risk. She talks about the violence which fragments some
families and the difficult family structures in which students live. She
sees many mothers at Quentin who leave their children, fathers who
have lost their jobs and are struggling with "damaged male egos," and
she sees older parents who were successful in parenting their older
children but have difficulties with their younger children who interact in
a very different society today than a few years ago.
When students come to Quentin many come from a large
elementary school which has only one counselor. If the student had
difficulty there, probably the one counselor didn't help much. So they
arrive at Quentin and go to large classes where far too often students go
through the same rituals of reading, listening to lectures, and taking
tests. Ms. Sanchez hopes for a change.
She not only hopes, but Ms. Sanchez acts on her desire. She
wholeheartedly embraces the change to a middle school philosophy. As
an administrator she quickly includes ample time in the schedule for the
advisor-advisee program to begin. Ms. Sanchez wants the elementary
principals to alert her to students who might be having problems. And
she has her list for this year's seventh grade class.
Ms. Sanchez is trying new ideas this year. She is asking her
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learning disabilities teacher to mr-et with the incoming elementary
students noted for high absenteeism. This teacher encourages them and
tries to make some personal contact. Ms. Sanchez herself makes "deals"
with individual students. When they fulfill their part of the bargain,
such as coming to Quentin for two straight weeks without an absence,
she personally rewards them with movie tickets, or whatever else her
ingenious spirit can obtain from a responsive, community business.
This principal also says she tries sometimes to put students in
classes of their choice. She's having the Indian education aide go into
classes to help the Indian students or give any help if a teacher makes a
request.
And this is the year when Ms. Sanchez is helping design a new
model of an "in-house" suspension program, PALS (Pupils Alternative
Learning System). She is releasing one of her certified teachers to be in
the program all day. Students come for two or three weeks with a small
number of other failing, problematic students. It's taking a while to
work out exactly how this program can operate successfully, but Ms.
Sanchez has confidence in Ms. Meyer who facilitates the program. The
principal is moving forward with her desire to make this year a
successful one for the at risk students at Quentin.
A Researcher's Picture of Quentin
After spending part of a March day at Quentin I wanted to grab
hold of an image that pictures Quentin in a way in which the girls may
visualize their school. I had heard a metaphor recently, reflected on it
and poured out its heartbeat in my notes. It's not a perfect fit, but in one
sense it captures a speck of truth.
I've been trying to think of a metaphor that would work with the
girls, and then one of my University students mentioned
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education as a game of Jeopardy. That's it. The kids come in to
school, all the rules are set and all the categories neatly labeled.
It's very tightly controlled. You're only called on at prescribed
times. There's very little chance to alter anything, including the
rules. It's mostly an information passing situation. There's a
small element of risk involved in terms of the money and risking
all, or going into a category that might be harder. But there's
the almighty external reward, motivation tailored by money, or
an assertive discipline plan. What's the difference. But there are
kids who don't want to play the game of Jeopardy. It's mandated
for all the people, the great game for everybody. Yet in with the
hordes of Jeopardy lovers are kids who don't believe it's a
worthwhile game. Maybe it isn't good to compete against each
other, the topics are too narrow, or the category boxes just don't
include the players' interests. These bold kids want to make up
the rules. It would be more fun to put innovative, groupgenerated rules on the line and blow away old Jeopardy. (RR:
3-10-87)
School Design
It is quite presumable that Quentin Middle School has a neatly
typed philosophical statement logged in an office book for official
documents, pulled out for a superintendent's meeting if there is some
question about district schools, their unified approach or focus on
excellence. Quentin's theoretical philosophy is probably in line with
other district middle schools, especially since all now have theoretically
adopted middle level thinking and approaches. But the "practical
philosophy", the one from which Quentin functions on a day to day
basis, may not be a perfect match with the adapted theory.
It seems Quentin Middle School operates on the basis of three
beliefs: individualism, parental concern and involvement, and a
preconstructed operational mudel. Individualism is fleshed out in the
personnel attitudes voicing concern for all students, a desire to know
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students on a one-to-one basis, concern for the individual's self image,
and a belief in looking at the whole child. However, it seems all students
are treated the same. Some attend Quentin unnoticed and neglected;
there is not much attention given to individual differences. It is also
presumed that all student needs are the same. The nine girls in this
study are not known individually, they are treated as units in a collective
for which all parts are given similar treatment. The emphasis at
Quentin is on academic performance and an effort to raise standards and
school image. The focus is on attendance and reducing the number of
failing students by concentration on grades. The focus is not on the
needs of an individual girl. In practice it seems the whole child is not
much considered.
Many of the adults interviewed in this study associate parental
involvement and school concern with the individual child's academic
success. Quentin operates on the need for this involvement. Of the nine
girls in this study, only one has parents who express some interest in the
girl's school behavior and progress. Other parents are not involved.
The school expectation about parental involvement, therefore, seems
unrealistic, given the experience of how many parents respond and,
more pointedly, do not respond with interest to school activities and
their child's progress.
The third factor of basing school beliefs on a preconstructed model
of education is a summative statement formed after viewing operational
practices and attitudes. The Quentin beliefs are summarized here: more
time spent in class will bring a better chance for passing grades;
regimentation and obedience to rules and the adult formulated behavior
code will promote classroom success; students are children needing
repetition and structured sets of directions; those students needing some
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personal or academic assistance must take that responsibility and apply
for help through the counseling department, a "selVice for troubled
shoppers" as this researcher appraises it; and lastly, nonconforming
individuals who may reject the school approach should be isolated and
removed. These comprise one set of Quentin's beliefs which have a
lengthy history of implementation in more than this one middle school.
Other issues flowing from the school philosophy regard the value
of forming "community" in an organizational learning environment.
Learning, for the most part, is an individual experience at Quentin. Few
cooperative experiences are structured; assignments seem uniform for
all, not based on small group or individual interests; and problem
behaviors such as fighting and gossip are not dealt with in the structure
of small class or homebase "communities." The offending individual is
referred to the school "disciplinarian."
Also, it seems that Quentin does not pay attention to the specific
realities of its unique structure. Perhaps this exists because there is no
formulated self-monitoring process in place, therefore, the focus is on
academic progress. As a result Quentin is not addressing such issues as
poverty and its ramifications in the student population, the "real"
relationship which exists between school and the homes from this student
group, child stress, positive contributions of cultural diversity,
controversial topics related to specific student behaviors such as early
adolescent sexual activity, lesbianism, and physical and psychological
abuse.
Also, the Quentin philosophy does not deal with the matter of
students rights, the need for justice in policy and practice, and a concern
for periodic review of school philosophy and practices. All this is part
of the Quentin school design.
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The design implementation at Quentin touches five important
school realities as I perceive it, namely, ability grouping, class
scheduling, the grading sysiem, report cards, and the promotion policy.
Each of these affects the girls in this research project. It isn't clear
exactly how the students are grouped by ability, but it seems that the
girl's report card from the previous year influences this. When Ellen
came to Quentin as a new student her report card showed mostly D's,
therefore, she is not placed in the top group classes. When one of her
eighth grade teachers realizes she has ability in math, he suggests that
she learn algebra on her own; he'd help her, of course. Then he
suggests she move into more advanced classes in language arts and social
studies. Ellen wants to do this.
Current school research on "tracking" reveals that the practice can
result in lowered self esteem, lower expectation for students, isolation
experiences, schoolwide inequities favoring upper tract students, and
there is a causal relationship to dropout status and delinquency
(Goodlad, 1984). For these reasons Quentin must reconsider its policy
if the faculty intends to change the failure experiences for Quentin
students. Tracking cannot coexist with any serious effort to provide
equitable school experiences for all, and it has no place in any attempt to
aid "at risk" students.
In the Quentin system there is little student choice of classes. A
prescribed schedule limits this. It also seems impossible to repeat well
liked classes, for example, Wanda liked shop in seventh grade, but she
cannot take this again in eighth. An influencing schedule factor is class
placement within a girl's total schedule. One of the two girls repeating
seventh grade math has that class immediately after her eighth grade
math class. She uses the same seventh grade math text as she used last
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year, and is still trying to conquer her math "facts" which seems to be a

yearly struggle with Beth. Class placement, text and content influence
student attitude.
The importance of "grades" is central in Quentin life. These
"grade" letters influence destiny. According to the at risk girls, better
grades result from finishing work. The girls do not mention quality of
work, nor do they mention what's learned and how difficult the task is.
In order to get their grades "up," they just have to do the work. With
the work completed, and in some classes tests also must be passed, the
girl receives good grades and is successful in Quentin School. Ellen, for
example, believes science is difficult for her, yet she gets "good grades"
in science because the tests are open book tests, and she finishes the
work, which in this class means reading and answering questions from
the book because the students do very few activities in science, much to
Ellen's disappointment.
The students at Quentin bring their report cards home; they are
not mailed, and it seems there is no follow through on whether or not
parents ever see their child's evaluation. Most of the at risk girls tear
their cards up, or in some way destroy them so their parents don't see
them. To my knowledge only Ellen's mother and Wanda's sister ask to
see report cards. Actually, Ellen wants her stepmother to see hers and
be impressed. This finally happens after the third quarter when Ellen is
on the honor roll for the second time. The report card has little value
for the girls; they don't seem interested in a piece of paper with
evaluative letters, nor do their parents seem interested. The report card
is meaningless for these at risk girls.
The promotion policy at Quentin seems based solely on report card
evaluations. If a person fails two or more classes she is retained. For
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Sonja, this means experiencing seventh grade three times. After her
third time in seventh Sonja does not feel like attending classes. As an

eighth grader, her academic placement is socially inappropriate, but that
seems of little concern at Quentin. It is only when Sonja accumulates
many absences that the administration offers another proposal, and that
happens because Sonja makes a chance remark to Ms. Sanchez that she'd
like the principal to send her to an alternative high school specifically
for overage students.
Beth is troubled by her repeater status. She believes that
prospective employers will look at her early school record, see this, and
be influenced by it. Beth gives reasons for her failures. When she
failed fifth grade it was because the work was so much more difficult in
Maryland where she lived before. She failed Quentin math because she
never pays attention. Beth gives reasons; she never ascribes inability as
the cause. But it is clear that grade and subject retention negatively
affect Beth.
Daria is conscious of her age. She likes being in classes with older
students because she herself is older. Being older, however, is not a
central issue for Nina and Elisa. Both these girls talk about loss of their
friends when they remain at Quentin and the friends are promoted to
high school. Retention at an early adolescent age seriously affects the
person; in this case developmental factors are disturbed. The
relationship with friends is pivotal in most early adolescent life,
therefore, abrupt changes and forced alterations must in some way
impact on developmental facets in a person's growth, but this is research
for another life. Quentin's retention policy needs reevaluation in the
light of what is truly best for the whole child. Retention is not just an
issue concerning whether or not a students meets academic standards.
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An important part of school design is the collection of procedures

developed to ensure an orderly school management and operation. Key
Quentin procedures are the punishments or consequences given for rule
breaking. The girls talk of these: detention and suspension are
punishments given for ditching. It seems there is no formulated list of
number of days matching a particular offense. For example, the girls
don't seem to know how many detentions merit a specific number of
days suspension. The whole process is not understand by the girls.
Also, it appears that frequently the assistant principal dispenses
suspension in an arbitrary fashion. Beth says of suspension, "It doesn't
bother me, I'm used to it." Her reaction is very different from Wanda
who does not want to "get caught" ditching, for fear of possibly having
her parents notified. Usually for some infraction of rules, the student is
sent to "the office," or directly to Mr. Hernandez. If there is a fight, a
serious offense, then the police can be called and the offender must talk
to the them.
What also happens at Quentin is that the systems to track excused
and unexcused absences are not effective. These procedures affect the at
risk girls. There is no question that seven of the at risk girls gradually
increase their non-attendance patterns. The number of recorded
absences does not reflect the reality. Secondly, the girls speak about
ditching individual classes and never "getting caught." It is interesting
that in my interviews with the eleven teachers not one of them speaks
about girls ditching their classes. They do, however, speak about a girl
having "problems with attendance."
The girls speak about specific punishments in classes. Some of
these are referred to in a previous section. But teachers employ other
consequences such as giving a detention for coming late to class six
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times, making the girl stay in through lunch, having a person sit in a
corner, giving the person more work, and moving her to many different
desks because of too much talking.
There is another list of procedural punishments which appears
harsh. I listen to the girls and note what seems to be staff inconsistency
in giving out behavior consequences. Quentin might do well to eliminate
their abusive punishments such as using writing as a chastisement;
imposing an excessive number of suspension days; using threats of any
kind, but particularly those indicating sentencing to a juvenile home; and
adults should resist teasing that may offend. These acts appear unjust,
degrading and contrary to what many feel is effective and creative
educational procedural practice.
An important Quentin procedure is to offer school incentives.

These seem primarily focused on increasing attendance. The irony, of
course, is that a school which hopes for better attendance rates is heavily
committed to dispensing many days of suspension. Nevertheless, there
are incentives for good report cards too, and for progress in individual
subjects. But the girls in this at risk study rarely mention these, and
only once does someone mention a classroom reward, a party, if there
are no behavior problems during a two week period. There may,
indeed, be many teachers who reward their classes, but for these few
girls the reward seems not worth noting and remembering, probably it
has little motivational impact.
It seems, in general, that Quentin operational practices need
revision. The inconsistencies are apparent: some girls are afraid to get
caught ditching, because they'll get suspended; when some of the girls
legitimately come in late, they're included on the absence list; Linda can
get a B in math without doing much work and she ditches because she
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does fairly well on tests; two girls are sent to the office for ditching but
they're never seen by anyone; Linda is called to the counselor's office
because she's failing at least two classes, but the counselor has no time
for her when she arrives and Linda never sees the counselor again.
These name but just a few of the inconsistencies which Quentin must
face if it ever hopes to touch the lives of at risk girls.
It is also apparent that archaic school rituals must be reevaluated

and either totally discarded, or reframed to enhance the reality of what
Quentin Middle School is and not what is was fifteen years ago. The
report cards are meaningless for some students, and suspension as a
punishment engenders worse consequences then the perceived evils of
the foul act. Beth certainly attests to this. And it seems that given the
minimal level of parental involvement at parent meetings and
conferences, and limited parent response in the volunteer program,
Quentin needs to rethink the value of its current PTSA (Parent-TeacherStudent Association). What is meaningful for this particular school?
The question is needed; but the answer must come from a sensitive,
concerned Quentin faculty.
And lastly, specific classroom rules and procedures are negatively
perceived by the at risk girls and probably by other students as well.
Rethinking the "no gum, no food, no going to lockers, no talking, stay in
your seat" kind of mentality will perhaps give some credibility to any
efforts at redesigning Quentin as a relevant school. Perhaps less energy
devoted to rules and punishments, in general, will also allow more time
to focus on issues of learning. Eight at risk girls seem to make little
connection between the philosophy and practices of Quentin to any
personal, relevant learning which occurs through classroom experiences.
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Developmental Issues
The stories of the girls' lives reveal experiences relevant to their
age, they celebrate the energy and potential of being young and new
teens. And in one sense they exemplify textbook theory dealing with
early adolescence. What happens to the nine at risk girls is happening in
many young female lives; they live and struggle with developmental
realities.
One such reality is the emergence of serious adult concerns, which
they as non-adults must face. Concerns which trouble my at risk girls
are those cultural and peer influences to become male-oriented. Eighth
grade seems a logical time to acquire a boyfriend, so the expectation
seems. Parents don't necessarily pressure for this, but peers imply that a
boyfriend means status, and perhaps a kind of passage into the chambers
of young womanhood. I'm not sure each girl really wants this
experience so soon, not knowing exactly what having a boyfriend means.
Wanda, for one, seems unsure. But the expectation does exist. And with
it comes a need to experiment with "attracting." Some of the girls flirt,
some become rowdy, some try their version of a sophisticated, sensual
appearance; and perhaps a girl like Wanda isn't sure what to do. But
"attracting" is part of their girl-talk, and to have friends one needs the
entree of this girl conversation.
This age also brings with it a new awakening about friendship.
The girls must now deal seriously with gossip, rumors, manipulation,
and boy-snatching. Early days of friendship were far less complicated;
motives were much easier to figure out. Now it seems that motives take
on weighty influence and cannot be discounted. Nina fmds the demands
of her friend Linda difficult to comply with; Linda always wants
something of Nina's, yet Linda is fun to be near. Where do the lines of
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friendship stop when one person always feels she's giving in and giving
up?
With friendship comes not only the pressure to fmd a boyfriend,
but the lures to prove the trust level of their own female relationships.
Girls ask for companionship in some adventure, an intermediary to
deliver messages, and frequently they demand in friendship, an
accomplice. It is so difficult at times to say no; difficult to question
why. Nikki's friends like to smoke cigarettes like she does, but money is
scarce, yet part of Nikki's time with friends in school is finding a place
to smoke, and having the cigarettes with them. So Nikki will steal
money and buy cigarettes, a simple feat because she looks older than her
thirteen years and few store sales persons question her age.
Early adolescence is also a time when the at risk girls are fonning
reconstructed values. It's a time in transit, a time for realizing that a
daughter doesn't always value her parents' ideas. In fact, some at risk
daughters in this study face with brutal reality the experience of not
liking a parent or a sibling. Love is not the issue, hate dominates. Daria
knows this; she hates her father. The truth is unsettling. In fact, it's a
time to devise a new relationship with each parent, with each sibling; the
sisters and brothers now live with a "girl-woman" who has much to
offer in a relationship, different qualities than those the girl possessed
and offered at a younger age.
One other change for the girls which

ha~. meaning

at both home

and school is acknowledging the presence of differing value systems in
one's life. There is no longer one dominant value orientation, run
through on the video screen without pause or question as when at age six
the girl innocently looked with unquestioning belief to Mary Poppins
floating through the air. Parental values are often not peer values, and
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these in turn conflict with Quentin values. It is a struggle of growing up
to view a number of iricompatible value systems, each touching one's life
and calling for commitment. Ellen knows how she values the ethnic
diversity at school, yet she hears her family's prejudicial words against
Blacks and Indians.
The age is a time of flux, of transition, and as such it is a
vulnerable time. A girl looks for security, understanding, and finds
herself susceptible to her own needs, and capable enough to test her own
power and strength. Nina, Linda, and Elisa do just this. They look for
security, but they test their limits and gain strength.
Some of the girls' inner conflicts are alluded to in a previous
section. Those conflicts of isolation, repression, and anger impact with
adult force, no longer softly and gently by remembering that the child is
young and fragile. But fear and rejection grip with stinging clutch,
knowing that they test the valor and stability of a growing young
woman. For these at risk girls the test may be depression, thoughts of
suicide, and escape by running away. It seems the transition to a new
age is fraught with peril.
One of the adults at Quentin, Ms. Nichols the nurse, believes that
students this age "need sort of approval." This belief echoes in the
writing of those who call for significant adults in the lives of early
adolescents (Galbo, 1986). As I look at the girls in my study it is so
clear that they have few positive models, and certainly no positive caring
adult confidante in whom they can confide. They speak about older
siblings, but no understanding adult emerges as a person who listens to
their struggles, offers positive counsel, and reassures them of their
worth. In some way, perhaps, Ms. Sanchez tries to do this for Nina, but
it is such a small effort when the need is so great.
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This is the need, then, for an adult to look at the girl with caring
eyes and catch her patterns as they emerge; to see the signs of stress and
unhappiness, and then intervene if appropriate. It seems, too, that a
nurturing adult can provide security in a time of transition, be an
advocate for the girl, and help her monitor her increasingly independent
decisions marking growth and new identity.
Such adults are found in families; they certainly can be mothers
and sisters. But they also can be found in schools. Wanda needs
someone to recognize that she is neglected, Daria is depressed. Nina is
angry and Beth is afraid. Each of these at risk girls needs someone who
responds to the whole person, not an amateur Miss Marble who scurries
along letter-bound, hunting for D's and F's to successfully deliver at the
counselor's door, then delighted with her discovery trips contentedly
away knowing that another will handle the case from that moment
forward. It is essential for girls at this age to have one person who
believes in them.
A second developmental issue pertinent to the data collected during
this study is that girls this age can verbalize their interests; they enjoy
activity and ideas which motivate them. They also have some notions
about the future and their prospects for careers. But the notions held by
these girls are extremely limited and narrow. "There is a strong
relationship between aspirations and occupational outcomes; if
individuals do not even aspire to middle-class jobs, then they are
unlikely to achieve them" (Macleod, 1987). It seems then, that this is
an appropriate time to broaden awareness and expose possibilities,
especially for girls who are growing up in poverty.
A critical fact, however, is that for these girls the tasks in Quentin
classrooms have little credibility as learning tasks, they are simply
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"work" which earns grades and detennines "passing." The tasks
themselves have no inherent merit, and are in no way related to any
future need, as least as perceived by eight of these girls at risk. Math is
"needed for everything," so Beth believes, and Wanda says math will
help her teach her children what they need to know about math.
Somehow the classroom curriculum experiences need to have
authenticity as meaningful learning events to solve today's problems.
Secondly, they need to assume relevance for the moment at hand and for
the future. Then, perhaps, the mix of learning, relevance, and need will
motivate the girl, and she will even speculate creatively about the future.
The Quentin faculty must examine its beliefs about learning, and
question its pedagogical practices. If more relevant learning experiences
can evolve then this change, coupled with directed efforts at expanded
career exposure, can open futuristic visions for the girls at Quentin.
The third developmental issue relevant in this study is the fact that
early adolescents experiment with adult behaviors. Every parent of an
early adolescent girl recounts stories of a daughter's attempts to break
out of her childhood shell, either with new humor, bizarre clothing
styles, carefully crafted requests for later curfew times, distancing from
families and closeness to peers, and new records of minutes spent in
animated telephone conversations about a newly released cover for the
moment's most popular music idol. But in this section I include only
those behaviors which are life threatening or life altering, those
behaviors which erupt, flowing down into every phase of this research
project. It is readily apparent that these behaviors mold a girl's attitude
and success or failure in school.
The only at risk girl in this study who seems not to smoke, sniff,
or swallow abusive substances is Wanda. She never refers to any such
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activity. She also never tells any story of her sister Lacey being an
abuser. Wanda belongs to a religion which forbids cigarettes, alcohol
and illegal drug use, so perhaps her religious circumstances direct her to
abstinence.
One other girl, Ellen, smokes cigarettes at the beginning of the
semester, but as she becomes involved in track, she decides to forego the
cigarettes in exchange for increased running power. She runs at home
in the morning before she comes to school, and wants to not only
improve her running time, but slim down a few pounds. She tells that
it's easier to nm when she doesn't smoke. She never mentions using any
other abusive substances.
One of Beth's suspensions results from having a beer can on the
school bus. Given the fact that she says she has older high school friends
in her neighborhood, I wager she probably does drink, but she shares no
stories about her drinking instances, nor does she come for an interview
appearing that she is drunk or "stoned."
For the other girls substance abuse is a weekly reality, if not a
daily one for some. At one point the girls share stories about when they
started drinking or using drugs. "When I first started smoking pot I was
in the fourth grade. I started drinking in the seventh grade. We were at
my grandma's house and my brother and his friends were there. They
offered me some and I took it. They didn't force me, I just took it."
(Elisa, GRI: 5-5-87) Two realities surface in this one story, starting
drugs at a very early age, and family members offering alcohol or
drugs.
Four of the girls were drug and alcohol users before eighth grade.
It's very probable that Sonja also began this behavior much earlier than
this school year. She is a close friend with Linda and they "party"
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together. Also, she's older than the others and lives in a community
known for a drug presence, at least as perceived by Nikki's father.
Daria begins using drugs and alcohol late in this school year, when she
reaches a new low in personal desperation, and she, too, is first supplied
by her older sister Rita.
The girls in this study who live in Santos are "abusers" together.
Three of them in particular, Linda, Nina, and Sonja join together as
early as October for their party times. This usually occurs in Santos.
Other people join them, or they join in where they know there is a party
and people are using alcohol and drugs. These are the two main abuses,
but the girls talk about "sniffing" also. They use glue, "white out" and
shellac.
Nikki begins to join the Santos girls because she is drawn to where
there is excitement out in the Yaqui community; she finds her own
neighborhood dull and boring. She loves to go to the reservation. And
as Elisa's life becomes more repressive she, too, finds herself joining in
groups with these girls and, thus, the five girls become friendly as they
look for protected places to drink, smoke and sniff.
The girls are drawn to people who provide the coolers, JD (Jack
Daniels), and beer. Maybe they even chip in a dollar, depending on how
much money they have. But whether or not a girl has money does not
seem to matter; her desire to "party" provides high acceptance on the
part of an "abusing" group.
Eventually Sonja spends more time with her boyfriend until he
must leave, so she gradually stops attending school and joining the party
times. She has her own enjoyment with Jose.
As the days pass the girls start experimenting in school with more
risky behaviors. They not only bring cigarettes to school which is
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against the rules, but they bring wine coolers and drugs. They talk
about being "stoned" and "buzzed" in school. They never report being
"caught" for these more dangerous offenses. This would bring
immediate ;;;uspension and notation on school records. There is no
logging of drug or alcohol use other than Beth's incident on the bus.
Nikki, however, is suspended for having cigarettes in her purse.
But quietly and cleverly the "joints" and the coolers slip in
elaborate disguises under the electronically wired vision of Quentin
adults. The teachers just don't notice, or they chose not to question the
silly grins, grazed looks, and bloodied eyes. The girls cement their
abusive school patterns.
The girls explore the meaning of getting "high." It just feels good,
they forget their problems, and it's fun. My suspicion is that this is also
an experiment at being one of the adults they see modeled around them.
And for some of the girls, it blunts the sexual inhibitions which could
interfere with having a more adult-like male relationship.
The girls know where to obtain their substances, from an aunt or a
friend's older sister, from a brother or an uncle. They know the houses
that supply, they know what money is needed. By the end of this school
year they are expert users. It is only Ellen who stops smoking cigarettes
because of her running, and Linda does stop drugs when she becomes
pregnant. These are Quentin's eighth grade girls at risk.
One other behavior which is an experiment with adult freedoms
and independence is running away. Three girls in this study run away
during this year; Sonja ran away the previous year. They become afraid
for the most part, and rather than face envisioned consequences for
some act, they go to a friend's house. Linda goes to a girlfriend's home,
and then to her boyfriend's. Nina sneaks out to a girlfriend's, and Nikki
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hides in her boyfriend's house. When Sonja ran away she went to her
aunt's. 'The girls choose what some feel is a disturbing· alternative to
their perception of age-appropriate strategies and coping mechanisms.
That struggle in a young girl's life is apparent in Nikki's story of
running away.
He was my boyfriend. I like him so much and I know he likes
me. He shows it. I ran away and I stayed with him for two
days, and they caught me. I was living at his house and I only
had one extra change and I took a shower over there. It was
embarrassing. I wouldn't come out of the bathroom. (Did his
mom know you were there?) Yeah, and she let me stay there.
She knew I was a runaway. I was stupid because I hurt my mom
a lot. It's a long story. (What did your mom say when you got
home?) She was happy, it was like just a normal day. My
brothers don't even care. My uncle told me that if I ever left
again he was going to whip me. He's my dad's brother. Uncles
think they rule you. (What did your dad say when you got
home?) Nothing. My mom told me that my dad told her that if
he found me he was going to give up drinking. And he hasn't
drank. I was going to go to him and tell him that I love him and
everything and I appreciated that, but I forgot. There's too
many things that you can't do when you're pregnant.
(01: 5-6-87)
These are the serious behaviors the girls dabble with as they live
their efforts to "grow up." It's understandable that the "work" of
looking up definitions for vocabulary words, and trying to memorize
math facts which you've been attacking since first grade, is not an
incentive on which to focus energy and problem solving. It's a greater
challenge of intelligence and ingenuity to develop belief and value
systems worked out in daily personalized situations. By comparison
with the girls' social, developmental problems which are forcibly
chained outside the walls of each Quentin classroom in an archaic, purist
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notice of content dominance, the individual classes offer little academic
enticement. The girls' personal lives dominate and pulse with adventure
and excitement. Quentin classes are boring.
The girls engage in "trouble." These bits and pieces of rebellion
and defiance are, perhaps, attempts to take unto themselves the power
they see so liberally wielded in home and school. The talk about "going
purposely late," not listening, "fooling around in the halls," and passing
notes in classes. Wanda says she is "no trouble outside," it's just in her
classes where she needs to exert some power. Beth knows "I do it just
for attention." Elisa simply admits, "I don't like the teacher." So the
girls chip away at the Quentin view of an effective middle school.
Some of the girls also cheat, usually when somebody forgets to
study. Linda, Nikki and Ellen say they don't cheat or copy. Daria
admits, "I had to cheat; I didn't know there was a test." Wanda copies a
lot because she doesn't study much, and in certain classes she doesn't
understand. The copying and cheating are coping mechanisms which
gradually become a little more refined for the girls.
The one behavior which reflects their developmental wrestling
with displaying both childish and youthful response, is in their fighting
tendencies. Seven of the girls tell stories about fights with other girls.
The reasoning and logic for anger stem from youth concerns: jealousy,
gossip, prejudice. But the unreasoned response is fighting, a childish
impulse carried into early adolescence. Several of the girls say they like
to fight. It seems that even when they have control, some choose to
attack.
The girls' who physically fight display this outside their homes.
No one tells a story about any physical fight with a sibling. There are
heated verbal exchanges, but the punches and slaps are word attacks.
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But Quentin is host to much destructive conduct, labeled in the
suspension log as "abusive behavior."
Early adolescent development gender issues also take high priority
when listing major influences on the young girls in this study. A girl's
personal development is positively or negatively influenced by her
relationship to her mother, to her older sisters, to close female models
for career considerations and to female confidantes. Also, her mother's
role as the adult female in the family grouping impacts on the girl's
vision of motherhood, female equality, and adult sex. It seems important
that either at home or in school the girl be encouraged to share her
personal vision. If her home relationships are distorted, troubled or
narrow, then each girl needs an expanded view of what being female can
mean and offer. It seems many of the at risk girls have narrow views,
yet it also appears there is no place for these girls to explore their ideas.
A previous section in this chapter on family structures describes
key relationships, noting in particular the relationships to mothers and
sisters. But there are other gender-significant factors which reflect the
girl as female person, and how she perceives both school and home. For
example, several of the girls in this study believe that the girls are
treated differently in their families. Daria and Elisa, in particular, say
they are more restricted than their brothers. Ellen says that "girls go
through hell," as opposed to boys in the family who have it easier.
Four girls in this study are physically punished at home. When
they talk about "whipping," using "cords," and "beating" the question is
whether this is punishment or abuse. My sense from what the girls tell
me is that abuse is the more accurate term, yet it demurely sits in lace
collar holding a flowered parasol under the protective willow of family
teaching, waiting for the moment to thrust out a jab of intended pain.
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TIle girls experience this pain, be it punishment or abuse.
Daria also experiences the embarrassment of her father's "dirty
mind" as he gives his "looks" to one of her female friends who
occasionally might come over. Also, Daria's father makes many
references to her possible sexual promiscuity; Nina is another girl who
experiences this kind of harassment from her family.
It should be that a girl's home is a place where she is safe in being
female, where she can explore dimensions of her gender with honest
inquiry and celebration. For all of these at risk girls, there is little
inquiry in their homes, little education, and definitely nothing to
celebrate by being a girl.
The girls talk about the fact that only two of them have mothers
who talk to them about sex. The others learn from siblings, "dirty talk,"
special sessions in school, and from movies. This is not sufficient
education. When I ask the girls at one of our group sessions what ideas
they'd like the group to discuss, they write down three out of six topics
which are sex-related: pregnant teens, What do you think about sex? and
How are babies fonned? To whom do these girls go for balanced,
healthy, accurate information and feminine perspective?
Quentin School could be a place for the girls to obtain infonnation
and perspective, but the homebase "advisors" seem not yet ready to
inquire what interests students have. Also, it seems generally that
Quentin is not attuned to the needs of its female students. For example,
some of the girls are bothered by "dressing out" when it's time for PE.
Wanda ditches with her friend Yolanda because Yolanda hates PE for
this reason. Ms. Sanchez is aware of this, yet nothing changes. Some
girls are very shy about a public view of their bodies, even in
underwear, and even just in front of other girls. It would be an easy
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matter to accommodate the modesty of these early adolescents.
Another school issue regarding its female population is that in just
this research study alone, seven out of the nine girls receive either D's or
F's in math. It is a subject about which the girls have much to say,
mostly negative remarks. Ellen, on the contrary, enjoys math, thinks
her teacher is good, but would like to be challenged more. Linda also
likes her male teacher, but she stops doing the work because he doesn't
evaluate any of their papers; he grades on test results. Could it be that
math more than any other subject, given the way it's taught in most
schools, tends to review the same content over and over again, year in
and year out? The girls

expre~s

concerns about repetition, working

from the book, not being allowed to work with friends, and not having
content explained "step by step." The same teaching patterns exist in
Quentin which the girls experienced for so many years in elementary
school. They are weary of the repetition.
One individual is conscious of refocusing the negative math image
held by many girls, not just the at risk girls. Ms. Sanchez offers the
opportunity for girls to attend a math and science career conference at
the University for girls in middle schools and junior highs. The
announcement is carried in the daily bulletin, but none of these at risk
girls express interest. The Quentin practice is that each student should
take personal responsibility and come forward if interested. Ellen loves
math, but no one approaches her as an individual with this special
interest. Perhaps Ellen feels she isn't good enough or her mother won't
let her participate, so she hesitates. Ellen needs an advocate.
Perhaps the at risk girls' interest would spark if Quentin began
clubs specifically for girls. There are fewer clubs for girls, definitely
fewer sports organizations. The at risk girls would like volleyball,
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basketball and softball. And they would also like some classes just for

girls.
Quentin can also be more "girl-friendly" if it isn't necessary to go
to the nurse's station any time one need& personal sanitary supplies. This
request is certainly not necessary, yet this is the present system for the
girls. There are no machines in the restrooms.
The at risk girls and others like them need a school and home, or
at least one place where they can face the realities of being girls in
supportive environments. They do not need what Greene (1978) calls the
"infantilization and segregation" experienced by females in the
nineteenth century. Yet the Quentin girls, in some ways, are still
experiencing nineteenth century attitudes.
Sometimes older women forget their own early development years.
The little memory fragments so quaintly pictured in the life of a woman
are often major, full-blown events in the life of a developing girl. It
seems there is little support for the at risk girls as they notice their
bodies changing, wear their first bras, begin menstruation, wonder about
sexual attraction, formulate questions about pregnancy, and have fears
about what goes on with boyfriends.
And the reality exists that girls at this age can and do become
pregnant. Linda talks about wanting to have a baby; she does not want
to use any birth control measure. This is the conviction of a thirteen
year old eighth grader. No thirteen year old boy has the impact of the
thinking and decisions revolving around this one issue alone. The needs
for girls are distinct; their educational requirements are unique to their
nature.
But Quentin seems not attuned to a girl's educational needs in
today's world. Linda's friend Marguerite is not involved in the arena of
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pregnancy decisions, but she is grappling with her own identity, not as

an introspective college freshman who ponders existence and persona
after two first level courses, but as a fourteen year old girl realizing she
is lesbian. Linda says, "She turned out gay." What does Quentin say to
Linda and Marguerite, what words help in the struggles of its female
population? It seems Quentin focuses on math facts, reading passages,
and daily bulletins listing what's for lunch. Not that these concerns don't
need attention and have their respective places in the school experience,
but the developmental needs of students must receive the heedfulness
which their influence merits. And the unique developmental needs of
girls should be recognized and addressed.

Cultural Significance
Cultural issues do surface in what the girls tell of their lives. It
seems that multilingual ability, for one example, is taken for granted.
Six of the at risk girls have some fluency in two or three languages. Yet
it is only Dolores whose mother encourages her to take Spanish in
school. The principal switches to Spanish frequently as she chats in the
office. This is perfectly acceptable for Ms. Sanchez. But evidently if
the students use Spanish in classes outside of a bilingual class, it is not
encouraged by some teachers. Nina mentions that in her reading class
the teacher doesn't mind if students use Spanish in talking together. It
seems this may have been an issue at one time.
Several of the girls are required to speak Spanish at home; it's an
easier communication mode for one or another of their parents. Some
girls speak Spanish or Yaqui with their grandparents. But it doesn't
seem that language diversity is emphasized in the school setting, or
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utilized in any way in course content.
The girls talk about customs at home which are central to their
ethnic heritage. Daria is involved with attendance at a young fifteen
year old girl's "Quincenera." In Daria's family this means that she will
borrow an elegant, fonnal dress, and her family will attend the party.
Daria tells that the celebrant girl "must be a virgin." As it happens,
when Daria tries on the borrowed dress it is too large and some other
girl of a fuller size will use the dress. Daria is happy because she really
doesn't want to be in such a prominent position. Her family, however,
goes to the celebration but Daria is an observer.
Another custom mentioned is the trip when Nina travels with her
Yaqui grandmother to a small town in Mexico where there is a yearly
celebration of St. Mary Magdalene. They participate in a procession,
and some people even "walk" on their knees. Nina does not know the
significance of the feast, or why the Yaquis celebrate this saint in
particular, but for Nina this is a chance for a little vacation. The
religious significance is lost.
Nina and the other Yaqui girls also do not understand all the
religious significance of the Yaqui rituals held during the season before
Easter. Many people in Santos participate and many tourists come to
observe in another nearby Yaqui village. What Nina does know is that
she does not drink any alcohol during this time; she doesn't give up
drugs, however. Nikki, too, knows that during this time her family does
not eat meat on Fridays, but she isn't sure why.
The only other custom one girl mentions is when her grandmother
dies. Sonja stays home from school and she says her family stays up
three nights as part of the wake. The girls experience ethnic identity
even through they don't always understand the meanings behind their
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customs. The customs are intertwined with religious rituals, but none of
these Yaqui girls attend regular church services so the religious meaning
is unknown to them.
Two aspects of culture are significant in their relationship to
Quentin school. The first is racial prejudice. Daria's Mexican father is
fiercely prejudiced against "gringos." Daria ascribes her father's
horrible restrictions to his Mexican ways of thinking. Also, she
mentions wanting to be adopted by "Anglos." Beth cannot bring
Mexican friends to the house, and Ellen cannot date any Blacks. Ellen
also says that her stepmother's boyfriend is always making prejudiced
remarks. Late in the school year, Ellen begins to get disgusted with the
Mexican girls in her homeroom, saying that they try and start trouble.
Linda, Nina and Nikki say they cannot date any Blacks, and Nina
says that Quentin has too many Indians and Mexicans in the school. The
Indians in Quentin have a special room and a club which is viewed as
favoritism by Ellen.
The girls say some teachers are prejudiced; a number of them
identify Mr. Hernandez as highly prejudiced. Elisa mentions that her
mother felt the assistant principal implied that Santos was "filled with
little druggies." Both Nina's and Elisa's parents have unpleasant
telephone conversations with him.
These comments mean that race and ethnicityis are factors
recognized by the students and their parents. It is also identified when
teachers talk about students. For example, Ms. Travers believes that
Mexican families are very close knit. She also thinks that in this culture
if a male student does well in school he is considered a "home boy." She
also has some definite ideas about the Yaquis. "What I've heard from
the Indian population is they have a real problem with the way they live.
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They're not only real poor for the most part, but a lot of their family

members live in one house and there's a lot of drinking, fighting and
incest from what I've heard."
Another teacher talks about his Indian students and their art ability.
He feels they have "fine motor control." He has concerns because he
feels the school tries to make the Indian students White, and they have
anger about trying to fit into White society. Also, Mr. Benson believes
that there is the "most poverty on the reservation," and the fact that
parents seem not to care is another issue tied to Yaqui culture.
Both Ms. Sanchez and one of the teachers, Mr. Hanson, believe that
the Indian girls are required to stay home to care for younger children.
In my study I found that Daria sometimes stays home to clean for her
mother; the other girls do not stay home to babysit. Ellen mentions
cleaning the house and the yard. Linda mentions housework also, but
this is her job for which she gets paid and Linda never mentions staying
home for the purpose of cleaning.
Ms. Daley, a language arts and reading teacher, talks about liking
the diverse student population. She also makes an observation about the
Indian students and their distinctive ethnic writing ability.
I'd really like to do some work in the writing of the Indian
children. The Native American kids write differently. They use
different writing strategies or writing skills. I'm looking to see
what we can do with that. For example, their observation skills
are much stronger than the other kids, but their punctuation's
just not there. I don't know how to work with that. The Native
American kids are quieter in general. A lot of times they're
quieter and you have to draw them out personally on a one-toone level. You have to comer them in class and ask them to
answer questions. A lot of times they refuse and the Hispanic
kids are reaL.I don't know, I enjoy working with them too.
(TI: 10-6-86)
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It seems that only Ms. Daley and Mr. Benson note positive qualities
in their Indian students. Other teachers ascribe differences among the
races, and some don't note any differences. Most teachers talk about
treating all students the same.
Ms. Sanchez tells the story about one Quentin faculty member who
failed 42% of his students the previous year. Of these, 89% were Indian
students. She spoke with the teacher and believes this will not occur
again.
One of the staff who reveals much about culture, particularly
Indian life, is Ms. Triplett. It seems her perceptions have truth as they
reflect in the lives of the Yaqui girls in this study.
The district has all these special programs for the Blacks and
Hispanic people but there isn't much at all for Indian people.
There's such a large population of them around here. Their
culture is so different. Indian people don't have opposites. As a
result they have a real hard time functioning when they're in
schooL.They don't understand a lot of things. Out on the
reservation, when a child is old enough to walk the parents will
just let them go out the door and just know that someone out
there is going to watch out for them. That's not the way it is in
the real society. You have to watch out for your own kids
because nobody else will. That's why they have so much trouble
because they come from out there a"'.d tltey expect us all to know
that we're supposed to take care of them. It just doesn't work
that way, they have to take responsibility for themselves.
They've always been told, 'Hey, you were born on this
reservation, raised on this reservation and you're not going to
amount to nothing so you might ~s well sit back and be content
with your life on this reservation.' (SI: 10-30-86)
Ms. Triplett tells many stories of students and she weaves in her
perceptions the contemporary cultural reality of this Indian people.
In this study the Yaqui cultural presence is strongly felt. I listen to
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the girls talk about how difficult it is to get transportation from the
reservation; their world is enclosed on government land. They talk
about community structure as it applies to obtaining housing through
making application, people informing on others if there are problems.
A presence seeping deep into the girls' lives is the BIAS. They
patrol Santos looking for stray children, picking up youth who break the
curfew, going to houses looking for runaways, and they recommend
transferring youth to homes in other parts of the state. The BIAS seems
both a blessing and a curse for the girls, a part of their culture.
And back at Quentin so few teachers are aware of their students'
lives outside the fifty minute class period which brings together early
adolescents of such diverse backgrounds. Can each student, can each
girl, be treated the same as every other? Does fourteen year old Nina
who drives her uncle's car, sniffs paint and writes poetry have the same
needs as thirteen year old Wanda who copies, cheats, and ditches, but
says so little? This study describes nine unique at risk girls, each
needing to be treated individually as her culture and personality require.
School Survival
As individuals the girls live in three worlds, the worlds of home,
friends and school. They must survive in each of these. For this report
the focus narrows on how the girls survive in the school world, a
compulsory world, one with a legally mandated attendance requirement.
The one girl who chooses the most conventional path of surviving
school is Ellen. Somehow she manages to motivate herself to
conformity. When she has questions about her real concerns, for
example, why is she placed in the PALS suspension program and why is
it necessary to inform her stepmother about the gossip and rumors she
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was involved in, Ellen just stifles the questions and confonns without
being disruptive. After serving her time in PALS, Ellen seems
refonned and she proceeds as a model student. She is promoted and
probably recognizes she can do well in future school systems using
.behaviors of confonnity, compliance, and diligence.

The other girls, however, present a different picture. In one sense
there are two survival choices at Quentin if one is not willing, for
whatever reason, to becoming confonning, compliant and diligent.
Wanda becomes personally dishonest as she pretends her confonnity.
She copies and cheats to cover ignorance and laziness, and she remains
silent about her objections to work and teachers. Girls like Linda, Nina,
Sonja, Elisa and Nikki make attempts at pretense for a few months, but
then they discard these attempts and in one sense, present an honest
picture of their response to this school. They find it irrelevant and not
meeting their needs so they stop attending as often as possible. They
look for, and find, meaning and relevance elsewhere.
Daria makes an honest attempt to comply with Quentin's
requirements. She has no support, however, and probably her academic
skill needs are stronger than Ellen's. She lasts until the final quarter of
the year, then begins to honestly portray her disassociation from school.
As mentioned earlier Beth tries in the first quarter to comply and,
perhaps, even ascribe relevance and honest interest to her class tasks, but
her personal tunnoil cannot be calmed. Beth quickly discards school.
Perhaps her personal survival necessitates this. Noone at Quentin
knows, nor do I.
The second survival experience for the girls is their creation of a
subculture founded on the unspoken premise of searching for fun. Even
Beth is a fringe member for a time. But all the Yaqui girls belong, and
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through Daria's latent friendship with Elisa she, too, fmally finds
diversion and excitement.
There are small survival techniques the girls use. Frequenting the
nurse's station is one of these. During seventh grade Nina went there
"often" though the exact number isn't available; this year by February
alone Beth has already escaped class seventeen times, or so the nurse's
records indicate. It seems most Quentin classes have little holding power
for the at risk girls, they look for survival alternatives. The Indian girls
go to their resource room, and all nine girls meet with me, frequently
hoping to extend their time for a reason far more primal than the delight
of being with a University researcher.
The girls also have their dreams; these offer hope, nurturence and

escape. It seems that survival is found in other worlds, not in what
offerings Quentin provides for a school experience. Quentin is a chore
for Linda; if someone pays her she'll come and perform what she
doesn't like. It's a sweat shop housed on the sixth and seventh floors of a
run down warehouse in Manhattan's lower east side, where the laborers
come and endure the monotony of repeated sewing and piecing for
minimum wage, afraid that the BIA and the INS will burst through the
door demanding green cards and homework. And if the women are
fortunate there'l1 be moments to slip across to a sister worker sharing
words of their real lives with children, men, bargains and knowing a
nearby bodega where meat and cigarettes are cheap. Or the supervisor
may feel generous, and moments for breaking will extend the minutes of
gossip and breath and survival.
For Linda and some others the school is a holding pen, built with
warped and weather-beaten wood, highly inadequate to provide any
structure for these wild and life-filled creatures prancing, heads held
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high, sniffing the clear air of freedom and exploration. They yearn for

another world, not the confmes of a Quentin vision based on unifonnity
and unquestioned pedagogy.
The mismatch between the needs of these at risk girls and Quentin
Middle School is overpoweringly apparent to anyone who engages even
just one girl in an honest twenty minute conversation. Rose (1989)
expresses it saying,
This discordance between message and audience is seldom
examined... the equally important fact is that if you set up the
right conditions, try as best you can to cross class and cultural
boundaries, figure out what's needed to encourage perfonnance,
that if you watch and listen, again and again there will emerge
evidence of ability that escapes those who dwell on differences
(p.222).
Quentin, indeed, needs to watch, listen and self scrutinize. Then,
perhaps, the words of how different these at risk students are from their
confonning, compliant honor roll peers will change to a new view. The
reality will be a developmentally appropriate school with few "at risk"
students, a school with a new vision of celebrating each student's
uniqueness, and dedicated to meeting each person's individual needs so
her empowering abilities may be fully engaged positively and creatively.
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CHAPTER 8
THE EXPEDITION IN PERSPECTIVE
The purpose of this study is twofold: fust, to collect stories of
school life from nine Hispanic, Yaqui and Anglo eighth grade girls at
risk, as identified by administration and teachers at Quentin Middle
School. The second part is to analyze these stories and bring the
surfacing pieces of each girl's school perception into close fit or
patterning with those of other girl informants. These "grounded"
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967) story fragments give meaning to not only the
girls' school experience, but they help explain their lives within a home
and leisure context. From these meanings I interpret how the girls view
their school experience.
This final chapter, then, brings to closure a research project filled
with awakening, disbelief, and hope. I include final stories from the
girls, pieces which cry out to be included as they sit patiently waiting on
stiff uncomfortable metal chairs in the outer room anxious and fearful
that the "worker" will not have the time nor energy to document yet
another proof of suffering or conflict. But this worker acknowledges
the power of these stories, so once again she sits beside a young girl and
carefully records what the girl realistically and honestly tells.
On New Year's Day I got a call from my cousin. His birthday
and my birthday are on the same day and we were planning a
celebration. He hung up and then he called back about five
minutes later and told me that his brother, my other cousin
Robert, wanted to commit suicide. He told me to come over
there because Robert's door was locked. I went over there and
Robert had a dresser up against the door. We pushed it and the
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mirror fell. It broke; we heard it. We got the door open and
Robert was hanging from the wall. Then my cousin Edward
pushed him so he could fall down. Robert started throwing up
and his wrist was sliced a couple of times. And I was crying
and I didn't know what to do so I called the ambulance and I
went to the bathroom. I told Edward to take care of Robert, to
stay in the room. I got this towel so I could wipe Robert's
wrist, and Edward went to the kitchen to get another towel.
While we were in there, Robert took off and they couldn't find
him. He took off running through the desert. That's not his
first time. He's tried it before. (GI: 1-14-86)
Sonja's story of her cousin's attempted suicide is just one of three
suicide stories I heard during my months with the girls. How can I leave
this particular event untold when it is so powerful an experience in this
girl's life? Sonja visits Edward's house; he is her cousin, and he is
suicidal.
Sonja must somehow balance the image of Edward falling to the
ground, "throwing up" and bleeding, with the picture of a Quentin
language arts writing assignment geared to making sure that a three
paragraph requirement has a "thesis, body and conclusion." This is the
focus of each writing assignment in one of the language arts classes
which I observed. A chart even serves as reminder to students to use
this three-step writing procedure.
There are few places at Quentin for a girl like Sonja to share the
real drama of her life. The Quentin world is filled with an antiquated
model of learning strategies which even decades ago would not have
motivated these young girls, the early adolescent people who now live in
contemporary times facing life and death drama in their home contexts.
But these girls are living in a Quentin educational world based on the
ten.ets of yesteryear. The girls live and breathe, make decisions, face
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the allurements of a time and culture not reflected in the design and
focus of their Quentin world. They are at risk in that milieu.
So their stories must be told. Those few which still beseech a tired
researcher, hoping that perhaps by passionate detail they will be the ones
to startle teachers into new focus on girls' lives and real learning, are the

strong ones which cannot be denied. Maybe these will be the stories,
poignant, direct, and honest which move just one school to look within
individual students, digging for the tales which desperately need telling.
These last few stories then, comprise only part of this chapter, a
rendering of a few last episodes, desperate to be told.
The chapter also gives my personal storied accounting of research
with the at risk girls. This one facet of the total study conveys
understanding of how I perceive my experience as researcher in this
unique project. It is also one component by which to measure the
project's trustworthiness, therefore it merits inclusion in this final
chapter.
As part of my storied response I include particular considerations
about the ethical issues I faced, and how I handled these circumstances.
Perhaps this honesty will prepare others who daringly propose as
research, a project of listening to personal life events from children and
young people in our schools. Included also is a final digest of the study.
Lastly, I make recommendations to the research community for
investigative studies which need initiating. Our knowledge of student
perception is limited; we need the direction and truthful impact from
those we teach. Learning is far too magnificent a life adventure to be
crushed by what some schools so spiritlessly offer as education. This
chapter offers some suggestions.
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Gleanings from the Dig
Two of the girls in the study whose case stories are not included
are, nevertheless, exceptional informants. The piece I include here is
long, but it presents Sonja's perception of the teachers at Quentin. She
also highlights aspects of her life as a Yaqui girl living under BIAS
influence.
We're kind of shy. We don't want to speak out and like I'm
Yaqui and when I came down from California I met my cousins.
I looked at them and I got all embarrassed. When I started
growing I wasn't able to speak out to anybody. My friends will
feel comfortable talking to one person, but when it comes to
talking to a whole crowd, they won't be comfortable even though
they know each other real well. I could speak out and everything
but some of the Indian students aren't used to it. They're really
quiet...I'm not really comfortable. There's some Indians here
and you ask them if they're Indians and they say, 'No, are you
crazy.'

Some of them here are real prejudiced against Indians. I'm
the secretary of the Indian Club and I have trouble getting them
in the Indian Club. They won't show up all the time. To me, I
feel like the teachers are against Indian students. If they give an
assignment and the student knows the assignment but they're
Indian, the teacher looks at them like they don't understand. The
teacher thinks, 'He's not going to say anything so I'll just send
him to an Indian tutor.' That's what they always do. The
teachers think that Indian students don't know as much. A lot of
people tell me that their teachers don't think they understand just
because they're Indian. (GI: 10-27-86)
None of the other Yaqui girls expresses this kind of prejudice
directed against her race. But prejudice is real at Quentin. The sections
on culture reveal prejudice within the families, and subtle prejudice in
what the girls say. The adults, on the other hand, are far more cautious
in how they speak about the diverse ethnic groups, but my sense is that
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some Quentin adults ascribe undesirable characteristics to the Indian
community: poverty, drug use, and negative parenting styles. It is vital
that the Quentin staff look deeply into their own thinking which may
reveal prejudicial attitudes. But also critical is the issue which Sonja's
, story so clearly discloses, the students themselves perceive prejudice
against them.
Sonja also gives information about how the BIAS affects her life.
This security group influences the four girls who live on the reservation,
and it intercedes in Nikki's life when she spends her runaway days in
Santos.
If you're out past 11, they'll take you to juvenile and they'll call
up your mom. They'll write on your records for breaking
curfew. And then they'll just leave you but they won't leave you
for more than twenty-four hours. That night your parents come
and pick you up but you still get a record for it. If the BIA sees
you past ten they'll take you and they'll keep you for however
long they want. When they picked me up they were 0' ly
supposed to keep me for just twenty-four hours, but t~ley kept
me for like two days. It's just like a juvenile home. We were in
this big room and there were at least eight beds in there for
girls. This is in Raven (a city two hours away). They took me
there that night, and there is nothing to do there. Here, it's
different because when I was in juvenile I was in a room by
myself, at least three days. They kept me in there and if you do
good, then they'll send you to this big old room and all the other
girls. There's things to do there. But you're not allowed to
touch another girl and they keep you in this cubicle. When
you're in there you can't talk. Here I think it's more fair than in
Raven ... When people know the BIAS is around they want to get
into trouble and will do something bad. When the BIAS wasn't
here, it was better. (GI: 11-13-86)
The twenty-four hour presence of a neighborhood security force with
distinctive power is unique to the lives of Quentin students living on the
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reservation. Each at risk Yaqui girl in this study, at some point in her
conversations, refers to the BIAS. It seems they fear the BIAS at times,
but also the girls treat them as an integral part of a "cat and mouse"
game they play when they look for excitement and danger. The methods
of the BIAS, as described by the Yaqui girls, raise serious questions
about what is protection and what is violation of human rights. This
study, however, focuses on early adolescent perceptions, and as such it
uses the girls' presentations to interpret and question. Their views
picture the BIAS in an unfavorable light.
The other Yaqui girl, Nikki, whose words I include in this final
chapter, tells a distressing story about herself and her relationship to her
older sister who died. Nikki carries the burden of this story all during
the school year. She shares it with no adult, perhaps with one of her
friends, but it is so forceful that she tries to commit suicide in an attempt
to silence her own guilt feelings. The turbulent memory is devastating
for Nikki. Finally, in the early part of May Nikki tells me the memory
which gnaws at her with persistence, unrelenting in its portrayal. It is
only with time that Nikki gains control and learns to bring composure
and understanding to the experience.
My sister was thirteen and I was eleven. Me and my sister had
gotten into a fight. My dad took my side and my sister got real
mad. She said that he always took my side and then she ran off.
At the time I didn't even know what "sniffing" meant. Her
friends told us that they were sniffing rubber cement and spray
paint. And they were smoking weed and all that. She got real
crazy, and she ran out in front of a car. I hate to hear sirens
now. I always think about it. It was like two blocks away from
our house in California. And I ran and I ran and that's when I
saw my sister lying there. The last words she said to me were,
'Take care and don't do the things I done.' .. .! miss her a lot but I
get happy because I feel she's still alive in my heart, and I'm
going to see her when I die. I've had dreams about her. On my
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birthday I felt the guiltiest. I cried so much because I reached
fourteen and she didn't. I even tried to kill myself. I overdosed
and they rushed me to the hospital, and they pumped out my
stomach. I had to be in the hospital for about two weeks. And
my mom was real worried. She could have gone crazy. I felt
real bad and I tell her I'm sorry for the things that I did. The
first time I sniffed I didn't realize that my sister was doing that.
Now I don't. I haven't sniffed since last year.
(GI: 5-6-87)
This is a profound moment of Nikki's life. Her sister dies right before
Nikki enters seventh grade, before the school year when Nikki's grades
plummet and she becomes a "D" student after so many years of school
success. Nikki is one of Quentin's girls at risk, but Nikki's report card at
school indicates so little about her. Her "D's label her at risk, a clanging,
discordant public notice to her school failure. But it is her inner stories
which peel out over the city bearing the wounds of a guilty, injured
heart, fonning silent words which call for help and understanding.
A Researcher's Response
My research with Nikki and the other eight girls at risk brings a
new dimension to my life as researcher and educator.

There is drama,

struggle and change integral to this particular project with these unique
nine individuals. These dimensions need telling in order to complete the
story of the girls at risk.
Part of the personal drama for me is formed in the bonding
process with the girls. From the beginning it seems they are anxious to
participate in the project. My notes from October reflect this. "It seems
like the kids are wanting to be part of something. I'm not sure what
they think all this is going to be about, but whatever it is, they want to be
part of it. For these girls this project seems to have positive
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connotations." A little later in the same month 1 find the research taking
new hold, and the girls' stories drawing me into their lives.
More and more 1 am overwhelmed by the impact of the stories
that these girls are telling me. I come home thinking of their
stories, thinking of them, wishing that 1 would· be in an
administrative position so 1 could act on what 1 hear them saying,
and what 1 already know about them. 1 like these kids, 1 feel for
them deeply. 1 don't know if it's possible to stay distanced from
them. 1 wonder if this is true for all ethnographic researchers as
they learn from their informants. This is definitely a powerful
experience.
(RR: 10-29-86)
As the girls continue to tell their stories my concerns as researcher
vary. How should 1 deal with Nina who wants to tutor at Young School
with some of the other girls, yet she does not bring in her permission
slip? Do 1 continue refusing to write Beth passes when she comes to me
for help in staying out of trouble? How do 1 handle the fact that Sonja
wants me to come to the alternative school and interview her there? "I
was happy to get the journal entry from Sonja where she says she wants
me to follow her. We talked about that a little bit and I really want to. I
want her to do well. Once again I'm struck by the fact that it's hard not
to intervene. And 1 was moved when 1 wrote back to her because for
the first time she had written affectionately, 'Love, Sonja.'"
(RR: 11-20-86)
An added piece to the drama of working with the girls is meeting

their friends and hearing these stories. Two girls in particular have
impact. One is Maria, a seventh grader, who lives on the reservation
with the Yaqui girls. The other is Nancy, a friend of Nikki's. The
following is part of Nancy's story as I summarized it in my notes.
Nancy was going to run away and she wanted Nikki to run with
her but Nikki didn't want to do that, so the two of them ditched
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school, as opposed to running away. The story is that Nancy is
very unhappy at home. Her mother is lesbian and Nancy says
her mother doesn't like men at all. Nancy is embarrassed, she
doesn't like the way her mother lives and she doesn't like the
woman that lives with her mother. Nancy talked about her
twelve year old brother not knowing, or maybe knowing but
doesn't talk about it. Nancy has a little sister who is six. Some
of their relatives don't know that the mom is lesbian; her mom
doesn't want people to know. Nancy doesn't want anyone to
know; she doesn't want the kids to think that she's lesbian too.
She said that she ran away before.
Nancy doesn't see any point in coming to school because she
has so many F's. Ms. Illich the counselor told her she had so
many F's from all three quarters that she's probably not going to
pass. Nancy said if she's not going to pass, what's the good of
coming to school? She just feels like there isn't any hope .
...What also came out of the next conversation was that her
mother doesn't let her do things. One time her mom found out
that Nancy wasn't at the show with friends but was with her
sixteen year old boyfriend. Nancy says her boyfriend never did
anything. Her mom thought she would get pregnant and she
then wouldn't be able to live there with her. So now her mom
doesn't even let her go out to the show. Her mom keeps a pretty
tight reign on her.

.. .1 asked Nancy about her father and she said that he died a
year or two ago, from cirrhosis of the liver because he drank a
lot. When her father found out that her mother was lesbian he
began to drink and he wouldn't eat, so he died. Nancy also said
that when she previously ran away she went to her
grandmother's, and she told her grandmother about her mom
being lesbian. The mom was not happy about this. Nancy also
said her mom likes to go out to gay bars and Nancy doesn't like
this. The girl mentioned that one of the staff at school is in the
same crowd of people that pals around with her mom, so Nancy
believes that this school woman is also lesbian. (RR: 3-25-87)
Each individual girl's stories are filled with conflict like Nancy's,
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critical decisions, bizarre interactions, humor, tender caring, pathos - the
ingredients of fiction and life. Each girl's memories depict scenes of
mounting tension and interpersonal struggle. Their adventures in
ditching are sometimes humorous, yet they signify the unpleasant reality
of how little they value school. The girls tell stories of their sexual
awakening, their conflicts with family members and their experiments
with alcohol and drugs. The stories are mini dramas which I observe as
researcher, and in some cases I become a character within the play. I am
drawn into their lives.
Another part of the dramatic script is my relationship with the
faculty. At the beginning of the project Ms. Sanchez is encouraging and
enthusiastic. Her encouragement, perhaps, was based on a misconception
that I will intervene, counsel, and assume responsibility for a changed
school performance by the girls. This belief surfaces periodically.
Also, she strongly requests that I work with nine girls, not the six that I
had originally planned for to be informants. I give in to the request in
order to stay in her "good graces," but having a greater number of girls
is difficult, yet not without merit. Throughout the project Ms. Sanchez,
however, never offers information about the girls. Yet she does know
about some aspects of their lives which would be helpful to me. The
knowledge could clarify relationships, and save me the time of probing
for understanding.
At one point Ms. Sanchez refuses to let the girls spend more time
tutoring at Young School, saying that if their grades improve then she'll
agree. We disagree about this, and she tells me other teachers are asking
her if this program is helping the at risk girls. Then later on when I ask
if a school evaluation has taken place about Beth M&. Sanchez seems
defensive that it hasn't. Most of our moments of interchange are
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smooth, but at times there is tension. Perhaps she senses questioning on

my part, perhaps she expects me to share more information about the
girls. For whatever reasons, our relationship becomes part of this
drama.
There is a certain drama as I relate with the other faculty
members. I want them to be at ease when I interview them and when I
observe them in their classrooms, but it seems many of them guard their
words. What they so easily say about a theory of interrelating with
students is not integrated in the practice of their teaching. They are
knowledgeable about their students in terms of grades, but appear sadly
ignorant about student personal lives. They share little information
about individual students, and I sense very little self scrutiny about their
role as teacher. Their personal satisfaction as a group nurtures my own
concern and struggle as I live out each scene with the girls at risk as they
reject what Quentin offers.
The personal struggle in this research drama has five aspects: who
I am as researcher, the research methodology, the tussles with remaining
at a psychological distance from the girls, frustrations, and whether to
intervene or remain strictly a listener. The first of these, who I am as
researcher, leads me to question how a "researcher" responds to the type
of personal story being told by the girls. I can choose to listen and
question, or I can empathize and, perhaps, even share relevant stories
with the girls. I choose to do the latter at times, to put them at ease, and
to give them some sense that I am understanding what they're
expressing.
The reality is that I teach, and part of that experience is also to act
as counselor, at least as I perceive the teaching role. It is a difficult
decision not to counsel the girls. Many times I want to move into a
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counseling situation, and help the girl work through her decision about
some issue. Occasionally I offer some suggestions but basically, I do not
counsel; this is a continuous struggle on my part.
As a teacher it is also difficult not to speak with another teacher
about an individual girl, or go to an appropriate individual for help.
This is especially true when my teacher instincts do foresee when one of
the girls is reaching a new stage or difficult time.
There was very good rapport between Linda and me. At the end
of the interview I felt that here is a kid who is on the brink of
either dropping out or choosing some critical activity that will
alter her life. She spoke of dropping out. During the interview
I was again faced with an ethical issue. For me it was similar (so
I reasoned) to doing research with potentially suicidal people.
When one person says that s/he is going to commit suicide, what
does the researcher do? Say, 'Well, have a good trip,' or
intervene. (RR: 10-29-86)
The strong feelings about Linda do lead to urging her to see Ms.
Sanchez. In another instance, however, when I begin having ominous
feelings about the negative influence of the assistant principal, Mr.
Hernandez, I do not talk with the principal about this; I don't intervene.
The intervention issue is also part of my ethical concerns to be discussed
later in this chapter.
A second struggle was whether or not to keep my psychological
distance from the girls. The truth is that keeping distant became
impossible. The power of their stories drew me into their lives. My
own personal time commitments kept me from spending more hours at
Quentin and being more involved with them. The struggle of keeping a
balance between the research world, my growing relationship with the
girls, and my "other life" became real and forceful.
I wasn't able to go out to Quentin yesterday and so now I'm
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starting to think that even though I do try and go out there almost
everyday, I don't. I'm not able to do that, yet part of the whole
experience of this type of research is developing the relationship
with the kids. I don't know how I could arrange it so that I can
see or talk to each of the girls everyday when I'm not even a
teacher there, and I don't have them for a class. I think being
present in the schoo! everyday would be beneficial. Having the
kids in class would be helpful to them and valuable for the
research. It would an intervening process for the girls. I'm
feeling that even though the kids have given me so much and
shared so much, if I were out there more it would be richer.
(RR: 12-2-86)
I wanted more time at Quentin. Also, I wanted to share some of my life
with the girls. Partly for this reason I arranged a field trip to the
University which ended up being a valuable event for a number of
reasons. Some girls had never visited the University, few had gone on
field trips during their days at Quentin, and it was an opportunity to
have a positive exposure to college life. Also, they could get to know
each other a little better, and they would see me in a less formal context.
Their conversations with me after the field trip seemed different;
they showed the girls more relaxed and more verbal. Remaining distant
and not spending time together outside of Quentin, would, perhaps, not
have allowed the girls to feel as comfortable in sharing their stories.
The struggle, then, became my growing desire to spend more time
at Quentin, to meet the girls after each of their classes and not just when
it was convenient, and to be with them as they talked about ditching and
other activities. I had not originally scheduled this kind of time
commitment; I had not anticipated the involvement I would demand of
myself.
Another phase of personal struggle took shape early in the
interviewing stage. The project focus is on perceptions of school, yet the
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reality is the girls want to focus on other facets of their lives. At the
beginning I kept attempting to draw them into observing and
commenting about their classes and teachers, but their responses were
short. They elaborated on topics of their choice; their choice was not

school. I struggled with this for awhile, then let them have the rein. In
one sense that decision helps place school in its true perspective in their
lives. It is not center stage.
One struggle linked to this research methodology is the never
ending emergence of insight about the girls, families, school structure,
etc. It is necessary to bring closure to the project, yet the project seems
to possess a life of its own, chanting halt at any attempt to end the
writing. One more forgotten or hidden incident emerges and neatly
exemplifies some aspect of the girls' perspective. How can it be denied
inclusion? The ending is a struggle.
Throughout the project I wrestled continually with decisions about
whether or not to intervene, usually on the girls' behalf. I viewed some
of their problems or concerns with school as difficulties easy to remedy.
I could talk with the principal, offer a few suggestions and a plan for
implementation, then at least some of the girls' hassles would be
dissolved. But I chose to intervene only in the sense that I made some
suggestions to the girls about going to an individual, or I structured
several outings for the at risk group. I suggested that Linda and Sonja
each talk with the principal; I did mediate for Nikki's friend Nancy when
she had trouble with Mr. Hernandez. Also, I talked with Linda's mom to
assure her that Linda was, indeed, going to the Indian Club meeting with
me. And I offered to meet with interested teachers during the second
semester and talk about working with at risk students.
One intervention which flowed from the research process itself
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was my decision to meet with the girls collectively. I became an
interested adult by listening to their stories. Therefore, I struggled
about the decision to continue meeting with the group during the second
half of the year. I could not come as often to Quentin as I did the first

semester, therefore, I proposed that we meet once a week. This brought
a small group together, usually not the entire group, but I was aware of
the possibility of creating a negative bond among the girls. The group
meeting was initiated for a continued positive experience of mutual
support, but it is true the girls became closer to each other and Elisa,
Nikki and Daria began joining together for ditching.
DUling the project I had a difficult time facing the growing reality
that the teachers and the system helped create problems for the girls,
including labeling them at risk, and placing them in an academic "risk"
situation. It became steadily more and more apparent that wellintentioned teachers lack understanding of the girls in this project, and
that as educators they do not reflect on their professional beliefs and
practices (Cliff, Houston & Pugach, 1990). For these reasons they are
contributing to the problem of why girls like the nine young adolescents
in this project do not find school relevant and worth their investment of
energy, intellect, and affection.
The last aspect of struggle is my personal frustration in the
following areas: observing the particular practices which are debilitating
to the girls, noting that childrens' rights may be violated, sensing that
those students who reject the system because it's boring and meaningless
are not given voice and suffer discrimination, and lastly, the system's
information data is not updated, thus making easy access to the girls'
complete records a difficult task and in some cases an impossibility.
Not only did I struggle during the course of this research project
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but my views and expectations changed. At the beginning of the project
I thought the girls would reveal why they were failing; in one sense this
was my focus. As the project progressed, however, my focus changed to
noting the many ways that Quentin School is irrelevant for students like
these girls. Numerous dimensions of this particular school do not meet
young female early adolescent needs; this became apparent.
In October I thought that the stories from the girls and teacher
interviews might reveal possibilities for intervention in the girls' school
life. Looking to intervene in student life implies that the system is
adequate. I gradually realized that the system of Quentin School needs
radical changing if it ever hopes to meet the needs of girls like the nine
early adolescents in this study. Interventions are necessary but those
which stem from a system offering needed, effective services to students.
Part of my initial thinking lay in searching for the meaning of
"being at risk" in school. This answer is neatly packaged at Quentin, but
wrapped in superficial designations easily calculated by failing grades.
The girls reveal the real risks, least of which are failing classes in an
outmoded educational school design. Most girls simply rejected Quentin
as irrelevant in their world of extremely pressing, serious problems.
Quentin offers nothing "real" when they so desperately hunger for
relevance, meaning and help.
My research was designed 1.0 last one semester; I could not let go
of the girls. I needed to see them through the year as best I could,
hoping that something would change to lead them from the life risks
they experience. Only in one case did this occur.
Other changes occurred for me. I now view the use of journal
writing differently than at the beginning of the project. I, perhaps, am
more realistic about its use in a project where there is not daily contact
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with the infonnants. I still value it as a research tool, but now better
know its limitations.
Another change centers around my altered thinking about quiet
students. An excerpt from my notes reveals this.
As I'm driving along here, I'm thinking about how I have
personally changed since starting to do this research. Some
things have happened which will affect my interactions with kids
from this point on. I am questioning the University students
about how they will evaluate kids whose learning styles are not
verbal ones. How do they evaluate the quiet students?
Evaluating kids oral participation in class has always been
significant for me. It has been a major part of the kid's "grade,"
not that it dominates, but it has been of equal weight with written
responses. A kid's verbal ability in class, or a lack of oral
response, is something to look at. In an English or language arts
class it becomes difficult, because I feel it is important that kids
learn how to discuss and learn how to interact, so therefore, their
verbal ability takes on significant meaning. I'm not sure how I
will handle this but I will look anew when kids are hesitant about
participating in discussions and giving oral reports. (RR:12-386)
The final change which I am aware of at this stage is an attitudinal
change toward qualitative research. At the outset I embraced the project
with interest and enthusiasm, but the perspective of researcher and the
commanding power of data collected lead me to unreservedly advocate
this type of research design for future investigations with eady
adolescents. If the education community desires to know early
adolescent thinking about schooling and developmental needs, then
collecting student stories and perspectives in an ethnographic design
offers great opportunity to understand and learn meaning.
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Ethical Considerations
One last aspect of this personal research story needs comment.
The issue of my ethical decisions offers insight to the research process
and presents further material by which to evaluate the fmdings and
interpretation. It is possible to include here only a few selected
examples of "safe" ethical decisions. I choose, however, to render the
ethical story in an inclusive, truthful manner. The reader may question
my decisions, but they stand as part of this particular investigative study.
The major ethical question throughout this project is whether or
not to intervene in the many questionable situations which arose. The
girls told me of their own alcoholic habits, alcoholism within families,
their drug use, family addiction, their introduction to addictive habits by
family members, instances of both verbal and physical abuse, rape,
attempted suicide, neglect and acts of running away from home. In most
cases when I heard a particular story I did not go to an authority, be that
in school or to an outside agency, nor did I contact the girl's family. I
chose to observe the girls' lives in relation to how they responded to
school. Their traumatic personal events greatly influenced their
participation in the Quentin experience; this they clearly stated. I
reasoned that my active intervention would contaminate the real
experience of at risk girls. In several instances I encouraged or helped
connect a girl with someone who could help her solve a current
predicament.
At times when I knew the girls brought illegal substances to school
I remained silent about this. By doing so I learned that the girls could
bring substances to school with a fair amount of ease. It was not
uncommon practice. No Quentin system detected the numerous instances
of alcohol on the school premises. No teacher voiced any suspicions.
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Nikki was suspended because a student "told'~ she had cigarettes in her
purse, and Beth was suspended for showing her beer can on the bus.
These were only two acts out of many instances of illegal substances
present on school property.
By remaining silent I question whether or not this appeared to the
girls as tacit permission on my part. Once they knew I would not report
them, they may have increased their instances of bringing alcohol and
drugs. Somehow, however, I feel that even without my knowing about
what they did, they still would have brought these to school. They were
searching for excitement and fun; bringing substances helped fulfill their
need.
In three instances I also chose to remain silent when I had serious

misgivings about decisions made by the Quentin staff. These decisions
revolved around issues of counseling students, use of suspension, and
knowledge of child abuse.
Added to these matters were my concerns whether or not I was
respecting the girls' privacy. Did I probe too much? Also, perhaps I
allowed them to miss too many classes in my efforts to hear as many of
their stories as possible. And then I wondered if my questions to the
Quentin adults about certain girls contributed to "a public awareness" of
them and gave them a negative identity (Caterall, 1987). I also
wondered if in any way my conversations with the girls contributed to
their stress. I thought not, but in an effort to please and gain attention,
perhaps some girl may have hidden this reality. And the last ethical
concern is my retrospective view of the friendship I offered. I entered
into their lives for a short time, but left abruptly keeping no contact with
them. Personal matters drew me to another state, but does expectation
and disappointment linger in the mind of an early teen? I§ this another
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instance of an adult not meeting needs and causing disappointment?
These questions are not answered in this report.
The Final Digest
This section of Chapter 8 attempts to summarize the fmdings from
this study but makes no effort to be all inclusive. Included here are the
more pertinent ideas which become a focused introduction to this
report's concluding section on recommendations for the future.
The study of at risk girls reveals that the girls are anxious to tell
their stories; they need little prompting when the topic is vital to them.
Perhaps they are initially shy, but they are willing informants. At times
they have difficulty being reflective about their lives; perhaps greater
opportunity to verbally reflect will give students practice in so
personally beneficial a skill. Their information could influence
developing a more girl friendly, student centered school design.
It is also apparent that students this age are wanting help for their
problems and help in coping with stressful situations. When Ms. Evans
asks six classes for interested students to join a group for children in
alcoholic families, twenty-six students respond with interest. A social
worker like Ms. Evans cannot handle all student needs. Teachers need to
redefine their roles in addressing the real problems of students this age.
An entry from my notes reaffirms the reality of what's happening in the
lives of early adolescents, whether the education community wishes to
believe it or not. "Someone at the school interrupted Ms. Evans to talk
with three kids. Two of the kids were suicidal and attempted suicide.
The other kid was a girl who had been raped. Ms. Evans' comment was
that what was so scary to her is the fact that of those three kids two of
them were very, very quiet kids. They were kids who did well in school
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and were carrying with them these heavy burdens."
This study also discloses how needy girls use the nurse to fmd
security, and how it is apparent that for many non achieving girls there
is no teacher advocate for them in school. Only the Yaqui girls say they
go to the Indian resource aide for help and friendly talk:. She is their
advocate.
The approach at Quentin School for working with at risk students
is threefold. Teachers expect an expert to "fix" the student, then enroll
the student in a special program like PALS which will change student
behavior and thinking, and lastly, have frequent adult discussions which
keep the at risk issue in the spotlight and hopefully, lead to greater
understanding. This approach did not work with eight girls in this
study. The one "success" story from this research project tells of a girl
influenced by many factors which lead her to academic success.
\\'hether or not she is still at risk is another question, but she no longer
is failing Quentin classes. Influential factors in Ellen's life include:
parental physical punishment, fear, home ridicule, school punishment,
threats, change of friends, personal detennination, past academic
successes, average intelligence and math interest.
It seems that very few of the Quentin adults whom I interviewed
have insightful ideas regarding students being at risk. Most measure the
risk by a teacher's view of success and failure in the teacher's own class
world. The teachers cannot grasp a broader view of risk if they do not
enter the student's world. Granted, this is difficult to do when one
teacher meets with over 120 students each day. But if teachers can enter
their students worlds, then a holistic view will put class failure in its
proper place, an indicator of a repressive or destructive system which
allows student failure.
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A school like Quentin which forces failure by its design and
practices is an antique of old world schooling ill adapted to new world
students. Its practices are repressive, not liberating by their intent to
meet individual need. Classroom practices, the punishment system, adult
formulated rules, and a level of professionalism which does not seriously
reflect on educator beliefs and practice is part of a silencing pedagogy.
Quentin's principal is sincere about wanting to change policy and
practice to provide success-producing experiences for her students. She
instigates use of school incentives, searches for grant monies, and
philosophically voices a supportive approach for students not succeeding
at Quentin. Yet she allows practices such as ability grouping, large
retention numbers, a liberal suspension system, and inhumane
punishments given by classroom teachers.
The teachers' words and practice form a classroom philosophy
with tenets such as these: home and school should be integrated when
teachers need support for behavior management, otherwise school life
can be separate; there is no obligation to provide students with
immediate feedback about their work, and it is the student's obligation to
approach the teacher when s/he does not understand content; mastering
content has first priority; the silent child in the classroom is a problem;
each class is a unit, a lecture is well suited; student opinion is not sought,
therefore, it seems not regarded as valuable; and it is not necessary to be
responsible for even one particular child.
Generally it seems when there is a problem with a student, such as
being at risk, the teachers I interviewed at Quentin have a mental student
dysfunctional checklist which they apply to the student. The individual
is evaluated according to the list and the possible causes for any problem
are chosen. Only two teachers and the principal stress knowing the
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student personally, and then looking at the classroom as a source of
difficulty which possibly compounds the student's problem.
The next area of findings concerns attitudes toward school. The
girls in this study do not accept school as a place for learning. Eight
reject it by the end of the year. These eight girls use school for many

reasons, however, mainly for social interactions, release from home, a
place to instigate fun, become
leaders in sub culture activity, and school is a place for exciting risktaking behaviors.
It seems that what the girls want and need from school is what
they'd like from life, but they don't find desires and needs met at school
and seldom in their home worlds. The girls want someone to listen to
them and understand their problems and the stress they face. They'd
like help in coping and enduring, and learning how to manage stress.
They need help with integrating the many value systems touching their
lives and they would like to become more independent. They need help
in integrating adult behaviors into their lives and they possibly need help
in balancing the economic realities of family circumstances with how
they would like to live. And lastly, the girls want to succeed in school
but find it boring and the "work" has little meaning; this is conflicting.
The important developmental issues which surface in this study are
the following: first, the kinds of fears and conflicts handled by girls at
this age are serious. The girls deal with adult-type stress and danger.
Second, the conflicts begin at an early age, forcing the girl to focus her
thinking on far more serious matters than the dreams of childhood.
Abusive behaviors begin early, and family corruption presents a
challenge of multi faceted difficult adjustment for young girls. There is
no question that these weighty matters must rob the girls of a
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carefreeness which less conflicted girls can experience into adolescence.
Lastly, the experience of failing a grade affects girls in this study. They
are embarrassed in front of their peers, are conscious of their older age,
and in some cases the retention influences how the girl regards her

intellectual ability.
In a society which still pictures girls as more passive than boys,

this study finds five girls taking extremely overt stands to reject school.
They are not passive; they flagrantly deny the school experience. Three
others also reject, but almost by passive resistance.
A number of the at risk girls are repressed persons in their homes,
partially because they are girls. Their parents fear pregnancy for their
daughters who now come to an age of sexual awakening. And for some
girls eighth grade is a time of sexual initiation, for others this begins
before eighth grade. And some girls do not want sexual involvement
until they are older. The study reveals that the girls have little family
communication about sex education, and there isn't much talk among
female peers about body changes leading to and during the time of
puberty. The girls unite in friendship groups centering around talk of
boys, general life sharing, risk taking, and illegal substance use.
These findings seem oppressive and may lead the reader to
question what hope exists for schools such as Quentin. But the fmdings
summarized in this final digest, do offer opportunities for change and
creative thinking. The good intent of an administrator is a beginning;
this Quentin has. Also, the teachers seem well-intentioned. It is
necessary, however, for not only the principal and administration to
reflect on their philosophy and practices, but the faculty must join this
venture of an honest scrutiny which solicits student opinion, particularly
the thinking of at risk girls.
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Directions for the Future
This section offers recommendations to both the research and
school communities. The data from this study indicates that we need
more investigations if we are to understand student thinking about their
complex worlds. It is not possible to isolate their wot:lds in terms of
home and school. This particular study confirms the need for holistic
investigative studies to explore in greater depth the meaning of early
adolescent worlds.
To this end, then, I recommend research focus on early
adolescence. The diversity and power of data obtained from this age
level can impact educators, if the results are presented using student
voice to plea for more just and creative educational experiences.
A second recommendation is to continue focus on research with
girls. The research community is establishing with greater credibility
the equity issue of girls' math and science capabilities (Linn & Hyde,
1989). They are also heralding popular support for new theories about
female thinking processes which direct approaches and decisions
radically different than males (Gilligan, 1990). But we need the research
which explores from young female perspectives such issues as family
corruption, home repression related to female/daughter status, and
significant mother/sister bonding experiences. Each of these topics, for
example, impacts on the girl's school world.
A further recommendation is to focus research with girls living in
poverty. The temptation for qualitative researchers may be to tap a
resource with a greater pool of articulate, highly successful language
users, in order to collect more insightful, girl-reflective data. The
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number of female school dropouts, however, is high in low socioeconomic areas, therefore, these girls need the opportunity to give voice
to their perspectives.
Studies are also needed which address the reality that girls drop out
of school in seventh and eighth grades, and during the summer before
high school. We need investigations to document numbers, explore
reasons, and fonnulate suggestions based on the girls' stories of why
they leave school.
It is important, also, to begin a series of qualitative projects with
girls living on reservations. When these Indian girls attend public
school it is essential that involved non-Indian adults have an
understanding of reservation life. If school is to be girl-friendly for all
girls, then the distinctive aspects of reservation life must influence a
school design for Indian female students. The local community
influences school design; the reservation must also influence this.
In the effort to revitalize education for Native American students it
is critical that those specific services already in place also be reevaluated,
for example, the use of Indian education resource rooms.
It is important also that the research community help schools
evaluate their transition to a middle school structure and then monitor
implementation of the program. But the focus here must to be on
meeting student needs, not on implementing each part of a general
middle school program.
The possibilities for research motivated by this at risk study are
numerous. Projects involving teacher thinking in changing to a more
student-focused practice could prompt healthy reflection by teachers and
begin patterns for continued professional reflection. Investigations
which document successful non middle school experiences for girls will
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reveal possibilities to practitioners for creative school design. Lastly, an
indepth ethnographic study of a mi.ddle level holistic classroom is needed
to expand the literature base on successful designs for this age level,
particularly for girls and for those students who have previously
rejected in some way, their past non holistic school experiences.
The second part of this section directs attention to
recommendations for the schools. The data collected from this study of
at risk girls indicates there is a choice of philosophical and procedural
direction for the future. Based on an interpretation which evaluates
Quentin as a well-meaning but repressive school, its girls at risk
population as disempowered students, its faculty as well-intended,
disempowered teachers, and the classroom practices as mainly limiting,
irrelevant experiences, I make recommendations in four major areas. It
is necessary to readdress the needs of girls at risk, empower both
students and staff, revitalize the classroom events, and nurture passion
for learning. At the heart of each of these recommendations is the call
for Quentin, and schools similar to this middle school, to enter a process
of truthful self evaluation which eagerly solicits honest assessments by
students, staff and parents.
The data also reveals that if Quentin intends to refocus its efforts at
helping each student experience relevant learning encounters, particulary
its early adolescent girls, then it must keep in the foreground basic
questions as it moves into the arena of readdressing needs, empowering,
revitalizing and nurturing. The underlying questions are the following:
What events lead a student to feel personally successful in school? How
does a school design contemporary developmentally appropriate
experiences within a school's resources? What constitutes educational
repression and liberation? What ramifications of social learning theory
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must impact 011 the daily, practical operation of an institution devoted to
learning? How does an institution with mandated-attendance relate to
three critical realities, family corruption of students, the distinction
between physical punishment and abuse both in student homes and at
school, and a response to either verbal or psychological neglect and
abuse in the home and at school (Garbarino, 1987; Hart, 1987).
These questions and issues must be part of any serious attempt to
provide a school experience relevant for contemporary students in the
current era in this society. The at risk girls in this study speak as
modem young girls with serious concerns, who will accept and want
meaningful adult advice, support, and intervention to help meet their
personal and educational needs. They reject irrelevance.
To Readdress the Needs of Girls At Risk
There are definite options in the education world which can
meaningfully address the needs of at risk girls. The first of these is to
attentively investigate the current research of Carol Gilligan (1988,
1990, 1990) which is shaping new thought about girls' thinking.
Gilligan and her colleagues at the Harvard Center for the Study of
Gender, Education and Human Development are using qualitative
methods to gather data from early adolescent girls as well as from
adolescents. Their studies focus on how central relational thinking is for
girls at an early adolescent age, and Gilligan posits that this is a highly
critical time in a young girl's life because this thinking and judgment
based on relationships is not fostered in the world of most girls. As
such, then, Quentin needs to recognize the importance of social settings
in the girls' developmental world. School needs to capitalize on this
developmental factor and use social interaction in leaming experiences.
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Quentin should acknowledge that some girls begin, and are
experimenting with adult behaviors at this age. Opportunities for
discussion and help need to be provided for girls. This means that the
school reaches out to the girls offering group experiences to share
stories, and also designs an effective method wherein each girl may
choose a sympathetic adult who can act as friend and mentor during the
year.
The school also needs to address the reality that girls are ignorant
and misinformed about sex. Some girls are sexually active in eighth
grade, and some begin sexual activity even before this time. Their
activity does not begin when they have adequate sex education from
home. Therefore, the school must assume a leadership role in providing
information to both girls and parents, in both fonnal and infonnal
settings. The girls must have a forum for their personal questions.
Girls at this young age can be addicts of abuse substances. It is
imperative to detect this by observing behavior patterns, noting signs of
abuse, and identifying girls through personal conversations between girl
and adult advisor. Once identified the school must provide help through
the presence of outside community agencies which function within the
school. The practice of referring students to outside agencies is
ineffective and naive, especially when girls living in poverty often do
not have the parental resources such as money, transportation, and a
sympathetic accompaning adult to access the agency's services. Also, a
positive school setting may provide great support for a girl beginning to
stop her substance abuse.
The girls in the at risk project reveal their choices concerning
certain school gender issues. These could be honored with a little
creative ingenuity in school planning. They need an alternative to
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"dressing out" in front of their peers. Some girls at this age would
prefer classes with female teachers. Also, some would like to experience

a class with all girls. The girls are interested in a variety of sports, yet
the options are limited for them, more than for the boys. The offerings
for girls need to be equitable with those offered to males, but more
contemporary, creative activities need design and implementation. When
special "girl-incentive" events are sponsored at the school or in the
community, many girls need a personalized invitation to take advantage
of this because of age-related insecurities. The adult-advisor could
function well in this request. Lastly, the at risk girls living in poverty
express limited career aspirations. The school must offer exciting,
viable career models and experiences to expand thinking about possible
career opportunities. Early adolescence is a developmentally
appropriate time for expanded thinking about future orientations.
In readdressing the needs of girls at risk, it is a strong
recommendation to rethink the issue of being at risk. Most Quentin

teachers summarize and identify risk as failing classes. This, too, is a
naive view. Being at risk needs to be addressed in light of the "whole
child." Discussion about the issue is necessary. Actually, fragments of a
more realistic, expanded view are contained in many of the interview
conversations with the Quentin teachers. The teachers may conclude, if
they interact as a faculty in meaningful conversation, that there is no one
set definition of a child being at risk, but life and school experiences can
place an early adolescent girl in situations which are physically and
psychologically detrimental to the girl's happiness and experience of
success.
The faculty also must assume responsibility that they create the
condition of class failure. They, then, should evaluate the experiences
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they provide under the guise of learning activities. The strong
recommendation is that this self evaluation be facilitated with honesty
and effort to lead teachers in reflecting on their practices,
acknowledging consequences, and requesting student imput into the
evaluation process. The depth of involvement and change will be
greater if this is a staff development experience, as opposed to a reader's
interaction with a researcher's report.
The Quentin faculty can learn much from the current research
about how schools. in their well meaning attempts at relevant education,
lead students to becoming "risk" students, or they foster the "risk"
attitudes and behaviors of students in their schools. (Richardson et all,
1989; Richardson and Colfer, 1990)
The findings from this study indicate that in order to successfully
affect the school experience of at risk girls two changes are
recommended. First, the school must critically evaluate the kind and
quality of educational experience offered to its students, and based on
these results, design an experience based on the "real" needs of all
students in the particular school's community. Secondly, the school
philosophy must be based on the ideal to provide for each individual
student's needs. Implied in this philosophy is the practice of obtaining
specific knowledge: to know each student as a particular person, a
specific type student with unique intellectual gifts, to know the needs of
the person as girl. and to understand the individual as a member in a
particular family setting. Granted this is no small recommendation, but
until attempts are make to redesign schools based on individuals in their
social realities, we will continue to have ineffective generic educational
structures which create a detrimental at risk status, and innocently
propel struggling girls into dangerous situations.
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To Empower Students and Staff
A second set of recommendations are concerned with
empowerment. Central to this is the recommendation that Quentin
School and other educational institutions acknowledge the resource of
empowered student and faculty popUlations. The suggestion is to look in
the writings of critical theorists (Friere, 1970; Giroux, 1983; McLaren,
1989) to find the theory on which to develop an empowering education
structure. With this foundation it is then possible to acknowledge the
needed changes within the present repressing structure.
Consistent with this recommendation is a second one, to establish
what the school community believes are the rights of children. The at
risk girls are required by law to attend school, namely Quentin. This
study focuses on questions of children's rights because of questionable
practices recounted and observed. The faculty can obtain a copy of the
United Nations statement on the rights of children and explore what
these rights mean in our society and particularly in our schools (Vittachi,
1989). Then the recommendation is to address the following questions:
Do early adolescent students have the right to experience democracy in a
classroom and school setting? Do they have the right to be given
responsibilities commeasurate with their age and maturity? Do they
have the right to a forum in which to voice their concerns? Do these
young teens have the right to an equal education with others within their
own school and with students in other communities? What rights
violations occur within the school format? Are all punishments just? Is
denying individuality under the pretext of equal treatment a violation of
rights? Is the theory of "innocent until proven gUilty" upheld in Mr.
Hernandez' court of suspension? And lastly, are students' privacy rights
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upheld? The issue of student rights is a component of empowennent.
The final part of a recommendation to empower students deals
with implementing a middle level philosophy. Quentin's principal hopes
to implement such a philosophy, however, this study discloses few
operational practices based on middle level thinking, as distinguished
from a typical junior high philosophy. Therefore, implement the
philosophy which creates a student-focused curriculum. an advisoradvisee system, student choice in activities, teaming, etc. (Center for
Research on Elementary and Middle Schools, 1987; Carnegie Council on
Adolescent Development, 1989) Consult with other schools in the
process of changing; learn from their mistakes and incorporate their
enriching discoveries. (Clark and Clark, 1990)
Changes to a middle school philosophy will empower students.
However, could a totally new structure be designed, appropriate to the
particular needs of the Quentin education community? I think so, but
given the district directive to use the middle school philosophy and
fonnat, then the recommendation is to implement this change with
conviction and energy.
With the change to a middle school philosophy will come
empowennent for teachers. The experience of teaming, for example,
gives teachers decision power. It is important, however, that to fully
empower staff, the teachers must acknowledge school and staff
shortcomings. This includes recognizing, for example, the
misconceptions disclosed during this study of at risk girls. Some of
these misconceptions are as follows: teachers believe that when the girls
are at home they're taking care of children or watching television.
Teachers also believe that improving attendance will dissolve much of
the at risk problem. The girls do not attend because they reject what
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they fmd. The girls will either act out their rejection, or they will

passively resist by doing little work, but copying and cheating. Most
teachers believe the at risk girls are not any different than the boys;
some feel they understand what the girls are experiencing. This study
reveals the opposite is true. The point here is that the misconceptions
can be addressed honestly and the truth revealed. Then the move toward
an empowering design has the hope of successful implementation; it j,s
not built on misconceptions.
To Revitalize the Classroom Event
It is impossible to isolate an attempt at revitalizing classroom
experiences from developmental issues, curriculum theory, and teacher
practice. I comment on one philosophy and approach which can
empower and revitalize, to serve as an exemplar. At the heart of this is
the focus on each student, each girl, as a whole person. The
recommendation, then, is to teach holistically. The at risk girls in this
study are tired of using question and answer strategies from a book,
they're bored by reading through a major part of a class period, they are
fed up with math drills and attempting to learn "facts." They want
something different. They are willing to engage, but not willing to use
the old methods of the past seven or eight years. They are tired of
learning skills in isolation.
The recommendation is to base classroom learning designs on
what whole language researchers and practicioners are advocating,
making adaptations to fit the particular student needs and teacher
strengths. (Graves, 1983; Goodman, 1986; Atwell, 1987; Goodman,
1989) Holistic classrooms place students in central, facilitating,
organizing, teaching positions which, by this restructuring alone,
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revitalizes the classroom, dissolves boredom, and empowers the children
and adult involved in this style of learning structure.
To Nurture Passion for Learning
The at risk girls in this study experience classroom events in
isolation from learning, and in isolation from meaningful events in their
lives. About life they have passion; this they demonstrate again and
again. The recommendation, then, is to use their lives in the curriculum
of the classroom. This is the liberation of pedagogy, the empowerment
of learner. The girls will invest energy, intellect, and concentration on
tasks they believe in and enjoy. What are the tasks which propel them to
this type of involvement? The girls, and all students, have answers.
Someone needs to ask them. And this, then, is the critical second
recommendation, that the "someone" be not just anyone. The girls are
too precious to "throwaway," to "dump" in any classroom, to treat as
anything but unique, treasured individuals. The "someone" of the
classroom must be a teacher who has vision of an educational world
beyond pages of questions and lists of skills to be mastered. The person
as teacher must possess a holistic view of life. How else can one help
create holistic experiences in classrooms if the life view is narrow and
fragmented? The recommendation is a subjective evaluation, an
idealogical one, to begin carefully selecting the individuals we call
teacher, to hire people whose theory and practice are compatible with
the need for holistic visionaries. Then, perhaps, passion will flame for
learning. Students will create the fun and excitement, not by bringing
wine coolers and eggs to school, but as they join together with a
passionate teacher to design and build what their combined impassioned
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visions can create. Perhaps this report will help focus readers in their
own work toward nurturing passion for learnin.g.
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EPILOGUE
The research story of nine Quentin Middle School girls is still not
complete. These young women made choices based on their perceptions
of school. They made decisions as eighth graders and they continue to
evaluate school experiences, not only those events from their days at
Quentin, but they evaluate school experiences since leaving Quentin.
During the summer of 1990, I met individually with three of the
student participants in my research project. Each girl talked about her
life since that 1986-1987 school year at Quentin. What follows is a brief
summary of that information, as well as an update on the whereabouts of
Quentin's administrators.
DARIA transferred to a special transitional program in a district high
school. She continued the pattern begun at the end of her eighth grade
year: skipping classes, using drugs and alcohol. She then transferred the
next year to her local high school and she began her nineth grade year.
She became more interested in school as her home situation became less
tense. Her father's behavior changed somewhat, and she is allowed more
freedom. Daria now has average grades in school, has hopes of
becoming some type of nurse, and is looking forward to her family's
move to Colorado. Daria's sister, who caused many family difficulties,
no longer lives next door to Daria. Rita divorced her husband and left,
leaving the care of her two sons to Daria's mom. The boys are in the
process of being adopted by Daria's mom. They still playa part in
Daria's life. In general, Daria seems content with life, recognizing that
her eighth grade year was a turbulent time for her.
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ELISA began in the special transitional program for repeating eighth
graders. She failed twice. But within a few months she became
pregnant and dropped out of school. Elisa stayed living with her family
on the reservation. She did not live with her son's father. When the
baby turned two, Elisa began attending a special city program to help
people obtain their GED. She still attends because she likes the small
classes, the individual help, and she appreciates the class hours which
allow her to care for her son. Elisa's younger sister dropped out of
Quentin in eighth grade, not because of failing classes, but because she
wanted to attend school with Elisa. Both girls still attend classes
together. Elisa still smokes cigarettes, did not talk about illegal
substance use, and seems to have little direction for herself in terms any
future career goal.
LINDA now lives with her three year old daughter in a trailer which is
owned by Linda's parents. She and the baby are somewhat isolated, but
friends or relatives drive them. Linda has continued a monogomous
relationship with their baby's father until recently. She decided to find a
job, work for some goals, and begin to see other men if interest occurs.
Linda has an entry level job in a warehouse, but is motivated by the
employee incentive pay. Her family babysits during work hours, then
Linda takes the baby home, cares for her and cooks. Linda is saving
money for a car, and hopes to move into the city and closer to activities
for herself and her child. She completed the high school equivalency
preparation program, but is hesitant to take the final exam, but is
planning to do this soon. Linda wants an apartment of her own, not on
the reservation. She plans to attend college when she finishes her GED.
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Linda seems content with her decision to have a child, and now seems
determined to achieve some of her other goals.
MR. HERNANDEZ, the assistant principal, stayed at Quentin another
year after the project finished. One of the teachers told me that his
discipline philosophy continued to be a source of difficulty. He left
Quentin for another school in the district.
MS. SANCHEZ, the principal, stayed at Quentin for two more years,
then decided that she would like to try an elementary principalship. The
problems in dealing with elementary age children are of a different
calibre than those of older students. Ms. Sanchez felt she needed a
change. She enjoys her new position.
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APPENDIXB
PROTOCOL FOR TEACHER INTERVIEWS
The purpose of this interview is to understand the teacher
concept of at risk, and to observe the use of the concept with reference
to individual students. The interview will consist of three parts:
Background Infonnation - designed to create rapport between teacher
and interviewer, and to develop a sense of the teacher's background
experience and views of the school context; Definitions of at risk at a
relatively abstract or generalized level; Identification of at risk students
in the teacher's classroom, and reasons for the designation. In addition
the interviewer will be able to explain the purpose of the study, and how
it will impinge on the teacher's time.

Greetings, friendly "situated" questions. (How has your day been?)
Thanks for taking time for the interview...
Purpose of the research (general) ...
First of all, I wonder if you could tell me something about your
experience as a teacher? (Probes for number of years, locations, grades,
years in the school)

In general, what would you say is the approach to students that is
practiced here at this school? Or goals? (Pick up on terms used, restate,
clarify, ask for definitions)
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What are some general things about your own approach that you think
are special? (Get a fairly clear self-description)
How would you compare working here with other schools you have
worked in? or How would you compare working with eighth graders
with working in other grades?
If you were to make some broad generalizations, how would you

describe the students here in this school? What kinds of students come to
this school? Is there anything special about the kids who come here?
What could you say about the communities or neighborhoods the
children come from?
Now I would like to ask you about the idea of "at risk." You know, the
term "at risk" seems to be used in many different ways. My first task is
to determine how the teachers in this school think about the term. Could
you describe to me how you thing about "at risk" learners?
Probes If they use a descriptive definition (e.g., hyperactive kids), try to
get at why they think kids act that way without cueing them in on
"predisposing factors").
If they start with a predictive definitionk try to probe on how they

know a kid is "at risk" (e.g., if they don't read the kid's file).
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"At risk" for what?
Try to get at their notion of why it is that two similar kids are
different in terms of their at riskness.
Have you taught at different grade levels" If so, what was your notion
of at risk there?
Would the other teachers in this school agree on the definition of at risk?
If an at risk student in your class moved to a different school, would s/he

automatically be an at risk student there?
Who do you talk to about your at risk students?

Can you think of some at risk students in your class this year?
Can you tell me why you think that._ _ _ _ _~may be considered at
risk?
What do you think could help this child out of the at risk category?
Are there any students who are on the verge of being at risk?
If so, how are they different from the at risk students?

Please comment of these particular students in your classes: _ _

_ _ Grade
__
_ _ Boy, Girl

--------.
APPENDIX C:
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PERSONALITY-INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Are you liVing with (cirole 1 or more) (1. mother, 2. step-mother,

3. father, 4. step-father, 6.

)

2. How m~ brothers and sisters do you have living at home?_ _ __
3. How

m~

bedrooms in your home?_ _ __

4. Do you ha.ve the following in your home? 1. enayolopodia (yee, no)
2. mage.z1nes (yeo, no) 3. ne'l'1apaper (yeo, no) 4. oolor TV (yes, no)

6. Do your parents own a oar or truok, If so how ma.ny?_ _ __

6. Does your mother work? (yes, no)

7. Do you get. enough food for lunoh at sohool? (yss, no)

, 6. Do you. th1Dk you are heo..lt.h;y? (yss, no)
9. Which would you prefer in the claesroom? (1. desks, 2. tablea)
10. Do you th1nk you could be a better student? (yes, no)
11..Do you plan to graduate trom high sohool? (yes, no)
12. Do you.plan to go to college? (yes, no)
13. How do you spend most of your tree time? (1. ree.d1ng, 2. mak1ng th1n!!s,
. 3. work1n!!, 4. watching T.V!! 6

)

14. Do you feel your wachers know you? (1. well, 2. fairly well, 3. not so

well)
16. Do you tlnd It easy to talk to (1. o..ll your teachers, 2. about ho..lfyour

teachers, 3. less than ho..lf your teachers, 4. none of your teachers)

am

16. I 8JJl the happiest when (1. I
o..lone, 2. I make someone happy, 3. I
am having a good time with triends, 4 _ _ __
17. Most people think I am (1. n1ce, 2. duplb, 3. a onob, 4.

) .

16. I worry the most about (1. being popular, 2. my grades, 3. getting along

with my fam1ly, 4.

m~nsy,

6

.)

19. Are your parents too strict? (yes, no)
20. Do you honestly th1nk you are old .enough to date? (yes, no)
21 .. Do you danoe? (yes, no)
22. Are you growtng Into the kind of person you reo..lly want to be? (yes, no)
23. Are you
no)
. a.nxious to grow up? (yes,
.

.

24. The future looks (1. good, 2. bad, 3. uncertain, 4. _ _ _ _ )

26. Do you think it 10 1mportant to·have more than two teachers in a da,y?

(yes, no)

.

, 26: Would you prefer to be with studente in just your grade? (yes, no)

27. Do you prefer to be taught in a smo..ll or large group? (. _ _ _ _ )

26. Do you understand our grading system? (yes, no)
29. Wh~t 10 your most interesting BUbJeot?_ _ __
30. Is there IUlJf oOV-I'se you are not taking that you would like to
take?_ _ __

31. To whom would you go If you had a problem?_ _ __
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